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IntroductionI �rst realized the importance of solution operators for the di�erential equa-tion �u + 2i� � ru = f which depend in a suitable way on the complexparameter vector � when I studied the paper [32] by Nachman. He based thereconstruction of coe�cients in a partial di�erential equation from boundarymeasurements on these solution operators. Unfortunately, for the construc-tion of the solution operators he gives a reference to a paper that has neverbeen published and a reference to a similar construction in the paper ofSylvester and Uhlmann [46] where only the special case � �� = 0 is examined.Other authors dealing with parameter identi�cation problems cite these twopapers when they need the solution operators (see [8, 38, 39]).The proof of Sylvester and Uhlmann uses Fourier transform techniquesin weighted Sobolev spaces and is quite involved as are the proofs of otherauthors who prove related results.Therefore, it was a great simpli�cation when I discovered how to obtainsolution operators with the help of Fourier series in a straightforward andelementary way. The solution operators became even more attractive when itturned out that they are not only useful in parameter identi�cation problemsbut also in proving unique continuation results which are needed to showuniqueness for direct scattering problems in an inhomogeneous medium.This thesis explains the construction of the solution operators via Fourierseries and then applies them to some direct and inverse scattering problemsin inhomogeneous media. We shall examine acoustic, electromagnetic andelastic scattering problems. In order to give an idea what kind of problemswill occur in the sequel let us now sketch the acoustic scattering problem.The acoustic scattering problem is a good example for the other problems,it is probably the one which is known best by the reader, and it needs lesstechnical and distracting details than the electromagnetic or elastic scatteringproblem. 3



The direct acoustic scattering problem consists in �nding the scatteredwave us, given the wave number � > 0, the refractive index n, and theincident wave ui. The total wave u = ui + us must obey the di�erentialequation �u+ �2nu = 0 in IR3 and us must satisfy a radiation condition atin�nity.Of course, the �rst questions to ask are whether there exists a solutionand whether it is unique. Since we assume n(x) = 1 in the exterior of alarge ball, we can use Rellich's lemma to obtain u(x) = 0 in the exterior ofthat ball, if u is a radiating solution to the above di�erential equation. Thesecond step of the uniqueness proof is a unique continuation principle, i.e., asolution u to �u+�2nu = 0 in IR3, which has compact support, must vanisheverywhere. At this point our solution operator is very useful because itallows a short and elementary derivation of the desired unique continuationprinciple (see Theorem 1.2).We establish the existence of a solution via an integral equation whichis known as the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. It is derived by applyingGreen's representation theorem to u.The solution us to the direct scattering problem has the asymptotic be-havior us(x) = ei�jxjjxj �us1(x̂) +O� 1jxj�� ; jxj ! 1 ;with x̂ = jxj�1x denoting the direction of x. us1 is known as the far �eld orscattering amplitude of us.For the inverse scattering problem we assume that we have measured thescattering amplitude us1 for su�ciently many incident waves ui and that nis unknown. The task is to reconstruct n from these data. We start with amore modest result, namely a uniqueness theorem which was �rst establishedby Novikov in [37]: two refractive indices n and ~n producing the same far�eld data must coincide. Actually, we prove that all Fourier coe�cients of nand ~n must coincide. To this end we construct for � 2 C3 with � � � = �2solutions of the formu(x) = ei��x(1 +O(j�j�1) ; j�j ! 1 ;to the equation �u+�2nu = 0. Solutions depending in this way on a param-eter � had already been considered by Faddeev in connection with quantummechanical scattering problems. We refer the reader to [32, p. 536] for a briefreview of their history. Sylvester and Uhlmann used them in [46] to prove4



that the conductivity is uniquely determined by boundary measurements ofvoltage and current. We shall construct the special solutions by essentiallyreplacing in the Lippmann-Schwinger equation the usual fundamental solu-tion to the Helmholtz equation,��(x; y) = ei�jx�yj4�jx� yj ; x 6= y ;by a di�erent one,	�(x� y) = ei��(x�y)g�(x� y) ; x 6= y :It is immediately seen that, if 	� is a fundamental solution to the Helmholtzequation, then g� must be a fundamental solution to the operator (�+2i� �r),whence our solution operator comes in.Next, we turn to the stability of the inverse scattering problem. Weconsider the far �eld patterns u1;n originating from a small set of C2-smoothrefractive indices n. We are then able to prove that the inverse mappingu1;n 7! n is continuous when we use a very strong norm on the set of far�eld patterns and the maximum norm for the refractive indices. Here, weshall use the Faddeev-type solutions again in order to estimate the Fouriercoe�cients of the di�erence n � ~n of two refractive indices. The Fouriercoe�cients in turn yield estimates of the di�erence n� ~n itself. Alessandrini[2] proved this result for the problem considered by Sylvester and Uhlmann,and Stefanov [42] investigated the acoustic case.Finally, we give a procedure how n can be reconstructed from a knowl-edge of the far �eld pattern u1;n associated with it. This reconstruction goesback to Nachman [32]. The main idea is to compute the boundary data ofthe Faddeev-type solutions with the help of integral equations whose ker-nels originate from the fundamental solution 	� and with the help of theknowledge of the scattering amplitude. Then, the boundary data are used tocompute the Fourier coe�cients of (1�n). Since all these questions concern-ing the inverse acoustic problem in an inhomogeneous medium are examinedwith the help of the special solutions to the perturbed Helmholtz equation,our solution operators play an essential role during the analysis.We carry out the analogous program for the direct and the inverse electro-magnetic scattering problem in an inhomogeneous medium. For the inverseelastic scattering problem we omit the reconstruction procedure because arigorous examination would have extended the length of this thesis evenmore. 5



Before we proceed with the direct acoustic scattering problem in the �rstchapter let us point out that the results concerning the direct scattering prob-lems have been known for a long time [50, 31, 51, 23, 7]. We have includedthose chapters because a good understanding of the direct problems facili-tates the understanding of the inverse problems. Moreover, a self-containedpresentation of the material may help the reader not to be distracted too of-ten by searching for references. Finally, since we want to apply our solutionoperators during the uniqueness proofs for the direct problems, we have todeal with the direct problems anyway.Concerning the inverse scattering problems the results for the elasticityequation and the stability result for the electromagnetic case seem to be new.Furthermore, our approach, using Fourier series and carrying out the analysisin classical function spaces, i.e., spaces of continuous, H�older continuousor di�erentiable functions and L2-spaces, is new. Contrary to the papersmentioned above we have avoided Sobolev spaces throughout. After havingestablished the existence and the properties of the fundamental solution 	� ,which di�ers from �� by a smooth function, it is possible to use all theresults from classical potential theory. We hope that this way to present thematerial simpli�es the technical details and contributes to the clarity of themain ideas.Of course, there are limits for being self-contained. We assume that thereader has a good knowledge in analysis and functional analysis (as providedby many textbooks) and in boundary integral equations (as provided by the�rst four chapters in [6] together with [7]). These assumptions reect theauthor's mathematical education and background.Nevertheless, we have included proofs for results which can be found inthe monographs [6, 7], if the proofs di�er from the ones given there or if theyare important for the understanding of the subject. The above choice of whatis assumed to be known also required a discussion of volume potentials andof Weyl's lemma in this thesis although the reader might argue that theseare standard results and can be found in classical monographs. For similarreasons we have included an appendix dealing with the elastic single-layerpotential though [23] is a standard reference.The reader can infer from the table of contents the organisation of thematerial. We have devoted one chapter to each problem, the direct and theinverse scattering problem in the acoustic, electromagnetic, and elastic case.Finally, I want to thank all my relatives, friends, and colleagues who havehelped in some way during my work. Especially, I gratefully acknowledge the6



help of Professor Dr. David Colton and of my teacher Professor Dr. RainerKre�. Their research and their books inspired my own research, and theenthusiasm of the former and the steady encouragement of the latter providedmuch support to write this thesis.
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Chapter 1The Direct Acoustic ScatteringProblemLet us start with a brief physical motivation of the main mathematical prob-lems we shall examine in this section. We consider an inhomogeneous mediumin IR3 and assume that the inhomogeneity is compactly supported. The prop-agation of time harmonic acoustic waves in the medium is governed by theequation �u(x) + �2n(x)u(x) = 0 ; x 2 IR3 : (1.1)u describes the pressure �eld, � > 0 is the wave number and n is the refractiveindex of the medium. � and n(x) are related to the frequency ! of the waveand to the speed of sound of the medium via � = !=c0 and n(x) = c20=c2(x).Here, c(x) is the speed of sound at the point x 2 IR3 and c0 is the speed ofsound in the homogeneous part of the medium (see [7, chapt. 8] or [50]). Inorder to model absorbing media, too, we allow =(n(x)) � 0, x 2 IR3.In the direct acoustic scattering problem we know the wave number � andthe refractive index n and we are given an incident wave ui which is scatteredby the inhomogeneity. The task is to �nd the scattered �eld us such thatthe total �eld u := ui + us satis�es equation (1.1) and such that us satis�esa radiation condition.In the following sections we shall provide the tools to prove that the directscattering problem has a unique solution. Our �rst aim is the uniquenessproof. It turns out that solution operators for the di�erential equation �v+2i� � rv = f whose L2-norms depend in a suitable way on the parameter� 2 C3 are useful during the uniqueness proof. Since these operators also play9



a central role when we examine the inverse problem, we introduce them at thebeginning. However, in the next section we shall only prove a result whichis absolutely necessary for the uniqueness proof. When we need strongerresults in later sections we improve our assertions then. Since we employFourier series techniques for the norm estimates of the solution operators, westart with a brief review about Fourier series in the next section. We proceedwith the norm estimates and prove a unique continuation principle as a �rstapplication of the solution operators.In the second section we review Green's formula and then present a ver-sion of Rellich's lemma. Both uniqueness theorems for the direct as for theinverse scattering problems are based on this lemma.After giving a precise formulation of the direct scattering problem in thethird section we establish its uniqueness. Next, we turn to the existence prooffor the direct scattering problem. We use volume potentials and integralequation techniques. Thus, we investigate the mapping properties of volumepotentials and �nally obtain the unique solvability for the direct scatteringproblem.Although all the results can be found in the literature we have includedthis chapter because we want to give a self-contained exposition of the directscattering problem. Furthermore, some proofs of well-known results are new(e.g. the unique continuation principle), and �nally the existence proof forthe direct problem will suggest proofs when we examine the inverse problemin the second chapter.
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1.1 Fourier Series and a Unique ContinuationPrincipleThe purpose of this section is to give a brief account on Fourier series whichare then used to derive formally a solution operator G0� for the equation�u + 2i� � ru = f and to estimate its norm. As a �rst application of thenorm estimate we derive a unique continuation principle.If D � IR3 is an open set we denote by L2(D) the linear space of complex-valued functions on D which are measurable and square integrable on D withrespect to the Lebesgue measure. We shall tacitly identify functions whichcoincide in D except on a set having Lebesgue measure zero. L2(D) endowedwith the scalar product(f; g) := ZD f(x)g(x)dx ; f; g 2 L2(D) ;is a Hilbert space. kfkL2(D) = kfkL2 denotes its norm.For a �xed R0 > 0 we de�ne the cube C := (�R0; R0)3 � IR3. Theusual orthogonal basis in the space L2(C) are the trigonometric polynomialsei��x, x 2 C, (R0=�)� 2 ZZ3. However, for reasons which become obvious inTheorem 1.1 it is more suitable for us to shift the grid (�=R0)ZZ3 and to workwith a slightly modi�ed basis.We denote by � the grid� := n� = (�1; �2; �3) 2 IR3: R0� �2 � 12 2 ZZ ; R0� �1; R0� �3 2 ZZo ;i.e., we have shifted (�=R0)ZZ3 by �=(2R0) in the direction of the secondcoordinate. Furthermore, we de�ne e�(x) := (2R0)�3=2 exp(i� � x), x 2 C,� 2 �.Straightforward calculations show that we have for �, � 2 �:(e�; e�) = 1 if � = �, and (e�; e�) = 0 if � 6= �, i.e., the functions e�, � 2 �,are an orthonormal system in L2(C).They are also a complete system. For f 2 L2(C) the function g(x) :=e�i�x2=(2R0)f(x), x 2 C, satis�es g 2 L2(C). Hence, by the Weierstrassapproximation theorem for trigonometric polynomials there is a sequence pj,j 2 IN, of trigonometric polynomials converging to g, kpj�gkL2 ! 0, j !1.The functions qj, de�ned by qj(x) := ei�x2=(2R0)pj(x), x 2 C, j 2 IN, belong11



to spanfe�:� 2 �g andkqj � fk2L2 = ZC jei�x2=(2R0)pj(x)� ei�x2=(2R0)g(x)j2dx= kpj � gk2L2 ! 0 ; j !1 ;due to jei�x2=(2R0)j = 1, x 2 C.Then e�, � 2 �, are an orthonormal basis in L2(C) and for f 2 L2(C)we have the Fourier expansion f = P�2� f̂(�)e� with Fourier coe�cientsf̂(�) := (e�; f). Moreover, the Fourier coe�cients f̂(�), ĝ(�) satisfy Par-seval's identities X�2� jf̂(�)j2 = kfk2L2 ; (1.2)X�2� f̂(�)ĝ(�) = (f; g) (1.3)for f , g 2 L2(C). By the Riesz-Fischer theorem any sequence c�, � 2 �, withP�2� jc�j2 < 1 corresponds to a uniquely de�ned function f = P�2� c�e� 2L2(C) having Fourier coe�cients f̂(�) = c�.Let us introduce some more notation. For any set G � IR3 we denote byC(G) the space of continuous functions on G. For a function u de�ned onan open set D � IR3 we denote by @ju = @u=@xj its partial derivative withrespect to the coordinate xj, j = 1; 2; 3. ru := (@1u; @2u; @3u) is the gradientof u and �u := @21u+@22u+@23u is the Laplacian of u. Ck(D) denotes the setof functions de�ned on D having continuous derivatives up to order k 2 INin D. Ck(D) consists of those functions from Ck(D) whose derivatives canbe continuously extended to D and Ck0 (D) is the subspace of functions fromCk(D) having compact support in D.Let us now turn to the di�erential equation�u+ 2i� � ru = f (1.4)in the cube C := (�R0; R0)3 � IR3 where the vector � 2 C3 is de�ned as� := (s; it; 0) with the real parameters s 2 IR, t > 0. The di�erential operatorin (1.4) occurs immediately, if one tries to �nd a solution v of the Poissonequation �v = g which has the form v(x) = ei��xu(x), x 2 C. We shall needsolutions of this form when we study the inverse problem in later sections. At12



the moment we are content in deriving operators G0� which map (formally)the function f to a solution u of (1.4) such that the operator norms kG0�kL2converge to zero as j=(�)j = t ! 1. This behavior allows to give a simpleproof for a unique continuation principle which in turn is a basic ingredientin the uniqueness proof of the direct scattering problem.In order to obtain G0� let us insert the Fourier expansions of f and u intoequation (1.4), formally reverse the order of di�erentiation and summationand compare the Fourier coe�cients. We arrive at the equations�(� � � + 2� � �)û(�) = f̂(�); � 2 �;hence u = �X�2� f̂(�)(� � � + 2� � �)e� :We do not worry whether and in what sense u is a solution. Instead, wederive the two properties of the suggested operator G0� which we need for theunique continuation principle.Theorem 1.1 Let s 2 IR, t > 0 be real numbers and � := (s; it; 0) 2 C3.Then, the operatorG0�:L2(C)! L2(C) G0�f := �X�2� f̂(�)(� � � + 2� � �)e�is well de�ned and has the following properties:(a) kG0�fkL2 � R0�tkfkL2 for all f 2 L2(C),(b) G0�(�f + 2i� � rf) = f for all f 2 C20(C):Proof: From (R0=�)�2 � (1=2) 2 ZZ we conclude j�2j � �=(2R0) for all � 2 �and then j� � � + 2� � �j � j=(� � � + 2� � �)j = 2tj�2j � (�t)=R0 (1.5)for all � 2 �. Note that this is the reason for the shift of the usual grid((�=R0)ZZ)3 when de�ning � and e�, � 2 �. Then (� ��+ 2� ��)�1 exists forall � 2 � and we can estimateX�2� ����� f̂(�)(� � � + 2� � �) �����2 � R02�2t2 X�2� jf̂(�)j2 <1 ;13



for all f 2 L2(C). Hence, by Parseval's identity (1.2) G0�:L2(C)! L2(C) isa well de�ned linear operator which satis�es the norm inequality (a).For the proof of assertion (b) we use integration by parts and obtain forf 2 C20(C)(�f + 2i� � rf )̂ (�) = (2R0)�3=2 ZC (�f + 2i� � rf)(x)e�i��xdx= (2R0)�3=2 ZC f(x)(�� � �� 2� � �)e�i��xdx= �(� � � + 2� � �)f̂(�) :Now, part (b) follows from the de�nition of G0�. 2Since the di�erential equation (1.4) has constant coe�cients, one mighttry to use the Fourier transform for the construction of a solution opera-tor. Employing formally the Fourier transform F to (1.4) we obtain withp�(y) := �y � y � 2� � y, y 2 IR3, the equation p�(y)(Fu)(y) = (Ff)(y),y 2 IR3. Using the inverse Fourier transform we arrive at the solution oper-ator G00�f := F�1((1=p�)Ff). However, contrary to our derivation with thehelp of Fourier series we now have p�(y) = 0 for certain y 2 IR3. This factcauses di�culties to verify the norm estimate (a) from Theorem 1.1. Severalauthors have found ways to deal with this di�culty. We refer the reader to[46, 40] and [1, 49] where di�erential operators of the form (1.4) are studied.In his paper [17] Isakov has pointed out that there is another very generalmethod to construct fundamental solutions for partial di�erential operatorswith constant coe�cients via Fourier transform techniques which is givenin Theorem 7.3.10 in H�ormander's book [14]. This method also yields theright behavior for large j=(�)j according to the proof of Theorem 10.3.7 in[15]. All those proofs need a more advanced machinery than our elementaryconsiderations in Theorem 1.1.The second theorem of this section is a unique continuation principle: afunction u 2 C20 (IR3) satisfying the inequality j�uj � M juj in IR3 must vanishidentically. This is a very weak form of the unique continuation principle andmuch better results can be found in the literature ([7, Lemma 8.5], [27, p. 65],[16, Theorem 17.2.6 and further references therein]). However, it turns outthat our strong assumption u 2 C20(IR3) is satis�ed in the problems we shall14



consider in the sequel. Moreover, our proof, which is built on the operatorG0� from Theorem 1.1, is quite simple.Theorem 1.2 If u 2 C20 (IR3) satis�es j�u(x)j � M ju(x)j for all x 2 IR3with a constant M , then u vanishes in all of IR3. This is also true, if u =(u1; : : : ; ul) is a vector valued function, �u := (�u1; : : : ;�ul) and j�j denotesthe euclidean norm of a vector in Cl.Proof: We choose R0 > 0 large enough to ensure supp(u) � C = (�R0; R0)3.Furthermore, we de�ne t := ((MR0)=�)+1, and � := (t; it; 0) 2 C3. De�ningv(x) := exp(�i� � x)u(x), x 2 IR3, a simple computation shows�u(x) = exp(i� � x)(�v + 2i� � rv)(x) ;whence j(� + 2i� � r)v(x)j � M jv(x)j for all x 2 IR3 . (1.6)Moreover, using Theorem 1.1 (b) we obtain for v 2 C20 (C)v = G0�((� + 2i� � r)v) :Combining the last equality with (1.6) and Theorem 1.1 (a) we arrive atkvkL2 � R0�tk(� + 2i� � r)vkL2 � MR0�t kvkL2 :Since (MR0)=(�t) < 1, the function v must vanish, and then u must vanish.If u is a vector valued function, we can use the same reasoning where weunderstand that a di�erential operator or the operator G0� is applied to eachcartesian component of a vector valued function. 2
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1.2 Green's Formula and Rellich's LemmaGreen's formula allows to represent smooth functions in a smooth, boundeddomain by a superposition of certain potentials. In order to give a precisestatement of Green's formula (Green's representation theorem, Helmholtzrepresentation) we de�ne that a nonempty, bounded, open set D � IR3 withboundary @D is C2-smooth (or that @D is C2-smooth), if for all x 2 @D thereexist an open ball Br(x) � IR3 and a bijective mapping  :Br(x)! V � IR3such that  and its inverse  �1 are twice continuously di�erentiable in theclosure of their respective domains of de�nition and such that (Br(x) \D) � fy 2 IR3: y3 > 0g ;  (Br(x) \ @D) � fy 2 IR3: y3 = 0g :For a C2-smooth surface @D we can de�ne the outward unit normal vector�(x) = (�1(x); �2(x); �3(x)) 2 IR3 to @D at the point x 2 @D. By ds weindicate the two-dimensional area element in @D.If D � IR3 is a C2-smooth nonempty, bounded, open set and if w 2C1(D), then Gauss' theorem (integration by parts) yieldsZ@D �j(x)w(x)ds(x) = ZD (@jw)(x)dx ; j = 1; 2; 3 : (1.7)Applying equation (1.7) to the functions w = u(@lv), l = 1; 2; 3, withj = l and adding the results yields Green's �rst theoremZ@D u@v@� ds = ZD (ru � rv + u�v)dx (1.8)for u, v 2 C2(D).If we interchange u and v in the above formula and subtract, we obtainGreen's second theoremZ@D (u@v@� � v@u@� )ds = ZD (u�v � v�u)dx (1.9)for u, v 2 C2(D).Note, that the smoothness assumptions on u and v can be relaxed some-what. In equation (1.8) it su�ces to suppose u, v 2 C1(D), u 2 C2(D) and�u 2 C(D). For equation (1.9) the assumptions u, v 2 C2(D)\C1(D), and�u, �v 2 C(D) are su�cient. 16



For � 2 C, x, y 2 IR3, x 6= y, we denote by��(x; y) := ei�jx�yj4�jx� yjthe fundamental solution to the Helmholtz equation �u+�2u = 0. If y 2 IR3is �xed, ��(�; y) is a solution to the Helmholtz equation with respect to thevariable x in IR3 n fyg and similarly, if x is �xed.Now, assume D is C2-smooth and bounded, u 2 C2(D) and x 2 D is�xed. Applying Green's second theorem with v := ��(x; �) in the smoothopen set D nB�(x) and taking �! 0 yields the following representation of uwhich is known as Green's formula.Theorem 1.3 Let D � IR3 be a nonempty, bounded, open set with C2-smooth boundary. Then, for � 2 C and for a function u 2 C2(D) we haveGreen's formulau(x) = Z@D f@u@� (y)��(x; y)� u(y)@��(x; y)@�(y) gds(y)� ZD (�u(y) + �2u(y))��(x; y)dy ; x 2 D : (1.10)Green's formula is also true if u only satis�es u 2 C2(D)\C1(D) and �u+�2u 2 C(D).A detailed proof can be found in [7, Theorem 2.1].Note that �� is analytic for x 6= y, i.e., if x0, y0 2 IR3, x0 6= y0, then thereexists an � > 0 such that for all x, y 2 IR3 with jx � x0j + jy � y0j < � theseries expansion��(x; y) = X�;�2IN30 a��(x0; y0)(x� x0)�(y � y0)�holds true with certain coe�cients a��(x0; y0) 2 C. The series convergesabsolutely and uniformly. Here, we use z� := z�11 z�22 z�33 for a multi-index� = (�1; �2; �3) 2 IN30 and z 2 C3. Hence we can infer from the abovetheorem that solutions to the Helmholtz equation �u + �2u = 0 in D areanalytic functions in D. 17



��(�; y) and ���(�; y) are both solutions to the Helmholtz equation inIR3 n fyg which have a di�erent behavior at in�nity. We can therefore guessthat, in order to have a unique solution to our scattering problem, we have tospecify its behavior at in�nity. For � 2 C n IR it is reasonable to expect thescattered waves being bounded for large x. This excludes ��� if =(�) > 0.But for � > 0 both ��(�; y) and ���(�; y) are bounded for large x. Thenecessary distinction is made by the Sommerfeld radiation condition: letu 2 C2(IR3 n Br) be a solution of �u + �2u = 0 in IR3 n Br. Then usatis�es the Sommerfeld radiation condition (u is a radiating solution to theHelmholtz equation) if���x̂ � ru(x)� i�u(x)j = o( 1jxj) ; jxj ! 1 ; (1.11)uniformly for all directions x̂ := jxj�1x.Our next aim is a representation formula as in (1.10) for a radiatingsolution to the Helmholtz equation in the exterior of a ball. To this end we�rst prove the following useful lemma.Lemma 1.4 Let u, v 2 C2(IR3 nBR) be radiating solutions to �u+�2u = 0in IR3 nBR where � > 0. Then,Zjxj=r (u@v@� � v@u@� )ds = 0for all r � R.Proof: We �rst show that there is a constant bounding the integralsZjyj=r ju(y)j2ds(y)for all r � R from above. From the radiation condition we know0 = limr!1 Zjxj=r jx̂ � ru(x)� i�u(x)j2ds= limr!1( Zjxj=r �jx̂ � ru(x)j2 + �2ju(x)j2�ds+ 2<fi� Zjxj=r @u@� udsg) :(1.12)18



Applying Green's �rst theorem in the set fR < jxj < rg we have2<fi� Zjxj=r @u@� udsg= �2�=f Zjxj=r @u@� uds� Zjxj=R @u@� udsg � 2�=f Zjxj=R @u@� udsg= �2�=f Zjxj=R @u@� udsg :Inserting this into equation (1.12) we can conclude thatlim supr!1 Zjyj=r ju(y)j2ds(y) <1 :Of course the same holds true for v.Employing Green's second theorem in the spherical shell fr � jxj � r0gwe arrive at 0 = Zjxj=r (u@v@� � v@u@� )ds� Zjxj=r0 (u@v@� � v@u@� )ds :The assertion then follows as r0 ! 1 because the radiation condition to-gether with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality impliesZjxj=r0 (u@v@� � v@u@� )ds= Zjxj=r0 fu(@v@� � i�v)� v(@u@� � i�u)gds! 0 ; r0 !1 : 2Now we can prove that for a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equationin the exterior of a ball a similar representation as in (1.10) holds true.Theorem 1.5 Let u 2 C2(IR3 nBR) be a radiating solution to �u+�2u = 0in IR3 nBR where � > 0. 19



(a) For x 2 IR3 nBR the representationu(x) = Z@BR fu(y)@��(x; y)@�(y) � @u@� (y)��(x; y)gds(y) (1.13)is valid.(b) For x 2 BR we have the relation0 = Z@BR fu(y)@��(x; y)@�(y) � @u@� (y)��(x; y)gds(y) : (1.14)Proof: We �x x 2 IR3 n BR and use Green's formula in the domain fR <jxj < rg to arrive atu(x) = Zjyj=r f@u@� (y)��(x; y)� u(y)@��(x; y)@�(y) gds(y)� Zjyj=R f@u@� (y)��(x; y)� u(y)@��(x; y)@�(y) gds(y)Since ��(x; �) is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation in the exteriorof Br, the integral over @Br vanishes due to the preceding lemma and we haveproved assertion (a).For the proof of part (b) we apply the preceding lemma with v = ��(x; �).2The last theorem allows to study more precisely the behavior of a radi-ating solution to the Helmholtz equation. We denote byS2 := @B1 = fx 2 IR3: jxj = 1gthe unit sphere in IR3.Lemma 1.6 Let u 2 C2(IR3 n BR) be a radiating solution to �u + �2u = 0in IR3 nBR where � > 0. Then, there exists a function u1:S2 ! C such thatu(x) = ei�jxjjxj nu1(x̂) +O� 1jxj�o ; jxj ! 1 ;uniformly for all directions x̂ = jxj�1x 2 S2.20



Proof: With the help ofjx� yj = qjxj2 � 2x � y + jyj2 = jxj � x̂ � y +O� 1jxj� ; jxj ! 1 ;which holds uniformly for all y 2 BR, jxj � 2R+1, we obtain the asymptoticbehavior��(x; y) = ei�jxj4�jxjne�i�x̂�y +O� 1jxj�o ; jxj ! 1 ; (1.15)@��(x; y)@�(y) = ei�jxj4�jxjn�i�x̂ � �(y)e�i�x̂�y +O� 1jxj�o ; jxj ! 1 :The proof now follows by inserting the above expressions into the represen-tation (1.13). 2From u1(x̂) = limr!1 re�i�ru(rx̂) we conclude that u1 is uniquely deter-mined by u and we de�ne that u1 is the far �eld pattern (far �eld, scatteringamplitude) of u.Now, the natural question arises whether two di�erent radiating solutionsto the Helmholtz equation can have the same far �eld pattern. The nextlemma which is a variant of Rellich's lemma (see [41, 22, 7]) states that thisis not the case, i.e., the far �eld uniquely determines the radiating solution tothe Helmholtz equation. We use stronger assumptions than those employedin the above references and give a proof whose main idea is due to Miranker([28]). This proof avoids spherical harmonics and solutions to the sphericalBessel di�erential equation and is based on Green's formula and the behaviorof the functions ��.Lemma 1.7 Assume r > 0 and u 2 C2(IR3 n Br) is a solution to �u(x) +�2u(x) = 0, jxj > r, that satis�esZjxj=r0 ju(x)j2ds(x)! 0 ; r0 !1 ; (1.16)and the Sommerfeld radiation condition (1.11). Then u = 0 in IR3 n Br.Especially, any radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation with vanishingfar �eld pattern must vanish identically.21



Proof: The proof consists of three steps. First, we show that u can berepresented asu(x) = Zjyj=r f@��(x; y)@�(y) u(y)� ��(x; y)@u@� (y)gds(y)= Zjyj=r f@���(x; y)@�(y) u(y)� ���(x; y)@u@� (y)gds(y) ; jxj > r :(1.17)Next, we de�ne the functionsf+(x̂; t) := e�i�=tu(1t x̂) ; x̂ 2 S2 ; 0 < t < t0 ;f�(x̂; t) := ei�=tu(1t x̂) ; x̂ 2 S2 ; 0 < t < t0 ;where t0 > 0 is su�ciently small, and then deduce from the above repre-sentations that f+ and f� are real analytic in t. In regard of the expansiontheorem for radiating solutions to the Helmholtz equation due to Atkinson[3] and Wilcox [52, 53], u(x) = ei�jxjjxj 1Xj=0 uj(x̂)jxjjthat is valid for all su�ciently large jxj, the assertion for f+ immediatelyfollows by replacing jxj by 1=t. We actually repeat their proof. In the laststep we use the analyticity of f+ and f� to lead the assumption f+ 6= 0 to acontradiction. This yields the assertion.In Theorem 1.5 (a) we have proved the �rst equality of (1.17). Fromthe representation (1.10), which also holds for ��, applied to u in the setfr < jxj < r0g we have for r < jxj < r0u(x) = Zjyj=r0 f@u@� (y)���(x; y)� u(y)@���(x; y)@�(y) gds(y)� Zjyj=r f@u@� (y)���(x; y)� u(y)@���(x; y)@�(y) gds(y) :22



The �rst integral can be written asZjyj=r0 f(@u@� (y)� i�u(y))���(x; y)�u(y)(@���(x; y)@�(y) � i����(x; y))gds(y) :Now we use the radiation condition, the condition (1.16) and the estimatesj���(x; y)j+j@���(x; y)=@�(y)j = O(jyj�1), jyj ! 1, and deduce for r0 !1with the help of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality the second representation in(1.17) for u.From (1.17) we obtainf+(x̂; t) := e�i�=tu(1t x̂)= Zjyj=r f@��(1t x̂; y)@�(y) e�i�=tu(y)� ��(1t x̂; y)e�i�=t@u@� (y)gds(y) :(1.18)Since j1t x̂� yj = 1tq1� 2tx̂ � y + t2jyj2= 1t (1 + 1Xj=1 cj(x̂; y)tj) ; 0 < t < t0 ;we can conclude��(1t x̂; y)e�i�=t = ei�(j 1t x̂�yj� 1t )4�j1t x̂� yj= 1Xj=1 dj(x̂; y)tj ; 0 < t < t0 ;where cj, dj denote continuous functions in y 2 @Br, x̂ 2 S2. The conver-gence is uniform in y, x̂ and t if t0 is su�ciently small. Similarly, we canobtain a series expansion for e�i�=t@��(1t x̂; y)=@�(y). Inserting these expan-sions in (1.18) yields the expansionf+(x̂; t) = 1Xj=1 aj(x̂)tj ; 0 < t < t0 ; x̂ 2 S2 :23



Analogously, we can derive an expansion for f�.Now, �x x̂ 2 S2 and assume f+(x̂; �) does not vanish identically in (0; t0).Then, the quotient f�(x̂; �)=f+(x̂; �) has at most a pole at t = 0. However,this is a contradiction because f�(x̂; t)=f+(x̂; t) = e2i�=t has an essential sin-gularity at t = 0. Therefore, we conclude f+(x̂; t) = 0 for all 0 < t < t0,x̂ 2 S2, hence u(x) = 0 for jxj > 1=t0, and then u = 0 in IR3 n Br becausesolutions to the Helmholtz equation are analytic, and we have proved the�rst assertion of the lemma.If u is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation with vanishing far�eld pattern, we know that ju(x)j = O(jxj�2), jxj ! 1, henceZjxj=r ju(x)j2ds(x)! 0 ; r!1 :Then u vanishes and we have proved the lemma. 2
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1.3 Unique Solvability of the Direct AcousticScattering ProblemIn this section we give a precise formulation of the direct acoustic scatteringproblem, prove its uniqueness and then turn to its existence proof. Since theexistence proof requires more regularity than continuity for the refractiveindex n, we state the problem with the higher regularity assumption on n al-though the uniqueness proof works for continuous n, too. The existence proofis based on integral equations containing a volume potential. We thereforestudy volume potentials more closely before presenting the existence result.We need a regularity that is somewhat between continuous and continu-ously di�erentiable. To this end let us introduce some function spaces.If G � IR3 is bounded, C(G) is a Banach space with the normk'k1 = k'k1;G := supx2G j'(x)j :A complex-valued function ' de�ned on a set G � IR3 is called uniformlyH�older continuous with H�older exponent , 0 <  < 1, if there is a positiveconstant M such that j'(x) � '(y)j � M jx � yj for all x, y 2 G. For0 <  < 1 we denote by C0;(G) the linear space of bounded and uniformlyH�older continuous functions on G with H�older exponent . Equipped withthe norm k'k0; = k'k0;;G := supx2G j'(x)j+ supx;y2Gx6=y j'(x)� '(y)jjx� yjC0;(G) is a Banach space.Similarly, we can introduce functions having uniformly H�older continuousderivatives. If G � IR3 is an open set, we de�ne C1;(G) to be the Banachspace of all bounded and continuously di�erentiable functions ' on G forwhich the gradient r' is a bounded and uniformly H�older continuous vector�eld on G with exponent . The norm in C1;(G) isk'k1; = k'k1;;G := supx2G j'(x)j+ supx2G jr'(x)j+ supx;y2Gx6=y jr'(x)�r'(y)jjx� yj :We de�ne C1;(@D) and its norm analogously by replacing the gradient bythe surface gradient. 25



Let us now formulate our model for the scattering of an incident acousticwave ui in an inhomogeneous medium in IR3 with compact inhomogeneity.Assume � > 0 and n 2 C0;(IR3), 0 <  < 1, are given with supp(1�n) � BRand =(n) � 0. Moreover, ui 2 C2(IR3) with �ui + �2ui = 0 in IR3 is known.Then the direct acoustic scattering problem (DAP ) consists in �nding us 2C2(IR3) such that u := ui + us satis�es�u(x) + �2n(x)u(x) = 0 ; x 2 IR3 ; (1.19)and such that us satis�es the Sommerfeld radiation condition (1.11)���x̂ � rus(x)� i�us(x)��� = o( 1jxj) ; jxj ! 1 ;uniformly for all directions x̂ := jxj�1x.We regard ui as an incident wave, us as the scattered wave and u as thetotal wave.The �rst theorem states uniqueness for the problem (DAP ).Theorem 1.8 If us 2 C2(IR3) satis�es �us + �2nus = 0 in IR3 and theSommerfeld radiation condition (1.11), then us = 0 in IR3, especially, thedirect acoustic scattering problem has at most one solution.Proof: As in (1.12) we know from the radiation condition0 = limr!1n Zjxj=r fj@us@� j2 + �2jusj2gds+ 2<fi� Zjxj=r @us@� usdsgo ; (1.20)and Green's �rst theorem (1.8) yields2<fi� Zjxj=r @us@� usdsg = �2=f� ZBr fjrusj2 + us�usgdxg= �2=f� ZBr fjrusj2 � �2njusj2gdxg= 2�3fZBr =(n)jusj2dxg � 0 :Hence, we can infer from equation (1.20) thatZjxj=r jusj2ds! 0 ; r!1 ;26



and Lemma 1.7 yields us(x) = 0 for jxj > R, i.e., u 2 C20 (IR3).From �us + �2nus = 0 we obtain the inequality j�usj � M jusj in IR3where M := maxf�2jn(x)j: x 2 IR3g. Now, applying Theorem 1.2 we arriveat us = 0 in IR3 and have proved the theorem. 2Now, we are going to show that the direct scattering problem (DAP )has a solution. To this end assume u = ui + us is the solution to the directscattering problem (DAP ). For x 2 IR3 we choose r > jxj + R. ApplyingGreen's formula (1.10) we arrive atu(x) = Z@Br f@u@� (y)��(x; y)� u(y)@��(x; y)@�(y) gds(y)��2 ZBr (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy :Inserting ui + us for u into the integral over @Br and observing that thecontribution from us is zero due to (1.14) whereas the remaining integralsover @Br represent ui due to (1.10) we obtain the integral equationu(x) = ui(x)� �2 ZBR (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ; (1.21)which is known as the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. This is an integralequation of the second kind in BR for the unknown total �eld u. Our aimis to show that a solution u of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation yields asolution us to the scattering problem via us = u � ui. We can then obtainthe solvability of the integral equation by the Riesz theory and the previousuniqueness theorem. Hence we have proved the existence of a solution to thescattering problem (DAP ). To this end we have to study the properties ofthe volume potential(V�')(x) := ZBR ��(x; y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;which appears in the above equation. We replace the kernel �� by a moregeneral kernel because in later sections we shall encounter volume potentialswith di�erent kernels again. In [13, IV 4.1] the reader can �nd the proofs forvolume potentials with a kernel k(x; y) which are not of a convolution type.27



Let us start with an examination of the �rst derivatives of a volume po-tential and with the proof for the compactness of volume potential operators.Theorem 1.9 Assume 0 < R1 < R2. Let k 2 C2(B2R2 n f0g) satisfyjk(x)j �M jxj�1 ; j@jk(x)j �M jxj�2 ; j@j@lk(x)j � M jxj�3 ;for j, l = 1; 2; 3, 0 < jxj � 2R1, with a suitable constant M . De�ne for adensity ' 2 C(BR1) the volume potential V ' by(V ')(x) := ZBR1 k(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 :Then V ' has the following properties:(a) For all  2 (0; 1) V ' 2 C1;(BR1) and there is a suitable constant Csuch that kV 'k1; � Ck'k1 for all ' 2 C(BR1).(b) The derivatives have the form(@j(V '))(x) = ZBR1 (@jk)(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 ; j = 1; 2; 3 :For ' 2 C10(BR1) the relation @j(V ') = V (@j') holds true.(c) The operatorsV : (C(BR1); k � k1) ! (C(BR1); k � k1) ;V : (C(BR1); k � kL2(BR1 )) ! (C(BR1); k � kL2(BR1 )) andV : (C(BR1); k � kL2(BR1 )) ! (C(BR1); k � k1)are compact.Proof: Due to the weak singularities of k and @jk at x = 0 the integrals inthe assertion exist as improper integrals. We choose a function � 2 C1(IR3)such that 0 � � � 1, �(x) = 0 for jxj � 1, and �(x) = 1 for jxj � 2. Thenwe de�ne(Vl')(x) := ZBR1 �(l(x� y))k(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 ; l 2 IN :28



Since �(l � )k 2 C1(B2R2), we know Vl' 2 C1(BR1) and(@j(Vl'))(x) = ZBR1 �(l(x� y))(@jk)(x� y)'(y)dy+ ZBR1 l(@j�)(l(x� y))k(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 :(1.22)From jVl'(x)� V '(x)j � Zfjy�xj�2=lg Mjx� yjk'k1dy � cl�2 ; l!1 ;we know kVl' � V 'k1 ! 0, l ! 1. c denotes various positive constantsduring the proof which may vary from inequality to inequality. A similarestimate shows that the second integral in (1.22) converges uniformly tozero, whereas the �rst integral in (1.22) converges uniformly toZBR1 (@jk)(x� y)'(y)dy :This implies V ' 2 C1(BR1) and the �rst formula for the derivative in part(b). For ' 2 C10 (BR1) integration by parts yields @j(Vl') = Vl(@j'). Passingto the limit l ! 1 we can derive the second assertion of part (b) by theprevious considerations.Next, we show the H�older continuity of @j(V ') and the norm estimate.The inequalityj(V ')(x)j � ZBR1 jk(x� y)jk'k1dy� M Zjx�yj�2R1 jx� yj�1dyk'k1 � ck'k1and a similar estimate for @j(V ') provide bounds for the supremum normsof V ' and @j(V '). For the H�older continuity we �rst observe that if x, z,y 2 BR1 with 2jx� zj � jx� yj are given and if x� = x+ t(z � x), t 2 [0; 1],lies on the line between x and z, then jx� � yj � (1=2)jx� yj becausejx� � yj = jx+ t(z � x)� yj � jx� yj � tjz � xj� jx� yj � (t=2)jx� yj � (1=2)jx� yj :29



Then we obtain for x, y, z 2 BR1 with 2jx� zj � jx� yj the estimatej(@jk)(x� y)� (@jk)(z � y)j = j 1Z0 (x� z) � (r@jk)(x + t(z � x))dtj� c jx� zjjx� yj3 : (1.23)Finally, we compute for x, z 2 BR1 with � := jx� zj > 0:j ZBR1 ((@jk)(x� y)� (@jk)(z � y))'(y)dyj� ZBR1 j(@jk)(x� y)� (@jk)(z � y)jdyk'k1� k'k1f ZBR1\fjx�yj�2�g (j(@jk)(x� y)j+ j(@jk)(z � y)j)dy+ ZBR1\fjx�yj�2�g j(@jk)(x� y)� (@jk)(z � y)jdygand bound the �rst integral byZjx�yj�2� Mjx� yj2dy + Zjz�yj�3� Mjz � yj2dy � c�and the second with the help of (1.23) byZ2��jx�yj�2R1 cjx� zjjx� yj3dy � cjx� zj log � � cjx� zjThis completes the proof of assertion (a).Since by the Arzel�a-Ascoli theorem the imbedding (C1;(BR1); k�k1;) into(C(BR1); k � k1) is compact, we conclude from part (a) the �rst assertion ofpart (c). The Arzel�a-Ascoli theorem also implies that the operators Vl arecompact operators from (C(BR1); k � kL2(BR1 )) to (C(BR1); k � k1). Using theCauchy-Schwarz inequality we can estimatejVl'(x)� V '(x)j2 � h Zfjy�xj�2=lg Mjx� yjj'(y)jdyi230



� Zfjy�xj�2=lg M2jx� yj2dy Zfjy�xj�2=lg j'(y)j2dycl k'k2L2(BR1 )for all x 2 BR1 , whencesupk'kL2=1 kVl'� V 'k1 ! 0 ; l!1 :Then, V : (C(BR1); k � kL2(BR1 )) ! (C(BR1); k � k1) is compact and so isV : (C(BR1); k�kL2(BR1 ))! (C(BR1); k�kL2(BR1 )) due to the continuous imbed-ding of (C(BR1); k � k1) into (C(BR1); k � kL2(BR1 )). This ends the proof ofthe theorem. 2The next theorem deals with the second derivatives of a volume potential.Theorem 1.10 Assume 0 < R1 < R2.(a) If k 2 C2(B2R2 nf0g) satis�es the assumptions from Theorem 1.9 and ifthe density ' 2 C0;(BR1),  2 (0; 1), is uniformly H�older continuous,then the volume potential(V ')(x) := ZBR1 k(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 ;is twice continuously di�erentiable in BR1 and we have(@l@j(V '))(x) = ZBR1 (@l@jk)(x� y)['(y)� '(x)]dy�'(x) Z@BR1 �l(y)(@jk)(x� y)ds(y)= ZBR1 (@l@jk)(x� y)['(y)� '(x)]dy�'(x) Z@BR1 �j(y)(@lk)(x� y)ds(y) :31



(b) If k has the form k(x) = (1=(4�jxj)) + ~k(x), 0 < jxj < 2R2, where~k 2 C3(B2R2 n f0g) satis�esj~k(x)j �M ; j@j~k(x)j �M jxj�1 ;j@j@l~k(x)j �M jxj�2 ; j@j@l@m~k(x)j �M jxj�3 ;for j, l, m = 1; 2; 3, 0 < jxj � 2R1, with a suitable constant M , thenV ' 2 C2(BR1) and(�(V '))(x) = �'(x) + ZBR1 (�~k)(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 :Proof: We know from Theorem 1.9 that V ' 2 C1(BR1) and that we have fora �xed j v(x) := (@j(V '))(x) = ZBR1 (@jk)(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 :Using the function � from Theorem 1.9 we de�nevm(x) := ZBR1 (@jk)(x� y)�(m(x� y))'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 ; m 2 IN :Proceeding as in the previous theorem we obtain kvm � vk1 ! 0, m !1,vm 2 C1(BR1) and@lvm(x) = ZBR1 @@xl �(@jk)(x� y)�(m(x� y))�'(y)dy= ZBR1 @@xl �(@jk)(x� y)�(m(x� y))�('(y)� '(x))dy� '(x) ZBR1 @@yl �(@jk)(x� y)�(m(x� y))�dy= ZBR1 @@xl �(@jk)(x� y)�(m(x� y))�('(y)� '(x))dy� '(x) Z@BR1 �l(y)(@jk)(x� y)�(m(x� y))ds(y) ; x 2 BR1 :32



Here, we have used integration by parts in the last step. As m!1, due tothe uniform H�older continuity of ', the �rst integral converges uniformly toZBR1 (@l@jk)(x� y)('(y)� '(x))dy ;whereas the second term converges locally uniformly to�'(x) Z@BR1 �l(y)(@jk)(x� y)ds(y) :Hence, v 2 C1(BR1), i.e., V ' 2 C2(BR1), and(@l@j(V '))(x) = @lv(x)= ZBR1 (@l@jk)(x� y)('(y)� '(x))dy�'(x) Z@BR1 �l(y)(@jk)(x� y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR1 :Moreover, from @l@j(V ') = @j@l(V ') we can infer the second formula inassertion (a) for the derivatives and we have proved part (a).For assertion (b) we note that ~k and @j~k satisfy the assumptions of The-orem 1.9. Therefore,( ~V ')(x) := ZBR1 ~k(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 ;is twice continuously di�erentiable in BR1 and integration and di�erentiationmay be interchanged. Hence, it remains to investigate the Newton potential(V0')(x) := ZBR1 14�jx� yj'(y)dy ; x 2 BR1 :We can conclude from part (a) that V0' is twice continuously di�erentiablein BR1 and that�(V ') = ZBR1 �x� 14�jx� yj�('(y)� '(x))dy+ '(x) Z@BR1 �(y) � (x� y)4�jx� yj3 ds(y) = �'(x) ; x 2 BR1 :33



In the last step we have used �(1=jxj) = 0, jxj > 0, and the representationformula (1.10) in BR1 for � = 0 and the function u(x) = 1, x 2 BR1 . 2Straightforward calculations show that for � 2 C the kernelk(x) := ei�jxj4�jxj ; jxj > 0 ;satis�es the assumptions in Theorem 1.9. Furthermore,~k(x) := ei�jxj � 14�jxj = 14� 1Xj=1 (i�)jj! jxjj�1 ; jxj > 0 ; � 2 C ;satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 1.10. And �nally,�~k(x) = � ei�jxj4�jxj = ��2 ei�jxj4�jxj ; jxj > 0 :Consequently, the following theorem holds true for the volume potential(V�')(x) := ZBR ��(x; y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 :Theorem 1.11(a) If ' 2 C(BR), then V�' 2 C1;(BR) for all 0 <  < 1, the orderof di�erentiation and integration can be interchanged, and kV�'k1; �Ck'k1.(b) If ' 2 C0;(BR), then V�' 2 C2(BR) and �(V�') + �2(V�') = �'.Especially, if ' 2 C0;(BR) has compact support in BR, then V�' 2C2(IR3) and �(V�') + �2(V�') = �' in IR3.(c) If ' 2 C10(BR), then @j(V�') = V�(@j').We are now in a position to prove that a solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (1.21)u(x) = ui(x)� �2 ZBR (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 BR :yields a solution to the direct acoustic scattering problem.34



Lemma 1.12 Let u 2 C(BR) be a solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-tion (1.21) in BR. Thenus(x) := ��2 ZBR (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ; (1.24)is the solution of the direct acoustic scattering problem (DAP ).Proof: First, we conclude from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation and theregularity of the volume potential that u 2 C1(BR) and then us 2 C2(IR3).Moreover, us is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation in the exteriorof BR because �� is. Finally, due to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, wecan extend u by u := ui + us in IR3 and we compute�u+ �2u = �us + �2us = �2(1� n)u ;where we have used Theorem 1.11 again. 2The existence of a solution to the direct scattering problem (DAP ) is an easyconsequence of the previous lemma and the uniqueness proof.Theorem 1.13 The direct acoustic scattering problem (DAP ) has a uniquesolution us. The total �eld u := ui + us is the unique solution to theLippmann-Schwinger equation (1.21) in IR3.Proof: We have established uniqueness for (DAP ) in Theorem 1.8. Due tothe compact imbedding of C1;(BR) into C(BR) we can conclude from themapping properties of the volume potential that the equationu(x) = ui(x)� �2 ZBR (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 BR ;is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with a compact integraloperator inC(BR). Consequently, by the Riesz theory it has a unique solutionif it has a trivial nullspace. If u 2 C(BR) is a solution of the integral equationwith ui = 0, we de�ne us as in (1.24) and conclude from Lemma 1.12 that usis a solution of the homogeneous problem (DAP ). This implies u = us = 0 by35



the uniqueness for (DAP ). Since by Lemma 1.12 a solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation yields a solution to the scattering problem (DAP ), wehave proved the theorem. 2From the representationus(x) = ��2 ZBR (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;and the asymptotic behavior of the fundamental solution (1.15) we obtainus1(x̂) = ��24� ZBR (1� n(y))u(y)e�i�x̂�ydy ; x̂ 2 S2 : (1.25)For the incident wave ui(x; d) := ei�x̂�d, x 2 IR3, which represents a planewave travelling in direction d 2 S2 we denote by us(�; d) and u1(�; d) thecorresponding scattered wave and far �eld pattern, respectively.The next chapter is devoted to the question how much information aboutthe refractive index n can be recovered from u1:S2 � S2 ! C.
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Chapter 2The Inverse AcousticScattering ProblemThis chapter is devoted to an inverse acoustic scattering problem. We assumethat the refractive index n is unknown. In order to obtain some informationabout n we probe the medium with plane incident waves and measure thecorresponding far �eld patterns of the scattered waves. Assuming that the far�eld patterns at a �xed wave number for all incident directions are available,i.e., u1:S2�S2 ! C is known, the task is to reconstruct n from these data.We follow the historic development and start with a more modest result.Namely, these data su�ce to determine n uniquely. To this end we have toconstruct special solutions to the equation �u + �2nu = 0. The construc-tion for a very similar case, due to Sylvester and Uhlmann, is worked out in[46]. We modify their method by using Fourier series techniques instead ofthe Fourier transform. The special solutions allow to prove that the Fouriercoe�cients of two refractive indices producing the same far �eld patternsmust coincide (see [20, 37, 40] and [47, 46, for related problems]). Mean-while, in [44, 35] there are even uniqueness results for more general operatorsavailable, like the Schr�odinger operator in the presence of a magnetic �eld.However, the proofs require a more elaborate analysis due to the �rst orderperturbations of the Laplacian.Then, we proceed to the question what norm should be used on the dataset in order to have continuous dependence of n on the data. In a �rst stepwe construct certain boundary integral operators Sn from the far �eld be-longing to n. It turns out that this problem is severely ill-posed and wehave to employ a very strong norm on the data set. In a second step we37



give a logarithmic stability estimate of kn � ~nk1 in terms of kSn � S~nk1and in terms of the distance of the far �eld patterns. Inspired by the paper[2] of Alessandrini about the continuous dependence of the conductivity onboundary measurements Stefanov has investigated the question of stabilityfor the inverse scattering problem in [42]. Our approach, though built on hisproof, avoids the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in order to circumvent di�cul-ties which arise from interior Dirichlet eigenvalues. Moreover, we are able toobtain the stability result without employing a lemma concerning estimatesof holomorphic functions in C3.Finally, we shall give a constructive procedure to recover n. Again, we�rst construct certain boundary integral operators from the far �eld pattern.Then, we use these operators to compute the Fourier coe�cients of n � 1.The main ideas of the proof for the second part can be found in Nachman'spaper [32]. Of course, we base our analysis on Fourier series whereas he usesFourier transformation techniques. Furthermore, Nachman works with theDirichlet-to-Neumann map which is not possible in the presence of interiorDirichlet eigenvalues. Since we start with the far �eld pattern, we can use adi�erent map and therefore avoid this problem.Inspite of the fact that the reconstruction of n implies its uniquenesswe deal with the uniqueness question separately because the reconstructionprocedure grows out of the ideas from the uniqueness proof. Hence, beginningwith uniqueness and then proceeding to the reconstruction seems to be theless di�cult (but longer) way to understand the reconstruction.
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2.1 Uniqueness for the Inverse Acoustic Scat-tering ProblemWe assume n, ~n 2 C0;(IR3), 0 <  < 1, satisfy =(n) � 0, =(~n) � 0,supp(1 � n) � BR, and supp(1 � ~n) � BR. For a �xed wave number � > 0we denote by ui(x; d) := ei�d�x, x 2 IR3, a plane incident wave propagatinginto the direction d 2 S2. For the incident wave ui(�; d) we de�ne us(�; d),~us(�; d) to be the solutions to the direct scattering problem (DAP ) frompage 26 corresponding to the incident wave ui(�; d) and to the refractiveindex n, ~n, respectively. Similarly, u(�; d), ~u(�; d), u1(�; d) and ~u1(�; d) arethe total waves and the far �eld patterns of the scattered waves belongingto the incident wave ui(�; d) and the refractive index n, ~n, respectively. Letus now assume, that for a �xed wave number � > 0 and for all directionsd 2 S2 the far �eld patterns u1(�; d) and ~u1(�; d) coincide on S2. It is theaim of this section to prove that then n and ~n must coincide.Before we start with the proof we want to give a brief outline. The �rststep is the relation ZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))u(x)~u(x)dx = 0 (2.1)for all solutions u, ~u to �u + �2nu = 0 and �~u + �2~n~u = 0 in BR1 , re-spectively, where we choose R1 > R. If u has the special form u(�; d), weobtain relation (2.1) with the help of Green's theorem from the coincidenceof the far �eld patterns in the next lemma. In order to prove the relation forgeneral solutions u we show in Lemma 2.3 that an arbitrary solution u canbe approximated by elements from spanfu(�; d): d 2 S2g with respect to theL2-norm.We can infer the uniqueness of the refractive index from relation (2.1) ifwe know that a function q 2 C(BR) satisfying RBR qu~udx = 0 for all u and ~uas above must vanish identically. To this end we have to construct specialsolutions for the equation �u+ �2nu = 0 which depend in a suitable way ona parameter � 2 C3. This construction is the second step of the proof and itwill take the largest amount of work in this section. Finally, in Theorem 2.10by inserting these special solutions for u and ~u we can show that the Fouriercoe�cients of q vanish, whence q is zero.Let us begin with the relation (2.1) for the special case u = u(�; d).39



Lemma 2.1 Let 0 < R < R1 and let ~u 2 C2(BR1) be a solution to �~u +�2~n~u = 0 in BR1 . If for a �xed d 2 S2 the far �eld patterns u1(�; d) and~u1(�; d) for the refractive indices n, ~n coincide on S2, then we haveZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))u(x; d)~u(x)dx = 0 : (2.2)Proof: We consider the function u(�; d)� ~u(�; d) = us(�; d)� ~us(�; d) 2 C2(IR3)which is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation in the exterior ofBR with vanishing far �eld pattern due to ~u1(�; d) = u1(�; d). Hence, forR < R2 < R1, we know from Rellich's lemma (Lemma 1.7) u(�; d)� ~u(�; d) 2C20(BR2) and therefore u(�; d) = ~u(�; d) and (@u=@�)(�; d) = (@~u=@�)(�; d) on@BR2 . Using these identities we obtain0 = Z@BR2 �@~u@� ~u(�; d)� @~u@� (�; d)~u�ds= Z@BR2 �@~u@� u(�; d)� @u@� (�; d)~u�ds= �2 ZBR2 (n� ~n)u(�; d)~udx ;where in the �rst and in the last equation we have also employed Green'ssecond theorem together with the partial di�erential equations for ~u, ~u(�; d)and u(�; d). Since n � ~n vanishes in the exterior of BR, we have proved thelemma. 2Remark: We shall show in the appendix to this section that (2.2) is actuallyequivalent to the assumption ~u1(�; d) = u1(�; d). In the sequel we work withequation (2.2).Our next goal is to replace the function u(�; d) in (2.2) by an arbitrarysolution u 2 C2(BR1) to �u + �2nu = 0 in BR1 . This can be achieved byproving that u can be approximated by elements from spanfu(�; d): d 2 S2gwith respect to the L2(BR)-norm. In the next lemma we prove this approx-imation result for the special case n = 1. From this we derive the generalapproximation result with the help of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Weessentially follow the proof of [20, Lemma 5.20]. We give a di�erent proof for40



n = 1 with the help of series expansions in the appendix. A third proof canbe found in [21, Lemma 3.2].Before we prove the completeness of the plane waves in the space ofsolutions to the Helmholtz equation we want to give an informal outline ofthe main idea. Assume that v0 2 L2(BR) satis�es �v0 + �2v0 = 0 in BR andthat v0 is orthogonal to all plane waves, i.e.,ZBR v0(x)ei�d�xdx = 0 ; d 2 S2 :De�ning w(x) = ZBR v0(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;we compute �w+�2w = �v0 and 4�w1(�d) = RBR v0(x)ei�d�xdx = 0, d 2 S2,i.e., w(x) = 0 for jxj > R. Green's second theorem then implies� ZBR jv0j2dx = ZBR v0(�w + �2w)dx = ZBR w(�v0 + �2v0)dx = 0 :Let us now give a rigorous proof of this idea.Lemma 2.2 Let 0 < R < R2 and let ui 2 C2(BR2) satisfy �ui+�2ui = 0 inBR2 . Then, there exists a sequence uij 2 spanfui(�; d): d 2 S2g, j 2 IN, suchthat kui � uijkL2(BR) ! 0, j !1.Proof: We de�ne the linear subspaceX := fvjBR: v 2 C2(BR2) and �v + �2v = 0 in BR2g � L2(BR)and X to be the completion of X in L2(BR). It su�ces to prove thatspanfui(�; d)jBR: d 2 S2g � X is dense in X. Since X is a Hilbert space,this is equivalent to the assertion that any v0 2 X which is orthogonal tospanfui(�; d)jBR: d 2 S2g must be zero.Now let v0 2 X be orthogonal to the plane waves and de�new(x) := ZBR v0(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 nBR :41



Then, w 2 C2(IR3 nBR) is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation inthe exterior of BR and we computew1(�d) = 14� ZBR v0(y)ei�d�ydy = 0 ; d 2 S2 :Rellich's lemma implies w = 0 and especially for R < R3 < R2: wj@BR3 =(@w=@�)j@BR3 = 0.Next, we choose a sequence vk 2 C2(BR2) with �vk + �2vk = 0 in BR2and kvk � v0kL2(BR) ! 0, k !1. We know from Green's formula (1.10)vk(x) = Z@BR3 �@vk@� (y)��(x; y)� vk(y) @��@�(y)(x; y)�ds(y) ; x 2 BR :Inserting this expression for vk and interchanging the orders of integrationwe deriveZBR vk(x)v0(x)dx = Z@BR3 n@vk@� (y) ZBR v0(x)��(x; y)dx�vk(y) @@�(y) ZBR v0(x)��(x; y)dxods(y)= Z@BR3 nw(y)@vk@� (y)� vk(y) @w@�(y)ods(y) = 0 :Now, taking k !1 implies the desired result v0 = 0. 2The next lemma uses the Lippmann-Schwinger equation to extend theresult of the preceding lemma to the general case with an arbitrary refractiveindex n.Lemma 2.3 Let 0 < R < R1 and let u 2 C2(BR1) satisfy �u+ �2nu = 0 inBR1 . Then, there exists a sequence uj 2 spanfu(�; d): d 2 S2g, j 2 IN, suchthat ku� ujkL2(BR) ! 0, j !1.Proof: We choose R < R2 < R1 and de�neui(x) := Z@BR2 �@u@� (y)��(x; y)� u(y) @��@�(y)(x; y)�ds(y) ; x 2 BR2 :42



Green's formula (1.10) applied to u in the domain BR2 yields together withthe di�erential equation �u+ �2u = �2(1� n)u the integral equationu(x) = ui(x)� �2 ZBR2 (1� n(y))u(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 BR ; (2.3)i.e., u = (I � T )�1ui on BR, where T :C(BR)! C(BR) denotes the integraloperator (T')(x) := ��2 ZBR (1� n(y))'(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 BR :Theorem 1.9 (c) implies that T is a compact linear operator from C(BR)equipped with the k�kL2-norm into itself, whence (I�T )�1 is bounded in thatspace. Due to Lemma 2.2 there is a sequence uij from spanfui(�; d): d 2 S2gwith kuij � uikL2(BR) ! 0, j ! 1. We de�ne uj to be the solution of theLippmann-Schwinger equation (2.3) with ui replaced by uij. Then, we haveuj 2 spanfu(�; d): d 2 S2g, j 2 IN, andku� ujkL2(BR) = k(I � T )�1(ui � uij)kL2(BR) � ckui � uijk2L2(BR) ;i.e., ku� ujkL2(BR) ! 0, j !1. 2If we approximate an arbitrary solution u of �u + �2nu = 0 in BR1 byelements from spanfu(�; d): d 2 S2g in L2(BR) and use Lemma 2.1, we obtainthe desired relation (2.1) which we state in the next lemma.Lemma 2.4 Let 0 < R < R1. If the far �eld patterns for the refractiveindices n, ~n coincide on S2 � S2, i.e., u1 = ~u1, then for all solutions~u 2 C2(BR1) to �~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BR1 and for all solutions u 2 C2(BR1) to�u+ �2nu = 0 in BR1 the relationZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))u(x)~u(x)dx = 0 (2.4)holds true. 43



Our next aim is to show that a function q 2 C(BR), satisfying RBR qu~udx =0 for all u, ~u as in the above lemma, must vanish. This result together withrelation (2.4) implies our desired uniqueness theorem for the inverse acousticscattering problem.In order to motivate the following analysis let us �rst give a proof for thecase that u and ~u are solutions to the Helmholtz equation, i.e., n = ~n = 1,which goes back to Calder�on [5].Lemma 2.5 Let q 2 C(BR) satisfyZBR q(x)u(x)~u(x)dx = 0for all solutions u, ~u 2 C2(IR3) to the Helmholtz equation �v + �2v = 0 inIR3. Then q = 0.Proof: We �x R0 > 0 su�ciently large to ensure BR � (�R0; R0)3. Then, fora �xed vector � 2 � � IR3 we choose d1, d2 2 IR3 such that �, d1 and d2 areorthogonal and such that jd1j = jd2j = 1. Finally, we de�ne� := �12� + ij�j2 d1 + �d2 ; ~� := �12�� ij�j2 d1 � �d2 2 C3and compute � + ~� = ��, � � � = ~� � ~� = �2. Hence, u(x) := ei��x and~u(x) := ei~��x, x 2 IR3, are solutions to the Helmholtz equation. Using theassumption of the lemma this implies0 = ZBR q(x)u(x)~u(x)dx = ZBR q(x)e�i��xdx :Consequently, the Fourier coe�cients of q must vanish, i.e., q = 0 by Parse-val's relation (1.2). 2We have some freedom in the choice of the vectors � and ~� in the abovelemma, e.g. for any t > � the vectors� := �12� + ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 2 C3 ;~� := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 2 C344



also satisfy � + ~� = ��, � � � = ~� � ~� = �2 and can be used to de�ne u and ~u.For arbitrary n and ~n we try to imitate the reasoning in Lemma 2.5. Welook for solutions to �u+�2nu = 0 having the form u(x) = ei��x(1+v(x; �)),x 2 BR, with a suitable function v(�; �) depending on the parameter � 2 C3,� � � = �2. We shall use the freedom in the choice of � and show thatwe can �nd functions v(�; �) such that kv(�; �)kL2(BR) ! 0 as j=(�)j ! 1.Inserting these solutions and analogous solutions ~u into (2.4) and using thelimit t!1 implies that the Fourier coe�cients of n� ~n must vanish at thepoint � 2 �. Since � is arbitrary, we can conclude n = ~n.Note that in two dimensions the freedom in the choice of the parameters �and ~� no longer exists. Therefore this proof fails in the two-dimensional case.To the authors knowledge the question whether u1 uniquely determines n intwo dimensions is still open. It is possible to show uniqueness if u1 is knownfor many di�erent frequencies (see [18]) or if some more assumptions on nare made (see [34]).Inserting u(x) = ei��x(1+v(x; �)), x 2 BR, into the equation �u+�2nu =0 and using � � � = �2 we obtain the di�erential equation�v(�; �) + 2i� � rv(�; �) = �2(1� n)v(�; �) + �2(1� n)for the function v(�; �). For special vectors � = (s; it; 0) we had formallyderived solution operators G0� for the equation �w + 2i� � rw = f in Theo-rem 1.1, namelyG0�:L2(C)! L2(C) G0�f := �X�2� f̂(�)(� � � + 2� � �)e� :The L2-norms of those operators converge to zero as t ! 1 which seemsto match the desired behavior of v(�; �). In Theorem 1.1 we did not worrywhether these operators really yield solutions to the di�erential equation.Since we want to employ them for the construction of v(�; �), we have todeal with this problem now. The second di�culty is that we have to allowmore general vectors � than those of the special form (s; it; 0). However, itis easy to reduce the general case to the special one with the help of unitarytransformations.Inserting f̂(�) = RC f(y)e�(y)dy into the de�nition of G0� we formally ob-tain G0�f(x) = � ZC g�(x� y)f(y)dy ;45



where the function g� is de�ned byg� := X�2� 1(� � � + 2� � �)e� : (2.5)Our next aim is to show that g� satis�es the assumptions from Theo-rems 1.9 and 1.10. Then, the results for volume potentials apply to G0� andwe can work with G0� the way we did during the proof of Lemma 1.12 withthe operator V�. The basic tool in proving regularity of g� is the followinglemma which is known as Weyl's lemma (see [13, IV 4.2]).Lemma 2.6 Let D � IR3 be an open set and q 2 C0;(D), 0 <  < 1, be auniformly H�older continuous function in D. Furthermore, assume u 2 L2(D)satis�es ZD (�'+ q')udx = 0for all functions ' 2 C10 (D). Then the following assertions hold true:(a) u 2 C2(D) and �u+ qu = 0 in D.(b) For any open subset D0 � D such that D0 � D is compact there existsa constant M depending on D, D0, and kqk1;D, but not on u, such thatkuk1;;D0 � MkukL2(D). Similarly, there is a constant M 0, dependingon D, D0, and kqk0;;D such that maxj;l k@j@luk1;D0 �M 0kukL2(D).Proof: The �rst step of the proof consists in the construction of appropriatetest functions '. Let B�(x�) � D, � > 0, be a ball and let � 2 C10 (IR) bea cut-o� function satisfying �(t) = 0, if jtj � �=2, and �(t) = 1, if jtj � �=4.For a function  2 C10 (B�=4(x�)) we de�ne'(x) := ZIR3 �(jx� yj)�0(x; y) (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 :Using the transformation z = x� y we arrive at'(x) = ZIR3 �(jzj) 14�jzj (x� z)dz = ZB�=2(0) �(jzj) 14�jzj (x� z)dz ; x 2 IR3 ;whence ' 2 C1(IR3). Moreover, '(x) = 0 for jx�x�j > (3=4)� because thensupp( (x��)) and supp(�(j � j)) = B�=2(0) are disjoint, i.e., ' 2 C10 (B�(x�)).46



De�ning ~k(x) := (�(jxj)� 1)=(4�jxj), x 2 IR3, we know ~k 2 C1(IR3) andwe can conclude from Theorem 1.10(�' + q')(x) = � (x) + ZB�=4(x�) (�~k)(x� y) (y)dy+q(x) ZB�=4(x�) �(jx� yj)�0(x; y) (y)dy ; x 2 B�(x�) :Reversing the order of integration we thus have0 = ZB�(x�) (�'+ q')udx= ZB�=4(x�)  (y)n�u(y) + ZB�(x�) (�~k)(x� y)u(x)dx+ ZB�(x�) q(x)�(jx� yj)�0(x; y)u(x)dxodyfor any  2 C10 (B�=4(x�)), whence for almost every y 2 B�=4(x�)u(y) = ZB�(x�) (�~k)(x� y)u(x)dx+ ZB�(x�) q(x)�(jx� yj)�0(x; y)u(x)dx(2.6)holds true.The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields for any function v 2 C10 (D)supy2B�=4(x�)��� ZB�(x�) q(x)�(jx� yj)�0(x; y)v(x)dx���2� supy2B�=4(x�) ZB�(x�) jq(x)�(jx� yj)j2(4�jx� yj)2 dx kvk2L2(D)� M21 kvk2L2(D) :Approximating u 2 L2(D) by elements from C10 (D) we can conclude thatthe second integral on the right hand side of (2.6) is a continuous function onB�=4(x�) whose maximum norm is bounded by M1kukL2(D). Together withthe fact that �~k is a smooth bounded function in IR3 we can infer from (2.6)47



that u is continuous in B�=4(x�) and that kuk1;B�=4(x�) � M2kukL2(D) wherethe constant M2 depends on � (via �) and on kqk1;D.Now we replace � by �=4 and repeat the procedure which lead to equation(2.6) with an adjusted cut-o� function �. We arrive atu(y) = ZB�=4(x�) (�~k)(x� y)u(x)dx+ ZB�=4(x�) q(x)�(jx� yj)�0(x; y)u(x)dxfor y 2 B�=16(x�). Since we already know u 2 C(B�=4(x�)), we obtain fromTheorem 1.9 that u 2 C1;(B�=16(x�)) and kuk1;;B�=16(x�) �M3kukL2(D).Repeating the procedure one last time in the ball B�=16(x�) we �nallyconclude from Theorem 1.10 that u 2 C2(B�=64(x�)). Since x� 2 D can bechosen arbitrarily, we have proved u 2 C2(D). Integration by parts immedi-ately yields for all ' 2 C10 (D)0 = ZD (�'+ q')udx = ZD (�u+ qu)'dx ;and thus �u+ qu = 0 in D.For part (b) we cover the compact set D0 by �nitely many balls of theform B�j=64(xj) where �j is chosen su�ciently small to ensure B�j(xj) � D.Patching together the above norm estimates for kuk1;;B�j=16(xj) implies the�rst inequality of assertion (b). In order to bound the second derivatives ofu we use the formula from Theorem 1.10 (a) and relation (2.6) to computefor y 2 B�=64(x�)(@j@lu)(y) = ZB�=16(x�) (�@j@l~k)(x� y)u(x)dx+ ZB�=16(x�) @2@yj@yl ��(jx� yj)�0(x; y)�(q(x)u(x)� q(y)u(y))dx� q(y)u(y) Z@B�=16(x�) �j(x) @@yl ��(jx� yj)�0(x; y)�ds(x) :Consequently, we can boundk@j@luk1;B�=64(x�) � M4kuk0;;B�=16(x�) �M5kukL2(D) ;48



which implies the second estimate of the assertion (b). 2We are now in a position to prove that G0� can be regarded as a volume po-tential. We de�ne the cube C := (�R0; R0)3, the grid � and the orthonormalbasis e�, � 2 �, as in the �rst chapter and we assume R0 > R > 0.Lemma 2.7 Assume � = (pt2 + �2; it; 0) 2 C3 with � � 0, t > 0. Then,there exist functions g� 2 C1(B2R0 n f0g), ~g� 2 C1(B2R0) with the followingproperties:(a) (G0�f)(x) = � ZBR g�(x� y)f(y)dy for almost every x 2 BR and for allfunctions f 2 C(BR)(f is regarded as an element of L2(C) by de�ning it to be zero outsideof BR).(b) g�(x) = e�i��xei�jxj4�jxj + e�i��x~g�(x) ; x 2 B2R0 n f0g :(c) �~g� + �2~g� = 0 in B2R0.Proof: We de�ne g� := X�2� 1� � � + 2� � �e� :Since there is a constant M such that j(� � � + 2� � �)�1j � M(1 + � � �)�1for all � 2 �, we can estimateX�2���� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 <1 ;and obtain g� 2 L2(C). g� satis�es g�(x1; x2 + 2R0; x3) = �g�(x1; x2; x3),x 2 IR3, and g� has period 2R0 with respect to the other coordinates, whenceit is square-integrable on each compact subset of IR3.We prove assertion (a) by showing the coincidence of the Fourier coe�-cients of the two functions. For y 2 C the function g�(� � y) has the Fourier49



coe�cients(g�(� � y))̂ (�) = ZC g�(x� y)e�(x)dx= ZC g�(z)e�(z)dz e�(y) = e�(y)� � �+ 2� � � :If f 2 C(BR) is extended by zero, the function � RBR g�(� � y)f(y)dy 2 L2(C)has the Fourier coe�cients� ZC n ZBR g�(x� y)f(y)dyoe�(x)dx = � ZC n ZC g�(x� y)e�(x)dxof(y)dy= �1� � � + 2� � � ZC f(y)e�(y)dy= �f̂(�)� � � + 2� � �= (G0�f )̂ (�) ; � 2 � :Hence, � RBR g�(��y)f(y)dy and G0�f coincide almost everywhere in BR � C.Before we proceed to the remaining assertions let us add one remark: iff 2 C10 (C), then the Fourier coe�cients of f are rapidly decaying. HenceG0�f = �X�2� f̂(�)(� � � + 2� � �)e�not only converges with respect to the L2(C)-norm but is also absolutelyand uniformly convergent. Therefore, G0�f is a continuous function on Cand it makes sense to evaluate (G0�f)(x) at a point x 2 C. Similarly, forf 2 C10 (BR0) we have� ZBR0 g�(� � y)f(y)dy = � ZIR3 g�(z)f(� � z)dz 2 C(IR3) :Hence, for f 2 C10 (BR0) assertion (a) holds true for all x 2 BR0 .In order to prove the regularity of g� and ~g� and assertions (b), (c) weshow that ~g�(x) := ei��xg�(x)� ei�jxj=(4�jxj), x 2 B2R0 , satis�esZBR0 (x�) (�' + �2')(x)~g�(x)dx = 050



for all x� 2 BR0 and for all ' 2 C10 (BR0(x�)). We can then conclude fromthe preceding lemma that ~g� is a C2(B2R0)-smooth classical solution of theHelmholtz equation, whence it is a C1-smooth function. This implies theremaining assertions.If x� 2 BR0 and ' 2 C10 (BR0(x�)) � C10 (B2R0), the representation for-mula (1.10) from Theorem 1.3 yields� ZB2R0 (�'+ �2')(x) ei�jxj4�jxjdx = '(0) : (2.7)De�ning  (y) := ei��(x��y)'(x� � y), y 2 BR0 , we have  2 C10 (BR0) and((� + 2i� � r) )(y) = ei��(x��y)(�'+ �2')(x� � y) ; y 2 BR0 :Using this equation, the substitution x = x� � y, part (a), Theorem 1.1 (b),and the remark after part (a) we computeZB2R0 (�'+ �2')(x)ei��xg�(x)dx= ZBR0 ei��(x��y)(�' + �2')(x� � y)g�(x� � y)dy= ZBR0 g�(x� � y)(� + 2i� � r )(y)dy= �(G0�(� + 2i� � r ))(x�) = � (x�) = �'(0) : (2.8)Adding the equations (2.7) and (2.8) yields the equationZB2R0 (�'+ �2')(x)�ei��xg�(x)� ei�jxj4�jxj�dx = 0 :Hence ~g� is a C2-smooth solution of the Helmholtz equation in BR0(x�) andthen in B2R0 because x� 2 BR0 can be chosen arbitrarily. This ends the proofof the lemma. 2We are now in a position to de�ne g� for arbitrary vectors � 2 C3, satisfying� � � = �2 and =(�) 6= 0. 51



Assume � � 0 and � 2 C3 satis�es � � � = �2, =(�) 6= 0. This implies<(�) � =(�) = 0 and <(�) � <(�) � =(�) � =(�) = �2, whence <(�) 6= 0.We de�ne � := (j<(�)j; ij=(�)j; 0) 2 C3 and choose the uniquely deter-mined unitary transformation Q of IR3 satisfying Q(<(�)) = (j<(�)j; 0; 0),Q(=(�)) = (0; j=(�)j; 0) and det(Q) = 1. Then, we have QT (�) = �, whereQT denotes the transpose of Q. Now, we de�ne the function g� byg� :B2R0 n f0g ! C g�(x) := g�(Qx) ; (2.9)where g� = X�2� 1(� � �+ 2� � �)e�is the function which we examined in the last lemma.In the next theorem we study some properties of volume potentials G�fwith the kernel g�. Note that these volume potentials are de�ned for functionson a ball, whereas G0� is de�ned for functions on a cube. Moreover, comparedto G0� we have chosen the opposite sign for G� because then the function	�(x) = ei��xg�(x) inherits all the properties of the fundamental solutionei�jxj=(4�jxj) later. Nevertheless, it should be clear by the preceding lemmathat G� and G0� are closely related.Theorem 2.8 Assume 0 < R00 < R0, � � 0 and � 2 C3, � � � = �2. De�nefor f 2 C(BR00) the function G�f by(G�f)(x) := ZBR00 g�(x� y)f(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 ; (2.10)with g� from (2.9). Then, the following assertions hold true:(a) G�f 2 C1;(BR00) for all 0 <  < 1, and kG�fk1; � C;�kfk1.(b) If f 2 C0;(BR00), then G�f 2 C2(BR00) and (� + 2i� � r)(G�f) = �f .(c) If f 2 C10(BR00), then @j(G�f) = G�(@jf).(d) kG�fkL2(BR00 ) � R0�j=(�)jkfkL2(BR00 ) for all f 2 C(BR00).52



Proof: By the de�nition of g� and by Lemma 2.7 we concludeg�(x) = e�i��Qxei�jQxj4�jQxj + e�i��Qx~g�(Qx)= e�i��xei�jxj4�jxj + e�i��x~g�(Qx) ; x 2 B2R0 n f0g :Since ~g� is smooth and since the function x 7! e�i��xei�jxj=(4�jxj) satis�esthe assumptions from Theorems 1.9 and 1.10, we may apply these theorems.Theorem 1.9 immediately yields assertions (a) and (c). Theorem 1.10 statesthat G�f 2 C2(BR00) if f 2 C0;(BR00). Moreover, with the help of[� + 2i� � r]u(x) = e�i��x(� + �2)(ei��xu(x))we compute([� + 2i� � r](G�f))(x)= e�i��x(� + �2) ZBR00 n��(x; y) + ~g�(Q(x� y))o(ei��yf(y))dy= e�i��xn�ei��xf(x) + (� + �2) ZBR00 ~g�(Q(x� y))(ei��yf(y))dyo= �f(x) ; x 2 BR00 ;where in the last step we have used that ~g�(Q �) is a smooth solution of theHelmholtz equation in B2R00 . This proves assertion (b).For part (d) we extend a function f 2 C(BR00) by zero outside of BR00and observe the relation(G�f)(QTx) = ZBR00 g�(x� y)f(QTy)dy ; x 2 BR00 :Then we employ the last lemma and the L2-norm estimate from Theorem 1.1to obtain kG�fk2L2(BR00 ) = ZBR00 j(G�f)(x)j2dx= ZBR00 j(G�f)(QTx)j2dx53



= ZBR00 j(G0�(f �QT ))(x)j2dx� kG0�(f �QT )k2L2(C)� R02�2j=(�)j2k(f �QT )k2L2(C)= R02�2j=(�)j2kfk2L2(BR00 ) :This ends the proof of the theorem. 2The last theorem enables us to derive the existence of special solutions tothe equation �u+�2nu = 0 which can be used similarly to ei��x in Lemma 2.5.Lemma 2.9 Assume � � 0, 0 < R00 < R0 and n 2 C0;(BR00). Then thereis a constant c > 0, depending only on R00, R0, � and k1 � nk1, with thefollowing property:for all � 2 C3 satisfying � � � = �2 and j=(�)j � 2�2(R0=�)k1� nk1 + 1there exists a function v(�; �) 2 C2(BR00) such thatu(x; �) := ei��x(1 + v(x; �)) ; x 2 BR00 ; (2.11)is a solution to �u+ �2nu = 0 in BR00, and such that the estimatekv(�; �)kL2(BR00 ) � cj=(�)j (2.12)holds true.Proof: Inserting (2.11) into �u+ �2nu = 0 yields the di�erential equation(� + 2i� � r)v(�; �) = �2(1� n)v(�; �) + �2(1� n) (2.13)for v(�; �). Theorem 2.8 (b) suggests to look for a solution of the integralequation v(�; �) = ��2G�((1� n)v(�; �))� �2G�(1� n) (2.14)and then to proceed similarly to the existence proof of (DAP ).The mapping T :C(BR00)! C(BR00) de�ned byT' = ��2G�((1� n)')54



is compact due to Theorem 2.8 (a). Since '� T' = 0, ' 2 C(BR00), impliestogether with Theorem 2.8 (d)k'kL2(BR00 ) = kT'kL2(BR00 )� �2R0�j=(�)jk1� nk1k'kL2(BR00 )� 12k'kL2(BR00 ) ;whence ' = 0, we know from the Riesz theory that (2.14) has a uniquesolution v(�; �) 2 C(BR00). Moreover, we can infer from the properties of G�stated in Theorem 2.8 that v(�; �) 2 C2(BR00) satis�es equation (2.13). Then,straightforward calculations show that u(�; �) de�ned by (2.11) is a solutionto �u+ �2nu = 0 in BR00 .In order to obtain the norm estimate we observe thatkv(�; �)kL2(BR00 ) � kTv(�; �)kL2(BR00 ) + �2kG�(1� n)kL2(BR00 )� 12kv(�; �)kL2(BR00 ) + �2R0�j=(�)jk1� nk1k1kL2(BR00 ) :Hence, we arrive atkv(�; �)kL2(BR00 ) � 2 �2R0�j=(�)jk1� nk1k1kL2(BR00 )and we have proved the lemma. 2Remark: Let us point out a di�erent view of the integral equation (2.14).Multiplying both sides of (2.14) with ei��x and then adding ei��x on both sidesyieldsu(x; �) = ei��x(1 + v(x; �))= ei��x � �2ei��x ZBR00 g�(x� y)(1� n)(y)(1 + v(y; �))dy= ei��x � �2 ZBR00 ei��(x�y)g�(x� y)(1� n)(y)u(y; �)dy ; x 2 BR00 :(2.15)55



This is the analogue of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with an incidentwave ei��x where the fundamental solution ��(x; y) is replaced by the functionei��(x�y)g�(x� y). But due to the representationg�(x) = e�i��Qxei�jQxj4�jQxj + e�i��Qx~g�(Qx)= e�i��xei�jxj4�jxj + e�i��x~g�(Qx) ; x 2 B2R0 n f0g ;we know thatei��(x�y)g�(x� y) = ��(x; y) + ~g�(x� y) ; x; y 2 BR0 ; x 6= y ;is also a fundamental solution to the Helmholtz equation in BR0 because~g� := ~g� �Q is a solution to the Helmholtz equation in B2R0 . Hence, we havesolved a Lippmann-Schwinger equation with an unphysical incident wave andan unphysical fundamental solution in order to obtain the special solutionsu(�; �).We also want to emphasize that the integral equation (2.15) has a uniquesolution if j=(�)j � 2�2(R0=�)k1 � nk1 + 1. This can be seen by de�ningv(x) := e�i��xu(x), x 2 BR00 , for a solution u of the homogeneous equation(2.15) and by multiplying this equation by e�i��x. Then, we obtain the ho-mogeneous equation (2.14) for v, whence v = 0 and u = 0 by the proof ofLemma 2.9.Now, we can conclude this section with the uniqueness result for theinverse scattering problem.Theorem 2.10 Let � > 0 and assume the refractive indices n and ~n satisfythe assumptions made at the beginning of this section. If the far �eld patternscoincide for all incident plane waves, i.e., u1(x̂; d) = ~u1(x̂; d) for all x̂,d 2 S2, then n = ~n.Proof: We choose R1 such that R < R1 < R0. We know from Lemma 2.4 thatfor all solutions ~u 2 C2(BR1) to �~u + �2~n~u = 0 in BR1 and for all solutionsu 2 C2(BR1) to �u+ �2nu = 0 in BR1 the relationZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))u(x)~u(x)dx = 0 (2.16)56



holds true. Imitating the reasoning in Lemma 2.5 we choose for a �xed vector� 2 � the unit vectors d1, d2 2 IR3 such that d1 � d2 = d1 �� = d2 � � = 0 andde�ne �t := �12� + ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 2 C3 ;~�t := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 2 C3for t > �. Then, the relations �t + ~�t = ��, �t � �t = ~�t � ~�t = �2 are satis�ed.With the help of the preceding lemma, for su�ciently large qt2 � �2 + j�j24 =j=(�t)j = j=(~�t)j, i.e., for su�ciently large t, we obtain solutionsu(x; �t) = ei�t�x(1 + v(x; �t)) ; x 2 BR1 ;to �u + �2nu = 0 in BR1 with kv(�; �t)kL2 ! 0, t ! 1. Similarly, we havesolutions ~u(x; ~�t) = ei~�t�x(1 + ~v(x; ~�t)) ; x 2 BR1 ;to �~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BR1 with k~v(�; ~�t)kL2 ! 0, t!1.Inserting these solutions into (2.16) we arrive at0 = ZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))e�i��x(1 + v(x; �t))(1 + ~v(x; ~�t))dx : (2.17)Taking t ! 1 implies that the Fourier coe�cient (n � ~n)̂ (�) must vanish.Since � is arbitrary, we know that the Fourier coe�cients of n and ~n coincide,whence n = ~n. This ends the proof of the theorem. 2AppendixThis appendix contains a few remarks concerning the preceding section whichwould have disturbed the logical order that lead to the uniqueness proof.First, we prove the equivalence of equation (2.2) and the coincidence of~u1(�; d) and u1(�; d). Then, we give a second proof for Lemma 2.2, i.e., thecompleteness of the plane waves in the space of solutions to the Helmholtzequation. We also study the completeness of point sources in that space. And�nally we derive another norm estimate for the operator G� which allows tostate that products of solutions to �u+ �2nu = 0 are complete in L2(BR).57



Theorem 2.11 Suppose 0 < R < R1, d 2 S2 and u(�; d), ~u(�; d) are so-lutions to (DAP ) for the incident wave ui(x) = ei�d�x, x 2 IR3, and forthe refractive indices n, ~n, respectively. Then the following assertions areequivalent:(a) u(x; d) = ~u(x; d) for all x 2 @BR.(b) u(x; d) = ~u(x; d) and @u@� (x; d) = @~u@� (x; d) for all x 2 @BR.(c) u1(�; d) = ~u1(�; d) on S2.(d) ZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))u(x; d)~u(x)dx = 0 for all solutions ~u 2 C2(BR1) to�~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BR1 .Proof: Assertion (b) follows from assertion (a) by the uniqueness for theexterior Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equation ([7, Theorem 3.7]).The coincidence of the Cauchy data of u(�; d) and ~u(�; d) on @BR impliesus(�; d) = ~us(�; d) and (@us=@�)(�; d) = (@~us=@�)(�; d) on @BR. With the helpof the representation (1.13) we obtain ~us(�; d) = us(�; d) in the exterior of BR,whence the coincidence of the far �eld patterns.Assertion (d) was derived from assertion (c) in Lemma 2.1.In order to obtain (a) from (d) we observe that v := u(�; d)� ~u(�; d) is aradiating solution to the Helmholtz equation in IR3 nBR. Moreover, Green'ssecond theorem yieldsZ@BR �~u(�; d)@~u@� � ~u@~u@� (�; d)�ds = 0;whence Z@BR �v@~u@� � ~u@v@� �ds = Z@BR �u(�; d)@~u@� � ~u@u@� (�; d)�ds= �2 ZBR (n� ~n)~uu(�; d)dx = 0 (2.18)for all solutions ~u 2 C2(BR1) to �~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BR1 . For a �xed jxj > R1we choose ~u to be the solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation~u(z) + �2 ZBR ��(z; y)(1� ~n(y))~u(y)dy = ��(x; z) ; z 2 BR1 :58



From Theorem 1.5 (b) we know the relation0 = Z@BR fv(z)@��(y; z)@�(z) � @v@� (z)��(y; z)gds(z)for all y 2 BR. Hence, we obtain0 = Z@BR fv(z) @@�(z) ZBR ��(z; y)(1� ~n(y))~u(y)dy�@v@� (z) ZBR ��(z; y)(1� ~n(y))~u(y)dygds(z)and inserting ~u into (2.18)0 = Z@BR �v@~u@� � ~u@v@� �ds= Z@BR fv(z) @��@�(z) (x; z)� @v@� (z)��(x; z)gds(z) = v(x) :Thus, we know v(x) = 0 for all jxj > R1 and then v = 0 in IR3 n BR and wehave proved the theorem. 2In order to replace u(�; d) in equation (2.2) by arbitrary solutions to �u+�2nu = 0 we proved the denseness of span fui(�; d): d 2 S2g in the linearspace of solutions to the Helmholtz equation in Lemma 2.2 and derived anapproximation result for general n with the help of the Lippmann-Schwingerequation in Lemma 2.3. The next lemma gives another proof for the casen = 1. We also examine the completeness of f��(�; z): jzj = R1g in the spaceof solutions to the Helmholtz equation with respect to L2(BR).Lemma 2.12 Suppose 0 < R < R2 and let ui 2 C2(BR2) satisfy �ui +�2ui = 0 in BR2 .(a) For R1 > R there exists a sequence uij 2 spanf��(�; z): jzj = R1g,j 2 IN, such that kui � uijkL2(BR) ! 0, j !1.(b) There exists a sequence uij 2 spanfui(�; d): d 2 S2g, j 2 IN, such thatkui � uijk1;BR ! 0, j !1. 59



Proof: We de�ne the linear subspace X as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 andassume v0 2 X being orthogonal to span f��(�; z): jzj = R1g. De�ning againw(x) := ZBR v0(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 nBR ;we know that w 2 C2(IR3 n BR) is a radiating solution to the Helmholtzequation in the exterior of BR and we computew(z) = ZBR v0(y)��(z; y)dy = 0 ; jzj = R1 :Uniqueness for the exterior Dirichlet problem implies w = 0 and we can �nishthe proof of part (a) as in Lemma 2.2.For part (b) let Y kl , k = �l; : : : ; l, l 2 IN0, denote a complete system ofspherical harmonics on S2 and let jl, l 2 IN0, denote the spherical Besselfunctions (see [7, sections 2.3 and 2.4] for a concise treatment). Inserting theaddition theorem for the fundamental solution �� ([7, Theorem 2.10]) intoGreen's representation theorem for ui in BR1 we obtain the absolutely anduniformly convergent series expansionui(x) = 1Xl=0 lXk=�l alkjl(�jxj)Y kl (x̂) ; x 2 BR ;with suitable coe�cients alk.For a given positive � we approximate ui by a partial sum of the aboveseries better than �=2. Next, using the Funk-Hecke formula ([7, p. 31]), wereplace the terms jl(�jxj)Y kl (x̂) byjl(�jxj)Y kl (x̂) = il4� ZS2 e�i�x�dY kl (d)ds(d) ; x 2 BR ;and obtain ���ui(x)� ZS2 e�i�x�dg�(d)ds(d)��� < �2 ; x 2 BR ;with a continuous function g� on S2. Finally, we approximate the integral bya quadrature rule, e.g. a Riemannian sum, better than �=2 uniformly on BR.This is possible because the integrand is uniformly continuous on BR � S2.60



Hence, it is possible to approximate ui uniformly on BR by a superpositionof plane waves and we have proved the lemma. 2In Theorem 2.10 we had probed the medium with all incident plane wavesand we had a knowledge of the far �eld patterns. We can infer from the lastlemma that we may replace the set of all plane waves by point sources locatedon a sphere. Any set of solutions to the Helmholtz equation in BR whichis complete in the linear space of solutions to the Helmholtz equation withrespect to L2(BR) can be used as incident probing waves because the proofof Lemma 2.3 applies equally well in this situation, whence equation (2.4)holds true.Instead of measuring far �eld patterns, due to Theorem 2.11 we might aswell use the Cauchy data of the total waves on a sphere with radius R, i.e.,u and @u=@� on @BR, or the near �eld uj@BR of the total waves.In a nutshell, the uniqueness theorem for the inverse scattering problemremains true, if point sources located on a sphere are used as incident wavesand if the Cauchy data (or near �eld data) on a large sphere are measuredinstead of far �eld patterns.The rest of this appendix is devoted to a more functional analytic for-mulation of our knowledge about the products u~u of solutions to perturbedHelmholtz equations:The setfu~u: u; ~u 2 C2(BR) \ C(BR); �u+ �2nu = 0; �~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BRgis complete in L2(BR), i.e., any function q 2 L2(BR) satisfyingZBR q(x)u(x)~u(x)dx = 0for all functions u, ~u as above must vanish identically.An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.10 shows that we have notproved this result so far, because we only know v(�; �t)~v(�; ~�t) ! 0, t ! 1,with respect to the L1(BR)-norm in equation (2.17). We have to knowthis with respect to the L2(BR)-norm, if we want to use the same rea-soning as in Theorem 2.10. Therefore, we examine the operators G� moreclosely in order to bound kv(�; �t)k1;BR uniformly in t. Then we obtainkv(�; �t)~v(�; ~�t)kL2(BR) � kv(�; �t)k1;BRk~v(�; ~�t)kL2(BR) ! 0, t!1.61



The aim of the next lemma is to bound P�2� j� ��+2� ��j�2 uniformly int � 1 where � = (s; it; 0) and � � � = �2. Essentially, we replace the sum byan integral ZIR3 [(jxj2 � s2)2 + (�=R0)2t2]�1dx :Bounding the integral is not di�cult (see part (a) of the next lemma) butthe replacement of the sum by the integral is lengthy.Lemma 2.13 Let � � 0 and R0 � � be �xed. De�ne  := �=R0 and s :=pt2 + �2, � := (s; it; 0) 2 C3 for t � 1.(a) There is a constant c1 such that1Z0 r2dr(r2 � s2)2 + 2t2 � c1for all t � 1.(b) There is a constant c2 such thatX�2���� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 � c22for all t � 1.Proof: For part (a) we use the substitution u = r=s and obtain1Z0 r2dr(r2 � s2)2 + 2t2= 1sn 2Z0 u2du(u2 � 1)2 + 2(t2=s4) + 1Z2 u2du(u2 � 1)2 + 2(t2=s4)o :Since u2 � 1 � u2=2 for all u � 2, we can bound the second integral by1Z2 u2du(u2 � 1)2 + 2(t2=s4) � 1Z2 u2du(u2=2)2 = 2 :62



We estimate the �rst integral with the help of the substitution v = u2� 1 by2Z0 u2du(u2 � 1)2 + 2(t2=s4) � 2Z0 2udu(u2 � 1)2 + 2(t2=s4)� ZIR dvv2 + 2(t2=s4)= s2�t :For the proof of assertion (b) we observej� � � + 2� � �j2= f(�1 + s)2 + �22 + �23 � s2g2 + 4t2�22� f(�1 + s)2 + �22 + �23 � s2g2 + 2t2 ; � 2 � :Our �rst aim is to estimate the number of grid points in a spherical shell, tobe more precise we derive the bound card (Ak) � M1k2 whereAk := f� 2 �: (k � 1)2 < (�1 + s)2 + �22 + �23 � k2g ; k 2 IN :This enables us to reduce the series over all � 2 � to a series over k 2 INwhich in turn can be estimated with the help of Maclaurin's (Cauchy's)integral test.We de�ne A0k to be the grid points contained in a ball with radius k andcenter (�s; 0; 0),A0k := f� 2 �: (�1 + s)2 + �22 + �23 � k2g ; k 2 IN :In order to obtain bounds for card (A0k) we use the disjoint open cubes C�,� 2 �, having the center � and having edges of length �=R0 parallel tothe coordinate axes. Since � 2 A0k implies C� � Bk+2((�s; 0; 0)), we canconclude� �R0�3card (A0k) = vol [�2A0k C�! � vol�Bk+2((�s; 0; 0))� = 4�3 (k + 2)3 :Since any x 2 Bk�1�2((�s; 0; 0)), k > 1 + 2, is lying in some C�, thereis an � 2 � with j�� xj � 2. Hence, we havej(�1 + s; �2; �3)j � j(x1 + s; x2; x3)j+ j�� xj � k � 1 ; i.e., � 2 A0k�1.63



This means Bk�1�2((�s; 0; 0)) � [�2A0k�1 C�and therefore 4�3 (k � 1� 2)3 � � �R0 �3card (A0k�1) :Then we obtaincard (Ak) = card (A0k)� card (A0k�1)� �3 4�3 �(k + 2)3 � (k � 1� 2)3�� M1k2for all k > 1+ 2. By suitably enlarging the constant M1 the last inequalityholds true for all k 2 IN.Now, we splitX�2���� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2= Xfk2IN:k�sg X�2Ak��� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 + Xfk2IN:k�1�sg X�2Ak��� 1� � �+ 2� � � ���2+ Xfk2IN:s<k<s+1g X�2Ak��� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 : (2.19)From � 2 Ak and k � s we conclude 0 � s2 � k2 � s2 � j(�1 + s; �2; �3)j2and therefore��� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 = 1(j(�1 + s; �2; �3)j2 � s2)2 + 4t2�22� 1(k2 � s2)2 + t22 :Together with the bound on card (Ak) we arrive at the following estimate forthe �rst term on the right hand side of (2.19):Xfk2IN:k�sg X�2Ak��� 1� � �+ 2� � � ���2� Xk�s�1 M1k2(k2 � s2)2 + t22 + M1s2t2264



� sZ1 M1r2dr(r2 � s2)2 + t22 + M1s2t22� M1c1 +M2 �M3 ; (2.20)with suitable constants Mj and c1 from part (a), where in the third line wehave used the fact that r 7! r2(r2�s2)2+t22 is an increasing function on [1; s] (thenumerator is an increasing function, whereas the denominator is decreasing).Similarly, for � 2 Ak and k � 1 � s we compute 0 � (k � 1)2 � s2 �j(�1 + s; �2; �3)j2 � s2,��� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 = 1(j(�1 + s; �2; �3)j2 � s2)2 + 4t2�22� 1((k � 1)2 � s2)2 + t22 ;and we estimate the second term on the right hand side of (2.19) byXfk2IN:k�1�sg X�2Ak��� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2� Xk�s+3 M1k2((k � 1)2 � s2)2 + t22 + 2M1(s+ 3)2t22� Xl�s+2 4M1l2(l2 � s2)2 + t22 + 2M1(s+ 3)2t22� 1Zs+1 4M1r2dr(r2 � s2)2 + t22 +M4� 4M1c1 +M4 �M5 : (2.21)Here, we have substituted l = k�1 in third line and employed the inequality(l + 1)2 � 4l2. Moreover, in the fourth line we have used the fact thatr 7! (r2�s2)+s2(r2�s2)2+t22 is a decreasing function on [s+ 1;1). This can be seen byobserving that � = r2 � s2 > 2s > t for r � s + 1, and that the derivativeof the mapping � 7! ��2+2t2 is negative if � > t. (Note that here we haveused the assumption R0 � �, i.e.,  � 1, in order to have 2s > t � t.)65



Finally, we bound the last term in inequality (2.19) byXfk2IN:s<k<s+1g X�2Ak��� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 � M1(s+ 1)22t2 � M6 :Inserting this inequality together with inequalities (2.20) and (2.21) into(2.19) yields assertion (b). This ends the proof of the lemma. 2The preceding lemma easily implies the next results on the operator G�and on the functions v(�; �) from Lemma 2.9.Lemma 2.14 Assume � � 0 and � < R00 < R0.(a) The inequalitykG�fk1;BR00 = supx2BR00��� ZBR00 g�(x� y)f(y)dy��� � c2kfkL2(BR00 )holds true for all f 2 C(BR00) and for all � 2 C3 satisfying � � � = �2,j=(�)j � 1 where c2 is the constant from the preceding lemma.(b) There is a constant c uniformly bounding the functions v(�; �) fromLemma 2.9: kv(�; �)k1;BR00 � c for all � 2 C3 satisfying � � � = �2 andj=(�)j � 2�2(R0=�)k1� nk1 + 1.Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 2.8 (d) we have for f 2 C10 (BR00)kG�fk21;BR00 = k(G�f) �QTk21;BR00= kG0�(f �QT )k21;BR00= X�2� (f �QT )̂ (�)� � � + 2� � �e�21;BR00� X�2���� 1� � � + 2� � � ���2 X�2� j(f �QT )̂ (�)j2� c22k(f �QT )k2L2(C)= c22kfk2L2(BR00 ) :Approximating an arbitrary continuous function f in BR00 by C10 (BR00)-functions with respect to the L2-norm yields assertion (a).66



We obtain from (2.14) together with part (a)kv(�; �)k1;BR00 � �2kG�((1� n)(1 + v(�; �))k1;BR00� ~ck(1� n)(1 + v(�; �))kL2(BR00 )� c ;where we also use from Lemma 2.9 that kv(�; �)kL2(BR00 ) � M for all su�-ciently large j=(�)j. This proves the lemma. 2Looking again at the proof of the uniqueness theorem for the refractiveindices, we see that u(�; �t)~u(�; ~�t) 2 C(BR00) � L2(BR00) satisfyku(�; �t)~u(�; ~�t)� e�i��:kL2(BR00 )= kv(�; �t) + ~v(�; ~�t) + v(�; �t)~v(�; ~�t)kL2(BR00 )� kv(�; �t) + ~v(�; ~�t)kL2(BR00 ) + kv(�; �t)k1k~v(�; ~�t)kL2(BR00 ) ! 0 ; t!1 :Then, the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 2.10 implies that any func-tion q 2 L2(BR00) which is orthogonal to all products u~u must have vanishingFourier coe�cients. This proves the last theorem of this appendix.Theorem 2.15 Assume n, ~n 2 C0;(BR00) are uniformly H�older continuousin BR00 . Then, the setfu~u: u; ~u 2 C2(BR00) \ C(BR00); �u+ �2nu = 0; �~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BR00gis complete in L2(BR00).Though the last theorem improves our knowledge about the products u~uit is of no use in proving a uniqueness result for scattering problems whenwe only know n 2 L2(BR) instead of n 2 C0;(BR). This is due to the factthat our proof of the behavior of the special solutions u(�; �) in Lemma 2.9essentially uses the boundedness of k1� nk1.If we want to deal with n 2 L2(BR), we have to improve Lemma 2.13 toobtain X�2� 1j� � � + 2� � �j2 ! 0 ; t = j=(�)j ! 1 : (2.22)67



This estimate can be obtained by using the ideas from the proof of [40,III.2 Lemma 3, pp. 51{56] together with the techniques which we employedduring the proof of Lemma 2.13. Inequality (2.22) implies the norm estimatekG�kL2(BR00 )!C(BR00 ) ! 0, j=(�)j ! 1. We can then modify the existenceand uniqueness proofs from the �rst chapter to arrive at unique solutions to(DAP ) with n 2 L2. It is also possible to verify our results for the inverseproblem in this case and to derive uniqueness of n from a knowledge of thefar �eld patterns.
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2.2 Stability of the Inverse ProblemThis section is devoted to the continuous dependence of the refractive index non the far �eld pattern. We assume throughout this section that the refractiveindices n satisfy n 2 C0;(IR3), 0 <  < 1, =(n) � 0, and supp (1� n) � BR.For convenience we de�ne ~C(BR) to be the set of these functions.Let us start with an informal outline of this section. We introduce a verystrong norm k � kF on the far �eld patterns by prescribing a very rapid decayof the Fourier coe�cients�l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 u1(x̂; d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) ; (2.23)l1; l2 = 0; 1; : : : ; �l1 � k1 � l1 ; �l2 � k2 � l2 ;of the far �eld patterns u1. Here, Y k1l1 , l1 = 0; 1; : : :, �l1 � k1 � l1, denotea complete orthonormal system of spherical harmonics on S2. Our aim is toderive the estimatekn� ~nk1 � ch� ln(ku1;n � u1;~nkF)i�1=7with a constant c for all refractive indices n, ~n lying in some small subset O of~C(BR). The subscript n indicates the dependence of certain quantities on nif necessary. The estimate implies that the mapping u1;n 7! n is continuous.It is also a local uniqueness result because u1;n uniquely determines n inO by the above estimate. The reader should be warned that O is not onlysmall with respect to the maximum norm but with respect to a C2-norm,i.e., we need additional information in a stronger norm in order to obtainthe stability result. We also want to emphasize that this result does notmean that all functions from a small k � kF -neighborhood of u1;n are far�elds originating from a refractive index. It only allows to conclude that tworefractive indices from O are close together with respect to k � k1, if theyproduce far �elds whose di�erence with respect to the k � kF -norm is small.Our reasoning follows the main ideas from the paper [42] of Stefanov andcan be divided into three steps. In the �rst three lemmas we examine thedecay of the Fourier coe�cients, show that the norm k � kF is well de�nedand prove that the mapping n 7! u1;n is continuous.In the second step we reconstruct the Green's function sn(x; y) for jxj =jyj = R2 > R, x 6= y, with the help of a series expansion involving theFourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 belonging to u1;n. By the Green's function sn69



we mean the kernel sn(x; y), x, y 2 IR3, x 6= y, having the property thatu = � RIR3 sn(�; y)f(y)dy is the radiating solution to �u + �2nu = f in IR3.Hence, we know the single-layer operator(Sn')(x) = 2 Z@BR2 sn(x; y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :Actually, we construct Sn directly without using sn and prove later that Sn isan integral operator whose kernel sn can be computed from u1;n. Althoughwe never prove that sn is the Green's function the idea behind Sn is easierto explain with the help of sn.We discuss the dependence of Sn on n and on u1;n. It turns out that dueto the very strong norm k�kF the mapping u1;n 7! Sn is linear and bounded.However, in practice the k � kF -norm is not appropriate for measured far�eld patterns. Hence, the transfer of information from in�nity (the far �eldpattern) to the sphere of radius R2 is severely ill-posed.In the last step we investigate the dependence of n on Sn, insert our resultfrom the previous step on the dependence of Sn on u1;n and arrive at ourmain estimate.In [42] Stefanov uses the relation �n��1 = 2S�1n �2S�11 (see [32]) betweenthe Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps �n, �1, and the inverses to the single-layeroperators to estimate the operator norms k�n � �~nk in some suitable normby the far �eld norms ku1;n � u1;~nkF . Then he can employ the ideas ofAlessandrini in [2] who has studied the dependence of n on �n for refractiveindices n having a special form. Alessandrini's main idea is to estimatethe Fourier transform of n � ~n with the help of the special solutions fromLemma 2.9 and with considerations similar to those that lead to equation(2.2). Stefanov encounters di�culties because the Dirichlet-to-Neumannmapis not de�ned for interior Dirichlet eigenvalues. We use a di�erent relationon @BR2 in order to avoid these di�culties. We are also able to avoid thetechnical Lemma 4.2 from [42] (Lemma 3 in [2]).After this outline let us begin with the �rst step. In the �rst lemma weprove estimates about spherical Bessel functions and about spherical Hankelfunctions of the �rst kind which we will need later. The spherical Besselfunction jl of order l 2 IN0 is de�ned byjl(t) := 1Xp=0 (�1)ptl+2p2pp! 1 � 3 � � � (2l + 2p+ 1) ; t 2 IR :70



With the help of the spherical Neumann function yl of order l 2 IN0 whichis de�ned byyl(t) := �(2l)!2ll! 1Xp=0 (�1)pt2p�l�12pp!(�2l + 1)(�2l + 3) � � � (�2l + 2p� 1) ; t > 0 ;we can de�ne the spherical Hankel functions h(1)l of the �rst kind of orderl 2 IN0: h(1)l (t) := jl(t) + iyl(t) ; t > 0 :Lemma 2.16 Assume � > 0.(a) Given R1 > 0 there is a constant M1 > 0 such thatjjl(�r)j �M1� e�r2l + 1�l 12l + 1 ; 0 � r � R1 ; l 2 IN0 :(b) For 0 < R < R2 there is a constant M2 > 0 such thatjh(1)l (�r)j � M2�2l + 1e�r �l andj(h(1)l )0(�r)j � M2(2l + 1)�2l + 1e�r �l ; R � r � R2 ; l 2 IN0 :Proof: The de�nition of jl yieldsjl(t) = tl1 � 3 � � � (2l + 1)�1 + 1Xp=1 (�1)pt2p2pp!(2l + 3) � � � (2l + 2p+ 1)� :Comparing the series with the exponential series we obtain the estimatejjl(t)j �M3 tl1 � 3 � � � (2l + 1) =M3 tl2l + 1 2ll!(2l)! ; 0 � t � �R1 ; l 2 IN0 :This certainly implies the assertion for l = 0. From Stirling's formula weknow M4lle�lp2�l < l! < M5lle�lp2�l ; l 2 IN ;with suitable positive constants M4, M5. Inserting these inequalities into theabove estimate and using the fact that (2l+12l )l, l 2 IN, is a bounded sequencewe arrive atjjl(�r)j �M1� e�r2l + 1�l 12l + 1 ; 0 � r � R1 ; l 2 IN :71



This completes the proof of part (a).Part (b) follows similarly with the help ofh(1)l (t) = �(2l)!2ll! t�l�1n�tl+1 2ll!(2l)!jl(t)+i�1 + 1Xp=1 (�1)pt2p2pp!(�2l + 1)(�2l + 3) � � � (�2l + 2p� 1)�obecause the series and the �rst term in the curly brackets remain uniformlybounded in l 2 IN0 and �R � t � �R2. Di�erentiating the last equation withrespect to t and using the same techniques as before also yields the secondpart of assertion (b). 2The previous lemma enables us to study the decay of the Fourier coe�-cients �l1k1l2k2 of a far �eld pattern. The decay determines the smoothnessof u1 and vice versa. In [30] and [31, Theorems 17,18] M�uller has examinedthe smoothness of the scattering amplitude of a radiating solution to theHelmholtz equation. However, he expresses the regularity of the scatteringamplitude by the growth at in�nity of an entire harmonic function whichcoincides with the scattering amplitude on S2. Therefore, his results are notdirectly applicable to our needs. We follow the ideas of Stefanov in [42] (see[7, Theorems 2.15,2.16] for related rsults) but give weaker estimates becausewe are not interested in optimal results.To simplify notation we abbreviateXl1;k1;l2;k2 for 1Xl1=0 l1Xk1=�l1 1Xl2=0 l2Xk2=�l2and we de�neTn:C(BR)! C(BR) (Tn')(x) := �2 ZBR (1�n(y))��(x; y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR :Lemma 2.17 Assume the far �eld pattern u1:S2�S2 ! C originates fromthe refractive index n 2 ~C(BR) satisfying supp (1 � n) � BR1 for some 0 <R1 < R. Let �l1k1l2k2 denote the Fourier coe�cients of u1 as de�ned in(2.23). Then, there is a constant c depending on u1 such thatj�l1k1l2k2 j2 � c� e�R12l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�R12l2 + 1�2l2+3 :72



Furthermore Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3j�l1k1l2k2 j2 <1 :Proof: According to (1.25) the far �eld pattern corresponding to the refractiveindex n 2 ~C(BR) with supp (1� n) � BR1 , 0 < R1 < R, is given byu1(x̂; d) = ��24� ZBR1 (1� n(y))u(y; d)e�i�x̂�ydy ; x̂; d 2 S2 : (2.24)The Lippmann-Schwinger equation yieldsu(x; d) = �[Tn(u(�; d))](x) + ei�d�x ; x 2 BR ; d 2 S2 ; (2.25)whence u depends continuously on x and d, since ei�d�x depends continuouslyon d with respect to k � k1;BR and (I + Tn)�1 is continuous in C(BR). Then,we may interchange the order of integration and we obtain�l1k1l2k2 = ZS2 ZS2 u1(x̂; d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d)= ��24� ZBR1 (1� n(y)) ZS2 u(y; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) ZS2 e�i�x̂�yY k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂)dy :Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we concludej�l1k1l2k2 j2 � c ZS2 u(�; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 ) ��  ZS2 e�i�d�xY k1l1 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 ) : (2.26)Note that c will denote di�erent constants during the proof.With the help of the Funk-Hecke formula (see [7, (2.44)]) we computevl1k1(y) := ZS2 e�i�x̂�yY k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂) = 4�il1 jl1(�jyj)Y k1l1 (ŷ) ; y 2 IR3 ;73



whence with Lemma 2.16 (a)kvl1k1k2L2(BR1 ) = 64�3 R1Z0 jjl1(�r)j2r2dr� c� e�R12l1 + 1�2l1+3 : (2.27)Reversing the order of integration and employing the Funk-Hecke formulaagain we obtain from (2.25)ZS2 u(x; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) = �"Tn�ZS2 u(�; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)�#(x) + (�1)l2vl2k2(x) ;i.e., ZS2 u(x; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) = (�1)l2 [(I + Tn)�1vl2k2](x) : (2.28)With the help of Theorem 1.9 (c) we can conclude that the operator Tn iscompact in (C(BR); k � kL2), whence (I + Tn)�1 is bounded with respect tothe L2(BR)-norm. Then, inserting (2.27) and ZS2 u(�; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 ) � ckvl2k2k2L2(BR1 )� c� e�R12l2 + 1�2l2+3into (2.26) we arrive atj�l1k1l2k2 j2 � c� e�R12l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�R12l2 + 1�2l2+3 :Finally, we estimateXl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3j�l1k1l2k2 j2� c Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3� e�R12l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�R12l2 + 1�2l2+3= cXl1;l2(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)�R1R �2l1+3�R1R �2l2+3< 1 74



by the ratio test. 2The last lemma asserts that the norm ku1;nkF de�ned byku1;nk2F := Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3j�l1k1l2k2j2is well de�ned, if n 2 ~C(BR) because supp (1 � n) � BR implies that thereis a radius R1 < R with supp (1� n) � BR1 .Next we study the continuous dependence of u1;n on n. In the end weare interested in the reverse result but we will need the dependence of u1;non n in order to obtain the small set in which n depends continuously onu1;n.Lemma 2.18 Let n0 2 ~C(BR1), R1 < R, be given. Then, there are positiveconstants M and � such that ku1;n � u1;n0kF � Mkn � n0k1 for all n 2~C(BR1) satisfying kn� n0k1 < �.Proof: Similarly to the previous lemma we start withu1;n(x̂; d)� u1;n0(x̂; d)= ��24� ZBR1 (1� n(y))un(y; d)e�i�x̂�ydy+�24� ZBR1 (1� n0(y))un0(y; d)e�i�x̂�ydy= �24� ZBR1 (n(y)� n0(y))un0(y; d)e�i�x̂�ydy+�24� ZBR1 (1� n(y))(un0(y; d)� un(y; d))e�i�x̂�ydy ; x̂; d 2 S2 :(2.29)Multiplying by Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d) and integrating we can use the reasoning inLemma 2.17 and bound the term originating from the �rst integral on theright hand side byM1kn� n0k1� e�R12l1 + 1�(2l1+3)=2� e�R12l2 + 1�(2l2+3)=2 :75



For the term originating from the second integral on the right hand sidewe observe that there is a constant M2 such that for all n 2 ~C(BR1) theinequality kTn� Tn0kL2(BR) � M2kn� n0k1 holds true. Thus we can choose� > 0 su�ciently small to ensure kTn � Tn0kL2(BR) � 1=(2k(I + Tn0)�1kL2)for all kn� n0k1 < � and, with the help of a Neumann series argument, weobtain k(I + Tn)�1kL2 � 2k(I + Tn0)�1kL2 for those n. UsingZS2 un(x; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) = (I + Tn)�1 ZS2 ei�d�xY k2l2 (d)ds(d)and (I + Tn)�1 � (I + Tn0)�1 = (I + Tn)�1(Tn0 � Tn)(I + Tn0)�1this yieldsZS2 (un(�; d)� un0(�; d))Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)L2= h(I + Tn)�1 � (I + Tn0)�1i ZS2 ei�d�xY k2l2 (d)ds(d)L2� (I + Tn)�1 � (I + Tn0)�1L2ZS2 ei�d�xY k2l2 (d)ds(d)L2� M3kn� n0k1ZS2 ei�d�xY k2l2 (d)ds(d)L2 :Now, the term originating from the second integral in (2.29) can be boundedsimilarly to the preceding lemma and we arrive at���ZS2 (u1;n(x̂; d)� u1;n0(x̂; d))Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d)���2� M4kn� n0k21� e�R12l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�R12l2 + 1�2l2+3 :This implies as in Lemma 2.17 thatku1;n � u1;n0kF �Mkn� n0k1for n 2 ~C(BR1) with kn� n0k1 < � and we have proved the lemma. 276



Although we used the Green's function sn during the motivation at thebeginning, contrary to Stefanov we avoid working explicitly with it becausethen we circumvent proving its existence and its properties. We observes1(x; y) = ��(x; y) in the case n = 1. In view of the regularity propertiesand jump relations of the single-layer potential with kernel ��(x; y), andsince we expect that the single-layer potential2 Z@BR2 sn(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 ;satis�es analogous regularity properties and jump relations, we guess that itis a solution of the following boundary value problem (BV P ):Suppose R2 > R. Given � > 0, n 2 ~C(BR) and f 2 C(@BR2), �ndu 2 C(IR3) such that u is C2-smooth in BR2 and in IR3 n BR2 , such thatu satis�es the Sommerfeld radiation condition and such that u satis�es thefollowing requirements:�u+ �2nu = 0 in IR3 n @BR2 ,@u+@� (x) := limt!0;t>0 �(x) � ru(x+ t�(x))and @u�@� (x) := limt!0;t>0 �(x) � ru(x� t�(x))exist uniformly for x 2 @BR2 and@u�@� � @u+@� = 2f on @BR2 .Here, � denotes the unit normal vector on @BR2 directed into the exterior ofBR2 .Lemma 2.19 For all f 2 C(@BR2) the boundary value problem (BV P ) hasa unique solution u. u is given byu(x) := 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)f(y)ds(y)� �2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;(2.30)where ' 2 C(BR) is the unique solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation('+ Tn')(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :77



Proof: In order to prove that (BV P ) has at most one solution we assumethat u is a solution of (BV P ) with f = 0. Then we can follow the �rstpart of the reasoning in Theorem 1.8 and we obtain u = 0 in the exterior ofBR2 , whence u = @u�@� = 0 on @BR2 . Now, Green's representation formula(1.10) implies that u is a solution of the homogeneous Lippmann-Schwingerequation. Thus, we also have u = 0 in BR2 .It is immediately seen that u de�ned as in (2.30) is a solution to �u +�2u = 0 in the exterior of BR2 . Moreover, the properties of volume potentials(see Theorem 1.11) show ' 2 C0;(BR), whence u 2 C2(BR2) and(�u+ �2u)(x) = �2(1� n(x))'(x)= �2(1� n(x))�2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)f(y)ds(y)��2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)'(y)dy�= �2(1� n(x))u(x) ; x 2 BR2 :Finally, we can conclude from the regularity properties of the single-layer potential with kernel �� (see [6]) and of the volume potential (seeTheorem 1.11) that u as de�ned in (2.30) satis�es the boundary conditions.Hence it is a solution of (BV P ). 2Now, we de�ne the operator Sn bySn:C(@BR2)! C(@BR2) (Snf)(x) := u(x) ; x 2 @BR2 ;with u being de�ned as in (2.30). Note, that S1 is the single-layer operatorde�ned in [6, 7].We need some properties of Sn which we derive in the following lemma.Lemma 2.20 The linear operators Sn satisfy:(a) Sn:C(@BR2)! C(@BR2) and Sn:C0;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2) arebounded (0 <  < 1).(b) Z@BR2 f(Sng)ds = Z@BR2 (Snf)gds for all f , g 2 C(@BR2).78



(c) The mapping n 7! Sn, from ( ~C(BR); k � k1) to the space of linear andbounded operators in C(@BR2) equipped with the k � k1-operator norm,is continuous.Proof: From the continuity of (I + Tn)�1 in C(BR) and from the propertiesof the single-layer operator S1 we can conclude that Sn is a bounded linearoperator in C(@BR2) and similarly a bounded operator from C0;(@BR2) toC1;(@BR2).For assertion (b) we de�ne u as in (2.30) and v analogously where wereplace f by g. Then we computeZ@BR2 ff(Sng)� (Snf)ggds= 12 Z@BR2 n(@u�@� � @u+@� )(Sng)� (Snf)(@v�@� � @v+@� )ods= 12 Z@BR2 f@u�@� v� � u�@v�@� gds� 12 Z@BR2 f@u+@� v+ � u+@v+@� gds :Since the �rst integral on the right hand side vanishes due to Green's secondtheorem and the second integral due to Lemma 1.4, we have proved part (b).The proof of assertion (c) is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.18. We�x n0 2 ~C(BR), observe that the inequality kTn� Tn0k1;BR � M1kn� n0k1holds for all n 2 ~C(BR) with a suitable constant M1 and derive that k(I +Tn)�1k1;BR is uniformly bounded in a suitable set fn 2 ~C(BR): kn�n0k1 <�g. This yields the inequalityk(I + Tn)�1 � (I + Tn0)�1k1 �M2kn� n0k1for all n from the above set.De�ning for f 2 C(@BR2)w(x) := 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR2 ;we computekSnf � Sn0fk1;@BR2 79



= �2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(�; y)h(I + Tn)�1wi(y)dy� ZBR (1� n0(y))��(�; y)h(I + Tn0)�1wi(y)dy1;@BR2� �2  ZBR (1� n0(y))��(�; y)h(I + Tn)�1w � (I + Tn0)�1wi(y)dy1;@BR2+ �2  ZBR (n(y)� n0(y))��(�; y)h(I + Tn)�1wi(y)dy1;@BR2� M3kn� n0k1kwk1;BR� M4kn� n0k1kfk1;@BR2for all kn�n0k1 < �, i.e., kSn�Sn0k1 �M4kn�n0k1, and we have provedthe lemma. 2Next, we study the relation between the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 ofthe far �eld pattern u1;n and the Fourier coe�cients of the far �eld patternbelonging to the function u de�ned by (2.30) for the special functions f(x) =Y k2l2 � xjxj�, x 2 @BR2 . This allows to reconstruct Sn from u1;n and to derivecontinuous dependence of Sn on u1;n.Lemma 2.21 Assume the far �eld pattern u1;n:S2 � S2 ! C originatesfrom the refractive index n 2 ~C(BR) and has the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2.Furthermore, de�ne for x, y 2 @BR2 , x 6= y, the functionsn(x; y) := ��(x; y)� �24� Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2�l1k1l2k2h(1)l1 (�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)Y k2l2 ( yjyj) :(2.31)(a) For all f 2 C(@BR2) there holds(Snf)(x) = 2 Z@BR2 sn(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :80



(b) The mapping u1;n 7! Sn is continuous, to be more precise: there isa constant M such that kSn � S~nk1 � Mku1;n � u1;~nkF for all n,~n 2 ~C(BR).Proof: From [7, Theorem 2.8] we infer the estimate kY kl k21 � 2l + 1 forthe spherical harmonics Y kl . Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to theseries in (2.31) and using the rapid decay of the Fourier coe�cients fromLemma 2.17 together with the estimate for jh(1)l (�R2)j from Lemma 2.16 wesee that the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent on @BR2 � @BR2 .Hence it represents a continuous function there and sn is well de�ned.We prove assertion (a) for the special functions f(y) = Y k2l2 ( yjyj), y 2 @BR2 .Since the linear span of these functions is dense in C(@BR2) and since Sn andthe integral operator with kernel sn are bounded in C(@BR2), this su�ces toprove part (a).First, we compute for x 2 @BR22 Z@BR2 sn(x; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)ds(y)= S1(Y k2l2 ( �j � j))(x)� �2R222� Xl1;k1 il1�l2�l1k1l2k2h(1)l1 (�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj) :Then we turn to Sn(Y k2l2 ( �j�j)). To this end we de�ne the functions w, ',and u by w(x) := 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 ;' := (I + Tn)�1w in BR , andu(x) := w(x)� �2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 :From [7, Theorem 2.10] together with the Funk-Hecke formula ([7, (2.44)])for jxj < R2 we obtain the relationZ@BR2 ��(x; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)ds(y) = i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)jl2(�jxj)Y k2l2 (x̂)= i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� ZS2 ei�x�dY k2l2 (d)ds(d) :(2.32)81



Similarly to the derivation of (2.28) we compute' = (I + Tn)�1w= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� (I + Tn)�1�ZS2 ei�d�xY k2l2 (d)ds(d)�= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� ZS2 u(�; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) :Now, for the function v := u�w , the de�nition of u and the relation (2.24)yield the far �eld patternv1(x̂) = ��24� ZBR (1� n(y))'(y)e�i�x̂�ydy= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� ZS2 u1;n(x̂; d)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) ;i.e., ZS2 v1(x̂)Y k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂) = 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� �l1k1l2k2 : (2.33)Since v is a radiating solution of the Helmholtz equation in the exterior ofBR1 if supp (1� n) � BR1 , R1 < R, according to [7, Theorem 2.14] it has anexpansion v(x) = 1Xl1=0 l1Xk1=�l1 al1k1h(1)l1 (�jxj)Y k1l1 (x̂)which converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of fjxj � Rg.Therorem 2.15 in [7] states that the Fourier coe�cients of the far �eld patternof v satisfy ZS2 v1(x̂)Y k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂) = 1�il1+1al1k1 :Comparing with (2.33) we arrive atal1k1 = �2�2R22 il1�l24� h(1)l2 (�R2)�l1k1l2k2 :82



This implies for jxj = R2u(x)� w(x)= �2�2R22 1Xl1=0 l1Xk1=�l1 il1�l24� �l1k1l2k2h(1)l2 (�R2)h(1)l1 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj) ;whence Sn(Y k2l2 ( �j � j)) = uj@BR2 = 2 Z@BR2 sn(�; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)ds(y) :This completes the proof of assertion (a).Finally, we can conclude for two refractive indices n, ~n 2 ~C(BR) withFourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2, ~�l1k1l2k2 :k(Sn � S~n)fk21;@BR2=  Z@BR2 (sn(�; y)� s~n(�; y))f(y)ds(y)21;@BR2� M1kfk21 �� � Xl1k1l2k2 j�l1k1l2k2 � ~�l1k1l2k2jjh(1)l2 (�R2)h(1)l1 (�R2)jkY k1l1 k1kY k2l2 k1�2� M2kfk21 Xl1k1l2k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3j�l1k1l2k2 � ~�l1k1l2k2j2 �� Xl1k1l2k2� e�R2l1 + 1�2l1+2� e�R2l2 + 1�2l2+2jh(1)l2 (�R2)h(1)l1 (�R2)j2� M3kfk21ku1;n � u1;~nk2F :This ends the proof of the lemma. 2Let us add a remark concerning the relation (2.31) between sn and theFourier coe�cients of the far �eld pattern. In [33, (3.10)] Nachman derivesfor all g 2 L2(S2) and for all x̂ 2 S2 the relation�FSnF��g�(x̂) = 12� ZS2 �u1;n(x̂; d)� u1;DP (x̂; d)�g(d)ds(d) : (2.34)83



Here, F :C(@BR2) ! C(S2), f 7! us1, denotes the operator which mapsthe Dirichlet boundary values f = usj@BR2 of a radiating solution us to theHelmholtz equation onto its far �eld pattern us1. If, for d 2 S2, uDP (�; d) 2C2(IR3nBR2)\C(IR3nBR2) satis�es uDP (y; d) = 0, y 2 @BR2 , and uDP (�; d)�ui(�; d) is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation, i.e., uDP (�; d) is thetotal �eld to the exterior Dirichlet problem with incident wave ui(�d), thenF can be written as(Ff)(x̂) = Z@BR2 @uDP (y;�x̂)@�(y) f(y)ds(y) ; x̂ 2 S2 :F��:C(S2)! C(@BR2) is de�ned by(F��g)(y) = Z@BR2 @uDP (y; d)@�(y) g(d)ds(d) ; y 2 @BR2 :Finally, u1;DP (x̂; d) is the far �eld pattern which corresponds to the scat-tering at the obstacle BR2 assuming Dirichlet boundary conditions on @BR2 .Using the relationsF�Y kl � �j � j�� = 1�il+1h(1)l (�R2)Y kl ; F��(Y kl ) = (�1)lR22�il+1h(1)l (�R2)Y kl � �j � j� ;it can be seen that (2.31) implies (2.34) and vice versa. Nachman's relation(2.34) is also true, if the ball BR2 is replaced by a di�erent obstacle, whereasa de�nition of sn in the spirit of (2.31) is not possible on an arbitrary surfacesurrounding the support of (1� n) because it is not at all clear whether theseries is convergent on such a surface.Let us now turn to the third step of the stability result, namely thecontinuous dependence of n on Sn and the continuous dependence of n onu1;n. The idea is to estimate the Fourier coe�cients j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j in order tobound kn� ~nk1. From the proof of the Uniqueness Theorem 2.10 we knowthat (n� ~n)̂ (�) can be computed with the help of special solutions u, ~u tothe perturbed Helmholtz equation and with the help of the integralsZBR (n� ~n)u~udx :84



Hence, we need a relation connecting these integrals and kSn�S~nk1;@BR2 toderive the dependence of kn� ~nk1 on kSn�S~nk1;@BR2 . We obtain this rela-tion in the following lemma in which we employ the operator K:C(@BR2)!C(@BR2) which is de�ned by(K')(x) := 2 Z@BR2 @��(x; y)@�(y) '(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :Lemma 2.22 Assume R < R2 < R00 and c1 > 0 are positive constants.Then, there exists a positive constant c such that for all n, ~n 2 ~C(BR)with knk1, k~nk1 � c1, and for all solutions u, ~u 2 C2(BR00) \ L2(BR00) to�u+ �2nu = 0, �~u+ �2~n~u = 0 in BR00 the estimate���ZBR (n� ~n)u~udx��� � ckSn � S~nk1;@BR2kukL2(BR00 )k~ukL2(BR00 ) (2.35)holds true.Proof: We �rst extend u outside of BR2 to a radiating solution w to theHelmholtz equation with uj@BR2 = wj@BR2 on @BR2 . Then, ujBR2 togetherwith w is a solution of (BV P ) with a certain f . This allows to connectuj@BR2 and the operator Sn. We de�new(x) := 8><>: u(x) ; x 2 BR22 R@BR2 �@��(x;y)@�(y) + i��(x; y)�'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 nBR2 ;with ' = (I+K+ iS1)�1uj@BR2 . The existence of (I+K+ iS1)�1 is proved in[7, p. 47]. The jump relations and regularity properties of surface layers implyw 2 C(IR3), w 2 C2(BR2)\C1(BR2) and w 2 C2(IR3 nBR2)\C1(IR3 nBR2).Furthermore, w satis�es the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Hence, weknow from Lemma 2.19 thatw = 12Sn�@w�@� � @w+@� �on @BR2 . Finally, we can conclude from the regularity properties of sur-face potentials and from Lemma 2.6 (b) that there are constants c2 and c3,independent of u and n, such that@w�@� � @w+@� 1;@BR2 � c2kuk1;;BR2 � c3kukL2(BR00 ) : (2.36)85



We can proceed analogously and de�ne a function ~w for ~u 2 C2(BR00) \L2(BR00).Then, we use Lemma 2.20 (b) and Green's theorem to compute12 Z@BR2 �@w�@� � @w+@� �(Sn � S~n)�@ ~w�@� � @ ~w+@� �ds= 12 Z@BR2 hSn(@w�@� � @w+@� )i�@ ~w�@� � @ ~w+@� �ds�12 Z@BR2 (@w�@� � @w+@� )hS~n(@ ~w�@� � @ ~w+@� )ids= Z@BR2 nw�@ ~w�@� � @ ~w+@� �� ~w(@w�@� � @w+@� )ods= Z@BR2 fw@ ~w�@� � ~w@w�@� gds= ZBR2 fw� ~w � ~w�wgdx= �2 ZBR (n� ~n)u~udx ; (2.37)where the terms Z@BR2 fw@ ~w+@� � ~w@w+@� gds = 0vanish in the �fth line because w and ~w are radiating solutions to theHelmholtz equation in the exterior of BR2 .Finally, we conclude from (2.36) and (2.37)���ZBR (n� ~n)u~udx��� = ��� 12�2 Z@BR2 �@w�@� � @w+@� �(Sn � S~n)�@ ~w�@� � @ ~w+@� �ds���� ckSn � S~nk1;@BR2kukL2(BR00 )k~ukL2(BR00 ) ;and we have proved the lemma. 286



We are now in a position to prove the desired stability results. Byk'kC2 := k'k1;BR + supx2BR jr'(x)j+maxj;k supx2BR j@j@k'(x)jwe denote the C2-maximum norm of a function ' in BR having boundedderivatives up to order two.Theorem 2.23 Let n0 2 ~C(BR)\C2(BR) be given. Then, there are a neigh-borhood O of n0 of the formO := fn 2 ~C(BR) \ C2(BR): kn� n0kC2 < �g ;and a positive constant c, such that for all n, ~n 2 O the estimatekn� ~nk1;BR � c[� ln(kSn � S~nk1;@BR2 )]�1=7holds true.Proof: The main idea is to use the previous lemma and the special solutionsu(�; �), ~u(�; ~�) from the uniqueness proof of the preceding section to deriveestimates for the Fourier coe�cients (n� ~n)̂ (�), � 2 �.Assume R < R2 < R00 < R0 < 2R2. We have for n, ~n 2 ~C(BR) \ C2(BR)and any � � 2kn� ~nk1 = X�2�(n� ~n)̂ (�)e�1� (2R0)�3=2 X�����2 j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j+ (2R0)�3=2 X���>�2 j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j :(2.38)The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality impliesX���>�2 j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j� � X���>�2(1 + � � �)2j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j2�1=2� X���>�2 1(1 + � � �)2�1=2� Mp� : (2.39)87



Here, with the help of Parseval's relation (1.2) we have bounded the �rstfactor by k(��+1)(~n�n)kL2(C) which in turn can be estimated by a constantwhich is valid for all n, ~n with kn� n0kC2 � 1 and k~n� n0kC2 � 1. For thesecond we have employed the inequalityX���>�2 1(1 + � � �)2 �Xk>� X(k�1)2<����k2 1(1 + (k � 1)2)2 �MX�<k 1k2 � 2M�(see the proof of Lemma 2.13 (b)). Note, that we use the same letter M fordi�erent constants during the proof.Now, we turn to the �rst sum P�����2 in (2.38). We will insert the solutionsu(�; �t) and ~u(�; ~�t) from Theorem 2.10 into (2.35) in order to estimate j(n�~n)̂ (�)j.To this end we choose t0 := 2�2(R0=�)fk1 � n0k1 + 1g + 2� + 20 and0 < �1 < 1=2 su�ciently small to ensure (�3 ln(2�1))=(7(4R2+1)) > t0. Dueto the continuous dependence of Sn on n (Lemma 2.20 (c)) we can �nd �with 0 < � < �1 such thatkSn � S~nk1;@BR2 � kSn � Sn0k1;@BR2 + kS~n � Sn0k1;@BR2 � 2�1for all n; ~n 2 O := fn 2 ~C(BR) \ C2(BR): kn� n0kC2 < �g :For a vector � 2 � with � � � � �2 and a real number t � t0, we chooseas in Theorem 2.10�t := �12� + ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 ;~�t := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 :Then, we have for all n 2 O that j=(�t)j � t � � � t=2 and j=(�t)j �t�� � 2�2(R0=�)k1�nk1+1, whence by Lemma 2.9 there exist the specialsolutions u(x; �t) = ei�t�x(1+v(x; �t)) and the L2(BR00)-norms of the functionsv(�; �t) can be bounded by M=t uniformly in n 2 O, t � t0 and � 2 �. Theanalogous assertions apply to ~v(�; ~�t) and ~u(x; ~�t) = ei~�t�x(1 + ~v(x; ~�t)).Using (2.35) we estimatej(~n� n)̂ (�)j 88



= (2R0)�3=2���ZC (~n� n)(x)e�i��xdx���= (2R0)�3=2��� ZBR2 (~n� n)(x)u(x; �t)~u(x; ~�t)dx� ZBR2 (~n� n)(x)e�i��x(v(x; �t) + ~v(x; ~�t) + v(x; �t)~v(x; ~�t))dx���� MkSn � S~nk1ku(�; �t)kL2(BR00 )k~u(�; ~�t)kL2(BR00 ) + Mt� M(e4R2(t+j�j)kSn � S~nk1 + 1t ) ; (2.40)where we have used the fact thatku(�; �t)kL2(BR00 ) = kei�t�x (1 + v(�; �t))kL2(BR00 )� kei�t�xk1;B2R2k1 + v(�; �t)kL2(BR00 )� Me2R2(t+j�j)for all t � t0, n 2 O, and � 2 �, since j=(�t)j � t+ j�j.Inequality (2.40) impliesX�����2 j(~n� n)̂ (�)j � M X�����2(e4R2(t+j�j)kSn � S~nk1 + 1t )� Mfe4R2te4R2��3kSn � S~nk1 + �3t g� Mfe(4R2+1)(t+�)kSn � S~nk1 + �3t g ;because of �3 � 6e�. If we �x � := t2=7, for t � t0 our condition � � 2 issatis�ed and we obtain from (2.38), (2.39) and our last estimatekn� ~nk1 � Mfe(4R2+1)(t+�)kSn � S~nk1 + �3t + 1p�g� Mfe(8R2+2)tkSn � S~nk1 + 2t1=7 g ; (2.41)since � = t2=7 � t. 89



Finally, we choose t := � 37(4R2+1) lnkSn � S~nk1. Then, the inequalitieskSn � S~nk1 < 1 and t � t0 are satis�ed for all n, ~n 2 O by the de�nition of� and inequality (2.41) readskn� ~nk1 � Mn(kSn � S~nk1)1=7 + (� ln kSn � S~nk1)�1=7o� c(� ln kSn � S~nk1)�1=7for all n, ~n 2 O because� ln(x) = 1Zx dyy � 1x(1� x) � 1ximplies x � (� ln(x))�1 for 0 < x < 1, and we have proved the theorem. 2Theorem 2.24 Let n0 2 ~C(BR1) \ C2(BR) with R1 < R be given. Then,there are a neighborhood O of n0 of the formO := fn 2 ~C(BR1) \ C2(BR): kn� n0kC2 < �g ;and a positive constant c, such that for all n, ~n 2 O the estimatekn� ~nk1;BR � c[� ln(ku1;n � u1;~nkF)]�1=7holds true.Proof: We know from Lemma 2.18 that the mapping n 7! u1;n is continuousfrom ~C(BR1) to the far �eld patterns equipped with the norm k � kF . Then,in the proof of Theorem 2.23 we can choose � > 0 su�ciently small to satisfythe additional requirements(1 +M)ku1;n � u1;~nkF � 2�1 and Mku1;n � u1;~nkF � ku1;n � u1;~nk1=2Ffor all n, ~n 2 O, too, where M denotes the constant from Lemma 2.21 (b).Inserting the estimatekSn � S~nk1 �Mku1;n � u1;~nkFfrom Lemma 2.21 (b) into Theorem 2.23 we arrive at the assertion of thetheorem. 290



2.3 The Reconstruction of the Refractive In-dexThis section is devoted to a procedure to reconstruct the refractive index nfrom u1;n, to be more precise: we compute the Fourier coe�cients (n�1)̂ (�),� 2 �.In the �rst step (Theorem 2.27) we prove that the Robin-to-Dirichlet map�n:C0;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2), given by f = @u=@�� iu 7! uj@BR2 where u isa solution to �u + �2nu = 0 in BR2 , is well de�ned, and we examine how itcan be computed from u1;n, i.e., from the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 of u1;n.This can be established by essentially constructing the Green's function snfor the di�erential equation �u+�2nu = f and using a single-layer approachwith kernel sn. We used a similar approach when we examined the stability inthe preceding section. However, we do not only need the operator Sn but alsothe operator K 0n which arises from the normal derivative of the single-layerpotential with kernel sn. We study its properties in Lemma 2.25. As in theprevious section we avoid working with sn directly. We also avoid workingwith the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map as in [32] because then we would haveto worry about Dirichlet eigenvalues. Since the Robin problem has no realeigenvalues (Lemma 2.26), it is more suitable for our purposes. Nevertheless,this whole section is largely inuenced by Nachman's paper [32].In the second step we derive a uniquely solvable equation of the form(I � An;�)(@u@� (�; �)� iu(�; �)) = @ei��:@� � iei��: on @BR2for the Robin data @u(�; �)=@�� iu(�; �) of the special solutions u(�; �) whichwe constructed in Lemma 2.9. Here, An;� is a compact operator in C0;(@BR2)which is composed of �n and integral operators having kernels originatingfrom the unphysical fundamental solution 	� := ei�j�j=(4�j�j)+~g�. 	� alreadyoccured in section 2.1 after Lemma 2.9 and is the composition of a Fourierseries, a unitary transformation and a multiplication by ei��x, whence it isknown. This means that An;� can be computed from u1;n and �. In anutshell, given u1;n, we can compute the Robin data @u(�; �)=@� � iu(�; �)and the Dirichlet data u(�; �) = �n(@u(�; �)=@� � iu(�; �)) on @BR2 .In the last step we apply Green's second theorem inBR2 with the functionsei~��x and u(x; �) = ei��x(1+v(x; �)) from Lemma 2.9. Here, � = �t and ~� = ~�tare chosen as in the Uniqueness Theorem 2.10 for a �xed � 2 �. We then91



obtain Z@BR2 n(@ei~��x@� � iei~��x)[�n(@u(�; �)@� � iu(�; �))](x)�ei~��x(@u(x; �)@� � iu(x; �))ods(x)= Z@BR2 n@ei~��x@� u(x; �)� ei~��x@u(x; �)@� ods(x)= �2 ZBR (n(x)� 1)ei~��xu(x; �)dx= �2 ZBR (n(x)� 1)e�i��x(1 + v(x; �))dx : (2.42)The left hand side of this equation can be computed from u1;n according toour preceding considerations. The right hand side converges to �2(2R0)3=2(n�1)̂ (�) for t!1, i.e., j=(�)j ! 1, because kv(�; �)kL2 ! 0 for j=(�)j ! 1by Lemma 2.9. Finally, having calculated all Fourier coe�cients (n� 1)̂ (�),� 2 �, we obtain n in BR2 as the L2-limit of the seriesn = 1 +X�2�(n� 1)̂ (�)e� :After this outline let us start with the operator �n. In order to motivatethe following analysis we briey sketch how to analyze �1. In the case n = 1uniqueness of a solution to the Robin boundary value problem �u+�2u = 0in BR2 , @u=@� � iu = f on @BR2 , can be easily inferred from Green's �rsttheorem. Existence can be established with the help of a single-layer ansatzu(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y) (y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR2 :If  is a solution to (I + K 01 � iS1) = f , then u de�ned as above solvesthe Robin problem. Here, K 01:C0;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2) denotes the integraloperator (K 01 )(x) = 2 Z@BR2 @��(x; y)@�(x)  (y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 : (2.43)92



The existence of a solution to this integral equation is then derived via theRiesz theory and one arrives at �1 = S1(I +K 01 � iS1)�1.For arbitrary n we want to replace the Green's function �� by sn and usethe same procedure to establish the existence of a solution. Hence we need theboundary integral operators corresponding to S1 and K 01. In the precedingsection we have de�ned the operator Sn with the help of the functions ugiven by (2.30). Lemma 2.21 states that Sn can be computed from u1;n. Wewould like to do the same for the operator K 0n, i.e., for the operator havingthe normal derivative ~kn(x; y) := @sn(x; y)=@�(x) of the Green's function snas kernel. To this end, analogously to (2.30), we de�ne for f 2 C0;(@BR2):(K 0nf)(x) := (K 01f)(x)� �2 ZBR @��(x; y)@�(x) (1� n(y))'(y)dy ; x 2 @BR2 ;(2.44)where ' 2 C(BR) is the unique solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation('+ Tn')(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :Note, that if u is de�ned as in (2.30), that isu(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)f(y)ds(y)� �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;(2.45)then we can infer from the properties of the single-layer potential with kernel��: ujBR2 2 C1;(BR2), ujIR3nBR2 2 C1;(IR3 nBR2),and @u�=@� = K 0nf + f , @u+=@� = K 0nf � f .In the following lemma we show that K 0n is compact and how it can becomputed from a knowledge of u1;n.Lemma 2.25 Assume the far �eld pattern u1;n:S2 � S2 ! C originatesfrom the refractive index n 2 ~C(BR) and has the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2.93



Furthermore, de�ne for x, y 2 @BR2 , x 6= y, the function~kn(x; y) := @��(x; y)@�(x)� �34� Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2�l1k1l2k2�dh(1)l1dt �(�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)Y k2l2 ( yjyj) :(2.46)(a) K 0n:C0;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2) is compact (0 <  < 1).(b) For all  2 C(@BR2) there holds(K 0n )(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ~kn(x; y) (y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :Proof: As in Lemma 2.21 we can conclude that the series in the de�nitionof ~kn is absolutely and uniformly convergent on @BR2 � @BR2 , whence ~kn iswell de�ned.For assertion (a) we observe that the mapping 7! w := 2 Z@BR2 ��(�; y) (y)ds(y)from C0;(@BR2) to C(BR) is compact due to the properties of the single-layerwith kernel ��. Taking into account the continuity of (I + Tn)�1 in C(BR)and the regularity of the volume potential we obtain that the mapping 7! ��2 ZBR @��(�; y)@�(�) (1� n(y))[(I + Tn)�1w](y)dyis compact in C0;(@BR2). Together with the compactness of K 01 this provespart (a).The proof of part (b) closely follows the proof of Lemma 2.21 (a). Itsu�ces to show the assertion for the functions  (y) = Y k2l2 ( yjyj), y 2 @BR2 .We compute2 Z@BR2 ~kn(x; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)ds(y) = K 01(Y k2l2 ( �j � j))(x)� �3R222� Xl1;k1 il1�l2�l1k1l2k2(dh(1)l1dt )(�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj) ; x 2 @BR2 :94



Furthermore, v := ��2 ZBR ��(�; y)(1� n(y))'(y)dyhas an absolutely and uniformly convergent series expansion in compact sub-sets of fjxj > Rg: v(x) = 1Xl1=0 l1Xk1=�l1 al1k1h(1)l1 (�jxj)Y k1l1 (x̂) :The series may be di�erentiated termwise with respect to jxj because thederivatives are also absolutely and uniformly convergent. Hence, we obtainfor x 2 @BR2 @v@� (x) = � 1Xl1=0 l1Xk1=�l1 al1k1�dh(1)l1dt �(�jxj)Y k1l1 (x̂) :As in the proof of Lemma 2.21 we also have the relational1k1 = �2�2R22 il1�l24� h(1)l2 (�R2)�l1k1l2k2 :Inserting this in the above series yields the assertion. 2Our next aim is to prove that the following Robin boundary value problem(RP ) has a unique solution:given � > 0, n 2 C0;(IR3) with supp (1 � n) � BR and =(n) � 0, andgiven f 2 C0;(@BR2),�nd u 2 C2(BR2) \ C1(BR2) such that u satis�es �u + �2nu = 0 in BR2and the Robin boundary condition @u@� � iu = f on @BR2 . (� is directed intothe exterior of BR2)We imitate the proof for the case n = 1 and start with uniqueness.Lemma 2.26 If u is a solution to (RP ) with f = 0, then u = 0 in BR2 .Proof: Applying Green's �rst theorem to a solution u of the homogeneousboundary value problem (RP ) yieldsi Z@BR2 juj2ds = Z@BR2 @u@� uds = ZBR2 (jruj2 � �2njuj2)dx :95



Taking the imaginary part we arrive atZ@BR2 juj2ds = ��2 ZBR2 =(n)juj2dx � 0 ;whence u = @u=@� = 0 on @BR2 . Now, Green's representation theorem for uin BR2 implies that u is a solution to the homogeneous Lippmann-Schwingerequation in BR2 , thus u = 0. 2Theorem 2.27 For any given f 2 C0;(@BR2) there is a unique solutionu to (RP ). The mapping �n:C0;(@BR2) ! C1;(@BR2) de�ned by �nf =uj@BR2 is well de�ned and can be computed from u1;n. The linear operatorP :C0;(@BR2)! C(BR2) de�ned by Pf = u is compact.Proof: From the considerations before Lemma 2.25 we see that, if  2C0;(@BR2) is a solution to(I +K 0n � iSn) = f ; (2.47)then ujBR2 with u de�ned byu(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y) (y)ds(y)� �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;and ' 2 C(BR) being the solution to'+ Tn' = 2 Z@BR2 ��(�; y) (y)ds(y) ;is a solution to (RP ). As in the proof of Lemma 2.19 the di�erential equationis veri�ed by applying (� + �2) to the de�nition of u.Since the operators Sn and K 0n are compact in C0;(@BR2), it su�ces toprove that the integral equation (2.47) has a trivial nullspace.Let  2 C0;(@BR2) be a solution to (I + K 0n � iSn) = 0 and de�ne uas above. Then, the uniqueness result for (RP ) implies ujBR2 = 0, whenceuj@BR2 = 0 and then ujIR3nBR2 = 0 because the exterior Dirichlet problem for96



the Helmholtz equation is uniquely solvable. Now, we use the jump relationsas indicated before Lemma 2.25 and conclude 2 = @u�=@� � @u+=@� = 0.From our above considerations we have the relation �n = Sn(I + K 0n �iSn)�1, i.e., �n:C0;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2) is well de�ned and it can be com-puted from u1;n because the kernels of the integral operators Sn and K 0n canbe computed from the Fourier coe�cients of u1;n.Finally, the boundedness of (I + K 0n � iSn)�1 in C0;(@BR2) togetherwith the boundedness of (I + Tn)�1 in C(BR2) and the compactness of thesingle-layer potential with kernel �� from C0;(@BR2) to C(BR2) imply thecompactness of P . 2Our next task is to construct the Robin data @u(�; �)=@� � iu(�; �) ofthe special solutions used in the Uniqueness Theorem 2.10. We will derivea uniquely solvable equation for the Robin data which only contains �nand integral operators built on the special fundamental solution ei��xg�(x)for the Helmholtz equation. These unphysical fundamental solutions wereintroduced after Lemma 2.9.Our reasoning after Lemma 2.9 implies that for � 2 C3 with =(�) 6= 0and � � � = �2 the relationei��(x�y)g�(x� y) = ��(x; y) + ~g�(x� y) ; x; y 2 BR0 ; x 6= y ;holds true where ~g� 2 C2(B2R0) satis�es �~g� + �2~g� = 0 in B2R0 . To simplifynotation we de�ne	�(x) := ei��xg�(x) = ei�jxj4�jxj + ~g�(x) ; 0 < jxj < 2R0 :We choose R < R2 < R00 < R0. Equation (2.15) tells us that for su�-ciently large j=(�)j the special solutions u(�; �) are the unique solutions tou(x; �) = ei��x � �2 ZBR00 	�(x� y)(1� n)(y)u(y; �)dy ; x 2 BR00 : (2.48)The following lemma states Green's representation theorem for u(�; �) inthe spherical shell R2 < jxj < R00 with the fundamental solution �� replacedby 	� . 97



Lemma 2.28 Assume � > 0 and � 2 C3 satis�es =(�) 6= 0 and � � � = �2.Furthermore, let u(�; �) 2 C(BR00) be a solution to the modi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.48). Then, for R2 < jxj < R00 u(�; �) admits therepresentationu(x; �) = ei��x+ Z@BR2 �@	�(x� y)@�(y) u(y; �)�	�(x� y)@u(y; �)@� �ds(y) : (2.49)Proof: Taking into account the regularity properties of volume potentialsand the fact that 	�(x � y) = ��(x; y) + ~g�(x � y) with a smooth function~g� satisfying �~g� + �2~g� = 0 we conclude for the solution u(�; �) of themodi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.48) that u(�; �) 2 C2(BR00) and�u(�; �)+�2nu(�; �) = 0 in BR00 . Since for a �xed x 2 IR3 with R2 < jxj < R00the function 	�(x� �) 2 C2(BR2) is a solution to the Helmholtz equation inBR2 , we obtain from Green's second theoremZ@BR2 �@	�(x� y)@�(y) u(y; �)� 	�(x� y)@u(y; �)@� �ds(y)= ��2 ZBR2 	�(x� y)(1� n)(y)u(y; �)dy ;whence the assertion. 2We now intend to consider the limit x ! x0 2 @BR2 in (2.49) in orderto arrive at the desired boundary integral equation for the Robin data. Tothis end we de�ne the operators S� , K� , K0� and T� analogously to the knownoperators in classical potential theory:S� :C0;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2) (S�f)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 	�(x� y)f(y)ds(y);K�:C1;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2) (K�f)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 @	�(x� y)@�(y) f(y)ds(y);K0�:C0;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2) (K0�f)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 @	�(x� y)@�(x) f(y)ds(y)98



for x 2 @BR2 and T� :C1;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2)(T�f)(x) := 2 @@�(x) Z@BR2 @	�(x� y)@�(y) f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :Since 	� and ei�j�j=(4�j � j) only di�er by a smooth function, the above bound-ary operators inherit the properties of the analogous ones with kernel �� (see[6, Chapter 2]). Similarly, the jump relations and mapping properties of sin-gle and double-layer potentials and their derivatives de�ned with the kernel	� are the same as those with the kernel ��.Lemma 2.29 Assume � > 0 and � 2 C3 satis�es =(�) 6= 0 and � � � = �2.Furthermore, let u(�; �) 2 C(BR00) be a solution to the modi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.48). Then, the Robin data f = @u(�; �)=@� � iu(�; �)on @BR2 are a solution tof(x) = (@ei��x@� � iei��x)+ 12f(T� � iK0�)�nf � (K0� � I)f � i(K� � iS�)�nf + iS�fg(x)(2.50)on @BR2 .Proof: In order to have a representation of u(�; �) containing f = @u=@�� iuand u = �n(@u=@� � iu) we reformulate equation (2.49) asu(x; �) = ei��x + Z@BR2 n(@	�(x� y)@�(y) � i	�(x� y))u(y; �)�	�(x� y)(@u(y; �)@� � iu(y; �))ods(y) ; R2 < jxj < R00 :From this we can infer together with the jump relations2u(x; �) = 2ei��x + n(K� � iS� + I)�nf � S�fo(x) ;2@u(x; �)@� = 2@ei��x@� + n(T� � i(K0� � I))�nf � (K0� � I)fo(x)99



on @BR2 . Multiplying the �rst equation by i and subtracting the result fromthe second one we �nally obtain for the Robin data f of the function u(�; �)the equationf(x) = (@ei��x@� � iei��x)+ 12f(T� � i(K0� � I))�nf � (K0� � I)f�i(K� � iS� + I)�nf + iS�fg(x)on @BR2 and we have proved the lemma. 2Next, we examine the operatorAn;�:C0;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2) ;de�ned byAn;�f := 12f(T� � iK0�)�nf � (K0� � I)f � i(K� � iS�)�nf + iS�fg ;which occurs in (2.50).Lemma 2.30 An;� :C0;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2) is compact.Proof: We de�ne v := Pf to be the solution of �v + �2nv = 0 in BR2 and@v=@��iv = f on @BR2 (see Theorem 2.27). Green's representation theoremapplied to v in BR2 readsv(x) = Z@BR2 f��(x; y)@v@� (y)� @��(x; y)@�(y) v(y)gds(y)��2 ZBR2 ��(x; y)(1� n)(y)v(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :From Green's second theorem applied to v and ~g�(x� �) we conclude0 = Z@BR2 f~g�(x� y)@v@� (y)� @~g�(x� y)@�(y) v(y)gds(y)��2 ZBR2 ~g�(x� y)(1� n)(y)v(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :100



Then, we add the two equations and arrive atv(x) = Z@BR2 f	�(x� y)@v@� (y)� @	�(x� y)@�(y) v(y)gds(y)��2 ZBR2 	�(x� y)(1� n)(y)v(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 : (2.51)Reordering terms we obtainv(x) = Z@BR2 n	�(x� y)f(y)� (@	�(x� y)@�(y) � i	�(x� y))(�nf)(y)ods(y)��2 ZBR2 	�(x� y)(1� n)(y)v(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :This yields2f = 2@v@� � 2iv= f(K0� + I)f � (T� � i(K0� + I))�nf � iS�f + i(K� � iS� � I)�nfg�2�2 ZBR2 (@	�(� � y)@�(�) � i	�(� � y))(1� n)(y)v(y)dyon @BR2 . Finally, subtracting on both sides the term in curly brackets anddividing by two we haveAn;�f = ��2 ZBR2 (@	�(� � y)@�(�) � i	�(� � y))(1� n)(y)(Pf)(y)dy :The compactness then follows from the compactness of P and the mappingproperties of volume potentials. 2Now, we would like to prove that the integral equation (2.50) has a trivialnullspace. To this end we state and prove a helpful assertion in the followinglemma.Lemma 2.31 Assume R2 < R00 < R0.101



(a) For all x, z 2 BR00 the relationZ@BR00 (@	�(y � z)@�(y) 	�(x� y)� 	�(y � z)@	�(x� y)@�(y) )ds(y) = 0holds true.(b) If v is de�ned byv(y) = Z@BR2 	�(y � z)f(z)ds(z) ; R2 � jyj � R00 ;with f 2 C0;(@BR2), then for all jxj < R00 the relationZ@BR00 (	�(x� y)@v@� (y)� @	�(x� y)@�(y) v(y))ds(y) = 0holds true. This is also true, if v is de�ned byv(y) = Z@BR2 @	�(y � z)@�(z) f(z)ds(z) ; R2 < jyj � R00 ;with f 2 C1;(@BR2).(c) A function v de�ned as in part (b) admits for R2 < jxj < R00 therepresentationv(x) = Z@BR2 (@	�(x� y)@�(y) v(y)�	�(x� y)@v@� (y))ds(y) :Proof: Since for jzj; jxj < R00 ��(�; z) and ��(x; �) are radiating solutions tothe Helmholtz equation in IR3 nBR00 , we have from Lemma 1.4 thatZ@BR00 (@��(y; z)@�(y) ��(x; y)� ��(y; z)@��(x; y)@�(y) )ds(y) = 0 :Green's second theorem applied with ~g�(� � z) and ~g�(x� �) in BR00 yieldsZ@BR00 (@~g�(y � z)@�(y) ~g�(x� y)� ~g�(y � z)@~g�(x� y)@�(y) )ds(y) = 0 :102



Finally, we know from Green's representation theoremZ@BR00 (@��(y; z)@�(y) ~g�(x� y)� ��(y; z)@~g(x� y)@�(y) )ds(y) = �~g�(x� z)and Z@BR00 (@~g�(y � z)@�(y) ��(x; y)� ~g�(y � z)@��(x; y)@�(y) )ds(y) = ~g�(x� z) :Adding the last four equalities we arrive at assertion (a).If we insert the de�nition of the single-layer v, de�ned as in assertion (b),into the integral over @BR00 , reverse the order of integration, and use part (a),we can conclude that the integral over @BR00 vanishes for all jxj < R00. Forthe double-layer v we apply �(z) �rz to the relation from part (a) and arriveat Z@BR00 ( @@�(y) @	�(y � z)@�(z) 	�(x� y)� @	�(y � z)@�(z) @	�(x� y)@�(y) )ds(y) = 0for jzj = R2 and jxj < R00. Now, we can proceed analogously as for thesingle-layer and we have proved part (b) of the lemma.For part (c) we observe that v, de�ned as in assertion (b), is a solutionto the Helmholtz equation in R2 < jxj < R00. Hence, it can be represented asv(x) = Z@BR2 (@	�(x� y)@�(y) v(y)� 	�(x� y)@v@� (y))ds(y)+ Z@BR00 (	�(x� y)@v@� (y)� @	�(x� y)@�(y) v(y))ds(y) :This can be seen by inserting 	�(x � y) = ��(x; y) + ~g�(x � y) and usingGreen's representation theorem for the intgrals containing �� and Green'ssecond theorem for the remaining integrals. (Note that on both spheres � isdirected into the exterior, i.e., to in�nity)Since the integral over @BR00 vanishes due to part (b), we have completedthe proof of the lemma. 2103



We are now in a position to prove that the operator I � An;� is injectivefor su�ciently large j=(�)j. As with the normal derivatives, for a functionv de�ned in BR2 we denote by v� the uniform limit v(� � h�(�)) for h ! 0,h > 0, on @BR2 . And we de�ne analogously the limit v+ from the exterior ifv is de�ned outside of BR2 . We summarize our results about the Robin dataof the special solutions u(�; �) in the following theorem.Theorem 2.32 Let n 2 C0;(IR3) with supp (1 � n) � BR, =(n) � 0, andR < R2 < R00 < R0 be given. Assume � > 0 and � 2 C3 satis�es � � � = �2and j=(�)j � 2�2(R0=�)k1 � nk1 + 1. Furthermore, let �n be the Robin-to-Dirichlet map and let u(�; �) 2 C(BR00) be the solution to the modi�edLippmann-Schwinger equation (2.48).Then, the Robin boundary values f := @u(�; �)=@��iu(�; �) are the uniquesolution to the equation (2.50), i.e.,f(x) = (@ei��x@� � iei��x) + (An;�f)(x) ; x 2 @BR2 :Moreover, An;� is a compact operator in C0;(@BR2).Proof: The remark after Lemma 2.9 implies that the modi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.48) has a unique solution. Lemmas 2.29 and 2.30show that f is in fact a solution of (2.50) and that An;� is compact.It remains to prove the injectivity of equation (2.50). To this end assumef 2 C0;(@BR2) is a solution to f = An;�f . We de�ne v in BR2 to be thesolution of �v+ �2nv = 0 in BR2 which has the Robin data @v=@� � iv = f .For R2 < jxj � R00 we de�nev(x) := Z@BR2 n(@	�(x� y)@�(y) � i	�(x� y))(�nf)(y)� 	�(x� y)f(y)ods(y) :(2.52)From the jump relations we conclude@v+@� � iv+= 12f(T� � i(K0� � I))�nf � (K0� � I)f � i(K� � iS� + I)�nf + iS�fg= An;�f= f : (2.53)104



Our next aim is to show that v+ = v�. Lemma 2.31 (c) together with(2.53) implies for R2 < jxj � R00v(x) = Z@BR2 (@	�(x� y)@�(y) v+(y)� 	�(x� y)@v+@� (y))ds(y)= Z@BR2 n(@	�(x� y)@�(y) � i	�(x� y))v+(y)� 	�(x� y)f(y)ods(y) :We compute the di�erence of (2.52) and the last equation and we obtain forg := �nf � v+ andw(x) := Z@BR2 (@	�(x� y)@�(y) � i	�(x� y))g(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR00 n @BR2 ;that w(x) = 0 for R2 < jxj < R00. From the jump relations we conclude�w� = w+ � w� = g, �@w�=@� = @w+=@� � @w�=@� = ig and we arrivewith Green's �rst theorem ati Z@BR2 jgj2ds = Z@BR2 @w�@� w�ds = ZBR2 (jrwj2 � �2jwj2)dx :Taking the imaginary part yields g = 0, whence v+ = �nf = v�. Togetherwith (2.53), i.e., @v�=@� � iv� = f = @v+=@� � iv+, we now know v+ = v�and @v�=@� = @v+=@�. Then, as in (2.51), we can represent v with the helpof the fundamental solution 	� :v(x) = Z@BR2 (	�(x� y)@v+@� (y)� @	�(x� y)@�(y) v+(y))ds(y)��2 ZBR2 	�(x� y)(1� n)(y)v(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :Moreover, with Green's second theorem and Lemma 2.31 (b) we computeZ@BR2 (	�(x� y)@v+@� (y)� @	�(x� y)@�(y) v+(y))ds(y)= Z@BR00 (	�(x� y)@v@� (y)� @	�(x� y)@�(y) v(y))ds(y)= 0 ; x 2 BR2 : 105



Hence, v is a solution to the homogeneous modi�ed Lippmann-Schwingerequation v(x) = ��2 ZBR2 	�(x� y)(1� n)(y)v(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 ;and must vanish in BR2 due to the remark after Lemma 2.9. This �nallyimplies f = @v�=@� � iv� = 0. 2The last step of the reconstruction of (n�1)̂ (�) is summarized in the nexttheorem. As in the Uniqueness Theorem 2.10 we choose for a �xed vector� 2 � the unit vectors d1, d2 2 IR3 such that d1 � d2 = d1 � � = d2 �� = 0 andde�ne �t := �12�+ ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 2 C3 ;~�t := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 2 C3for t > 2�2(R0=�)k1� nk1 + 1 + �.Theorem 2.33 Let the notation and assumptions of Theorem 2.32 be given.Moreover, de�ne for a �xed � 2 � and for t > 2�2(R0=�)k1� nk1 + 1 + �the vectors �t, ~�t as above and let ft 2 C0;(@BR2) be the unique solution toft(x) = (@ei�t�x@� � iei�t�x) + (An;�tft)(x) ; x 2 @BR2 :Then, limt!1 Z@BR2 f(@ei~�t�x@� � iei~�t�x)(�nft)(x)� ei~�t�xft(x)gds(x)= �2(2R0)3=2(n� 1)̂ (�) :Proof: Following our considerations in (2.42) we apply Green's second the-orem in BR2 with the functions ei~�t�x and u(x; �t) = ei�t�x(1 + v(x; �t)) from106



Lemma 2.9 and we arrive atZ@BR2 f(@ei~�t�x@� � iei~�t�x)(�nft)(x)� ei~�t�xft(x)gds(x)= Z@BR2 n@ei~�t�x@� u(x; �t)� ei~�t�x@u(x; �t)@� ods(x)= �2 ZBR (n(x)� 1)ei~�t�xu(x; �t)dx= �2 ZBR (n(x)� 1)e�i��x(1 + v(x; �t))dx :The theorem now follows because kv(�; �t)kL2 ! 0 as t ! 1 according toLemma 2.9. 2Let us conclude this chapter by summarizing the reconstruction procedureassuming that the far �eld pattern u1;n:S2 � S2 ! C originating from arefractive index n 2 ~C(BR) is exactly known. We wish to emphasize that itis a theoretical reconstruction procedure. In view of the fact that at presentno quadrature rules are available for surfaces in IR3 which are comparablein quality to their counterparts for arcs in IR2, it is not possible to solveintegral equations on such surfaces with a comparable amount of work and acomparable accuracy. In addition, the kernels of our integral equation haveto be computed with the help of a series expansion and show an oscillatingbehavior, especially for large �. This strongly indicates that at present onewill encounter serious di�culties when attempting a numerical reconstructionof n according to this procedure.� Compute the Fourier coe�cients�l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 u1;n(x̂; d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) :� Compute for x, y 2 @BR2 the kernelssn(x; y) := ��(x; y)� �24� Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2�l1k1l2k2h(1)l1 (�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)107



and~kn(x; y) := @��(x; y)@�(x)� �34� Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2�l1k1l2k2�dh(1)l1dt �(�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)(see (2.31) and (2.46)).De�ne the integral operators(Snf)(x) = 2 Z@BR2 sn(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;(K 0nf)(x) = 2 Z@BR2 ~kn(x; y)f(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;and �n = Sn(I +K 0n � iSn)�1 (see Theorem 2.27).� Fix � 2 � and choose � = �t, ~� = ~�t as before Theorem 2.33; computeAn;� := 12f(T� � iK0�)�n � (K0� � I)� i(K� � iS�)�n + iS�g ;where the operators S� , K�, K0� and T� are de�ned on page 99.� Solve the equationf(x) = (@ei��x@� � iei��x) + (An;�f)(x) ; x 2 @BR2 :(It has a unique solution due to Theorem 2.32)� Insert the solution f intoZ@BR2 f(@ei~��x@� � iei~��x)(�nf)(x)� ei~��xf(x)gds(x) ;and calculate the limit as t ! 1. Divide the limit by �2(2R0)3=2 andset the result to (n� 1)̂ (�).� Repeat the last three items for all � 2 �.� n = 1 +X�2�(n� 1)̂ (�)e� in L2(BR2).108



Chapter 3The Direct ElectromagneticScattering ProblemThe propagation of electromagnetic waves in an inhomogeneous isotropicmedium is governed by the Maxwell equationsr^ E + �0@H@t = 0 ; r ^H� �@E@t = J :Here, the electric �eld E and the magnetic �eld H are mappings from spaceand time, IR3 � IR, into IR3. The magnetic permeability �0 is a positiveconstant, whereas the electric permittivity � = �(x) > 0 is assumed to bea positive function of the space variables. Finally, we assume that Ohm'slaw, J(x; t) = �(x)E(x; t), relates the current density J to the electric �eldE where the conductivity � � 0 is a nonnegative function.Since we want to consider a medium whose inhomogeneity is compactlysupported and which is a dielectric outside a large ball, we have �(x) = 0and �(x) = �0 > 0 with a constant �0 for all jxj > R.Suppose now that the electromagnetic wave is time-harmonic with fre-quency ! > 0 having the formE(x; t) = <� 1p�0E(x)e�i!t� ; H(x; t) = <� 1p�0H(x)e�i!t� :Then, the �elds E and H must satisfy the equationsr ^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0 in IR3, (3.1)109



where � := !p�0�0 is the wave number andn(x) := 1�0��(x) + i�(x)! � ; x 2 IR3 ;is the refractive index of the medium. Henceforth we will refer to (3.1) asthe perturbed Maxwell equations and to (3.1) in the special case n = 1 asthe Maxwell equations.The main subject of this chapter is the following direct electromagneticscattering problem: given �, n and an incident wave Ei, H i, i.e., a solutionto the Maxwell equations, �nd the scattered �elds Es and Hs such that thetotal �elds E := Ei + Es, H := H i + Hs satisfy the perturbed Maxwellequations and such that Es, Hs satisfy a radiation condition.In section 3.2 we establish the existence of a unique solution to this prob-lem. As in the acoustic case, in the next section we start with a vector Green'stheorem and representation theorems because these results are basic tools inour analysis of the direct and inverse scattering problem. Since solutions tothe Maxwell equations are also solutions to the Helmholtz equation, someresults from the acoustic case, especially Rellich's lemma, are also useful inthe electromagnetic case. Uniqueness for the direct electromagnetic scat-tering problem is proved via Green's theorem, Rellich's lemma, and uniquecontinuation. In order to prove existence of a solution we derive a Fredholmintegral equation for the electric �eld E with the help of the representationtheorem. We then show that this integral equation has a unique solution.We shall employ the special unique continuation principle formulated inTheorem 1.2. Otherwise our analysis follows the treatment in [7]. The as-sumption that �0 is a constant is a good approximation for many materials.It also simpli�es the analysis of the direct scattering problem and even moreof the inverse scattering problem. The reader who is interested in directscattering problems with a variable � should consult [31, section 22] or [51],where the authors also employ integral equation techniques. By couplingintegral equation techniques and variational methods Leis is dealing withanisotropic inhomogeneous media in [26].
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3.1 Representation Formulas for the MaxwellEquationsAs in the acoustic case we �rst review Green's theorems for vector valuedfunctions and proceed to representation formulas for solutions to the Maxwellequations via the Stratton-Chu representation of vector �elds. The Silver-M�uller radiation condition, which is the analogue of the Sommerfeld radiationcondition, allows to represent solutions to the Maxwell equations in exteriordomains with the help of surface layers, too. Finally, we discuss the far �eldpattern of a radiating solution to the Maxwell equations.We have included this section in order to refer to its results later. Sincethe proofs of the assertions are worked out in [7, Sections 6.1, 6.2], we omitthe proofs.If E, F :D ! C3 denote C1(D)-smooth vector �elds in a C2-smooth,bounded, open set D � IR3, thenZ@D (� ^ E) � Fds = ZD f(r^ E) � F � E � (r^ F )gdx : (3.2)This follows from the identities (� ^ E) � F = � � (E ^ F ) and r � (E ^ F ) =(r^E) �F �E � (r^F ) together with Gauss' theorem. Here, we use r^Efor the curl and r � E for the divergence of a vector �eld E. a ^ b denotesthe vector product of two vectors a, b 2 C3.The regularity assumptions on E and F can be weakened. E, F 2C1(D) \ C(D) and r^ E, r^ F 2 C(D) are su�cient for (3.2).If we have four vector �elds E, H and E 0, H 0 as above and use equation(3.2), we arrive atZ@D f(� ^ E) �H 0 � (� ^ E 0) �Hgds= ZD f(r^ E � i�H) �H 0 + (r^H + i�E) � E 0gdx� ZD f(r^ E 0 � i�H 0) �H + (r^H 0 + i�E 0) � Egdx ; (3.3)where � 2 C is an arbitrary constant.The following representation theorem for vector �elds due to Stratton andChu [43] will be very useful in later sections.111



Theorem 3.1 Let D � IR3 be a bounded, open, C2-smooth set with exteriorunit normal vector �. For vector �elds E, H 2 C1(D) the Stratton-Chuformula E(x) = �r ^ Z@D �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+r Z@D �(y) � E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)�i� Z@D �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+r^ ZD fr ^ E(y)� i�H(y)g��(x; y)dy�r ZD r �E(y)��(x; y)dy+i� ZD fr ^H(y) + i�E(y)g��(x; y)dy ; x 2 D : (3.4)A similar formula holds with the roles of E and H interchanged.If E and H are a solution to the Maxwell equationsr^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�E = 0 ; (3.5)the Stratton-Chu formula can be reformulated.Theorem 3.2 If D satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and if E, H 2C1(D) \ C(D) are a solution to (3.5) in D, then we haveE(x) = �r ^ Z@D �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@D �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y) ; x 2 D ; (3.6)and H(x) = �r ^ Z@D �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@D �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y) ; x 2 D : (3.7)112



A consequence of the last representation is the analyticity of solutions tothe Maxwell equations. Hence, we may take the divergence and the curl of theMaxwell equations (3.5) and arrive at r�E = r�H = 0 and �E+�2E = 0,�H + �2H = 0 in D, if E and H are solutions to the Maxwell equations inD. Here, we have used the identity r^r^ = ��+rr�.In order to have the analogous representation to Theorem 3.2 for solutionsto the Maxwell equations in exterior domains we have to impose the Silver-M�uller radiation condition on the solutions.Let E, H 2 C1(IR3 n BR) be a solution to the Maxwell equations inIR3 n BR. E, H satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition (E, H are aradiating solution) if limjxj!1(H(x) ^ x� jxjE(x)) = 0 (3.8)where the limit holds uniformly in all directions jxj�1x.Similarly to Lemma 1.4 it is possible to derive from the Silver-M�ullerradiation condition Zjyj=r jE(y)j2ds(y) �Mfor all r � R (see the �rst part of the proof of Theorem 6.6 in [7]). Thisimplies for radiating solutions E, H and ~E, ~H to the Maxwell equationswhich are de�ned in the exterior of a ball BR:Zjyj=r f(� ^ E) � ~H � (� ^ ~E) �Hgds = 0 ; r > R : (3.9)For a proof use the vector Green's theorem (3.3) in the spherical shell fr <jxj < r0g, i.e.,0 = � Zjyj=r f(� ^E) � ~H � (� ^ ~E) �Hgds+ Zjyj=r0 f(� ^E) � ~H � (� ^ ~E) �Hgds ;writeZjyj=r0 f(�^E)� ~H�(�^ ~E)�Hgds = Zjyj=r0 fE �(( ~H^�)� ~E)� ~E �((H^�)�E)gds ;and observe that this integral converges to 0 as r0 !1 due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the radiation condition.For a radiating solution to the Maxwell equations in the exterior of a ballTheorem 3.2 takes the form (see [6, Theorem 4.5]):113



Theorem 3.3 Let E, H 2 C1(IR3 n BR) be a radiating solution to (3.5) inIR3 nBR.(a) Then we haveE(x) = r^ Z@BR �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y) ; jxj > R ;(3.10)andH(x) = r^ Z@BR �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y) ; jxj > R :(3.11)(b) For x 2 BR the right hand sides of (3.10) and (3.11) vanish.We can infer from (3.10) and (3.11) that each cartesian component of Eand H is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation, i.e., it satis�es theSommerfeld radiation condition. It is also possible to show the converse: so-lutions to the Maxwell equations for which each cartesian component satis�esthe Sommerfeld radiation condition also satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiationcondition.We are now in a position to de�ne the far �elds E1 and H1 asE1(x̂) = limr!1 re�i�rE(rx̂) ; H1(x̂) = limr!1 re�i�rH(rx̂) ; x̂ 2 S2 :Again Rellich's lemma, Lemma 1.7, implies that the far �eld E1 uniquelydetermines E. Hence, by H = (i�)�1r ^ E it also determines H. Analo-gously H1 determines E and H. A closer examination with respect to theasymptotics jxj ! 1 in (3.10) and (3.11) shows H1(x̂) = x̂ ^ E1(x̂) andx̂ �E1(x̂) = x̂ �H1(x̂) = 0, i.e., E1 and H1 are tangential �elds on the unitsphere. 114



In the last lemma of this section we establish a transformation mappingsolutions to the perturbed Maxwell equations to solutions of a perturbedHelmholtz equation. This transformation, due to Colton and P�aiv�arinta ([8]),is a basic ingredient in the uniqueness proof of the direct scattering problemand in the analysis of the inverse problem because it allows to employ theresults from previous chapters.Lemma 3.4 Assume n 2 C2;(BR), =(n) � 0, <(n) > 0, supp (1�n) � BR,and let E, H 2 C1(BR) satisfyr^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0in the ball BR. Then, E, H 2 C2(BR) and E 0 := n1=2E, H 0 := H are asolution to (� + �2) E 0H 0! = Q E 0H 0! ; (3.12)where the operator Q is de�ned byQ E 0H 0! := �2(1� n)E 0 � i�n�1=2rn ^H 0 � (E 0 � r)� 1nrn�+ (n�1=2�n1=2)E 0i�n�1=2rn ^ E 0 + �2(1� n)H 0 ! :(3.13)Proof: First, we examine the regularity of E and H. To this end we computefor any ' 2 C10 (BR) with the help of the second perturbed Maxwell equationand Gauss' theorem:ZBR 'r � (nE)dx = � ZBR (r') � (nE)dx= 1i� ZBR (r') � (r^H)dx= 1i� ZBR [r ^ (r')] �Hdx= 0 :115



This implies r � (nE) = 0, i.e., r � E = �(1=n)rn � E. Now, we insert thelast relation and r ^ H + i�E = i�(1 � n)E into the representation (3.4).The equalityr ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)��(x; y)dy = ZBR ��(x; y)rh1nrn � Ei(y)dyfrom Theorem 1.9 (b) and the regularity properties of volume potentials im-ply E 2 C1;(BR). Applying the smoothing properties of a volume potentialonce more we have E 2 C2(BR). Computing H = (i�)�1r ^ E from therepresentation of E a similar reasoning yields H 2 C2(BR).Next, we apply the operator (r�) to the �rst Maxwell equation and arriveat r �H = 0. Taking the curl of the perturbed Maxwell equations and usingthe identities r ^r ^ F = ��F +rr � F ;r(A � F ) = A ^ (r^ F ) + F ^ (r^ A) + (A � r)F + (F � r)Afor vector �elds A, F we obtain�H + �2H = i�n�1=2rn ^ (n1=2E) + �2(1� n)H (3.14)and�E = ��2nE �r�1nrn � E�= ��2nE � 1nrn ^ (r^ E)� ( 1nrn � r)E � (E � r)� 1nrn� ;where we have also used r ^ f(1=n)rng = 0. From the last equation wederive�(n1=2E) = n1=2f�E + (1nrn � r)Eg+ (�n1=2)E= ��2n(n1=2E)� i�n1=2 1nrn ^H � ((n1=2E) � r)�1nrn�+(n�1=2�n1=2)(n1=2E) : (3.15)From (3.15) and (3.14) we can deduce(� + �2) E 0H 0! = Q E 0H 0! :116



This ends the proof of the lemma. 2Note that we can associate to any x 2 IR3 a matrix Q(x) 2 C6�6 suchthat �Q U1U2!�(x) = Q(x)� U1U2!(x)�holds true for all vector �elds (U1; U2): IR3 ! C6. Each entry of Q is auniformly -H�older continuous function in IR3 having compact support inBR.
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3.2 Existence and Uniqueness for the DirectElectromagnetic Scattering ProblemOur considerations at the beginning of this chapter lead us to the followingdirect electromagnetic scattering problem (DEP ):Given the wave number � > 0, the refractive index n 2 C2;(IR3) with<(n) > 0, =(n) � 0 and supp (1 � n) � BR, and the incoming wave Ei,H i 2 C1(IR3) satisfyingr^ Ei � i�H i = 0 ; r^H i + i�Ei = 0 in IR3,�nd the �elds E, H 2 C1(IR3) which are a solution to the perturbedMaxwell equationsr^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0 in IR3 (3.16)such that the scattered �elds Es := E�Ei, Hs := H�H i satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition limjxj!1(Hs(x)^ x� jxjEs(x)) = 0 uniformly for alldirections x̂ := (1=jxj)x 2 S2.First, we want to establish uniqueness for (DEP ). As in the acousticcase we use Green's theorem and Rellich's lemma to arrive at E = 0 in theexterior of BR. Then we apply the unique continuation principle.Theorem 3.5 If E, H 2 C1(IR3) are a solution to the perturbed Maxwellequations (3.16) in IR3 and satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition, thenE = H = 0 in IR3, especially, the direct electromagnetic scattering problem(DEP ) has at most one solution.Proof: The radiation condition implies0 = limr!1 Zjxj=r jH(x) ^ �(x)� E(x)j2ds(x)= limr!1( Zjxj=r fj� ^Hj2 + jEj2gds� 2<n Zjxj=r (� ^ E) �Hdso) :(3.17)118



Since we also know from Green's theorem (3.2) together with the perturbedMaxwell equations (3.16) that�<n Zjxj=r (� ^ E) �Hdso = �<nZBr f(r^ E) �H � E � (r^H)gdxo= �<nZBr f�i�jHj2 + i�njEj2gdxo= � ZBr =(n)jEj2dx � 0 ;we obtain with (3.17) Zjxj=r jEj2ds! 0 ; r!1 :Then, Rellich's lemma yields E = H = 0 in IR3 n BR because the cartesiancomponents of E are radiating solutions to the Helmholtz equation in theexterior of BR.According to Lemma 3.4 E 0 := n1=2E, H 0 := H 2 C20 (IR3) satisfy theinequality ���� E 0H 0!��� = �����2 E 0H 0!+Q E 0H 0!��� �M ��� E 0H 0!���in IR3 with a suitable constant M . Therefore, we can conclude E 0 = H 0 = 0in BR by Theorem 1.2, whence E = H = 0 in IR3. 2Before we proceed let us point out that we made stronger regularity as-sumptions on n than necessary. We need C2;-smoothness of n in order toobtain C2-smoothness of E and H, whence of E 0 = n1=2E and H 0 = H. Withthe help of a better unique continuation principle than our Theorem 1.2 itis possible to prove the existence of a unique solution to (DEP ) under theweaker assumption n 2 C1;(IR3) (see [7, Chapter 9]). However, when westudy the inverse electromagnetic problem we shall need C2;-regularity of n,hence it is reasonable to work with this smoothness from the beginning.In order to prove existence of a solution we derive a Fredholm integralequation for E with the help of the representation from Theorem 3.1. Weshow that a solution of the integral equation is a solution to (DEP ) and that119



the integral equation has a trivial nullspace. By the Riesz-Fredholm theorythis implies the existence of a solution to (DEP ).Let E = Ei + Es, H = H i +Hs be a solution to (DEP ). The equationr ^ H + i�nE = 0 yields r ^ H + i�E = i�(1 � n)E and, by taking thedivergence, r � E = � 1nrn � E. If we insert these expressions together withr^ E � i�H = 0 into the representation formula (3.4) for E in the ball Br,r > R, we obtainE(x) = �r ^ Z@Br �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+r Z@Br �(y) � E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)�i� Z@Br �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y)��2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy ; x 2 Br :Next, we want to show that the sum of the boundary integrals is Ei(x). Wehave Z@Br �(y) � ry ^ fH(y)��(x; y)gds(y) = 0due to Stokes' theorem. Then, usingrx � f�(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)g= �(y) � hry ^ fH(y)��(x; y)gi� ��(x; y)�(y) � hr ^H(y)iand r^H(y) = �i�E(y), jyj = r, we arrive atr � Z@Br �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y) = i� Z@Br �(y) � E(y)��(x; y)ds(y) :Our considerations so far imply that�r ^ Z@Br �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)120



+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@Br �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y)= �r ^ Z@Br �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+r Z@Br �(y) �E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)�i� Z@Br �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y) : (3.18)Finally, we insert E = Ei + Es, H = H i +Hs into the left hand side of thelast equation and use Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 (b) to see that it coincides withEi(x).Observing that r can be chosen arbitrarily we obtain the integral equationE(x) = Ei(x)� �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ; (3.19)for the unknown �eld E. This is the analogue of the Lippmann-Schwingerequation in the acoustic case.Lemma 3.6 Let � and n be given as in (DEP ). Moreover, assume Ei, H i 2C1(IR3) are a solution to the Maxwell equations (3.5) in IR3 and E 2 C(BR)is a solution to (3.19) in BR. Then,E(x) := Ei(x)� �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;and H(x) := (i�)�1r ^ E(x), x 2 IR3, are the solution to (DEP ) for theincident wave Ei, H i.Proof: First note that there is no ambiguity in the de�nition of E in BRbecause E is a solution of the integral equation. Moreover, the smoothing121



properties of the volume potential and the analyticity of Ei, H i imply thatE 2 C2(IR3), H 2 C1(IR3).Our next aim is to show r � (nE) = 0, i.e., r � E = �(1=n)rn � E. Tothis end we take the divergence of both sides of the integral equation (3.19),observe (1=n)r � (nE) = r �E + (1=n)rn � E, reorder terms and arrive at1n(x)r � (nE)(x) = ��2 ZBr (1� n(y))��(x; y) 1n(y)r � (nE)(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 :Hence, (1=n)r � (nE) = 0, because the homogeneous Lippmann-Schwingerequation has only the trivial solution due to the proof of Theorem 1.13.Now, we computeH(x) = 1i�r^ E(x)= H i(x) + i�r^ ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;and r^H(x) + i�E(x) = i�(r^r ^ ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy��2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) �E(y)dy)= �i�(� + �2) ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+i�r ZBR ��(x; y)r � f(1� n)Eg(y)dy+i�r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy= i�(1� n(x))E(x) ; x 2 IR3 ;where we have usedr � f(1� n)Eg+ 1nrn �E = r � f(1� n)Eg � r �E122



= �r � (nE)= 0for the last equation. Hence, E and H are a solution to the perturbedMaxwell equations.For the radiation condition we use the relationEs = E�Ei = �(i�)�1r^(H �H i) in the exterior of BR to derive Hs(x) ^ x̂ � Es(x) = Hs(x) ^ x̂ +(i�)�1r^Hs(x) for jxj > R. FromHs(x) = i�r ^ ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;and ���(rx ^ fp��(x; y)g) ^ x̂+ 1i�rx ^rx ^ fp��(x; y)g��� �M jpjjxj2for all p 2 C3, jyj � R and jxj � 2R + 1 with a suitable constant M we cansee that Es, Hs satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition. This completesthe proof of the lemma. 2We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section, namelythat (DEP ) has a unique solution.Theorem 3.7 The integral equation (3.19) has a unique solution. The directelectromagnetic scattering problem (DEP ) has a unique solution which is alsothe solution to the integral equation (3.19).Proof: The mapping properties of volume potentials imply that the integraloperators from equation (3.19) are compact operators in C(BR). Hence, itsu�ces to show that (3.19) has a trivial nullspace in order to obtain theexistence of a unique solution. Assuming that E 2 C(BR) is a solutionto the homogeneous equation (3.19), i.e., with Ei = 0, we know from thepreceding lemma that E de�ned in IR3 by the right hand side of (3.19)and H := (i�)�1r ^ E are a solution to the homogeneous problem (DEP ),whence vanish identically by Theorem 3.5. This proves that (3.19) has aunique solution.Since the solution of equation (3.19) yields a solution of (DEP ) by thelast lemma, we have also proved the existence of a solution to (DEP ), whichis unique by Theorem 3.5. 2123
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Chapter 4The Inverse ElectromagneticScattering ProblemWe are now turning to the inverse electromagnetic scattering problem. Weassume that we know the far �elds of the scattered �elds Es for su�cientlymany incident plane waves (all angles of propagation, all polarizations) at a�xed wave number. The task is to reconstruct the refractive index n fromthese data.As in the second chapter we start with a uniqueness result, i.e., two refrac-tive indices producing the same far �eld patterns must coincide. Uniquenessfor this inverse scattering problem was �rst proved in [8] by Colton andP�aiv�arinta. The main di�culty lies in the fact that for the Maxwell equa-tions special solutions cannot be obtained by simply imitating the acousticcase. This is due to the terms containing derivatives in the electromagneticLippmann-Schwinger equation. Colton and P�aiv�arinta were able to trans-form solutions to the perturbed Maxwell equations into solutions of a per-turbed Helmholtz equation which in turn could be used to construct specialsolutions.Compared to the paper [8] our analysis is based on the fundamentalsolutions 	� and g�, i.e., on Fourier series, whereas Colton and P�aiv�arinta useresults from [32, 46] which are derived via Fourier transforms. Moreover, wegive a proof for the completeness of total �elds originating from plane incidentwaves in the space of all solutions to the perturbed Maxwell equations whichis di�erent from the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [8]. The latter seems to have agap. Our proof is based on the idea of [20, Lemma 5.20] which we alreadyemployed in the acoustic case. 125



Then, we proceed to the question of stability. So far this has not beenexamined in the literature for the electromagnetic problem. Starting from thefar �eld pattern belonging to the refractive index n we �rst construct integraloperators Nn on a sphere surrounding the inhomogeneity. This constructionis severely ill-posed. Then, we derive a logarithmic stability estimate forkn � ~nk1 in terms of kNn � N~nk1 and in terms of the di�erence of the far�eld patterns. As in the acoustic case it is a local result and we have toassume some a priori knowledge on the smoothness of the refractive indices.Finally, we show how to recover n from its far �eld pattern. To this endwe derive a uniquely solvable integral equation of the second kind for certainboundary data belonging to the special solutions of the perturbed Maxwellequations. The operators and the right hand side of this integral equationare known or can be computed from the far �eld pattern. These boundarydata together with Green's theorem admit to compute the Fourier coe�cients(n� 1)̂ (�), � 2 �.As in the previous chapter we assume the magnetic permeability � to bea constant. The reader who is interested in an inhomogeneous � is referredto the two papers [38, 39] where the authors examine the reconstructionof the material parameters �, � and � from boundary measurements of theelectric and magnetic �eld. They obtain the Fourier transform of the righthand side of a system of semilinear elliptic equations for the searched-forparameters. This di�culty does not arise in our case because we assume �to be a constant. However, we have to construct boundary integral operatorsfrom the far �eld pattern, whereas they already start with the impedance mapon the boundary.As in the acoustic case we have included a separate proof for the unique-ness of the inverse problem, though the construction implies uniqueness,because then the procedure is easier to understand.Many technical details can be worked out similarly to the acoustic case.Occasionally, we therefore briey mention the analogous proofs for the acous-tic case and do not repeat the entire analysis. Consequently, the readershould be warned that it is necessary to know the second chapter in order toread this chapter.
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4.1 Uniqueness for the Inverse Electromag-netic Scattering ProblemThe aim of this section is to prove that the far �eld pattern uniquely de-termines the refractive index. To this end we �rst de�ne what is meantby the notion far �eld pattern. In the acoustic case a plane incident waveui(x; d) = eid�x was essentially given by its direction of propagation d 2 S2.In the electromagnetic case an incident plane waveEi(x; d; p) := d ^ (p ^ d) exp(i�d � x) ; H i(x; d; p) := (i�)�1rx ^ Ei(x; d; p) ;x 2 IR3, is determined by its direction of propagation, d 2 S2, and by thevector p 2 C3 controlling its polarization. Ei(�; d; p), H i(�; d; p) are a solutionto the Maxwell equations. Hence, given the wave number � > 0, the refractiveindex n 2 C2;(IR3) with supp (1�n) � BR, <(n) > 0 and =(n) � 0, and theincident wave Ei(�; d; p), H i(�; d; p), there exists a unique solution E(�; d; p),H(�; d; p) to the direct electromagnetic scattering problem (DEP ) from thepreceding chapter. Each cartesian component of the scattered electric �eldEs(�; d; p) := E(�; d; p) � Ei(�; d; p) is a radiating solution to the Helmholtzequation. Consequently, Es(�; d; p) satis�es for x̂ 2 S2Es(rx̂; d; p) = ei�rr fE1(x̂; d; p) + o(1)g ; r !1 :We de�ne E1:S2 � S2 � C3 ! C3 (x̂; d; p) 7! E1(x̂; d; p)to be the far �eld pattern corresponding to the refractive index n.For convenience we denote by ~C(BR) the set of refractive indices we areinterested in:~C(BR) := fn 2 C2;(IR3): supp (1� n) � BR ; <(n) > 0 ; =(n) � 0g :Let the wave number � > 0 be �xed. If ~n 2 ~C(BR) is another refractiveindex producing the far �eld pattern ~E1 and if ~E1 = E1, then we want toshow n = ~n.The main steps of the proof closely follow the acoustic case. We �rstderive the relation ZBR (n� ~n)E � ~Edx = 0 (4.1)127



for all solutions E, H to the perturbed Maxwell equationsr^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0 in BR1 ,and for all solutions ~E, ~H to the perturbed Maxwell equationsr^ ~E � i� ~H = 0 ; r^ ~H + i�~n ~E = 0 in BR1 , (4.2)where R1 > R.In the case E = E(�; d; p) equation (4.1) follows from the coincidence ofthe far �eld patterns with the help of Green's theorem. In order to showthat (4.1) holds true for a general E we approximate E by elements fromspan fE(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3g with respect to the L2(BR)-norm.The second step consists in the construction of special solutions to theperturbed Maxwell equations which depend on parameters �, � 2 C3. Al-though we already derived the right fundamental solutions 	� for this taskin the acoustic case, we still need some more ideas because the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (3.19) contains derivatives of the volume potential. Thesederivatives do not allow a straightforward treatment along the lines of theacoustic case.But in the end, for a �xed � 2 �, we arrive at special solutions suchthat E(x) � ~E(x) converges to e�i��x with respect to the L1(BR)-norm asj=(�)j ! 1. Equation (4.1) then implies that the Fourier coe�cients of nand ~n coincide, i.e., n = ~n.After this outline of the section let us start with relation (4.1) for E =E(�; d; p).Lemma 4.1 Let 0 < R < R1 and n, ~n 2 ~C(BR). Furthermore, assume ~E,~H are a solution to (4.2) in BR1 . If for �xed p 2 C3, d 2 S2 the far �eldpatterns E1(�; d; p) and ~E1(�; d; p) coincide on S2, i.e.,E1(x̂; d; p) = ~E1(x̂; d; p) for all x̂ 2 S2,then the relation ZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))E(x; d; p) � ~E(x)dx = 0holds true. 128



Proof: We de�ne E 0(x) := E(x; d; p) � ~E(x; d; p) = Es(x; d; p) � ~Es(x; d; p)and H 0(x) := H(x; d; p)� ~H(x; d; p), x 2 IR3. From E1(�; d; p) = ~E1(�; d; p)and Rellich's lemma we conclude E 0(x) = H 0(x) = 0, jxj > R. Moreover, wecomputer^E 0� i�H 0 = 0 ; r^H 0+ i�E 0 = i�f(1� n)E(�; d; p)� (1� ~n) ~E(�; d; p)gand r^ ~E � i� ~H = 0 ; r^ ~H + i� ~E = i�(1� ~n) ~Ein IR3. Then, Green's theorem (3.3) applied with ~E, ~H and E 0, H 0 in theball BR1 yields0 = Z@BR1 f(� ^ ~E) �H 0 � (� ^ E 0) � ~Hgds= i� ZBR1 f(1� ~n) ~E � (E(�; d; p)� ~E(�; d; p))�((1� n)E(�; d; p)� (1� ~n) ~E(�; d; p)) � ~Egdx= i� ZBR1 (n� ~n)E(�; d; p) � ~Edx ;and we have proved the lemma. 2Our next aim is to approximate the electric �eld of a solution to theperturbed Maxwell equations by elements from span fE(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2C3g with respect to the L2(BR)-norm. We start with the special case n = 1which is treated similarly to Lemma 2.2, i.e., in the spirit of [20, Lemma5.20].Lemma 4.2 Assume 0 < R < R2 and let Ei, H i 2 C1(BR2) satisfy theMaxwell equations in BR2 . Then, there exists a sequence(Eij; H ij) 2 span f(Ei(�; d; p); H i(�; d; p)): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3g ; j 2 IN ;such that kEi � Eijk2L2(BR) + kH i �H ijk2L2(BR) ! 0, j !1.129



Proof: We de�neX := f(EjBR; HjBR):E;H 2 C1(BR2)are a solution to the Maxwell equations in BR2g � L2(BR)and X to be the completion of X in L2(BR). It su�ces to show that any(E0; H0) 2 X which is orthogonal to all Ei(�; d; p), H i(�; d; p), i.e.,ZBR fE0(x) � Ei(x; d; p) +H0(x) �H i(x; d; p)gdx = 0 (4.3)for all d 2 S2, p 2 C3, must vanish in L2(BR).If (E0; H0) 2 X satis�es (4.3), we de�ne for jxj > RV (x) := r^r ^ ZBR ��(x; y)E0(y)dy � i�r ^ ZBR ��(x; y)H0(y)dyW (x) := �i�r ^ ZBR ��(x; y)E0(y)dy �r ^r ^ ZBR ��(x; y)H0(y)dy :Then, V ,W 2 C1(IR3nBR) are a radiating solution to the Maxwell equationsin IR3 n BR. Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of the derivatives of��(x; y) for large jxj (see [7, formulas (6.25),(6.26)]) implies for any vectorp 2 C3 and any d 2 S2:4�p � V1(�d)= p � ZBR �2ei�d�yd ^ (E0(y) ^ d)dy � �2p � ZBR ei�d�yd ^H0(y)dy= �2 ZBR fE0(y) � Ei(y; d; p) +H0(y) �H i(y; d; p)gdy= 0 :Hence, we know that the far �eld V1 of V vanishes and thus V (x) =W (x) =0 for all jxj > R.Next, we choose a sequence (El; Hl) 2 X, l 2 IN, approximating (E0; H0),kEl � E0k2L2(BR) + kHl �H0k2L2(BR) ! 0 ; l!1 :130



The representation formulas (3.6) and (3.7) readEl(x) = �r ^ Z@BR3 �(y) ^ El(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR3 �(y) ^Hl(y)��(x; y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR ;and Hl(x) = �r ^ Z@BR3 �(y) ^Hl(y)��(x; y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR3 �(y) ^ El(y)��(x; y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR ;where R3 satis�es R < R3 < R2.Now, we insert these expressions for El and Hl inZBR fEl(x) � E0(x) +Hl(x) �H0(x)gdx ;interchange the order of integration, and arrive atZBR fEl(x) �E0(x) +Hl(x) �H0(x)gdx= 1i� Z@BR3 f(�(y) ^ El(y)) �W (y) + (�(y) ^Hl(y)) � V (y)gds(y)= 0 ; l 2 IN ;because V and W vanish on @BR3 . The limit l !1 yields E0 = H0 = 0 inL2(BR) and we have proved the assertion. 2In order to obtain this approximation result for general n we want to usethe Lippmann-Schwinger equation (3.19). For convenience, if n 2 ~C(BR)and U is a vector �eld, we de�ne the integral operator Tn:C(BR)! C(BR),(TnU)(x) := �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))U(y)dy�r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)dy ; x 2 BR : (4.4)131



Then, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation reads (I + Tn)E = Ei in BR. Wealready know that (I+Tn)�1 is a bounded operator in C(BR) equipped withthe maximum norm. However, we need the boundedness of (I + Tn)�1 withrespect to the L2(BR)-norm. In the second chapter, a simple application ofthe Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implied that the analogous acoustic operatorTn is compact in C(BR) with respect to the L2(BR)-norm. This allowedto conclude that (I + Tn)�1 is bounded in (C(BR); k � kL2(BR)). Due to thestronger singularity of the kernel of Tn in the electromagnetic case we haveto work harder now. We use a functional analytic tool provided by Lax in[25] which allows to infer the boundedness in (C(BR); k � kL2(BR)) from theboundedness in (C(BR); k � k1) (see also [7, Theorem 3.5]). Lax's theoremstates for a linear operator A:C(BR)! C(BR) which is bounded with respectto k � k1 and symmetric with respect to the L2(BR)-scalar product, that Ais also bounded in (C(BR); k � kL2(BR)) and that kAkL2(BR) � kAk1.Lemma 4.3 If Tn:C(BR) ! C(BR) is de�ned as in (4.4), then (I + Tn)�1is bounded in C(BR) equipped with the L2(BR)-norm.Proof: The operator T �n :C(BR)! C(BR), de�ned by(T �nV )(y) := �2(1� n(y)) ZBR ��(x; y)V (x)dx+r � ZBR ��(x; y)V (x)dx 1n(y)rn(y) ; y 2 BR ;is the adjoint operator to Tn with respect to the L2(BR)-scalar product. Bythe mapping properties of the volume potential T �n is a compact operatorin (C(BR); k � k1), hence, due to the Fredholm alternative theorem and theinjectivity of I+Tn, (I+T �n)�1 exists and is bounded in (C(BR); k�k1). Then,the symmetric operator (I + T �n)�1(I + Tn)�1 is bounded in (C(BR); k � k1)and we can conclude from Lax's theorem thatk(I+Tn)�1k2L2(BR) = k(I+T �n)�1(I+Tn)�1kL2(BR) � k(I+T �n)�1(I+Tn)�1k1 :2We can now prove the approximation result for general n.132



Lemma 4.4 Assume 0 < R < R1 and let E, H 2 C1(BR1) satisfy theperturbed Maxwell equations (3.16) in BR1 . Then, there exists a sequenceEj 2 span fE(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3g ; j 2 IN ;such that kE � EjkL2(BR) ! 0, j !1.Proof: We �x R < R2 < R1 and de�neEi(x) := �r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^ E(y)��(x; y)ds(y)+ 1i�r ^r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^H(y)��(x; y)ds(y)and H i(x) := (i�)�1r ^ Ei(x) for x 2 BR2 . Then, Ei, H i are a solution tothe Maxwell equations in BR2 .Starting from the representation formula (3.4) for E in BR2 and follow-ing the considerations that lead to (3.18) and (3.19) we obtain the integralequation E(x) = Ei(x)� �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 ; (4.5)for the �eld E, i.e., E = (I + Tn)�1Ei in BR.Now, according to Lemma 4.2, we choose a sequence (Eij; H ij), j 2 IN, fromspan f(Ei(�; d; p); H i(�; d; p)): d 2 S2; p 2 C3g which approximates (Ei; H i) inL2(BR), and we set Ej to be the solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-tion (4.5) with incident �eld Eij. Hence, we have Ej 2 span fE(�; d; p): d 2S2; p 2 C3g and Ej � E = (I + Tn)�1(Eij � Ei) in BR,whencekEj � EkL2(BR) � k(I + Tn)�1kL2(BR)kEij � EikL2(BR) ! 0 ; j !1 : 2133



Finally, if we approximate the electric �eld of an an arbitrary solution tothe perturbed Maxwell equations in BR1 by elements fromspan fE(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3gwith respect to the L2(BR)-norm and use Lemma 4.1, we obtain relation(4.1). This is stated in the next lemma.Lemma 4.5 Assume 0 < R < R1 and that the far �eld patterns for therefractive indices n, ~n 2 ~C(BR) coincide on S2 � S2 � C3, i.e., E1 = ~E1.If E, H 2 C1(BR1) are a solution tor^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nH = 0 in BR1 ,and if ~E, ~H 2 C1(BR1) are a solution tor^ ~E � i� ~H = 0 ; r^ ~H + i�~n ~H = 0 in BR1 ,then we have the relationZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))E(x) � ~E(x)dx = 0 :Our next task is the construction of special solutions to the perturbedMaxwell equations. For a given � 2 � we are looking for solutions E(�; �; �),H(�; �; �) and ~E(�; ~�; ~�), ~H(�; ~�; ~�) to the perturbed Maxwell equations whichdepend in such a way on the parameters �, �, ~�, ~� 2 C3 thatE(x; �; �)) � ~E(x; ~�; ~�)! e�i��xwith respect to the L1(BR)-norm for an appropriately chosen sequence of theparameters.Our knowledge from the acoustic case suggests to use an incident �eldEi(x) = �ei��x where � 2 C3 satis�es � � � = �2 and j=(�)j is su�cientlylarge, and where � � � = 0. The conditions on � and � imply that Ei andH i := (i�)�1r ^ Ei are a solution to the Maxwell equations. Furthermore,the physical fundamental solution �� should be replaced by the nonphysical	� in the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (3.19).We remind the reader that 	�(x) = (ei�jxj=4�jxj) + ~g�(x) was de�nedon page 97 and that ~g is a solution to the Helmholtz equation in B2R0 .Moreover, the properties of the volume potentialG� having kernel g�(x�y) =e�i��(x�y)	�(x� y) were investigated in Theorem 2.8.We �rst prove the analogue to Lemma 3.6.134



Lemma 4.6 Suppose 0 < R < R00 < R0 and �, � 2 C3 satisfy � � � = �2,j=(�)j � 2�2(R0=�)k1�nk1+1 and � � � = 0. Furthermore, de�ne Ei(x) :=�ei��x, H i(x) := (i�)�1r ^ Ei(x), x 2 IR3, and assume E 2 C(BR00) is asolution toE(x) = Ei(x)� �2 ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR 	�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 : (4.6)Then, E 2 C2(BR00), and E, H := (i�)�1r^E satisfy the perturbed Maxwellequations in BR00.Proof: We conclude from the smoothing properties of the volume potentialand the analyticity of Ei, H i that E 2 C2(BR00) and H 2 C1(BR00).Taking the divergence of both sides of the integral equation (4.6), multi-plying by e�i��x and de�ning u := (1=n)r � (nE) = r � E + (1=n)rn � E, wearrive at e�i��xu(x) = ��2hG�((1� n)(e�i��xu))i(x) in BR00 .Since the linear mapping v 7! �2G�((1� n)v) has an L2-norm less than one,we obtain e�i��xu(x) = 0, x 2 BR00 , i.e.,r � E = � 1nrn � E :Now, we compute as in the proof of Lemma 3.6H(x) = 1i�r^ E(x)= H i(x) + i�r ^ ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 ;(4.7)andr ^H(x) + i�E(x) = i�(r^r ^ ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy135



��2 ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR 	�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy)= �i�(� + �2) ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+i�r ZBR 	�(x� y)r � f(1� n)Eg(y)dy+i�r ZBR 	�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y)dy= i�(1� n(x))E(x) ; x 2 BR00 :This ends the proof of the lemma. 2Equation (4.6) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. Thus,analogously to Theorem 3.7, we would like to show that it has a trivialnullspace in order to ensure its unique solvability. However, we cannot pro-ceed as in the direct electromagnetic scattering problem because E�Ei andH�H i from the above lemma are not radiating solutions. Hence, we cannotapply the Silver-M�uller radiation condition which implied uniqueness of E inthe preceding chapter. Our reasoning from the acoustic case is not directlyapplicable either. If we multiply equation (4.6) by e�i��x, we obtain one termG�((1� n)(e�i��xE)) and a second term(r+ i�)G��1nrn � (e�i��xE)� :This second operator does not converge to zero with respect to L2(BR00).Furthermore, this term causes di�culties to obtain the asymptotic behaviorof e�i��x(E � Ei)(x) for j=(�)j ! 1 from (4.6). The unique solvabilitycan be achieved, if kn � 1kC1 is su�ciently small, but the derivation of theasymptotic behavior still needs hard work which is done in [45].The following trick to overcome these di�culties is due to Colton andP�aiv�arinta (see [8]). They derive an integral equation with kernel g� for136



e�i��xn1=2(E � Ei), e�i��x(H � H i) where they make use of the fact thatE 0 := n1=2E, H 0 := H satisfy a Helmholtz type di�erential equation. Wealready used their idea in the proof of Lemma 3.4.Lemma 4.7 With the assumptions as in the preceding lemma suppose Eis a solution of (4.6). Then E 00(x) := e�i��x n1=2(x)(E � Ei)(x), H 00(x) :=e�i��x(H �H i)(x), x 2 BR00, are a solution of the equation E 00H 00! = �G�Q E 00H 00!+  F1(�; �; �)F2(�; �; �)! (4.8)where Q is the operator de�ned in (3.13) and F1(�; �; �)F2(�; �; �)! := �G� (�in�1=2� � rn��n1=2)�0 !�G�Q n1=2���1� ^ �! :Proof: We �rst establish the equality n1=2(E � Ei)H �H i ! = � ZBR 	�(� � y)(� + �2) n1=2(E � Ei)H �H i !(y)dy : (4.9)To this end we note that due to (4.7) and Theorem 1.9 (b) H � H i can bewritten as H(x)�H i(x) = ZBR 	�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 ;with a vector �eld U . This impliesH(x)�H i(x) = Z@BR00 �@(H �H i)@� (y)	�(x� y)�@	�(x� y)@�(y) (H �H i)(y)�ds(y)� ZBR00 ((� + �2)(H �H i))(y)	�(x� y)dy= � ZBR00 ((� + �2)(H �H i))(y)	�(x� y)dy ; x 2 BR00 :137



Here, the �rst equality follows from Green's representation formula (1.10) byinserting 	�(x � y) = ��(x; y) + ~g�(x � y) and using the identity (1.9) forthe terms with ~g� . For the second equality we observe that the boundaryterms vanish due to Lemma 2.31 (a) (see the proof of Lemma 2.31 (b) wheresurface potentials are examined instead of a volume potential). This provesthe lower line of (4.9).Due to (4.6), the same reasoning yields the analogous representation forE�Ei. Finally, (n1=2�1)(E�Ei) 2 C20(BR00) also admits this representationbecause the boundary terms vanish due to the compact support of (n1=2 �1)(E � Ei). Adding the representations for (n1=2 � 1)(E � Ei) and E � Eiwe obtain the upper line of (4.9).Finally, we compute with the help of Lemma 3.4(� + �2) n1=2(E � Ei)H �H i != Q n1=2(E � Ei)H �H i !+Q n1=2EiH i !� (� + �2) n1=2EiH i ! ;and insert the result into (4.9). Multiplying both sides of the equation bye�i��x completes the proof of the assertion. 2Now we are in a position to prove the existence of a unique solutionto (4.6), if j=(�)j is su�ciently large. We can also obtain the asymptoticbehavior of the solution E as j=(�)j ! 1.If A: C6 ! C6 is a linear operator, we de�nekAk2 := maxjpj=1 jApj :Moreover, we denote by t0 the positive numbert0 := 2R0� fmaxx2BR kQ(x)k2 + �2k1� nk1g+ 1 ; (4.10)which only depends on �, R0, the C2-norm of 1� n and k1=nk1 .Theorem 4.8 Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 4.6 hold true. Further-more, let � satisfy the additional requirement j=(�)j � t0, where t0 is de�nedin (4.10). 138



(a) Then, the integral equations (4.6) and (4.8) both have a unique solution.(b) There is a positive constant M (depending only on �, R0, k1=nk1 +k1� nkC2), such that the solution E to (4.6) satis�esE(x) = E(x; �; �) = ei��xf� + f(x; �; �)� + V (x; �; �)g ; x 2 BR00 ;where the L2-norms of the vector �elds V (�; �; �) and of the functionsf(�; �; �) can be estimated bykV (�; �; �)kL2(BR00 ) + kf(�; �; �)kL2(BR00 ) � M j�jj=(�)j :Proof: Since we can estimateQ E 00H 00!L2(BR00 ) � maxx2BR kQ(x)k2 E 00H 00!L2(BR00 ) ;we have for j=(�)j � t0 and for any solution (E 00; H 00) of the homogeneousequation (4.8): E 00H 00!L2(BR00 ) � G�Q E 00H 00!L2(BR00 ) � 12 E 00H 00!L2(BR00 ) :Therefore, equation (4.8) has a trivial nullspace and thus a unique solutionby the Riesz-Fredholm theory.With the help of Lemma 4.7 we see that any solution E to the homoge-neous integral equation (4.6) yields an element (e�i��x n1=2E; (i�)�1r^E) inthe nullspace of (4.8). Hence, the nullspace of (4.6) is also trivial and equa-tion (4.6) has a unique solution by the Riesz-Fredholm theory. This provespart (a) of the lemma.For part (b) we note that E(x) = Ei(x) + ei��xn�1=2(x)E 00(x) by thede�nition of E 00 and that (E 00; H 00) is a solution to (4.8), i.e., E 00H 00! = �G��Q E 00H 00!�+  F1(�; �; �)F2(�; �; �)! :The equation j�j2 = j<(�)j2+ j=(�)j2 = 2j=(�)j2+ �2 allows to bound j�jby j=(�)j. Hence, by Theorem 2.8 there is a constant M1 such thatk(F1(�; �; �); F2(�; �; �))kL2(BR00 ) � M1j�j :139



Then, we can infer from the integral equation (4.8) that k(E 00; H 00)kL2(BR00 ) �M2j�j for all j=(�)j � t0 with a suitable constant M2.Now, we write down the equation for E 00 from (4.8), de�ne E 0 := n1=2�+E 00, reorder terms, and obtainE 00 = n�G�(�in�1=2� � rn �)�G�(�in�1=2rn ^ (� ^ �))o+��G�h�2(1� n)E 0 � i�n�1=2rn ^H 00 � (E 0 � r)�1nrn�+(n�1=2�n1=2)E 0i�G�(��n1=2�)� :With the help ofin�1=2� � rn � + in�1=2rn ^ (� ^ �) = in�1=2rn � � �we arrive at E 00 = G�(in�1=2rn � �)� + V 0(�; �; �) ;where V 0 denotes the term in large square brackets from the previous formulafor E 00. Finally, we de�nef(�; �; �) := n�1=2G�(in�1=2rn � �) ;V (�; �; �) := n�1=2V 0(�; �; �) ;and use the decay of kG�kL2 for large j=(�)j in order to obtain assertion (b)of the theorem. 2With the help of these special solutions we can prove the desired unique-ness theorem for the inverse electromagnetic scattering problem similarly tothe inverse acoustic scattering problem.Theorem 4.9 Assume � > 0 is �xed. If the far �eld patterns correspond-ing to the refractive indices n, ~n 2 ~C(BR) coincide, i.e., E1(x̂; d; p) =~E1(x̂; d; p) for all (x̂; d; p) 2 S2 � S2 � C3, then n = ~n.Proof: With R < R1 < R0 we know from Lemma 4.5 thatZBR (n(x)� ~n(x))E(x) � ~E(x)dx = 0 (4.11)140



whenever E, H 2 C1(BR1) are a solution tor ^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0 in BR1 ,and ~E, ~H 2 C1(BR1) are a solution tor ^ ~E � i� ~H = 0 ; r^ ~H + i�~n ~E = 0 in BR1 .Now, we �x a vector � 2 � and choose the unit vectors d1, d2 2 IR3 suchthat �, d1 and d2 are orthogonal. Next we de�ne for su�ciently large t > 0the vectors �t := �12� + ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 ;~�t := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 ;�t := 1j�j� + j�j2t d2 ;~�t := 1j�j�� j�j2t d2 :Note that j�j 6= 0 for � 2 �. Straightforward computations show �t � �t =~�t � ~�t = �2, ~�t � ~�t = �t � �t = 0 and j�tj = j~�tj �M� for all su�ciently large t.Therefore, from the preceding theorem we can infer the existence of specialsolutions E(�; �t; �t), H(�; �t; �t) and ~E(�; ~�t; ~�t), ~H(�; ~�t; ~�t) to the perturbedMaxwell equations with refractive index n, ~n, resp., such thatE(x; �t; �t) = ei�t�xf�t + f(x; �t; �t)�t + V (x; �t; �t)g ; x 2 BR1 ;~E(x; ~�t; ~�t) = ei~�t�xf~�t + ~f(x; ~�t; ~�t)~�t + ~V (x; ~�t; ~�t)g ; x 2 BR1 ;and kV (�; �t; �t)kL2(BR) + k ~V (�; ~�t; ~�t)kL2(BR)+kf(�; �t; �t)kL2(BR) + k ~f(�; ~�t; ~�t)kL2(BR) � M 0�j=(�t)j : (4.12)Using ei�t�xei~�t�x = e�i��x, �t � ~�t = 1 � (j�j2=4t2), �t � ~�t = �j�j = ~�t � �t,�t � ~�t = (j�j2=2)� �2 together with (4.12) we arrive atE(x; �t; �t) � ~E(x; ~�t; ~�t) = e�i��x(1 + h(x; t))141



with ZBR jh(x; t)jdx! 0 ; t!1 :Hence, inserting the special solutions into (4.11) implies (n� ~n)̂ (�) = 0 ast!1. Proceeding as above for all � 2 � we �nally arrive with the help of(1.2) at kn� ~nk2L2(BR) = X�2� j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j2 = 0 ;whence n = ~n. This ends the proof of the theorem. 2Let us close this section with two remarks. As in the acoustic case itis possible to replace the plane incident waves by any set of solutions tothe Maxwell equations which is complete in the space of all solutions to theMaxwell equations with respect to L2(BR). Second, instead of measuring far�eld data one might also use near �eld data like the tangential componentsof the electric or magnetic �eld on a large sphere because these data uniquelydetermine a radiating solution to the Maxwell equations.
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4.2 Stability of the Inverse ElectromagneticProblemWe will now examine the continuous dependence of the refractive index n onthe far �eld pattern. We assume throughout this section that the refractiveindices n satisfy n 2 ~C(BR), i.e., n 2 C2;(IR3), 0 <  < 1, <(n) > 0,=(n) � 0, and supp (1� n) � BR.If x̂, d 2 S2 are �xed, the mappingp 2 C3 7! E1(x̂; d; p) 2 C3is linear. Therefore, we regard the far �eld pattern as a matrix valued map-ping e1:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 :e1(x̂; d) has the vector E1(x̂; d; dk) as its kth column where d1, d2, d3 denotethe usual cartesian unit vectors.Analogously to the acoustic case we use a very strong norm k � kF on thefar �eld patterns by prescribing a very rapid decay of the Fourier coe�cients�l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 e1(x̂; d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) ; (4.13)l1; l2 = 0; 1; : : : ; �l1 � k1 � l1 ; �l2 � k2 � l2 ;of the far �eld patterns e1. Here, the integral over a matrix valued functionis de�ned by computing the integral for each entry of the matrix valuedfunction. Hence, the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 2 C3�3 are matrices, too.Furthermore, we denote for a matrix A = (ajk) 2 C3�3 bykAkF := � 3Xj;k=1 jajkj2�1=2the Frobenius norm.We want to derive the estimatekn� ~nk1 � ch� ln(ke1;n � e1;~nkF)i�1=15with a constant c for all refractive indices n, ~n lying in some small subsetO of ~C(BR). This means that the mapping e1;n 7! n is continuous and143



that a local uniqueness result holds. Having the acoustic case in mind weexpect that O is not only small with respect to the maximum norm but withrespect to a C2-norm, i.e., we need additional information in a stronger normin order to obtain the stability result.Imitating the reasoning in the acoustic case we start by studying the decayof the Fourier coe�cients and proving continuity of the mapping n 7! e1;n.Next, we reconstruct the kernel of a certain boundary integral operatorNnwith the help of a series expansion involving the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 .Nn depends continuously on e1;n. However, since the k � kF -norm is a verystrong norm, which is not appropriate for measured far �eld patterns, thismapping is severely ill-posed.Finally, we investigate the dependence of n on Nn with the help of thespecial solutions from the last section and arrive at our main estimate.For convenience we de�ne as in (4.4) the operator Tn:C(BR) ! C(BR)by (TnU)(x) := �2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))U(y)dy�r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)dy ; x 2 BR :Lemma 4.10 Assume the far �eld pattern e1:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 originatesfrom the refractive index n 2 ~C(BR) satisfying supp (1� n) � BR1 for some0 < R1 < R. Let �l1k1l2k2 denote the Fourier coe�cients of e1 as de�ned in(4.13). Furthermore, de�ne R3 := (1=2)(R+R1). Then, there is a constantc depending on e1 such thatk�l1k1l2k2k2F � c� e�R32l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�R32l2 + 1�2l2+3 :We also haveXl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3k�l1k1l2k2k2F <1 :Proof: Using the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (3.19) and the asymptoticbehavior of �� for large jxj we can compute the columns of e1 asE1(x̂; d; dk) = ��24� ZBR1 (1� n(y))E(y; d; dk)e�i�x̂�ydy144



+ i�4� ZBR1 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y; d; dk)e�i�x̂�ydy x̂ ;x̂; d 2 S2 ; k = 1; 2; 3 : (4.14)Interchanging the order of integration we obtainZS2 ZS2 E1(x̂; d; dk)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d)= ��24� ZBR1 (1� n(y)) ZS2 E(y; d; dk)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) ZS2 e�i�x̂�yY k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂)dy� 14� ZBR1 n 1n(y)rn(y) �� ZS2 E(y; d; dk)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)r ZS2 e�i�x̂�yY k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂)ody ;and then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalityk�l1k1l2k2k2F = 3Xk=1����� ZS2 ZS2 E1(x̂; d; dk)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d)�����2� c 3Xk=1 ZS2 E(�; d; dk)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 ) �� " ZS2 e�i�d�xY k1l1 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 )+  r ZS2 e�i�d�xY k1l1 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 )# :(4.15)c will denote various constants during the proof.In formula (2.27) we have bounded the �rst term in [: : :] by a multiple of� e�R12l1+1�2l1+3.For the �rst factor and for the second term in [: : :] we note that byLemma 2.6 (b) there is a constant c such that the inequalityZBR1 jruj2dx+ 3Xl;m=1 ZBR1 j @2u@xl@xm j2dx � c ZBR3 juj2dx145



holds true for all u 2 C2(IR3) satisfying �u + �2u = 0 in IR3. We can thenestimate r ZS2 e�i�d�xY k1l1 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 ) � cZS2 e�i�d�xY k1l1 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR3 )� c� e�R32l1 + 1�2l1+3 ;where, in the second line, we have used the analogous estimate to (2.27)again. Moreover, we have ZS2 Ei(�; d; dk)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 )=  1�2r^r ^ ZS2 ei�d�x Y k2l2 (d)dkds(d)2L2(BR1 )� cZS2 ei�d�x Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR3 )� c� e�R32l2 + 1�2l2+3 ;and �nally by the boundedness of (I + Tn)�1 in L2(BR1) (see Lemma 4.3): ZS2 E(�; d; dk)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 )=  (I + Tn)�1 ZS2 Ei(�; d; dk)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)2L2(BR1 )� c� e�R32l2 + 1�2l2+3 :Now, we can complete the proof analogously to Lemma 2.17. 2By this lemma we know that the norm ke1;nkF de�ned byke1;nk2F := Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�R �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�R �2l2+3k�l1k1l2k2k2F146



is well de�ned if n 2 ~C(BR) because supp (1� n) � BR implies that there isa radius R1 < R with supp (1� n) � BR1 .Proceeding similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.18 we can prove the con-tinuous dependence of e1;n on n.Lemma 4.11 Let n0 2 ~C(BR1), R1 < R, be given. Then, there are positiveconstants c and � such that ke1;n�e1;n0kF � cfkn�n0k1+krn�rn0k1gfor all n 2 ~C(BR1) satisfying kn� n0k1 + krn�rn0k1 < �.Our next aim is to introduce a certain boundary integral operator Nnwhich is the electromagnetic analogue of the operator Sn in the acousticcase. To this end we must introduce some spaces of tangential �elds on thesphere @BR2 . We denote by T (@BR2) the continuous, tangential vector �eldsa on @BR2 , i.e., which satisfy x � a(x) = 0, x 2 @BR2 , and by T 0;(@BR2) thespace of uniformly -H�older continuous vector �elds a on @BR2 which aretangential to @BR2 . By Grad we mean the surface gradient of a function 2 C1(@BR2). If for a 2 T 0;(@BR2) there exists a function ' 2 C0;(@BR2)such that Z@BR2 Grad � ads = � Z@BR2  'dsholds true for all  2 C1(@BR2), we de�ne Div a := ' to be the surfacedivergence of a. The reader can �nd more details in [7, p. 161]. The spaceof all tangential �elds from T 0;(@BR2) possessing a -H�older continuoussurface divergence is denoted by T 0;d (@BR2). Moreover, we introduce thenorm kakT 0;d := kak0; + kDiv ak0; for a 2 T 0;d (@BR2).In [7, Theorem 6.17] the authors prove that the operatorN1:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2)de�ned by(N1a)(x) := 2�(x) ^ nr^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)o ; x 2 @BR2 ;is bounded with respect to k � kT 0;d . At this point we slightly deviate fromthe notation in [7] where the authors de�ne Na := N1(� ^ a). N1a is thetangential component on @BR2 of the vector potentialE(x) := 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @BR2 ; (4.16)147



i.e., �^E+ = �^E� = N1a on @BR2 . The subscripts, + and �, indicate thatwe approach the boundary @BR2 from the exterior and interior, respectively.Furthermore, the �elds E andH := (i�)�1r^E are a solution to the Maxwellequations in IR3 n @BR2 , satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition and� ^ (H+ �H�) = �2i�a on @BR2 .In order to de�ne an analogous operator Nn we proceed as in the acousticcase and consider the following boundary value problem (BV P ):Given R2 > R, � > 0, n 2 ~C(BR), and a 2 T 0;d (@BR2), �nd E, H de�nedin IR3 n @BR2 satisfying the following requirements:EjBR2 , HjBR2 2 C1(BR2) \ C(BR2),EjIR3nBR2 , HjIR3nBR2 2 C1(IR3 nBR2) \ C(IR3 nBR2),r ^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0 in IR3 n @BR2 ,E, H satisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition,� ^ (E+ � E�) = 0, � ^ (H+ �H�) = �2i�a on @BR2 .Lemma 4.12 For all a 2 T 0;d (@BR2) the boundary value problem (BV P )has a unique solution E, H. E, H are given byE(x) := 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)��2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy+r ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 n @BR2 ;(4.17)and H := (i�)�1r ^ E, where U 2 C(BR) is the unique solution to theLippmann-Schwinger equation(U + TnU)(x) = 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :148



Proof: If we assume that E, H are a solution to (BV P ) with a = 0, the �rstpart of the reasoning in Theorem 3.5 implies E = H = 0 in the exterior ofBR2 , whence � ^ E� = � ^H� = 0 on @BR2 .Now, starting from the Stratton-Chu formula (3.4) for E in BR2 andfollowing the considerations which lead to (3.18) and (3.19), we see that E isa solution of the homogeneous Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Thus, we alsohave E = H = 0 in BR2 . This completes the uniqueness proof for (BV P ).In order to prove that E, H de�ned as in the assertion are a solution to(BV P ) for an arbitrary vector �eld a, we imitate the proof of Lemma 3.6.Taking the divergence of both sides of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation forU impliesr�(nU) = 0 in BR. Then, computations as in Lemma 3.6 show thatE, H are a radiating solution to the perturbed Maxwell equations. Finally,the properties of the vector potential (4.16) and of the volume potential yieldthat E, H satisfy the boundary conditions. 2We are now in a position to de�neNn:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) (Nna)(x) := �(x) ^ E+(x) ; x 2 @BR2 ;(4.18)E, H being the solution to (BV P ). Since the last two terms in the def-inition (4.17) are C2-smooth in IR3, the linear operator Nn is well de�nedand bounded. Furthermore, we also have Nna = � ^ E� on @BR2 . Finally,we note that the de�nition of U is possible for any continuous vector �elda 2 C(@BR2), whence the last two integrals on the right hand side of (4.17)are still well de�ned for a 2 C(@BR2). This allows to regard (Nn �N1) as alinear and bounded operator in the spaces C(@BR2) or T (@BR2).The following lemma states some properties of Nn.Lemma 4.13 The linear operators Nn satisfy:(a) Z@BR2 (Nna) � (b ^ �)ds = Z@BR2 (a ^ �) � (Nnb)ds for all a, b 2 T 0;d (@BR2).(b) The mapping n 7! (Nn�N1), from ( ~C(BR); k�kC1) to the space of linearand bounded operators in T (@BR2) equipped with the k � k1-operatornorm, is continuous. 149



Proof: For a, b 2 T 0;d (@BR2) we de�ne E as in (4.17), H := (i�)�1r ^ E,and E 0, H 0 analogously where we replace a by b. Then we use the formulas(3.3) and (3.9) to computeZ@BR2 f(Nna) � (b ^ �)� (a ^ �) � (Nnb)gds= � 12i� Z@BR2 f(� ^ E) � ([� ^ (H 0+ �H 0�)] ^ �)�([� ^ (H+ �H�)] ^ �) � (� ^ E 0)gds= � 12i� Z@BR2 f((� ^ E) �H 0+ � (� ^ E 0) �H+)�((� ^ E) �H 0� � (� ^ E 0) �H�)gds= 0 :This proves part (a).Assertion (b) can be established along the lines of Lemma 2.20 (c). 2Now, we examine how to compute the operator Nn from a knowledge ofthe Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 of e1;n. This also allows to derive continuousdependence of Nn on e1;n. We remind the reader that Nn�N1 is well de�nedin T (@BR2), hence it makes sense to examine kNn �N~nk1 = k(Nn �N1)�(N~n �N1)k1.Lemma 4.14 Let the far �eld pattern e1;n:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 with Fouriercoe�cients �l1k1l2k2 originate from the refractive index n 2 ~C(BR). For x,y 2 @BR2 we de�ne the matrixkn(x; y) := ��44� Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2h(1)l1 (�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)�l1k1l2k2 :(4.19)(a) For all a 2 T 0;d (@BR2) there holds(Nna)(x)� (N1a)(x) = 2�(x) ^ Z@BR2 kn(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :150



(b) There is a constant c such that for all n, ~n 2 ~C(BR) the inequalitykNn �N~nk1 � cke1;n � e1;~nkF holds true.Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 2.21 (a) we can use the Cauchy-Schwarzinequality for the series in (4.19) together with the rapid decay of the Fouriercoe�cients (Lemma 4.10) and the estimate for jh(1)l (�R2)j (Lemma 2.16) inorder to see that the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent on @BR2�@BR2 . Therefore, kn is a well de�ned continuous matrix valued function.From the de�nition of Nn in (4.18) we know that for a 2 T 0;d (@BR2) thedi�erence Nna�N1a has the form(Nna�N1a)(x)= ��2�(x) ^ ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy+�(x) ^r ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 @BR2 ; (4.20)where U 2 C(BR) is the solution to(U + TnU)(x) = 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :The right hand sides of the last equation and of (4.20) are well de�ned for anycontinuous vector �eld a 2 C(@BR2) and represent bounded linear operatorswith respect to the maximum norm. Since T 0;d (@BR2) � C(@BR2), it su�cesto prove that the right hand side of (4.20) and2�(x) ^ Z@BR2 kn(x; y)a(y)ds(y)coincide for all x 2 @BR2 and for all a 2 C(@BR2). Asspan nY kl ( �j � j)dm:m = 1; 2; 3; l = 0; 1; : : : ;�l � k � lois dense in C(@BR2), we establish the desired equality only for the �eldsY kl ( �j�j)dm. Here, d1, d2, d3 denote the usual cartesian unit vectors in IR3.151



First, we compute for x 2 @BR22 Z@BR2 kn(x; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)dmds(y)= ��4R222� Xl1;k1 il1�l2h(1)l1 (�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)�l1k1l2k2dm :For the computation of the right hand side of (4.20) we proceed similarlyto the proof of Lemma 2.21 (a) and compute2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)dm ds(y)= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� r^r ^ ZS2 ei�x�dY k2l2 (d)dm ds(d)= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� �2 ZS2 Ei(x; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) ; x 2 BR ;and U = 2(I + Tn)�1fr ^ r ^ Z@BR2 ��(�; y)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)dm ds(y)g= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� �2 ZS2 E(�; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) :De�ningV (x) := ��2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy+r ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)��(x; y)dy ; jxj � R ;we obtain with the help of (4.14)V1(x̂) = ��24� ZBR (1� n(y))e�i�x̂�yU(y)dy+ i�4� ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)e�i�x̂�ydy x̂152



= 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� �2 ZS2 E1(x̂; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) ; x̂ 2 S2 ;whenceZS2 V1(x̂)Y k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂) = 2i�R22h(1)l2 (�R2)(�i)l24� �2�l1k1l2k2dm : (4.21)Since V is a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation in the exterior ofBR1 if supp (1� n) � BR1 , R1 < R, according to [7, Theorem 2.14] it has anexpansion V (x) = 1Xl1=0 l1Xk1=�l1 al1k1h(1)l1 (�jxj)Y k1l1 (x̂)which converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of fjxj � Rg.Here, the coe�cients al1k1 are vectors in C3. Now, comparing the Fouriercoe�cients for the far �eld of the above series expansion with (4.21) we can�nish the proof of assertion (a) as in Lemma 2.21 (a).The analogous estimates to the proof of Lemma 2.21 (b) yield part (b) ofthe lemma. 2As in the acoustic case we need a connection between the integrals���ZBR (n� ~n)E � ~Edx���and the quantity kNn � N~nk1 which is established in the following lemma.During the proof of the lemma we employ two more boundary integral opera-tors, namely L0:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) andM :T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2)which are de�ned by(L0a)(x) := 4�(x) ^ Z@BR2 �0(x; y)n Z@BR2 �0(y; z)a(z)ds(z)ods(y) ;(4.22)(Ma)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x) ^rx ^ f��(x; y)a(y)gds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :The proof of Theorem 6.19 in [7] shows that the operator I +M + iN1L0has a continuous inverse in T 0;d (@BR2). Moreover, given a tangential �eld153



b 2 T 0;d (@BR2) and de�ning a := 2(I +M + iN1L0)�1b 2 T 0;d (@BR2) the�elds V (x) := r^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)+ir ^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)(L0a)(y)ds(y) ;W (x) := 1i�r^ V (x) ; jxj > R2 ;are a radiating solution to the Maxwell equations in IR3nBR2 with �^V+ = bon @BR2 , i.e., we can solve the exterior Dirichlet problem for the Maxwellequations. Finally, Theorem 6.20 in [7] states that k� ^W+kT 0;d � ckbkT 0;dfor a suitable constant c which is independent of b.Lemma 4.15 Assume R < R2 < R00 and c1 > 0 are positive constants.Then, there exists a positive constant c such that for all n, ~n 2 ~C(BR)with knkC2 , k~nkC2 , k1=nk1, k1=~nk1 � c1, and for all solutions E, H 2C1(BR00) \ L2(BR00) to r^E � i�H = 0, r^H + i�nE = 0 in BR00 and allsolutions ~E, ~H 2 C1(BR00)\L2(BR00) to r^ ~E� i� ~H = 0, r^ ~H+ i�~n ~E = 0in BR00 the estimate���ZBR (n� ~n)E � ~Edx��� � ckNn �N~nk1;@BR2kEkL2(BR00 )k ~EkL2(BR00 ) (4.23)holds true.Proof: As in the acoustic case we extend E, H outside of BR2 to radiatingsolutions V , W to the Maxwell equations such that � ^ E� = � ^ V+. Thisallows to connect (� ^ E�)j@BR2 and the operator Nn. We de�ne V (x) :=E(x), x 2 BR2 , andV (x) := 2r^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)+2ir^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)(L0a)(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 nBR2 ;with a := (I+M+iN1L0)�1(�^E�)j@BR2 . Moreover, we setW := (i�)�1r^Ein IR3 n @BR2 . Then, we know V jBR2 , W jBR2 2 C1(BR2) \ C(BR2), and154



V jIR3nBR2 , W jIR3nBR2 2 C1(IR3 n BR2) \ C(IR3 n BR2). Furthermore, V , Wsatisfy the Silver-M�uller radiation condition and � ^ (V+ � V�) = 0. Hence,we know from Lemma 4.12 that� ^ V� = 12i�Nn(� ^ (W� �W+))on @BR2 . From the remarks preceding this lemma we can conclude k� ^(W� �W+)k1 � c2kEk1;;BR2 . kEk1;;BR2 can be bounded by a multiple ofkn1=2Ek1;;BR2 . Since (n1=2E;H) are a solution to a perturbed Helmholtzequation (Lemma 3.4), we obtain from Lemma 2.6 (b) that there are con-stants c3, c4 independent of E, H and n (but dependent on c1, R2 and R00)such thatk� ^ (W� �W+)k1 � c3kn1=2EkL2(BR00 ) � c4kEkL2(BR00 ) : (4.24)We can proceed analogously and de�ne vector �elds ~V , ~W starting with~E, ~H 2 C1(BR00) \ L2(BR00).Then, we use Lemma 4.13 (a), (3.9) and (3.3) to compute12i� Z@BR2 �[� ^ (W� �W+)] ^ �� � (Nn �N~n)�� ^ ( ~W� � ~W+)�ds= 12i� Z@BR2 hNn(� ^ (W� �W+))i � �[� ^ ( ~W� � ~W+)] ^ ��ds� 12i� Z@BR2 �[� ^ (W� �W+)] ^ �� �N~n�� ^ ( ~W� � ~W+)�ds= Z@BR2 n(� ^ V�) � ( ~W� � ~W+)� (� ^ ~V�) � (W� �W+)ods= Z@BR2 f(� ^ V�) � ~W� � (� ^ ~V�) �W�ods= �i� ZBR (n� ~n)E � ~Edx : (4.25)Finally, we conclude from (4.24) and (4.25)���ZBR (n� ~n)E ~Edx��� 155



= ��� 12�2 Z@BR2 �[� ^ (W� �W+)] ^ �� � (Nn �N~n)�� ^ ( ~W� � ~W+)�ds���� ckNn �N~nk1;@BR2kEkL2(BR00 )k ~EkL2(BR00 ) ;and we have proved the lemma. 2We are now in a position to prove our main estimate which implies thecontinuous dependence of n on Nn or e1;n.Theorem 4.16 Let n0 2 ~C(BR) be given. Then, there are a neighborhoodO of n0 of the formO := fn 2 ~C(BR): kn� n0kC2 < �g ;and a positive constant c, such that for all n, ~n 2 O the estimatekn� ~nk1;BR � c[� ln(kNn �N~nk1;@BR2 )]�1=15holds true.Proof: We choose R < R2 < R00 < R0 < 2R2. Furthermore, with Qn0 de�nedas in (3.13) for the refractive index n0 we sett1 := 2R0� fmaxx2BR kQn0(x)k2 + �2k1� n0k1 + 1g+ 2�+ 200 ;and choose 0 < �1 < 1=2 su�ciently small to ensure�715(4R2 + 1) ln(2�1) > t1 :Due to the continuous dependence of Qn and of (Nn � N1) on n (Lem-ma 4.13 (b)) we can �nd � with 0 < � < �1 such thatmaxx2BR kQn0(x)�Qn(x)k2 + �2kn� n0k1 � 1and kNn �N~nk1;@BR2 � 2�1for all n; ~n 2 O := fn 2 ~C(BR): kn� n0kC2 < �g :156



From (2.38) and (2.39) we know that for n, ~n 2 O and any � � 2 theestimate kn� ~nk1 � (2R0)�3=2 X�����2 j(n� ~n)̂ (�)j+ cp� (4.26)holds true. c may denote various constants during the proof.As in the proof of Theorem 2.23 we have to pick a suitable �, dependingon kNn�N~nk1;@BR2 , in order to estimate the right hand side of (4.26). TheFourier coe�cients j(n � ~n)̂ (�)j, � � � � �2, can be bounded by using thepreceding lemma and the special solutions from the uniqueness proof for theinverse problem.We choose t := � 715(4R2+1) ln kNn � N~nk1 and � := t2=15. Then, theinequalities kNn �N~nk1 < 1 and t � t1 are satis�ed for all n, ~n 2 O by thede�nition of � and we also have � � 2.For a vector � 2 � with � � � � �2 we choose as in Theorem 4.9�t := �12� + ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 ;~�t := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 ;�t := 1j�j� + j�j2t d2 ;~�t := 1j�j�� j�j2t d2 :Then, we have j=(�t)j � t � � � t=2, j�tj=j=(�t)j � 2, and j=(�t)j �t � � � t0 for all n 2 O (t0 as in (4.10)), whence by Theorem 4.8 thereexist the special solutions E(x; �t; �t) = ei�t�x(�t + f(x; �t; �t) + V (x; �t; �t))and the L2(BR00)-norms kf(�; �t; �t)kL2 + kV (�; �t; �t)kL2 can be bounded by(j�tjc)=j=(�t)j uniformly in n 2 O, t � t1. The analogous assertions apply to~E(x; ~�t; ~�t) = ei~�t�x(~�t + ~f(x; ~�t; ~�t) + ~V (x; ~�t; ~�t)).Now, we estimate with the help of the preceding lemmaj(~n� n)̂ (�)j= (2R0)�3=2���ZC (~n� n)(x)e�i��xdx���= (2R0)�3=2���ZBR (~n� n)(x)E(x; �t; �t) � ~E(x; ~�t; ~�t)dx157



+ ZBR (~n� n)(x)e�i��xn j�j24t2 + j�j(f(x; �t; �t) + ~f(x; ~�t; ~�t))�( j�j22 � �2)f(x; �t; �t) ~f(x; ~�t; ~�t)� V (x; �t; �t) � ~V (x; ~�t; ~�t)�(�t + f(x; �t; �t)�t) � ~V (x; ~�t; ~�t)�(~�t + ~f(x; ~�t; ~�t)~�t) � V (x; �t; �t)odx���� ckNn �N~nk1kE(�; �t; �t)kL2(BR00 )k ~E(�; ~�t; ~�t)kL2(BR00 ) + cj�j4t� c(j�j2e4R2(t+j�j)kNn �N~nk1 + j�j4t ) ; (4.27)where we have used the fact thatkE(�; �t; �t)kL2(BR00 ) � kei�t�xk1;B2R2k�t + f(�; �t; �t)�t + V (�; �t; �t)kL2(BR00 )� cj�je2R2(t+j�j)for all t � t1, n 2 O, and � 2 � because j=(�t)j � t+j�j. Note that the termsin (4.6) originating from the integral containing derivatives of the modi�edfundamental solution contribute j�j2 in formula (4.27) and so does our choiceof �t and of ~�t. These powers of j�j, which did not occur in the acoustic case,imply the di�erent exponent �1=15 in the assertion when compared to theexponent �1=7 in the acoustic case.Inequality (4.27) impliesX�����2 j(~n� n)̂ (�)j � c X�����2(j�j2e4R2(t+j�j)kNn �N~nk1 + j�j4t )� cfe4R2te4R2��5kNn �N~nk1 + �7t g� cfe(4R2+1)(t+�)kNn �N~nk1 + �7t g ;because of �5 � 5!e�.Finally, we obtain from (4.26), our last estimate, � = t2=15 � t, and thede�nition of tkn� ~nk1 � cfe(4R2+1)(t+�)kNn �N~nk1 + �7t + 1p�g158



� cfe(8R2+2)tkNn �N~nk1 + 2t1=15 g� cn(kNn �N~nk1)1=15 + (� ln kNn �N~nk1)�1=15o� c(� ln kNn �N~nk1)�1=15for all n, ~n 2 O because x � (� ln(x))�1 for 0 < x < 1, and we have provedthe theorem. 2Theorem 4.17 Let n0 2 ~C(BR1) with R1 < R be given. Then, there are aneighborhood O of n0 of the formO := fn 2 ~C(BR1): kn� n0kC2 < �g ;and a positive constant c, such that for all n, ~n 2 O the estimatekn� ~nk1;BR � c[� ln(ke1;n � e1;~nkF)]�1=15holds true.Proof: We know from Lemma 4.11 that the mapping n 7! e1;n is continuousfrom ~C(BR1) to the far �eld patterns equipped with the norm k � kF . Then,in the proof of Theorem 4.16 we can choose � > 0 su�ciently small to satisfythe additional requirements(1 + c0)ke1;n � e1;~nkF � 2�1 and c0ke1;n � e1;~nkF � ke1;n � e1;~nk1=2Ffor all n, ~n 2 O, too, where c0 denotes the constant c from Lemma 4.14 (b).Inserting the estimatekNn �N~nk1 � c0ke1;n � e1;~nkFfrom Lemma 4.14 (b) into Theorem 4.16 we arrive at the assertion of thetheorem. 2
159



4.3 The Reconstruction of the Refractive In-dexIn this section we derive a method to reconstruct the refractive index n from aknowledge of the far �eld pattern e1;n. We shall give a procedure to computethe Fourier coe�cients (n� 1)̂ (�), if the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 of e1;nare known. However, although our method is theoretically satisfying it iscertainly not appropriate for practical computations because we never takecare of the severe ill-posedness of the problem.The main ideas from the acoustic case are also applicable to the elec-tromagnetic problem. There are some additional technical di�culties be-cause replacing the Robin boundary value problem from section 2.3 by animpedance boundary value problem for the Maxwell equations leads to morecomplicated integral equations, even for n = 1, than those encountered in theacoustic case (see [7, section 9.5] and references given there). The impedancemap which is considered in [45, 38, 39] can only be employed, if � is not aneigenvalue in BR2 .Therefore, we choose an unphysical boundary value problem for the per-turbed Maxwell equations by prescribing �^H�L0(�^E) on @BR2 where theoperator L0 is de�ned in (4.22). We prove that the map �n:T 0;d (@BR2) !T 0;d (@BR2), given by � ^H�L0(� ^E) 7! � ^E, is well de�ned for all � > 0and can be computed from the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2 of e1;n.In the second step we derive a uniquely solvable equation of the form(I � An;�)b�;� = � ^H i�;� � L0(� ^ Ei�;�) on @BR2for the boundary values b�;� = � ^H(�; �; �)�L0(� ^E(�; �; �)) of the specialsolutions E(�; �; �), H(�; �; �) from Theorem 4.8. Here Ei�;�(x) = � � ei��x,H i�;�(x) = (i�)�1r ^ Ei�;�(x) are known. An;� is a compact operator, whichcan be computed with the help of �n and integral operators having kernelsoriginating from the unphysical fundamental solution 	� . Hence, given e1;n,we can obtain � ^H(�; �; �)� L0(� ^ E(�; �; �)) and � ^ E(�; �; �) on @BR2 .In the last step, similarly to the Uniqueness Theorem 4.9, we obtain theFourier coe�cients (n� 1)̂ (�) from the above boundary data.Our �rst aim is the de�nition of the operator �n. To this end we have toprove that the following boundary value problem (RP ) has a unique solution:Given 0 < R < R2, � > 0, n 2 ~C(BR) and b 2 T 0;d (@BR2),160



�nd E, H 2 C1(BR2) \ C(BR2) satisfying the perturbed Maxwell equa-tions r^ E � i�H = 0 ; r^H + i�nE = 0 in BR2 ,and � ^H � L0(� ^ E) = b on @BR2 .We would like to prove that the vector �elds E, de�ned in (4.17), togetherwithH := (i�)�1r^E are a solution to (RP ), if the density a 2 T 0;d (@BR2) ischosen appropriately. We already know from the preceding section � ^E� =Nna. Since we also need � ^ H�, we must study the boundary values of Hmore closely. To this end we de�ne Mn:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) by(Mna)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x) ^ [rx ^ f��(x; y)a(y)g]ds(y)��(x) ^r ^ ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy ; x 2 @BR2 ;(4.28)where U 2 C(BR) is the unique solution toU + TnU = 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(�; y)a(y)ds(y) in BR.Regarding the kernel kn from (4.19) as being de�ned in a neighborhood of@BR2 , Mn � M1 corresponds to an integral operator having as kernel thematrix valued function k̂n(x; y), where the mth column of k̂n(x; y) is givenby k̂n(x; y)dm = 2��2�(x) ^ rx ^ fkn(x; y)dmg. Hence, the relation betweenNn and Mn is similar to the one between Sn and K 0n in the acoustic case.The mapping properties of volume potentials imply that Tn is a compactoperator in C1;(BR). Hence, by the Riesz-Fredholm theory (I + Tn)�1 isbounded in C1;(BR) and U 2 C1;(BR). Then, the mapping properties ofthe volume potential and of the vector potential also imply that Mn is alinear and bounded operator.If E is de�ned as in (4.17), i.e.,E(x) := 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)161



��2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy+r ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 IR3 n @BR2 ;with U as above, we haveH(x) := 1i�r^ E(x)= �2i�r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)+i�r^ ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 n @BR2 ;whence by the jump relations� ^H� = �i�(Mn � I)a and � ^H+ = �i�(Mn + I)a on @BR2 .The regularity properties of volume potentials and of the boundary layerpotential also imply E, H 2 C1(BR2) \C(BR2) and E, H 2 C1(IR3 nBR2) \C(IR3 nBR2).In the following lemma we show that Mn is compact and how it can becomputed from a knowledge of e1;n.Lemma 4.18 Assume the far �eld pattern e1;n:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 originatesfrom the refractive index n 2 ~C(BR) and has the Fourier coe�cients �l1k1l2k2.Furthermore, de�ne the matrix valued function ~kn: @BR2 � @BR2 ! C3�3which has as its mth column the vector~kn(x; y)dm:= � �24�R2 Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)n��dh(1)l1dt �(�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)x+h(1)l1 (�R2)(GradY k1l1 )( xjxj)o ^ (�l1k1l2k2dm) ; x; y 2 @BR2 (4.29)(d1, d2, d3 denoting the cartesian unit vectors).(a) The operator Mn:T 0;d (@BR2) ! T 0;d (@BR2) de�ned in (4.28) is com-pact (0 <  < 1). 162



(b) For all a 2 T 0;d (@BR2) there holds(Mna)(x) = (Ma)(x) + 2�(x) ^ Z@BR2 ~kn(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;where M =M1 is de�ned in (4.22).Proof: The series expansion in (4.29) is absolutely and uniformly conver-gent on @BR2 � @BR2 . Hence ~kn is a well de�ned, continuous matrix valuedfunction.For assertion (a) we observe that the operator M from (4.22) is compact([7, Theorem 6.16]) and that the mapping T 0;d (@BR2) ! C(BR), a 7! U ,is compact. Since �� is a smooth function for x 2 @BR2 , y 2 BR, we canconclude that Mn �M is compact, whence Mn is compact.Assertion (b) is proved along the lines of Lemma 4.14 (a) by checking fora = Y k2l2 ( �j�j) dm the coincidence of2� ^ Z@BR2 ~kn(�; y)a(y)ds(y)and the term originating from the volume potential in the de�nition of Mn.The latter can be represented as ��2�(x)^ [r^V (x)], x 2 @BR2 , with Vde�ned as in the proof of Lemma 4.14 (a). Applying ��2r ^ � to the seriesexpansion of V given in the proof of Lemma 4.14 (a) yields the assertion. 2Before turning to the boundary value problem (RP ) let us de�ne(S0a)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �0(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;for a vector �eld a 2 C(@BR2). S0 is an injective operator (see the proofof Theorem 3.10 in [7]) and can be regarded as a bounded operator fromC(@BR2) to C0;(@BR2) or as a bounded operator between C0;(@BR2) andC1;(@BR2). Moreover, S0 is symmetric with respect to the L2(@BR2)-scalarproduct. Note that the operator L0 from (4.22) has the form L0a = �^S0S0a.The identity Div(� ^E) = �� � (r^E) on @BR2 for smooth vector �elds E163



in BR2 ([7, (6.38)]) together with the jump relation for the �rst derivativesof the single-layer potential ([7, Theorem 6.12]) implies the relation(Div(L0a))(x) = �2 Z@BR2 �(x) � rx ^ f�0(x; y)(S0a)(y)gds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;the integral being a Cauchy principal value. Hence, L0 is a bounded operatorfrom T (@BR2) to T 0;d (@BR2).We are now in a position to prove that (RP ) has a unique solution. Westart with uniqueness.Lemma 4.19 If E, H are a solution to (RP ) with b = 0, then E = H = 0in BR2 .Proof: If E, H are a solution to the homogeneous problem (RP ), we computeZ@BR2 jS0(� ^ E)j2ds = Z@BR2 (� ^ E) � S20(� ^ E)ds= � Z@BR2 E � L0(� ^ E)ds= � Z@BR2 E � (� ^H)ds= ZBR2 f(r^ E) �H � E � (r^H)gdx= �i� ZBR2 fjHj2 � njEj2gdx :Taking the real part of this equation we can conclude S0(� ^E) = 0, whence� ^H = 0 by the boundary condition and � ^E = 0 by the injectivity of S0.Now, the Stratton-Chu formula for E yields via (3.18) that E is a solution tothe homogeneous Lippmann-Schwinger equation and therefore must vanishidentically. 2Theorem 4.20 For any given b 2 T 0;d (@BR2) there is a unique solution E,H to (RP ). The mapping �n:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2), �nb := �^E, is wellde�ned and can be computed from e1;n. The linear operator P :T 0;d (@BR2)!C1;(BR) de�ned by Pb = EjBR is compact.164



Proof: Our reasoning before Lemma 4.18 implies that E de�ned as in (4.17)and H := (i�)�1r ^ E satisfy the boundary conditions of (RP ), if a 2T 0;d (@BR2) is a solution to[�i�(Mn � I)� L0Nn]a = b : (4.30)As in the proof of Lemma 4.12 E and H also satisfy the di�erential equations.Since Nn is bounded in T 0;d (@BR2) (see (4.18)), since the imbeddingT 0;d (@BR2) � T (@BR2) is compact, and since L0:T (@BR2) ! T 0;d (@BR2)is bounded (see the remark before Lemma 4.19), the operator L0Nn is acompact operator in T 0;d (@BR2). Due to the compactness of the operatorMn (Lemma 4.18 (a)) in T 0;d (@BR2) it su�ces to prove that equation (4.30)has a trivial nullspace.If a 2 T 0;d (@BR2) is a solution to the homogeneous equation (4.30), wede�ne E as in (4.17) andH := (i�)�1r^E in IR3n@BR2 . From the uniquenessof (RP ) we can conclude EjBR2 = HjBR2 = 0. Since E, H are a radiatingsolution to the Maxwell equations in the exterior of BR2 with � ^ E+ =� ^ E� = 0, the uniqueness of the exterior Maxwell problem also impliesE = H = 0 in the exterior of BR2 ([7, Theorem 6.18]). We can now completethe existence proof by observing 0 = � ^ (H+ �H�) = �2i�a.The proof of the unique solvability of (RP ) implies that�n = Nn[�i�(Mn � I)� L0Nn]�1 ;i.e., �n:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) is well de�ned, bounded, and can be com-puted from e1;n because the kernels of the integral operatorsMn and Nn canbe computed from the Fourier coe�cients of e1;n.Finally, the boundedness of [�i�(Mn � I) � L0Nn]�1 in T 0;d (@BR2) to-gether with the boundedness of (I +Tn)�1 in C1;(BR) and the compactnessof the mapping T 0;d (@BR2)� C1;(BR)! C1;(BR)(a; U) 7! 2r^r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)��2 ZBR (1� n(y))��(x; y)U(y)dy+r ZBR 1n(y)rn(y) � U(y)��(x; y)dy ; x 2 BR ;165



imply the compactness of P . 2Our next aim is to compute the boundary data b�;� = � ^ H(�; �; �) �L0(�^E(�; �; �)) of the special solutions used in the Uniqueness Theorem 4.9assuming that e1;n, � and � are known. To this end we use a uniquelysolvable Fredholm equation of the second kind for b�;�, which only contains�n and integral operators having 	� and its derivatives as kernels.We choose R < R2 < R00 < R0. First, we need an analogous represen-tation to Theorem 3.3 for the special solutions E(�; �; �), H(�; �; �) in thespherical shell R2 < jxj < R00 where the fundamental solution �� is replacedby 	�.Lemma 4.21 Assume � > 0, n 2 ~C(BR), and �, � 2 C3 satisfy j=(�)j �2�2(R0=�)k1 � nk1 + 1, � � � = 0, and � � � = �2. Furthermore, de�neEi�;�(x) := �ei��x, H i�;�(x) := (i�)�1r^Ei�;�(x) in IR3. If E(�; �; �) 2 C(BR00)is a solution to the modi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equationE(x; �; �) = Ei�;�(x)� �2 ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y; �; �)dy+r ZBR 	�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y; �; �)dy ; x 2 BR00 ;(4.31)and H(�; �; �) := (i�)�1r^E(�; �; �), then for R2 < jxj < R00 the representa-tion E(x; �; �) = Ei�;�(x) +r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^ E(y; �; �)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^H(y; �; �)	�(x� y)ds(y)(4.32)holds true.Proof: According to Lemma 4.6 E(�; �; �) is C2-smooth and the vector �eldsE(�; �; �), H(�; �; �) satisfy the perturbed Maxwell equations in BR00 , in par-ticularr � f(1� n)E(�; �; �)g = r � E(�; �; �) = �(1=n)rn � E(�; �; �) :166



For �xed vectors p 2 C3, R2 < jxj < R00, the vector �eldsE 0(y) := � 1i�ry^ry^f	�(x�y)pg ; H 0(y) := ry^f	�(x�y)pg ; y 2 BR2 ;are a solution to the Maxwell equations. Now we use (3.3) to computep � nr ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^ E(y; �; �)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^H(y; �; �)	�(x� y)ds(y)o= Z@BR2 f(� ^ E(�; �; �)) �H 0 � (� ^ E 0) �H(�; �; �)gds= � ZBR2 (1� n)E(y; �; �) � frx ^rx ^ (	�(x� y)p)gdy= p � n��2 ZBR2 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y; �; �)dy+r ZBR2 1n(y)rn(y) � E(y; �; �)	�(x� y)dyo : (4.33)Since p and x are arbitrary, the integrals on the right hand side of (4.32) andthe integrals in (4.31) coincide and we have proved the lemma. 2Analogously to the acoustic case we need boundary integral operatorscontaining the fundamental solution 	� instead of ��. To this end we de�nethe operators M� and N�:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) by(M�a)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x) ^ rx ^ f	�(x� y)a(y)gds(y);(N�a)(x) := 2�(x) ^ nr^r ^ Z@BR2 	�(x� y)a(y)ds(y)o ; x 2 @BR2 :Since the di�erence of 	� and ei�j�j=(4�j � j) is an analytic function, boundarypotentials with kernel 	� inherit the mapping properties and jump relations167



from those de�ned with ��, which can be found in [6, chapter 2] and [7,section 6.3]. Let us note again that our de�nition of N� and the de�nition ofN in the above references slightly di�er.We are now in a position to derive the desired equation for the boundarydata b�;� = � ^H(�; �; �)�L0(� ^E(�; �; �)) of the special solutions E(�; �; �),H(�; �; �) from Theorem 4.8.Lemma 4.22 With E(�; �; �), H(�; �; �) being de�ned as in Lemma 4.21 theboundary data b�;� = � ^H(�; �; �)�L0(� ^E(�; �; �)) on @BR2 are a solutionto b�;� = � ^H i�;� � L0(� ^ Ei�;�)+12nM�fb�;� + L0�nb�;�g+ b�;� + 1i�N��nb�;��L0hM��nb�;� � 1i�N�fb�;� + L0�nb�;�gio (4.34)on @BR2 .Proof: With the help of � ^ E(�; �; �) = �nb�;� we rewrite the representation(4.32) asE(x; �; �) = Ei�;�(x) +r^ Z@BR2 (�nb�;�)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 fb�;� + L0�nb�;�g(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)for R2 < jxj < R00. Applying (i�)�1r^ � yieldsH(x; �; �) = H i�;�(x) +r^ Z@BR2 fb�;� + L0�nb�;�g(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 (�nb�;�)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) :Then, we obtain from the jump relationsb�;� = � ^H+(�; �; �)� L0(� ^ E+(�; �; �))168



= � ^H i�;� � L0(� ^ Ei�;�)+12n(M� + I)fb�;� + L0�nb�;�g+ 1i�N��nb�;��L0h(M� + I)�nb�;� � 1i�N�fb�;� + L0�nb�;�gioand we have proved the lemma. 2Next, we prove that the operator An;�:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2),An;� := 12nM�(I + L0�n) + I + 1i�N��n � L0hM��n � 1i�N�(I + L0�n)io ;which occurs in (4.34), is compact.Lemma 4.23 The operator An;�:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) is compact.Proof: For a given tangential �eld b 2 T 0;d (@BR2) let V , W be the solutionto (RP ) having the boundary data � ^W �L0(� ^V ) = b, i.e., � ^V = �nb.By the Stratton-Chu formula for V together with (3.18) we knowV (x) = �r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^ V (y)��(x; y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^W (y)��(x; y)ds(y)��2 ZBR ��(x; y)(1� n(y))V (y)dy+r ZBR ��(x; y) 1n(y)rn(y) � V (y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :The analogous reasoning as in (4.33) yields0 = �r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^ V (y)~g�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^W (y)~g�(x� y)ds(y)169



��2 ZBR ~g�(x� y)(1� n(y))V (y)dy+r ZBR ~g�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) � V (y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :If we add these two equations, we getV (x) = �r ^ Z@BR2 (�nb)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 fb + L0�nbg(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)��2 ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))V (y)dy+r ZBR 	�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) � V (y)dy ; x 2 BR2 ; (4.35)and after applying (i�)�1r^ � to both sidesW (x) = �r ^ Z@BR2 fb+ L0�nbg(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 (�nb)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+i�r^ ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))V (y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :The jump relations now implyb = � ^W� � L0(� ^ V�)= �12n(M� � I)fb+ L0�nbg+ 1i�N��nb�L0h(M� � I)�nb� 1i�N�fb+ L0�nbgio+i�� ^ r ^ ZBR 	�(� � y)(1� n(y))V (y)dy170



+L0�� ^ n�2 ZBR 	�(� � y)(1� n(y))V (y)dy�r ZBR 	�(� � y) 1n(y)rn(y) � V (y)dyo� ;whence, reordering terms and inserting V jBR = Pb, P being the solutionoperator from Theorem 4.20,An;�b = i�� ^r ^ ZBR 	�(� � y)(1� n(y))(Pb)(y)dy+L0�� ^ n�2 ZBR 	�(� � y)(1� n(y))(Pb)(y)dy�r ZBR 	�(� � y) 1n(y)rn(y) � (Pb)(y)dyo� :The compactness of An;� now follows from the compactness of P (Theo-rem 4.20) together with the mapping properties of the volume potential. 2The previous lemma admits to apply the Riesz theory in order to estab-lish the existence of a unique solution to (4.34). Hence, our next aim is toestablish the injectivity of the operator I �An;� . The following lemma is theelectromagnetic analogue to Lemma 2.31 and is needed during the injectivityproof for I � An;�.Lemma 4.24 Assume R2 < R00 < R0.(a) For all x, z 2 BR00 and p 2 C3 the relation0 = rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ f	�(y � z)pg�	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^ rx ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ � 1i�ry ^ ry ^ f	�(y � z)pg�	�(x� y)ds(y)(4.36)holds true. 171



(b) If E, H are de�ned byE(y) := ry ^ Z@BR2 	�(y � z)a(z)ds(z) ; R2 < jyj � R00 ;H := (i�)�1r ^ E with a 2 T 0;d (@BR2), then for all jxj < R00 therelation 0 = rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ E(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^H(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)holds true. This is also true, if E, H are de�ned byE(y) := ry ^ ry ^ Z@BR2 	�(y � z)a(z)ds(z) ; R2 < jyj � R00 ;H := (i�)�1r ^ E with a 2 T 0;d (@BR2).(c) If vector �elds E, H are de�ned as in part (b), then for R2 < jxj < R00we have the formulaE(x) = r^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^ E(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 �(y) ^H(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) :Proof: For part (a) let q 2 C3 be an arbitrary vector. De�ningE(y) := ry ^ f��(y; z)pg ; H(y) := 1i�ry ^ E(y) ; y 2 IR3 n fzg;andE 0(y) := � 1i�ry ^ry ^f��(x; y)qg ; H 0(y) := 1i�ry ^E 0(y) ; y 2 IR3 n fxg;172



we compute with the help of (3.9)q �  rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ f��(y; z)pg���(x; y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^rx ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ � 1i�ry ^ry ^ f��(y; z)pg���(x; y)ds(y)!= Z@BR00 �(� ^ E) �H 0 � (� ^ E 0) �H�ds= 0 :Replacing �� by ~g� in the above computation and using (3.3) yieldsq �  rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ f~g�(y � z)pg�~g�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^ rx ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ � 1i�ry ^ ry ^ f~g�(y � z)pg�~g�(x� y)ds(y)!= 0 : (4.37)From the representation in Theorem 3.2 applied to the �eld ry^f~g�(y�z)pg,y 2 BR00 , we haveq �  rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ f~g�(y � z)pg���(x; y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^ rx ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ � 1i�ry ^ ry ^ f~g�(y � z)pg���(x; y)ds(y)!= �q � hrx ^ f~g�(x� z)pgi= �(rx~g�(x� z) ^ p) � q : 173



Finally, Theorem 3.2 also impliesq �  rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ f��(y; z)pg�~g�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^ rx ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ � 1i�ry ^ ry ^ f��(y; z)pg�~g�(x� y)ds(y)!= �p �  rz ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ f~g�(x� y)qg���(z; y)ds(y)� 1i�rz ^ rz ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ � 1i�ry ^ ry ^ f~g�(x� y)qg���(z; y)ds(y)!= p � (rz ^ f~g�(x� z)qg)= (rx~g�(x� z) ^ p) � q :Adding the last four equations we arrive at assertion (a) because q 2 C3 isarbitrary.For part (b) we insert the de�nition of E and H in the assertion, inter-change the order of integration, and apply part (a). The second assertion ofpart (b) is obtained similarly with the help of0 = rx ^ Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �ry ^ ry ^ f	�(y � z)pg�	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�rx ^ rx ^Z@BR00 �(y) ^ �(�i�)ry ^ f	�(y � z)pg�	�(x� y)ds(y) ;which is the result of applying r^ � to (4.36).Finally, for part (c) we use (3.3) and establish analogously to (4.37) forR2 < jxj < R00 the relation0 = �rx ^ Z@(BR00nBR2 ) �(y) ^ E(y)~g�(x� y)ds(y)174



+ 1i�rx ^ rx ^ Z@(BR00nBR2 ) �(y) ^H(y)~g�(x� y)ds(y) :If we add the representation from Theorem 3.2 applied to the �eld E infR2 < jxj < R00g, we haveE(x) = �rx ^ Z@(BR00nBR2 ) �(y) ^ E(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�rx ^rx ^ Z@(BR00nBR2 ) �(y) ^H(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) :Here, � is directed into the exterior of fR2 < jxj < R00g. Since the integralsover @BR00 cancel due to part (b), assertion (c) follows. 2The next theorem states the injectivity of I � An;� and summarizes ourknowledge about the boundary data b�;� = � ^H(�; �; �)� L0(� ^ E(�; �; �))of the special solutions E(�; �; �), H(�; �; �) from Theorem 4.8.Theorem 4.25 Let n 2 C2;(IR3) with supp (1�n) � BR, <(n) > 0, =(n) �0, and R < R2 < R00 < R0 be given. Assume � > 0 and �, � 2 C3 satisfy� � � = �2, � � � = 0,j=(�)j � 2R0� fmaxx2BR kQ(x)k2 + �2k1� nk1g+ 1 ;Q being de�ned in (3.13). Furthermore, �n denotes the map � ^H �L0(� ^E) 7! � ^ E from Theorem 4.20, E(�; �; �) is the solution to (4.31), andH(�; �; �) := (i�)�1r^ E(�; �; �).Then, the boundary values b�;� := � ^H(�; �; �)�L0(�^E(�; �; �)) are theunique solution to the equation (4.34), i.e.,b�;�(x) = ei��x� �(x)^ (� ^�)��L0�ei��x�^���(x)+ hAn;�b�;�i(x) ; x 2 @BR2 :Moreover, An;� is a compact operator in T 0;d (@BR2).Proof: Due to Theorem 4.8 equation (4.31) has a unique C2-smooth solu-tion, whence E(�; �; �), H(�; �; �) are well de�ned. Then, Lemma 4.22 states175



that b�;� is a solution to (4.34). The compactness of An;� was proved inLemma 4.23.It remains to show the injectivity of equation (4.34). To this end assumeb 2 T 0;d (@BR2) is a solution to b = An;�b. In BR2 we de�ne E, H to bethe solution to (RP ) having boundary data � ^H � L0(� ^ E) = b and forR2 < jxj < R00 we setE(x) := r^ Z@BR2 (�nb)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 fb + L0�nbg(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) ; (4.38)H(x) := (i�)�1r ^ E(x)= r^ Z@BR2 fb+ L0�nbg(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 (�nb)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) :Using the jump relations we arrive at� ^H+ � L0(� ^ E+) = An;�b = b = � ^H� � L0(� ^ E�) : (4.39)Now, we want to show that � ^ E+ = � ^ E�. To this end we employLemma 4.24 (c) together with (4.39) and represent E for R2 < jxj � R00 byE(x) = r^ Z@BR2 (� ^ E+)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 fb+ L0(� ^ E+)g(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) :Computing the di�erence of (4.38) and the last equation we obtain fora := �nb� � ^ E+ ;V (x) := r ^ Z@BR2 a(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)176



� 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 (L0a)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR00 n @BR2 ;W := (i�)�1r ^ V ;that V (x) = 0 for R2 < jxj < R00.From the jump relations we conclude �� ^ V� = � ^ (V+ � V�) = a,�� ^W� = � ^ (W+ �W�) = L0a, and the vector Green's theorem (3.2)yields Z@BR2 jS0aj2ds = Z@BR2 a � [(� ^ S20a) ^ �]ds= Z@BR2 (� ^ V�) �W�ds= �i� ZBR2 (jW j2 � njV j2)dx :From the real part of this equation we see S0a = 0, whence a = 0 and�^E+ = �nb = �^E�. Together with (4.39) this also implies �^H+ = �^H�.Then, as in (4.35), we can represent E with the help of the fundamentalsolution 	�:E(x) = �r ^ Z@BR2 (� ^ E+)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�r^r ^ Z@BR2 (� ^H+)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)��2 ZBR 	�(x� y)(1� n(y))E(y)dy+r ZBR 	�(x� y) 1n(y)rn(y) �E(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 :Furthermore, with formula (3.3) and Lemma 4.24 (b) we compute for allp 2 C3 p � "�r ^ Z@BR2 (� ^ E+)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)177



+ 1i�r ^r ^ Z@BR2 (� ^H+)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)#= p � "�r ^ Z@BR00 (� ^ E)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)+ 1i�r ^r ^ Z@BR00 (� ^H)(y)	�(x� y)ds(y)#= 0 ; x 2 BR2 :Hence, E is a solution to the homogeneous modi�ed Lippmann-Schwingerequation (4.31) and must vanish in BR2 according to Theorem 4.8. This�nally implies b = � ^H� � L0(� ^ E�) = 0. 2By our considerations so far we know that, given the far �eld patterne1;n, it is possible to compute the operator �n and the boundary values�^H(�; �; �)�L0(�^E(�; �; �)), �^E(�; �; �) of the special solutions E(�; �; �),H(�; �; �) from Theorem 4.8. Hence, we know the Cauchy data � ^ E(�; �; �)and � ^H(�; �; �) of these solutions provided j=(�)j is su�ciently large. The�nal theorem of this section shows how to compute (n � 1)̂ (�) from thisinformation.As in the Uniqueness Theorem 4.9 we choose for a �xed vector � 2 � theunit vectors d1, d2 2 IR3 such that d1 � d2 = d1 �� = d2 �� = 0, and de�ne fort � 2R0� fmaxx2BR kQ(x)k2 + �2k1� nk1g+ 1 + ��t := �12�+ ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 + td2 ;~�t := �12�� ist2 � �2 + j�j24 d1 � td2 ;�t := 1j�j� + j�j2t d2 ;~�t := 1j�j�� j�j2t d2 :178



Theorem 4.26 With the notation and assumptions of Theorem 4.25 de�nefor a �xed � 2 � and fort � 2R0� fmaxx2BR kQ(x)k2 + �2k1� nk1g+ 1 + �the vectors �t, ~�t, �t, ~�t as above, and let bt 2 T 0;d (@BR2) be the uniquesolution tobt(x) = ei�t�x� �(x)^(�t^�t)��L0�ei�t�x �^�t��(x)+hAn;�tbti(x) ; x 2 @BR2 :(4.40)Finally, let ~Et, ~Ht denote the vector �elds ~Et(x) := ei~�t�x~�t, x 2 IR3, ~Ht :=(i�)�1r^ ~Et.Then, � ^E(�; �t; �t) = �nbt, � ^H(�; �t; �t) = bt+L0�nbt are the Cauchydata of the special solutions from Theorem 4.8 andlimt!1 Z@BR2 f(� ^ ~Et) �H(�; �t; �t)� (� ^ E(�; �t; �t)) � ~Htgds= i�(2R0)3=2(n� 1)̂ (�) :Proof: Since j=(�t)j � 2R0� fmaxx2BR kQ(x)k2+�2k1�nk1g+1, by the precedingtheorem equation (4.40) has a unique solution which concides with the bound-ary data �^H(�; �t; �t)�L0(�^E(�; �t; �t)) of the special solutions from The-orem 4.8. Hence, we have �^E(�; �t; �t) = �nbt, �^H(�; �t; �t) = bt+L0�nbt.Relation (3.3) immediately yieldsZ@BR2 f(� ^ ~Et) �H(�; �t; �t)� (� ^ E(�; �t; �t)) � ~Htgds= i� ZBR2 (n� 1) ~Et �E(�; �t; �t)dx= i� ZBR2 (n� 1)(x)e�i��x�1 ++n�j�j24t2 � f(x; �t; �t)j�j+ ~�t � V (x; �t; �t)o�dx ;179



where we have also used �t � ~�t = 1� (j�j2=4t2) and �t � ~�t = �j�j in the lastline.According to Theorem 4.8 the L2-norm of the terms in curly bracketsin the last line converges to 0 as t ! 1. This completes the proof of thereconstruction procedure. 2Let us close this section with a summary of the reconstruction procedure.We assume that the far �eld e1;n originating from the refractive index n 2~C(BR) is exactly known.� Compute the Fourier coe�cients�l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 e1;n(x̂; d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) :� Compute for x, y 2 @BR2 the matriceskn(x; y):= ��44� Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2h(1)l1 (�R2)h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)�l1k1l2k2and ~kn(x; y) which has as its mth column the vector~kn(x; y)dm:= � �24�R2 Xl1;k1;l2;k2 il1�l2h(1)l2 (�R2)Y k2l2 ( yjyj)n��dh(1)l1dt �(�R2)Y k1l1 ( xjxj)x+h(1)l1 (�R2)(GradY k1l1 )( xjxj)o ^ (�l1k1l2k2dm) ;dm being the mth cartesian unit vector (see (4.19) and (4.29)).De�ne the operators Nn, Mn and �n:T 0;d (@BR2)! T 0;d (@BR2) by(Nna)(x) := 2�(x) ^r ^ r ^ Z@BR2 ��(x; y)a(y)ds(y)+2�(x) ^ Z@BR2 kn(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;180



(Mna)(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x) ^ rx ^ f��(x; y)a(y)gds(y)+2�(x) ^ Z@BR2 ~kn(x; y)a(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;�n := Nn[�i�(Mn � I)� L0Nn]�1(see Theorem 4.20 for �n; the smoothing operator L0, de�ned in (4.22),is known).� Fix � 2 � and choose � = �t, ~� = ~�t, � = �t, ~� = ~�t as beforeTheorem 4.26; computeAn;� := 12nM�fI + L0�ng+ I + 1i�N��n�L0hM��n � 1i�N�fI + L0�ngio ;where the operators M� and N� are de�ned on page 167.� Solve the equationb�;�(x) = ei��x� �(x) ^ (� ^ �)� �L0�ei��x� ^ ���(x) + hAn;�b�;�i(x)on @BR2 . (It has a unique solution due to Theorem 4.25)� De�ne a�;� := �nb�;�, c�;� := b�;� + L0a�;� (a�;� and c�;� are the Cauchydata � ^ E(�; �; �) and � ^H(�; �; �) of the special solutions).� Insert a�;� and c�;� intoZ@BR2 fei~��x (�(x) ^ ~�) � (c�;� ^ �)(x)� a�;�(x) � (��1~� ^ ~�)ei~��xgds(x)and calculate the limit as t ! 1. Divide the limit by i�(2R0)3=2 andset the result to (n� 1)̂ (�).� Repeat the last four items for all � 2 �.� n = 1 +X�2�(n� 1)̂ (�)e� in BR2 .181
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Chapter 5The Direct Scattering Problemin ElasticityIn linear elasticity theory the displacement vectoru(x; t) = (u1(x; t); u2(x; t); u3(x; t)) ; x 2 IR3 ; t 2 IR ;obeys the law�(x) @2@t2uj(x; t) = 3Xk=1 @@xkSjk(x; t) ; j = 1; 2; 3 ; x 2 IR3 ; t 2 IR ;if there are no body forces acting in the medium occupying IR3. Here, (Sjk)denotes the stress tensor and � is the mass density of the medium. In addi-tion, one assumes a linear relation between the stress tensor and the linearstrain tensor (�lm) (Hooke's law)Sjk = 3Xl;m=1Cjklm�lm ; j; k = 1; 2; 3 ;where the linear strain tensor is de�ned by�lm = 12� @ul@xm + @um@xl � ; l; m = 1; 2; 3 :We will assume throughout that the medium is isotropic. Then, we candescribe the medium by the two Lam�e coe�cients � and �, which determineall the coe�cients Cjklm, and Hooke's law readsSjk = 2��jk + �(�11 + �22 + �33)�jk ; j; k = 1; 2; 3 ;183



�jk denoting the Kronecker delta. The reader can �nd a more detailed de-scription in [9]. We simplify the discussion further by supposing that � and� are constants satisfying � > 0 and 2�+ � > 0.We want to consider a medium having an inhomogeneous mass density �which satis�es �(x) = 1 in the exterior of a large ball. Moreover, we examinetime-harmonic waves, i.e., we assume u(x; t) = <fU(x)e�i!tg with a �xedfrequency ! > 0. Then, the vector �eld U : IR3 ! C3 must obey��U + !2�U = 0 in IR3. (5.1)The operator �� is de�ned by[��U ]j = 3Xk=1 @@xk n��@Uj@xk + @Uk@xj �o + @@xj [�r � U ]= ��Uj + (�+ �) @@xj [r � U ]= ��[r ^r ^ U ]j + (�+ 2�) @@xj [r � U ] ; j = 1; 2; 3 :Henceforth, we will refer to (5.1) as the elasticity equation.Assuming �(x) = 1 in IR3 and applying r ^ � or r� to (5.1) we see thatthe quantities r � U and r^ U satisfy the Helmholtz equations�(r � U) + !22�+ �(r � U) = 0 ;�(r ^ U) + !2� (r^ U) = 0 :Hence, we de�ne for a given frequency ! > 0 and given Lam�e constants �, �the wave numbers �s := !p� ; �p := !p2�+ � :In this chapter we are interested in the following direct elastic scatteringproblem: given �, �, !, � and an incident wave U i, i.e., a solution to ��U i+!2U i = 0 in IR3,�nd the scattered �eld U s, such that the total �eld U := U i + U s is asolution to (5.1) and such that U s satis�es a radiation condition.184



In the next section we start as usual with Green's theorems (called Bettiformulas for the elasticity equation in [23]) and representation formulas. Inview of the above Helmholtz equations we expect to see the fundamentalsolutions ��s and ��p to appear in the fundamental solution for the elasticityequation. However, despite our knowledge about �� from previous chaptersthis section is longer than the former analogous ones because we prove sometheorems for the elastic case which we accepted as proven in the acoustic andelectromagnetic case.The second section deals with uniqueness and existence for the directelastic scattering problem. The key words for uniqueness are again Green'stheorem, Rellich's lemma and unique continuation. For the elasticity equa-tion the proof of the unique continuation principle uses the same idea asin the acoustic case. Nevertheless, it is more involved because it not onlyrequires estimates of the L2-norms kG�fkL2 but also of kr(G�f)kL2. Ex-istence of a solution is derived with the help of the representation theoremwhich leads to a Fredholm integral equation of Lippmann-Schwinger type forthe displacement vector U . Although the elastic scattering problem itself isnot studied in the books [23, 24] the reader can �nd there a rather exhaus-tive treatment of boundary value problems in linear elasticity by potentialmethods and our approach is in the spirit of these methods.
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5.1 The Fundamental SolutionFrom now on we suppose that the given real constants !, � and � satisfy! > 0 ; � > 0 ; 2�+ � > 0 :Moreover, we de�ne �s := !=p�, �p := !=p2�+ �, and, for a smooth vector�eld U , ��U := ��U + (� + �)r(r � U). If � 2 C3 is a vector and U isa smooth vector �eld in a neighborhood of a point x 2 IR3, we denote by[T (U; �)](x) the vector[T (U; �)](x) := (�1 + �)@U@� (x) + �2(r � U)(x)�(x) + �1�(x) ^ [r^ U(x)] :Here, �1, �2 2 IR are arbitrary constants satisfying �1 + �2 = � + �. Ournotation does not indicate the dependence of T on �1 and �2 because largeparts of the subsequent analysis are independent of a special choice of theseparameters. Let us note that, for �1 = � and �2 = �, [T (U; �)](x) is thetraction vector on a surface containing x with normal vector � at x, whenceit has a physical meaning. When we need a special choice of �1 and �2 inlater sections, we indicate this choice. Moreover, we shall often suppressthe dependence of T on �, too. When we integrate on a surface having thenormal vector �, we simply write (TU)(x) instead of [T (U; �(x))](x).If D � IR3 is a C2-smooth, bounded, open set and if U , V :D ! C3denote C2(D)-smooth vector �elds, then Gauss' theorem impliesZ@D (TU) � V ds= ZD (�1 + �)��U � V + 3Xj;k=1 @Uj@xk @Vj@xk �dx+ ZD �2[r(r � U) � V + (r � U)(r � V )]dx+ ZD �1[(r^r ^ U) � V � (r^ U) � (r^ V )]dx= ZD n(�1 + �) 3Xj;k=1 @Uj@xk @Vj@xk + �2(r � U)(r � V )��1(r ^ U) � (r^ V )odx186



+ ZD (��U) � V dx ; (5.2)which we call the �rst Betti formula.It is possible to weaken the regularity assumptions on U and V . U ,V 2 C1(D) \ C2(D) and ��U 2 C(D) are su�cient for (5.2).Interchanging the roles of U and V in (5.2) and subtracting yields thesecond Betti formulaZ@D f(TU) � V � (TV ) � Ugds= ZD f(��U + !2U) � V � (��V + !2V ) � Ugdx ; (5.3)for any ! > 0.In order to state representation theorems we need a fundamental solutionfor the operator ��+!2I. This will be a matrix valued function �: IR3nf0g !C3�3. Denoting by d1, d2, d3 the cartesian unit vectors in IR3 we de�ne forx 2 IR3, x 6= 0, the jth column of �(x) by�(x)dj := ei�sjxj4��jxjdj + 1!2rr � nei�sjxj � ei�pjxj4�jxj djo ; j = 1; 2; 3 :This matrix is called Kupradze's matrix in [24]. We denote its entry in thejth row and kth column by �jk. From its de�nition we can infer that itis an even function of x satisfying �(x) = �(x)T , i.e., it coincides with itstranspose. In addition, we see with the help of r ^ r ^ � = �� +r(r � :)that�(x)dj = 1!2r^r ^ nei�sjxj4�jxjdjo� 1!2rr � nei�pjxj4�jxjdjo ; j = 1; 2; 3 : (5.4)We have to study some more properties of �, especially its behavior forjxj ! 0. To this end we expand ei�jxj=(4�jxj) in a power series and obtainei�jxj4�jxj = cos(�jxj)4�jxj + isin(�jxj)4�jxj= 14�jxj � �28� jxj+ �4jxj3f1(�2jxj2) + i�f2(�2jxj2) (5.5)187



with two entire functions f1 and f2. Inserting these expressions in thede�nition of �, collecting the terms having a 1=jxj-singularity, and using(�2p � �2s)=!2 = �(�+ �)=[�(2�+ �)] motivates the de�nition of�(0)jk (x) := �jk4��jxj � �+ �8��(2�+ �) @2jxj@xj@xk ; j; k = 1; 2; 3 ;and of the matrix �(0)(x) := (�(0)jk (x)) for x 6= 0. For the ��-operatorKelvin's matrix �(0) has the same role that 1=(4�j � j) has for the �-operator.Lemma 5.1 � and �(0) satisfy:(a) ��(�(x)dj) + !2((�(x)dj) = 0 , ��(�(0)(x)dj) = 0 in IR3 n f0g.(b) For any constant c1 there exists a constant c2 such that for all 0 <jxj � c1 and all j; k = 1; 2; 3, l1; l2; l3 = 1; 2; 3, the estimatesj�jk(x)� �(0)jk (x)j � c2 ; ��� @@xl1 (�jk(x)� �(0)jk (x))��� � c2jxj ;��� @2@xl1@xl2 (�jk(x)� �(0)jk (x))��� � c2jxj2 ;��� @3@xl1@xl2@xl3 (�jk(x)� �(0)jk (x))��� � c2jxj3hold true.(c) For any constant c1 there exists a constant c2 such that for all 0 <jxj � c1 and all j; k = 1; 2; 3, l1; l2 = 1; 2; 3, the estimatesj�jk(x)j � c2jxj ; ��� @@xl1�jk(x)��� � c2jxj2 ;��� @2@xl1@xl2�jk(x)��� � c2jxj3hold true. The same estimates are valid, if � is replaced by �(0).188



Proof: For � part (a) follows by straightforward calculations using (5.4) and�� = ��r^r ^ �+ (�+ 2�)r(r � :). For �(0) we compute��(�(0)(x)dj)= (��+ (�+ �)r(r � :))h 14��jxjdji� �+ �8��(2�+ �)(��r^r ^ �+ (�+ 2�)r(r � :))hr(r � (jxjdj))i= �+ �4�� hr(r � (jxj�1dj))i� �+ �8�� hr(r � ([�jxj]dj))i= 0 :For part (b) we insert the expansion (5.5) into the de�nition of �jk(x)and we arrive at�jk(x)��(0)jk (x) = jxjfjk(jxj2)+ ~fjk(jxj2)+ @2@xj@xk njxj3gjk(jxj2)+hjk(jxj2)owith entire functions fjk, ~fjk, gjk, hjk. Observing for any odd integer l therelation @jxjl=@xm = lxmjxjl�2, assertion (b) follows by di�erentiating theabove expression.The estimates for �(0) in assertion (c) are also a consequence of the aboveobservation. Together with part (b) the assertions are valid for �, too, andwe have proved the lemma. 2Before we state and prove the representation theorem for the elasticityequation we want to prove separately one technical ingredient for the repre-sentation theorem.Lemma 5.2 Let U be a continuous vector �eld in a neighborhood of x 2 IR3.Then, we have�Uj(x) = lim�!0 Z@B�(x) U(y) � Ty(�(x� y)dj)ds(y)= lim�!0 Z@B�(x) U(y) � Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)ds(y) :189



Proof: We will prove the identityZ@B�(x) [Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)]lds(y) = ��jl ; � > 0 ; (5.6)[Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)]l being the lth component of the vector Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj).Then, using the inequalities for the �rst derivatives of �(0)jk from Lem-ma 5.1, we can conclude��� Z@B�(x) [U(y)� U(x)] � Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)ds(y)���� maxy2@B�(x) jU(y)� U(x)j Z@B�(x) c��2ds(y)! 0 ; �! 0 ;whence Z@B�(x) U(y) � Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)ds(y)= Z@B�(x) U(x) � Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)ds(y)+ Z@B�(x) [U(y)� U(x)] � Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj)ds(y)! �Uj(x) ; �! 0 :Note that we use the same letter c for various constants during the proof.Moreover, the inequalities��� @@yl�jk(x� y)� @@yl�(0)jk (x� y)��� � cjx� yjfrom Lemma 5.1 (b) imply���Ty(f�(x� y)� �(0)(x� y)gdj)��� � c��1 ; y 2 @B�(x) ;whence lim�!0 Z@B�(x) U(y) � Ty(f�(x� y)� �(0)(x� y)gdj)ds(y) = 0190



and lim�!0 Z@B�(x) U(y) � Ty(�(x� y)dj)ds(y)= �Uj(x) + lim�!0 Z@B�(x) U(y) � Ty(f�(x� y)� �(0)(x� y)gdj)ds(y)= �Uj(x) :Let us now turn to the proof of (5.6). Without loss of generality weassume x = 0, whence �(y) = ��1y for y 2 @B�(0). We start with thecalculation of [Ty((4��jyj)�1dj)]l. To this end we use �1 + �2 = �+ � and[� ^ (r^ U)]l = �@Ul@� + 3Xk=1 �k@Uk@xl (5.7)to arrive athTy� 14��jyjdj�il = (�1 + �) @@� � �jl4��jyj�+ �2 @@yj � 14��jyj��l+�1h� @@� � �jl4��jyj�+ 3Xk=1 �k @@yl� �jk4��jyj�i= � �jl4��2 � �+ �4��4�yjyl :Next, we computehTy�r yjjyj�il = (�1 + �) 3Xk=1 �k @@yk ��jljyj � yjyljyj3 �+ �2�� yjjyj��l= �(�1 + �)�jl�2 + (�1 + �)yjyl�4 � 2�2 yjyl�4 :With the help of the last two equations we �nally arrive at[Ty(�(0)(y)dj)]l = � �jl4��2 � �+ �4��4�yjyl� �+ �8��(2�+ �)h�(�1 + �)�jl�2 + (�1 + �)yjyl�4 � 2�2yjyl�4 i= � �jl4��2 h1� (�+ �)(�1 + �)2�(2�+ �) i� yjyl4��4 �+ �� �1 + �1 � 2�2 + �2(2�+ �) � :191



From Gauss' theorem we knowZ@B�(0) yjyl4��4ds = 14��3 Z@B�(0) yj�lds = 14��3 ZB�(0) @yj@yl dy = �jl3 ;whence Z@B�(0) [Ty(�(0)(y)dj)]lds= ��jlh1� (�+ �)(�1 + �)2�(2�+ �) + 13 �+ �� �1 + �1 � 2�2 + �2(2�+ �) �i= ��jl ;and we have proved the lemma. 2With the help of the preceding lemma we can now prove representationtheorems. To this end we also need the analogues of the double-layer poten-tials and we de�ne for a vector � 2 C3 the matrix valued functions � and�(0) by �(x; y; �)Tdj := Ty(�(x� y)dj; �) ; x; y 2 IR3 ; x 6= y ;�(0)(x; y; �)Tdj := Ty(�(0)(x� y)dj; �) ; x; y 2 IR3 ; x 6= y ;i.e., the jth row of �(x; y; �) consists of the pseudostress vector of the jthcolumn of � and similarly for �(0). Since in the sequel � is always the unitnormal vector at a point y lying on a surface, we omit the dependence on �and write �(x; y) instead of �(x; y; �(y)) and similarly for �(0).Theorem 5.3 Let D � IR3 be a bounded, open, C2-smooth set with exteriorunit normal vector �. For a vector �eld U 2 C1(D) \ C2(D) with ��U 2C(D) we have the representation formulasU(x) = Z@D n�(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(x; y)U(y)ods(y)� ZD �(x� y)(��U + !2U)(y)dy ; x 2 D : (5.8)192



and U(x) = Z@D n�(0)(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(0)(x; y)U(y)ods(y)� ZD �(0)(x� y)(��U)(y)dy ; x 2 D : (5.9)Proof: For a given x 2 D we choose � > 0 su�ciently small to ensureB�(x) � D and apply the second Betti formula in D� := D n B�(x) withV := �(x � �)dj. With the normal vector � on @B�(x) being directed intothe exterior of B�(x) we obtainZ@D dj � n�(x; y)U(y)� �(x� y)(TU)(y)ods(y)� Z@B�(x) dj � n�(x; y)U(y)� �(x� y)(TU)(y)ods(y)= � ZD� dj � �(x� y)(��U + !2U)(y)dy :Since the entries of �(x � y) are of magnitude ��1 on @B�(x), these termsvanish as �! 0. According to the previous lemma the terms� Z@B�(x) dj � �(x; y)U(y)ds(y)converge to Uj(x) as � ! 0. Hence, the limit � ! 0 reveals the jth row ofequation (5.8).Equation (5.9) is proved analogously. 2The above representation formulas imply that solutions to ��U+!2U = 0or ��U = 0 are analytic.Our next aim is the derivation of the corresponding representation for-mula, if U is a solution to ��U + !2U = 0 in an exterior domain. To thisend we have to impose an additional requirement on U , namely a radia-tion condition. The radiation condition and the fundamental solution mustmatch. There are two ways to obtain a radiation condition. One can studythe behavior of the fundamental solution for large jxj and then formulate a193



radiation condition accordingly. This is done in [23, 24]. A second possibilityis to require an integral relation which corresponds to (1.14). We choose thelatter approach now.Let U 2 C2(IR3 n BR) be a solution to ��U + !2U = 0. U is a radiatingsolution, if for all r > R and for all jxj < r the identityZjyj=r n�(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(x; y)U(y)ods(y) = 0 (5.10)holds true.The radiation condition and the representation formula (5.8) applied inthe spherical shell fR < jxj < rg to a radiating solution U to ��U+!2U = 0immediately yields the following theorem.Theorem 5.4 Let U 2 C2(IR3nBR) be a radiating solution to ��U+!2U =0 in IR3 nBR. Then we haveU(x) = Z@BR n�(x; y)U(y)� �(x� y)(TU)(y)ods(y) ; jxj > R : (5.11)We next check whether the columns of the fundamental solution �(y�z)regarded as vector �elds of the variable y are radiating solutions.Lemma 5.5 Fix z 2 IR3, k 2 f1; 2; 3g, and R > jzj. Then, U := �(� � z)dkis a radiating solution to ��U + !2U = 0 in IR3 n fzg.Proof: Suppose r > R, jxj < r, and x 6= z, and de�ne the vectorI(x) := Zjyj=r n�(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(x; y)U(y)ods(y) :Writing for a su�ciently small � > 0I(x) = � Zjyj=r n:::ods� Z@B�(x) n:::ods� Z@B�(z) n:::ods�+ Z@B�(x) n:::ods+ Z@B�(z) n:::ods ;194



we can conclude from the second Betti formula applied in Br n(B�(z)[B�(x))that the components dj � [: : :], j = 1; 2; 3, of the terms in square bracketsvanish. Moreover, the representation (5.8) applied to U in B�(x) impliesdj � Z@B�(x) n:::ods = Uj(x) = dj � �(x� z)dk ; j = 1; 2; 3 :Finally, using that � is an even function and (5.8) again we computedj � Z@B�(z) n�(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(x; y)U(y)ods= � Z@B�(z) n[�(z � y)dk] � [Ty(�(x� y)dj)]�[Ty(�(z � y)dk)] � [�(x� y)dj]ods= �dj � �(z � x)dk :Hence, we know I(x) = 0 for all jxj < r, x 6= z. Since the de�nition ofI reveals that I is continuous in jxj < r, we have proved I(x) = 0 for alljxj < r, i.e., the columns of �(� � z) satisfy the radiation condition. 2We conclude this section by studying the mapping properties of a volumepotential with kernel �(x � y). Lemma 5.1 (c) together with Theorem 1.9yield that (V')(x) := ZBR �(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;is a uniformly -H�older continuous di�erentiable vector �eld on each compactsubset of IR3, if ' 2 C(BR) is a continuous vector �eld (0 <  < 1). Fur-thermore, we have kV'k1;;Br � ck'k1;BR with a suitable constant c = c(r)and the derivatives can be computed by(@j(V'))(x) = ZBR (@j�)(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ; j = 1; 2; 3 :(@j�) denotes the matrix obtained by taking the jth derivative of each entryof �. In addition we have for ' 2 C10(BR) the identity @j(V') = V(@j'). Ofcourse, the same is true, if � is replaced by �(0). Furthermore, the behavior195



of � � �(0) at x = 0 stated in Lemma 5.1 (b) allows to conclude that eventhe �rst derivatives ofZBR f�(x� y)� �(0)(x� y)g'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;can be treated as above. Therefore, in order to study the second derivativesof the volume potential with kernel �(x�y) it su�ces to examine the volumepotential with kernel �(0)(x� y).Theorem 5.6 Assume R > 0 and de�ne for a vector �eld ' 2 C0;(BR), 2 (0; 1), the volume potential(V')(x) := ZBR �(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR :Then V' 2 C2(BR) and(��(V'))(x) + !2(V')(x) = �'(x) ; x 2 BR :An analogous assertion holds true, if � is replaced by �(0).Proof: Lemma 5.1 together with Theorem 1.10 (a) imply V' 2 C2(BR).Moreover, for  2 C0;(BR) the second derivatives ofu(x) = ZBR �(0)l1l2(x� y) (y)dy ; x 2 BR ;are given by@l@ju(x) = ZBR �@l@j�(0)l1l2)(x� y)�( (y)�  (x))dy�  (x) Z@BR �l(y)(@j�(0)l1l2)(x� y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :Now, for a vector �eld ' =  dk we compute with the help of the aboveformulah��(V')i(x) = h(�+ �1)�(V') + �2rr � (V') + �1r^r ^ (V')i(x)196



= ZBR ��x��(0)(x� y)dk�( (y)�  (x))dy+  (x) Z@BR n(�+ �1) @@�(y) [�(0)(x� y)dk]+�2 3Xm=1 @@ym [�(0)(x� y)dk]m�(y)+�1�(y) ^ ry ^ [�(0)(x� y)dk]ods(y)=  (x) Z@BR Ty(�(0)(x� y)dk)ds(y)= � (x)dk ; x 2 BR :The last equality follows by applying the representation formula (5.9) to anarbitrary constant vector �eld U(x) = p 2 C3, x 2 IR3, which yieldsp = � Z@BR �(0)(x; y)pds(y) ; x 2 BR ;and thus dk � p = � Z@BR n[�(0)(x; y)]Tdko � pds(y)= � Z@BR Ty(�(0)(x� y)dk)ds(y) � p ; x 2 BR :Since any vector �eld ' = ('1; '2; '3) can be decomposed into ' =P'kdk, we have proved the assertions for the kernel �(0).Due to the behavior of � � �(0) near x = 0 (Lemma 5.1 (b)) and dueto the relation ��n[�(x)� �(0)(x)]dko = �!2�(x)dk, x 6= 0, our results arealso true for the volume potential with kernel �(x� y) by Theorem 1.9. 2
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5.2 Unique Solvability of the Direct ElasticScattering ProblemThis section is devoted to the following scattering problem for elastic waves:Given real constants !, � and � satisfying ! > 0, � > 0, �+2� > 0, andgiven a real valued function � 2 C1;(IR3) (0 <  < 1) with supp (1��) � BR,and given an incident wave U i, i.e., the vector �eld U i 2 C2(IR3) is a solutionto ��U i + !2U i = 0 in IR3,�nd the vector �eld U s 2 C2(IR3) such that the total �eld U := U i + U ssatis�es ��U + !2�U = 0 in IR3, and such that U s satis�es the radiationcondition (5.10).We start by proving that a solution of the above scattering problem is alsoa solution to a Lippmann-Schwinger type integral equation and vice versa.Lemma 5.7 If U s 2 C2(IR3) is a solution to the above elastic scatteringproblem, then U = U i + U s is a solution toU(x) = U i(x)� !2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 : (5.12)If ' 2 C(BR) is a solution to (5.12) in BR and if U s is de�ned byU s(x) := �!2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;then, U s is a solution to the elastic scattering problem with incident wave U i.Proof: Let U s be a solution to the elastic scattering problem with incidentwave U i. Applying the representation formula (5.8) to U := U i + U s in theball Br, r > R, we getU(x) = Z@Br n�(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(x; y)U(y)ods(y)� ZBr �(x� y)(��U + !2U)(y)dy= Z@Br n�(x� y)(TU i)(y)� �(x; y)U i(y)ods(y)198



+ Z@Br n�(x� y)(TU s)(y)� �(x; y)U s(y)ods(y)�!2 ZBr (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 Br :The radiation condition states that the integrals on @Br containing U s vanish,whereas the integrals on @Br containing U i can be replaced by U i(x) due toTheorem 5.3 applied to U i. This proves the �rst part of the lemma.Suppose now that ' 2 C(BR) is a solution to'(x) = U i(x)� !2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)'(y)dy ; x 2 BR :Applying the smoothing properties of volume potentials we obtain ' 2C1;(BR), whence (1� �)' 2 C10(BR) and U s 2 C2(IR3). Since the columnsof �(x � y), considered as a function of x, satisfy the radiation conditionby Lemma 5.5, U s satis�es the radiation condition. Finally, we compute forU = U i + U s: U jBR = ' by the integral equation and��U + !2U= �!2(�� + !2) ZBR (1� �(y))�(� � y)U(y)dy= !2(1� �)Uby Theorem 5.6. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2Since the integral operator in (5.12) is compact, it now su�ces to provethat the elastic scattering problem has at most one solution in order toestablish the existence of a unique solution. Although the main ideas forthe uniqueness proof are the same as for the previous scattering problems,it becomes longer than the former ones due to some additional technicaldi�culties.The �rst part of the uniqueness proof is the following lemma. We showthat a radiating solution U 2 C2(IR3 n BR) to ��U + !2U = 0 must vanishin the exterior of BR, if an additional condition on the sign of=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds� ; R1 > R ;199



is satis�ed. Note that the integrand is equal to U �TU with the special choice�1 = ��, �2 = � + 2�. The idea is to apply Rellich's lemma to r � U andr^ U which are both solutions to a Helmholtz equation in IR3 nBR. Then,we can infer from the di�erential equation��r^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)r(r � U) + !2U = 0 in IR3 nBRthat U = �!2r^r ^ U � �+ 2�!2 r(r � U) ; (5.13)whence U = 0.Lemma 5.8 If U 2 C2(IR3 n BR) satis�es ��U + !2U = 0 in IR3 n BR, theradiation condition (5.10), and=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds� � 0 ;for a �xed R1 > R, then U(x) = 0 for all jxj > R.Proof: We choose a function � 2 C10 (IR3 n BR) such that �(x) = 1 forall jxj � (R + R1)=2 and de�ne U 0 := �U 2 C1(IR3). U 0 is a solution to��U 0 + !2U 0 = !2F in IR3 with a vector �eld F 2 C10 (BR1) depending on� and U . U 0 coincides with U in the exterior of BR1 , whence it is also aradiating solution and we know from the representation (5.8), the radiationcondition (5.10), and by (5.4)U(x) = U 0(x) = �!2 ZBR1 �(x� y)F (y)dy= �r ^r ^ ZBR1 ��s(x; y)F (y)dy+rr � ZBR1 ��p(x; y)F (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 nBR1 :Hence, r � U(x) = ��2pr � ZBR1 ��p(x; y)F (y)dy= ��2p ZBR1 ��p(x; y)r � F (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 nBR1 ;200



and r^ U(x) = ��2sr^ ZBR1 ��s(x; y)F (y)dy= ��2s ZBR1 ��s(x; y)r^ F (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 nBR1 ;are radiating solutions to a Helmholtz equation with wave number �p, �s,respectively. This implies for large jxj and x̂ := jxj�1x the estimatejr � U(x)j + jr ^ U(x)j � cjxj ; (5.14)and the radiation conditionsjx̂ � r(r � U)(x)� i�p(r � U)(x)j � cjxj2 ; (5.15)j(r^r ^ U)(x) ^ x̂� i�s(r^ U)(x)j � cjxj2 : (5.16)Furthermore, the behaviorrx��p(x; y) ^ x̂ = O� 1jxj2� ; �rx ^ f��s(x; y)qg� � x̂ = O� jqjjxj2� ;for large jxj, uniformly in y 2 BR1 , revealsjr(r � U)(x) ^ x̂j+ j(r^r ^ U(x)) � x̂j � cjxj2 :Hence, we obtain from (5.13)(r ^r ^ U)(x) ^ x̂ = !2� U(x) ^ x̂ +O� 1jxj2� ; jxj ! 1 ; (5.17)r(r � U)(x) � x̂ = � !22�+ �U(x) � x̂ +O� 1jxj2� ; jxj ! 1 : (5.18)Employing the inequalities (5.15), (5.16) we compute0 = limr!1 Z@Br ��2�s ���(r^r ^ U) ^ � � i�sr^ U ���2201



+(2�+ �)2�p ��� @@� (r � U)� i�p(r � U)���2�ds= limr!1� Z@Br n�2�s j(r^r ^ U) ^ �j2 + �2�sjr ^ U j2+(2�+ �)2�p j @@� (r � U)j2 + (2�+ �)2�pjr � U j2ods+2<�i�2 Z@Br f(r^r ^ U) ^ �g � fr ^ Ugds+i(2�+ �)2 Z@Br @@� (r � U)(r � U)ds�� : (5.19)We will now show that lim infr!1 <(: : :) � 0. Then, we can conclude from (5.19)that Z@Br jr ^ U j2ds+ Z@Br jr � U j2ds! 0 ; r!1 ;whence, by Rellich's lemma, r^U = 0 and r�U = 0 in the exterior of BR1 .Finally, formula (5.13) shows U = 0 in the exterior of BR1 and then U = 0in the exterior of BR by the analyticity of U .In order to compute <(: : :) we insert the right hand side of (5.17) for(r^r^U)^� and the right hand side of (5.18) for (@=@�)(r�U) = x̂�r(r�U).With the help of inequality (5.14) we thus arrive at<�: : :�= !2<�i� Z@Br (U ^ �) � (r^ U)ds� i(2�+ �) Z@Br (� � U)(r � U)ds�+O�1r�= !2=� Z@(BrnBR1 ) U � f��� ^ r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�+!2=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^ r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�+O�1r�= !2=�� ZBrnBR1 jr ^ U j2dx� � ZBrnBR1 U � (r^r ^ U)dx202



+(2�+ �) ZBrnBR1 jr � U j2dx+ (2�+ �) ZBrnBR1 U � r(r � U)dx�+!2=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�+O�1r�= !2=� ZBrnBR1 U ���Udx�+!2=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�+O�1r�= !2=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�+O�1r�which completes the proof of the lemma. 2The next step of the uniqueness proof is a unique continuation resultwhich allows to conclude U = 0 in BR. Unique continuation principles forthe elasticity equation are proved in [19, 48]. However, we stay with ourway to prove a weak form of a unique continuation result by employing thesolution operator G�. To this end we examine the L2-norms of the �rstderivatives of G�' in the next lemma.Lemma 5.9 Suppose � � 0, 0 < R < R0 and � 2 C3 satis�es � � � = �2,j=(�)j � 1 + �. Then, there exists a constant c > 0 such thatr ZBR g�(� � y)'(y)dyL2(BR) � ck'kL2(BR)for all ' 2 C0(BR). Here, g� denotes the function de�ned in (2.9).Proof: Let Q be the unitary transformation with Q(<(�)) = (j<(�)j; 0; 0),Q(=(�)) = (0; j=(�)j; 0) and de�ne � := (j<(�)j; ij=(�)j; 0). For a function' 2 C10 (BR) we have  := ' �QT 2 C10 (BR), hence the Fourier coe�cients ̂(�), � 2 �, are rapidly decaying. Moreover, we know fom the de�nition ofg� thatZBR ���r ZBR g�(x� y)'(y)dy���2dx = ZBR ���r ZBR g�(QTx� y)'(y)dy���2dx203



= ZBR ���r ZBR g�(x� y) (y)dy���2dx :Now, we conclude from Lemma 2.7 (a) thatZBR g�(x� y) (y)dy = X�2�  ̂(�)� � � + 2� � �e�(x)and r ZBR g�(x� y) (y)dy = X�2� i�  ̂(�)� � � + 2� � �e�(x)in BR where both series are absolutely and uniformly convergent due to therapid decay of the  ̂(�). Therefore, we arrive atr ZBR g�(� � y)'(y)dy2L2(BR) � X�2� � � �j� � � + 2� � �j2 j ̂(�)j2� sup�2� � � �j� � �+ 2� � �j2k'k2L2(BR) :Estimating for � 2 �, j�j � 5j=(�)j,j� � � + 2� � �j � j=(� � � + 2� � �)j= 2j�2jj=(�)j� �5R0 j�j ;and for � 2 �, j�j � 5j=(�)j,j� � � + 2� � �j � j<(� � � + 2� � �)j� j�j(j�j � 4j=(�)j)� j�j ;we see that sup�2� � � �j� � � + 2� � �j2 � c2 (5.20)for a suitable constant c. This proves the assertion for densities ' 2 C10 (BR).The lemma also holds for a general density ' 2 C0(BR) because ' can be204



approximated by C10 (BR)-functions with respect to the k � k1-norm andbecause the volume potential with kernel g�(x � y) is bounded from C(BR)to C1;(BR). 2We are now in a position to establish the existence of a unique solutionto the elastic scattering problem.Theorem 5.10 For any incident wave U i 2 C2(IR3), i.e., ��U i + !2U i = 0in IR3, the integral equation (5.12) and the direct elastic scattering problemboth have the same unique solution.Proof: The equivalence of the scattering problem and the integral equation(5.12) stated in Lemma 5.7 implies that it su�ces to show that the scatteringproblem has at most one solution in order to establish the existence of asolution.Let U be a solution to the scattering problem with incident wave U i = 0.We pick R1 > R and compute=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�= =� ZBR1 U ���Udx + ZBR1 f�jr ^ U j2 + (�+ 2�)jr � U j2gdx�= 0Hence, U vanishes in the exterior of BR by Lemma 5.8.By Lemma 5.7 we can represent U asU(x) = �!2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 IR3 :Then, the mapping properties of the volume potential imply that U is C3-smooth, i.e., U 2 C30 (BR). Next, we de�ne v := r � U 2 C20(BR) and weobtain the following system of di�erential equations for U and v:�U + �+ �� rv + �2s�U = 0 ;�v + �2p�v + �2pr� � U = 0 :205



The �rst equation is the elasticity equation ��U+(�+�)r(r�U)+!2�U =0 and the second one arises when taking the divergence of the elasticityequation.Hence, there is a constant c1 such thatj�U(x)j � c1�jU(x)j2 + jrv(x)j2�1=2 ;j�v(x)j � c1�jU(x)j2 + jv(x)j2�1=2 ; x 2 IR3 :We choose R0 > R and t � 1 su�ciently large to ensurec21R02�2t2 h2c2c21 + 4c21R02�2 + 2i < 1 : (5.21)Here, c denotes the constant from the previous lemma. Furthermore, wede�ne � := (t; it; 0) 2 C3 andV (x) = (V1(x); V2(x); V3(x); V4(x))= e�i��x(U1(x); U2(x); U3(x); v(x)) ; x 2 C := (�R0; R0)3 :If we are able to show V = 0, we can conclude U(x) = 0, x 2 C, whence Uvanishes identically in IR3.Now, we estimate3Xj=1 j(� + 2i� � r)Vj(x)j2= je�i��x�U(x)j2� c21� 3Xj=1 jVj(x)j2 + je�i��xrv(x)j2�� c21� 3Xj=1 jVj(x)j2 + 2jrV4(x)j2 + 4t2jV4(x)j2� ; (5.22)where we have used e�i��xrv(x) = rV4(x) + iV4(x)� in the last line, andsimilarlyj(� + 2i� � r)V4(x)j2 = je�i��x�v(x)j2 � c21� 4Xj=1 jVj(x)j2� : (5.23)206



Theorem 1.1 (b) applied to V4 2 C20(C) reveals V4 = �G�((� + 2i� � r)V4),whence by (5.23) and Theorem 2.8 (d) (or Theorem 1.1 (a))kV4k2L2 � c21R02�2t2 4Xj=1 kVjk2L2 : (5.24)Due to the preceding lemma we also knowkrV4k2L2 � c2c21 4Xj=1 kVjk2L2 : (5.25)The same reasoning applied to V1, V2, V3 2 C20 (C) leads to3Xj=1 kVjk2L2= 3Xj=1 kG�((� + 2i� � r)Vj)k2L2� c21R02�2t2 � 3Xj=1 kVjk2L2 + 2krV4k2L2 + 4t2kV4k2L2�� c21R02�2t2 � 3Xj=1 kVjk2L2 + 2c2c21 4Xj=1 kVjk2L2 + 4t2 c21R02�2t2 4Xj=1 kVjk2L2�� c21R02�2t2 �h2c2c21 + 4c21R02�2 + 1i 4Xj=1 kVjk2L2� : (5.26)Here, we have used (5.22) in the third line and we have inserted (5.24), (5.25)in the fourth line. Adding (5.24) and (5.26) �nally yields the inequality4Xj=1 kVjk2L2 � c21R02�2t2 h2c2c21 + 4c21R02�2 + 2i 4Xj=1 kVjk2L2 ;whence V = 0 because of (5.21).This means that the scattering problem with U i = 0 only has the trivialsolution and the proof of the theorem is complete. 2207



We conclude this section with a discussion of the asymptotic behavior ofU s. Since the solution U s of the elastic scattering problem has the formU s(x) = �!2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy= �r ^r ^ ZBR ��s(x; y)(1� �(y))U(y)dy+rr � ZBR ��p(x; y)(1� �(y))U(y)dy ;we obtain from the asymptotic behavior of �� thatU s(x) = ��2sei�sjxj4�jxj ZBR e�i�sx̂�y(1� �(y))x̂ ^ (U(y) ^ x̂)dy��2pei�pjxj4�jxj ZBR e�i�px̂�y(1� �(y))x̂ � U(y)dy x̂+O� 1jxj2� ; jxj ! 1 : (5.27)Hence, we knowU s(x) = ei�sjxjjxj a(x̂) + ei�pjxjjxj u(x̂) x̂+O� 1jxj2� ; jxj ! 1 ;with a smooth function u and a smooth tangential vector �eld a on S2. Wecall U s1(x̂) := a(x̂) + u(x̂) x̂, x̂ 2 S2, the far �eld of U s.The formulasr^ U s(x) = ��2sr^ ZBR ��s(x; y)(1� �(y))U(y)dy ;r � U s(x) = ��2pr � ZBR ��p(x; y)(1� �(y))U(y)dy ;show that r ^ U s and r � U s are both radiating solutions to a Helmholtzequation in the exterior of BR. Furthermore, using the asymptotic behaviorof �� again, we can compute their far �eld patterns and compare them with(5.27). This yields [r ^ U s]1(x̂) = i�sx̂ ^ a(x̂) and (r � U)1(x̂) = i�pu(x̂),208



x̂ 2 S2. We can now infer from the one-to-one correspondence between far�eld patterns and radiating solutions to the Helmholtz equation, i.e., fromRellich's lemma, that any solution U s to the elastic scattering problem, whichhas a vanishing far �eld U s1 = 0, must vanish identically in the exteriorof BR. This follows immediately from (r � U s)1(x̂) = i�px̂ � U s1(x̂) = 0,[r ^ U s]1(x̂) = i�sx̂ ^ U s1(x̂) = 0, whence r ^ U s = 0 and r � U s = 0 inIR3 nBR. Relation (5.13)U s = �!2r ^r ^ U s � �+ 2�!2 r(r � U s)now implies U s = 0. Let us summarize this one-to-one correspondence be-tween radiating solutions which are the scattered part of a solution to theelastic scattering problem and its far �eld patterns in the following theorem.Theorem 5.11 Let U s be the scattered part of a solution U = U i+U s to theelastic scattering problem. Then, the far �eld U s1 of U s uniquely determinesU s in the exterior of BR.In elastic scattering a plane incident wave is de�ned byU i(x; d; p) = � 1!2rx(rx � [pei�pd�x]) + 1!2rx ^ rx ^ [pei�sd�x] ; x 2 IR3 ;where d 2 S2 is its direction of propagation and p 2 C3 controls its polar-ization. Straightforward calculations show that U i is a solution to ��U i +!2U i = 0. Note, that for d � p = 0 the �rst term vanishes and we have a pureshear wave, whereas for d ^ p = 0 the second term vanishes and we have apure pressure wave.Denoting by U s(�; d; p), U(�; d; p) the scattered wave and the total wavebelonging to the elastic scattering problem with incident wave U i(�; d; p), wede�ne the far �eld pattern belonging to the density � to be the matrix valuedfunction U1:S2 � S2 ! C3�3, having as its jth columnU1(x̂; d)dj = [U s(�; d; dj)]1(x̂) ; j = 1; 2; 3 ; x̂; d 2 S2 :Our considerations from above imply thatU1(x̂; d)dj = ��2s4� ZBR e�i�sx̂�y(1� �(y))x̂ ^ (U(y; d; dj) ^ x̂)dy��2p4� ZBR e�i�px̂�y(1� �(y))x̂ � U(y; d; dj)dy x̂ : (5.28)209
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Chapter 6The Inverse Elastic ScatteringProblemThe last chapter of this thesis deals with the inverse elastic scattering prob-lem. We assume the far �eld pattern corresponding to the density � to beknown and we want to obtain information about � from this data. Deviatingfrom our results of the acoustic and the electromagnetic case we shall onlygive a uniqueness proof in the �rst section and a stability result in the secondsection.In [10] uniqueness is proved, if the far �eld pattern is known for an in-terval of frequencies. We will improve this result by only using the far �eldpattern at one �xed frequency ! as data. The main idea is the same as forthe previous scattering problems. The coincidence of two far �eld patternsoriginating from two densities allows to prove an analogous orthogonalityrelation to (2.1) or to (4.1). Then, we construct solutions to the elasticityequation which depend in an appropriate way on parameters � and �, insertthese solutions into the orthogonality relation, and can conclude that theFourier coe�cients of the densities coincide, hence that the densities mustcoincide. The reader who is interested in a global uniqueness theorem for the(nonconstant) Lam�e coe�cients should consult the paper [36] by Nakamuraand Uhlmann.As in the acoustic case the special solutions to the elasticity equationcan be used to obtain bounds for the Fourier coe�cients of the di�erenceof two densities j(~� � �)̂ (�)j, which in turn allow to estimate k~� � �k1 bythe di�erence of certain boundary integral operators or by the di�erence ofthe far �eld patterns belonging to the densities � and ~�. To this end, in the211



acoustic case, we had to solve certain boundary value problems. We usedboundary integral operators whose properties are investigated in [6]. Theanalogous integral operators for the elastic case are examined in [23, 24].However, since our aim is to keep this thesis as self-contained as possible, wehave included an analysis of the elastic single-layer potential in an appendixto the second section where we only take results from [6] for granted. Never-theless, in this chapter we sometimes briey refer to the analogous acousticor electromagnetic results instead of repeating a technical proof.A reconstruction proof, which follows the lines of the reconstruction in theacoustic case, would require an analysis of the elastic double-layer potential,too, and we consider this to be beyond the scope of this thesis. We have thusomitted the reconstruction procedure of the density from the far �eld patternalthough we believe that a treatment as in the acoustic case is possible.
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6.1 Uniqueness for the Inverse Elastic Scat-tering ProblemWe assume two densities �, ~� 2 ~C(BR) are given, where we denote again by~C(BR) := f� 2 C1;(IR3) : supp (1� �) � BR ; � real valuedgthe set of densities we are interested in.Moreover, we suppose that the frequency ! > 0 and the Lam�e constants� > 0 and � with 2� + � > 0 are �xed and known. It is our aim to provethat the coincidence of the far �eld patterns U1 and ~U1 belonging to � and~�, respectively, imply the equality � = ~�.Following the reasoning of the acoustic and electromagnetic case we startwith the relation ZBR (�� ~�)U � ~Udx = 0 (6.1)for all solutions U , ~U to the elasticity equations��U + !2�U = 0 ; �� ~U + !2~� ~U = 0 in BR1 ,respectively, where R1 > R. This relation will be established �rst in the caseU = U(�; d; p) and then via an approximation argument for a general U .Lemma 6.1 Assume 0 < R < R1 and �, ~� 2 ~C(BR). Furthermore, assume~U is a solution to �� ~U + !2~� ~U = 0 in BR1 . If the far �eld patterns U1 and~U1 coincide on S2 � S2, i.e.,hU s(�; d; p)i1(x̂) = h ~U s(�; d; p)i1(x̂) for all x̂, d 2 S2, p 2 C3,then the relation ZBR (�(x)� ~�(x))U(x; d; p) � ~U(x)dx = 0holds true for all d 2 S2, p 2 C3.Proof: For �xed d 2 S2, p 2 C3 we have U(x; d; p) = ~U(x; d; p), jxj � R, bythe coincidence of the far �elds and the one-to-one relation between far �elds213



and scattering solutions to the elasticity equation, which we derived at theend of the last chapter. Then the second Betti formula (5.3) implies0 = Z@BR n[T (U(�; d; p)� ~U(�; d; p))] � ~U � (T ~U) � (U(�; d; p)� ~U(�; d; p))ods= !2 ZBR (h(1� �(x))U(x; d; p)� (1� ~�(x)) ~U(x; d; p)i � ~U(x)�(1� ~�(x)) ~U(x) � (U(x; d; p)� ~U(x; d; p)))dx= !2 ZBR (~�(x)� �(x))U(x; d; p) � ~U(x)dx ;and we have proved the lemma. 2Next we turn to the approximation of a solution to the elasticity equationin BR1 , R1 > R, by elements from span fU(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3g withrespect to the L2(BR)-norm. Once more we �rst use the idea from [20,Lemma 5.20] for the special case � = 1.Lemma 6.2 Assume 0 < R < R2 and let U i 2 C2(BR2) satisfy ��U i +!2U i = 0 in BR2 . Then, there exists a sequenceU ij 2 span fU i(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3g ; j 2 IN ;such that kU i � U ijk2L2(BR) ! 0, j !1.Proof: WithX := fU jBR :U 2 C2(BR2) and ��U i + !2U i = 0 in BR2g � L2(BR)and X being the completion of X in L2(BR) we assume that U0 2 X satis�esZBR U0(x) � U i(x; d; p)dx = 0for all d 2 S2, p 2 C3. Then, we must show that U0 vanishes in L2(BR).214



For jxj > R we de�neW (x) := ZBR �(x� y)U0(y)dy :W 2 C2(IR3nBR) is a radiating solution to the elasticity equation in IR3nBR.Using the asymptotic behavior of the derivatives of ��(x; y) for large jxj (see[7, formulas (6.25),(6.26)]) we compute for any vector p 2 C3 and any d 2 S2:4�p �W1(�d) = ��2sp � ZBR ei�sd�yd ^ (U0(y) ^ d)dy��2pp � d ZBR ei�pd�yd � U0(y)dy= �!2 ZBR U0(y) � U i(y; d; p)dy= 0 :Hence, the far �eld W1 of W vanishes and W (x) = 0 for all jxj > R.Now, let Ul 2 X, l 2 IN, be a sequence approximating U0,kUl � U0k2L2(BR) ! 0 ; l!1 :By the representation formula (5.8) we can write Ul, l 2 IN, asUl(x) = Z@BR3 n�(x� y)(TUl)(y)� �(x; y)Ul(y)ods(y) ; x 2 BR ;where R3 satis�es R < R3 < R2.Inserting this representation for Ul and interchanging the order of inte-gration we concludeZBR Ul(x) � U0(x)dx= Z@BR3 (TUl)(y) � ZBR �(x� y)TU0(x)dx ds(y)� Z@BR3 Ul(y) � ZBR �(x; y)TU0(x)dx ds(y)= Z@BR3 f(TUl)(y) �W (y)� (TW )(y) � Ul(y)gds(y)= 0 ; l 2 IN ; 215



since W vanishes on @BR3 . As l!1 we arrive at U0 = 0 in L2(BR) and wehave proved the assertion. 2The approximation result for a general � can now be derived with thehelp of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (5.12). For convenience we de�nethe operator V�:C(BR)! C(BR) by(V�U)(x) := !2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 BR :Lemma 6.3 Assume 0 < R < R1 and let U 2 C2(BR1) satisfy ��U +!2�U = 0 in BR1 . Then, there exists a sequenceUj 2 span fU(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3g ; j 2 IN ;such that kU � UjkL2(BR) ! 0, j !1.Proof: We �x R < R2 < R1 and de�neU i(x) := Z@BR2 n�(x� y)(TU)(y)� �(x; y)U(y)ods(y) ; x 2 BR2 :The representation formula (5.8) together with the elasticity equation implythe integral equationU(x) = U i(x)� !2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 BR2 ; (6.2)for the �eld U , i.e., U = (I + V�)�1U i. U i is a solution to ��U i + !2U i = 0in BR2 . This can be seen by applying �� + !2I to both sides of (6.2).(At �rst sight it seems reasonable to obtain ��U i+!2U i = 0 directly from thede�nition of U i. But this requires an examination of the elastic double-layerpotential, and it is not obvious (as in the acoustic case) why the double-layerpotential is a solution to ��U + !2U = 0.)Now, according to Lemma 6.2, there exists a sequence U ij , j 2 IN, fromspan fU i(�; d; p): d 2 S2; p 2 C3g approximating U i in L2(BR), and we set Ujto be the solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (6.2) with incident�eld U ij . This implies Uj 2 span fU(�; d; p): d 2 S2; p 2 C3g andUj � U = (I + V�)�1(U ij � U i) in BR.216



Since V�: (C(BR); k � kL2(BR))! (C(BR); k � kL2(BR)) is a compact operator byLemma 5.1 (c) and Theorem 1.9 (c), we �nally employ the Riesz theory toconcludekUj � UkL2(BR) � k(I + V�)�1kL2(BR)kU ij � U ikL2(BR) ! 0 ; j !1 :This ends the proof of the lemma. 2We are now in a position to prove relation (6.1) by approximating anarbitrary solution to ��U + !2�U = 0 in BR1 by elements fromspan fU(�; d; p): d 2 S2 ; p 2 C3gwith respect to the L2(BR)-norm and by using Lemma 6.1. This is stated inthe next lemma.Lemma 6.4 Assume 0 < R < R1 and that the far �eld patterns for thedensities �, ~� 2 ~C(BR) coincide on S2�S2, i.e., U1 = ~U1. If U 2 C2(BR1)is a solution to ��U + !2�U = 0 and ~U 2 C2(BR1) is a solution to �� ~U +!2~� ~U = 0 in BR1 , then we have the relationZBR (�(x)� ~�(x))U(x) � ~U(x)dx = 0 :
Next, we want to exploit the above relation for the proof that all Fouriercoe�cients of ~� and � must coincide. To this end we have to constructspecial solutions to the elasticity equation. For a given � 2 � the solutionsU(�; �s; �) and ~U(�; ~�s; ~�) should depend in such a way on the parameters �s,�, ~�s, ~� 2 C3 that U(x; �s; �)) � ~U(x; ~�s; ~�)! e�i��xwith respect to L1(BR) for an appropriately chosen sequence of the parame-ters.Of course we will imitate the procedure used in the acoustic and theelectromagnetic case, i.e., we use an incident �eld U i(x) = �ei�s�x, where�s 2 C3 satis�es �s � �s = �2s, and where � � �s = 0. These conditions on �s217



and � imply that U i is a solution to ��U i + !2U i = 0. Moreover, in theLippmann-Schwinger equation (5.12) we replace the fundamental solutions��s , ��p , which occur in the de�nition of �, by 	�s and 	�p .The reader can �nd the de�nition of 	�(x) = (ei�jxj=4�jxj) + ~g�(x) onpage 97. ~g� is a solution to the Helmholtz equation in B2R0 . The properties ofthe volume potential operatorG� having kernel g�(x�y) = e�i��(x�y)	�(x�y)were investigated in Theorem 2.8.We still have some freedom in the choice of the parameter �p 2 C3. Itturns out that �p with �p � �p = �2p, =(�p) = =(�s) and <(�p) being a positivemultiple of <(�s) is appropriate for our purpose.Let us �rst introduce some notation. If �s 2 C3 is a vector satisfying �s ��s = �2s and j=(�s)j > 0, we denote by Q 2 IR3�3 the unitary transformationwith det(Q) = 1, which maps �s to �s := (j<(�s)j; ij=(�s)j; 0), i.e., Q�s = �s.Note, that �s � �s = �2s implies j<(�s)j = qj=(�s)j2 + �2s. Next, we de�ne�p := (qj=(�s)j2 + �2p; ij=(�s)j; 0) and �p := QT �p. Hence, we have Q�p = �p.Finally, we de�ne the modi�ed fundamental solution 
�s , which replacesthe fundamental solution �, by
�s(x)dj := 1�	�s(x)dj + 1!2rr � n(	�s � 	�p)djo(x) ; jxj > 0 ; j = 1; 2; 3;where d1, d2, d3 denote the cartesian unit vectors, i.e., 
�s : IR3 n f0g ! C3�3is a matrix valued function. Inserting 	� = (ei�j�j=4�j � j) + ~g� into thisde�nition, we see that 
�s = � + ~
�s where the columns of the matrix ~
�sare analytic solutions to ��U + !2U = 0 in B2R0 .We start with the assertion that a solution to a modi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equation is also a solution to the elasticity equation.Lemma 6.5 Suppose 0 < R < R00 < R0, and �, �s 2 C3 satisfy �s � �s = �2s,j=(�s)j > 0, and � � �s = 0. Let �p 2 C3 be de�ned as above. Furthermore,de�ne U i(x) := �ei�s�x, x 2 IR3, and assume U 2 C(BR00) is a solution toU(x) = U i(x)� !2 ZBR (1� �(y))
�s(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 : (6.3)Then, U 2 C2(BR00) is a solution to ��U + !2�U = 0 in BR00.The proof follows immediately by applying �� + !2I to equation (6.3)and observing that ��U i + !2U i = 0,(�� + !2) ZBR (1� �(y))�(� � y)U(y)dy = �(1� �)U ;218



(�� + !2) ZBR (1� �(y))~
�s(� � y)U(y)dy = 0 :Equation (6.3) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. Thus,we have to inspect its nullspace. Furthermore, we need the asymptotic be-havior of its solutions as j=(�s)j ! 1. The next remarks and the next lemmaprepare this inspection which will be carried out in Theorem 6.7.We rewrite the jth column of 
�s as
�s(x)dj = 1!2r^r^n	�s(x)djo� 1!2rr�n	�p(x)djo ; jxj > 0 ; j = 1; 2; 3 ;take the divergence of (6.3), and use integration by parts to arrive at(r � U)(x) = ��2p ZBR 	�p(x� y)f(1� �)r � U �r� � Ug(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 :Moreover, using the de�nition of 
�s and integration by parts we �nd from(6.3) for x 2 BR00U(x) = U i(x)� !2� ZBR (1� �(y))	�s(x� y)U(y)dy�r ZBR (	�s � 	�p)(x� y)f(1� �)r � U �r� � Ug(y)dy :Now, we de�ne W (x) := e�i�s�xU(x), w(x) := e�i�s�x(r � U)(x), x 2 BR00 .Multiplying both sides of the last two equations by e�i�s�x we �nally obtainw(x) = ��2p ZBR g�p(x� y)ei(�p��s)�(x�y)f(1� �)w �r� �Wg(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 ;(6.4)andW (x) = � � !2� ZBR (1� �(y))g�s(x� y)W (y)dy�(r+ i�s) ZBR (g�s(x� y)� ei(�p��s)�(x�y)g�p(x� y))f(1� �)w �r� �Wg(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 :(6.5)219



If we can show that W = 0 for � = 0, we have proved injectivity ofthe integral equation (6.3). Moreover, if we know the behavior of W forj=(�s)j ! 1, we also know the behavior of U . To this end we study moreclosely the operator A�s :C(BR00)! C(BR00),(A�s')(x) := (r+ i�s) ZBR00 (g�s(x� y)� ei(�p��s)�(x�y)g�p(x� y))'(y)dywhich occurs as the second integral in (6.5).Lemma 6.6 There is a constant c depending on R00, R0, �s, and �p suchthat the inequality kA�s'kL2(BR00 ) � cj=(�s)jk'kL2(BR00 )holds true for all ' 2 C0(BR00) and for all j=(�s)j � 1 + �p + �s.Proof: We denote by Q the unitary transformation with det(Q) = 1 mapping�s to �s := (j<(�s)j; ij=(�s)j; 0). �p and �p are de�ned as on page 218. A simplecomputation shows thatj�p � �sj = ���qj=(�s)j2 + �2p �qj=(�s)j2 + �2s���= j�2p � �2sjqj=(�s)j2 + �2p +qj=(�s)j2 + �2s� c1j=(�s)j : (6.6)We split the integrand in the de�nition of A�s into(g�s(x� y)� ei(�p��s)�(x�y)g�p(x� y))'(y)= (g�s(x� y)� g�p(x� y))'(y)+(1� ei(�p��s)�(x�y))g�p(x� y)'(y)and proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.9, i.e., we show the assertion for' 2 C10 (BR00) and de�ne  := ' � QT 2 C10 (BR00). The de�nition of g�220



yields ZBR00 ��� ZBR00 (g�s(x� y)� g�p(x� y))'(y)dy���2dx= ZBR00 ��� ZBR00 (g�s � g�p)(QTx� y)'(y)dy���2dx= ZBR00 ��� ZBR00 (g�s � g�p)(x� y) (y)dy���2dx� X�2����� 1� � �+ 2�s � � � 1� � �+ 2�p � � ����2j ̂(�)j2= X�2����� 2(�p � �s) � �(� � �+ 2�s � �)(� � � + 2�p � �) ����2j ̂(�)j2� X�2� 4j�p � �sj2j� � � + 2�s � �j2 j�j2j� � � + 2�p � �j2 j ̂(�)j2� c2j=(�s)j4 k'k2L2(BR00 ) :Here we have used the estimate (6.6), and (1.5), (5.20) from the proofs ofTheorem 1.1 and Lemma 5.9.Moreover, a reasoning as above and as in the proof of Lemma 5.9 impliesr ZBR00 (g�s � g�p)(� � y)'(y)dy2L2(BR00 ) � c3j=(�s)j2k'k2L2(BR00 ) :Together with the inequality j�sj � 2j=(�s)j for �s � �s = �2s with j=(�s)j � �swe arrive at(r+ i�s) ZBR00 (g�s � g�p)(� � y)'(y)dy2L2(BR00 ) � c4j=(�s)j2k'k2L2(BR00 ) :Hence, it remains to estimate(r+ i�s) ZBR00 (1� ei(�p��s)�(x�y))g�p(x� y)'(y)dy :Splitting (1� ei(�p��s)�(x�y))g�p(x� y)'(y)= g�p(x� y)(1� e�i(�p��s)�y)'(y)+(1� ei(�p��s)�x)g�p(x� y)e�i(�p��s)�y'(y)221



we note that supy2BR00 j1� e�i(�p��s)�yj � c5j=(�s)jand obtain with the help of Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 5.9 that(r+ i�s) ZBR00 g�p(��y)(1� e�i(�p��s)�y)'(y)dy2L2(BR00 ) � c6j=(�s)j2k'k2L2(BR00 ) :Finally, the uniform boundedness of je�i(�p��s)�yj in BR00 and an analogousreasoning as above leads to(r+ i�s) ZBR00 (1� ei(�p��s)�x)g�p(x� y)e�i(�p��s)�y'(y)dy2L2(BR00 )� c7j=(�s)j2k'k2L2(BR00 ) :Plugging all estimates together we have proved the assertion of the lemma.2We are now in a position to prove that the modi�ed Lippmann-Schwingerequation (6.3) has a unique solution, provided j=(�s)j is su�ciently large, andto discuss its behavior.Theorem 6.7 There is a constant t0, depending only on R00, R0, !, �s, �pand k1 � �k1;, such that the modi�ed Lippmann-Schwinger equation (6.3)has a unique solution if j=(�s)j � t0.Furthermore, there is a positive constant c (depending only on R0, R00, !,�s, �p and k1� �k1;) such that the solution U to (6.3) satis�esU(x) = U(x; �s; �) = ei�s�xf� + F (x; �s; �)g ; x 2 BR00 ;where the L2-norms of the vector �elds F (�; �s; �) can be estimated bykF (�; �s; �)kL2(BR00 ) � cj�jj=(�s)jfor all j=(�s)j � t0. 222



Proof: In order to prove that equation (6.3) has a trivial nullspace we setW (x) := e�i�s�xU(x), w(x) := e�i�s�x(r � U)(x), x 2 BR00 , for a solution U ofthe homogeneous equation. The reasoning before (6.4) and (6.5) now leadsto the equationsW (x) = �!2� ZBR (1� �(y))g�s(x� y)W (y)dy� hA�s�(1� �)w �r� �W�i(x)andw(x) = ��2p ZBR g�p(x� y)ei(�p��s)�(x�y)f(1� �)w �r� �Wg(y)dy ; x 2 BR00 :This is a �xed point equation in C(BR00)�C(BR00). We equip this linear spacewith the norm k(W;w)k2 := kWk2L2 + kwk2L2. By the last lemma and ourknowledge about G�s we know that the linear mapping in this space which isde�ned by the right hand sides of the above equations has an operator normbounded by ~c=j=(�s)j, i.e., for a su�ciently large t0 > 0 the operator norm isbounded by 1=2 provided j=(�s)j � t0. Hence, Banach's �xed point theoremstates W = 0, w = 0, and therefore U = 0. The Riesz theory now impliesthat equation (6.3) has a unique solution for all right hand sides U i.An analogous reasoning to the scalar case immediately gives the asymp-totic behavior U(x; �s; �) = ei�s�xf� + F (x; �s; �)g ; x 2 BR00 ;with kF (�; �s; �)kL2(BR00 ) � cj�j=j=(�s)j. 2The uniqueness proof for the inverse elastic scattering problem is nowan easy consequence of these special solutions and the orthogonality relationstated in Lemma 6.4.Theorem 6.8 Let the Lam�e constants � and � of the elasticity equation begiven and let ! > 0 be �xed. If the far �eld patterns corresponding to thedensities �, ~� 2 ~C(BR) coincide, i.e., U1(x̂; d) = ~U1(x̂; d) for all (x̂; d) 2S2 � S2, then � = ~�. 223



Proof: We �x R1 with R < R1 < R0. Then, for a vector � 2 � we choosethe unit vectors d1, d2 2 IR3 such that �, d1, and d2 are orthogonal, and wede�ne for su�ciently large t > 0 the vectors�s(t) := �12� + ist2 � �2s + j�j24 d1 + td2 ;~�s(t) := �12�� ist2 � �2s + j�j24 d1 � td2 ;�(t) := 1j�j� + j�j2t d2 ;~�(t) := 1j�j�� j�j2t d2 :This is possible because j�j 6= 0 for � 2 �. As in the proof of Theorem 4.9we have �s(t) � �s(t) = ~�s(t) � ~�s(t) = �2s, ~�s(t) � ~�(t) = �s(t) � �(t) = 0 andj�(t)j = j~�(t)j � c� for all su�ciently large t. Therefore, by the precedingtheorem there exist special solutions U(�; �s(t); �(t)) and ~U(�; ~�s(t); ~�(t)) tothe elasticity equations with densities �, ~�, resp., such thatU(x; �s(t); �(t)) = ei�s(t)�xf�(t) + F (x; �s(t); �(t))g ; x 2 BR1 ;~U(x; ~�s(t); ~�(t)) = ei~�s(t)�xf~�(t) + ~F (x; ~�s(t); ~�(t))g ; x 2 BR1 ;and kF (�; �s(t); �(t))kL2(BR) + k ~F (�; ~�s(t); ~�(t))kL2(BR) � c0�j=(�s(t))j :Using ei�s(t)�xei~�s(t)�x = e�i��x and �(t) � ~�(t) = 1� (j�j2=4t2), we arrive atU(x; �s(t); �(t)) � ~U(x; ~�s(t); ~�(t)) = e�i��x(1 + h(x; t))with ZBR jh(x; t)jdx! 0 ; t!1 :We insert these special solutions into the orthogonality relation from Lem-ma 6.4 and obtain (�� ~�)̂ (�) = 0 as t!1. The coincidence of the Fouriercoe�cients yields the desired coincidence of the densities and we have provedthe theorem. 2224



As usual we remark that it is possible to replace the plane incident wavesby any set of solutions to ��U+!2U = 0 which is complete in the space of allsolutions to this equation with respect to L2(BR). Second, instead of mea-suring far �eld data one might also use near �eld data like the displacementvector on a large sphere because these data uniquely determine a radiatingsolution to ��U + !2U = 0.
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6.2 Stability of the Inverse Elastic ProblemIn this section we want to establish a result which essentially states that on asu�ciently small set the densities depend continuously on their correspondingfar �eld patterns. We assume throughout this section that the real valueddensities � satisfy � 2 ~C(BR), i.e., � 2 C1;(IR3), 0 <  < 1, and supp (1 ��) � BR.For �xed x̂, d 2 S2 the mappingp 2 C3 7! hU s(�; d; p)i1(x̂) 2 C3is linear. Therefore, as at the end of chapter 5 we regard the far �eld patternas a matrix valued mappingU1:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 :U1(x̂; d) has the vector U1(x̂; d; dk) as its kth column where d1, d2, d3 denotethe usual cartesian unit vectors.As usual we employ a very strong norm k � kF on the far �eld patterns.Due to the two wave numbers �p and �s corresponding to pure pressure wavesand pure shear waves we split the far �eld U1 into four parts, namely thenormal and the tangential components of the far �eld corresponding to apure incident plane pressure wave and to a pure incident plane shear wave.We de�ne a plane incident pressure wave byU i;press(x; d; p) := � 1!2r(r � [pei�pd�x]) ; x 2 IR3 ;and a plane incident shear wave byU i;shear(x; d; p) := 1!2r^r ^ [pei�sd�x] ; x 2 IR3 :The waves are propagating into the direction d 2 S2, whereas p 2 C3 controlstheir amplitude and polarization. By Upress(�; d; p) we denote the total �eldcorresponding to the incident wave U i;press(�; d; p) and by Upress1 (x̂; d; p), x̂ 2S2, we mean the far �eld of the scattered wave corresponding to the incidentwave U i;press(�; d; p). Due to the linearity of the map p 7! Upress1 (x̂; d; p) thereis a matrix Upress1 (x̂; d) 2 C3�3 such that Upress1 (x̂; d; p) = Upress1 (x̂; d)p forall p 2 C3. We use the analogous notation U shear(�; d; p), U shear1 (x̂; d; p) andU shear1 (x̂; d), if the incident wave U i;press(�; d; p) is replaced by U i;shear(�; d; p).226



Furthermore, let A(x̂) 2 IR3�3 denote the matrix having the entry x̂jx̂kin the jth row and kth column where x̂ 2 S2 is a unit vector . Then therelation U i;press(x; d; p) = U i(x; d; (p � d)d) = U i(x; d; A(d)p)yields Upress1 (x̂; d) = U1(x̂; d)A(d). The normal component of the far �eldUpress1 (�; d; p) on S2 is given by A(x̂)Upress1 (x̂; d; p), x̂ 2 S2, whereas the tan-gential components are given by (I � A(x̂))Upress1 (x̂; d; p), x̂ 2 S2, whereI 2 C3�3 is the identity matrix. Similarly, we can compute U i;shear(x; d; p) =U i(x; d; (I � A(d))p), whence U shear1 (x̂; d) = U1(x̂; d)(I � A(d)), and thensplit U shear1 (x̂; d) into its normal and tangential part.Summarizing we can writeU1(x̂; d) = (I � A(x̂))U1(x̂; d)(I � A(d)) + A(x̂)U1(x̂; d)(I � A(d))+(I � A(x̂))U1(x̂; d)A(d) + A(x̂)U1(x̂; d)A(d) ; x̂; d 2 S2 :(6.7)Especially, the knowledge of U1 allows to compute the normal and tangentialcomponents of the far �elds from pure incident plane shear and pressurewaves.We need this splitting because the Fourier coe�cients of the above termsshow a di�erent behavior. We de�ne these Fourier coe�cients by�(1)l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 (I � A(x̂))U1(x̂; d)(I � A(d))Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) ;�(2)l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 A(x̂)U1(x̂; d)(I � A(d))Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) ;�(3)l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 (I � A(x̂))U1(x̂; d)A(d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) ;�(4)l1k1l2k2 := ZS2 ZS2 A(x̂)U1(x̂; d)A(d)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d) ;l1; l2 = 0; 1; : : : ; �l1 � k1 � l1 ; �l2 � k2 � l2 : (6.8)Note, that the Fourier coe�cients �(m)l1k1l2k2 2 C3�3 are matrices.The norm k � kF on the far �elds will be de�ned by prescribing a rapiddecay for each of the Fourier coe�cients �(m)l1k1l2k2, m = 1; : : : ; 4.The main estimate of this section readsk�� ~�k1 � c���ln(kU1;� � U1;~�kF)����1=11227



with a constant c for all densities �, ~� lying in some small subset O of ~C(BR).Hence, the mapping U1;� 7! � is continuous and we have local uniqueness.Of course, O is not only small with respect to the maximum norm but withrespect to a C2-norm, i.e., stability is only obtained with the help of an apriori information.Imitating the reasoning in the acoustic case we begin with the decay ofthe Fourier coe�cients and prove continuity of the mapping � 7! U1;�.Then, we show how to reconstruct the kernel of the Green's operator forthe elasticity equation on a large sphere with the help of a series expansioninvolving the Fourier coe�cients which originate from U1 . Since the k � kF -norm is a very strong norm, which is not appropriate for measured far �eldpatterns, this mapping is severely ill-posed.Finally, employing the special solutions from the last section, we inves-tigate the dependence of � on the Green's operator and arrive at our mainestimate.We remind the reader thatkAkF := � 3Xj;k=1 jajkj2�1=2denotes the Frobenius norm for a matrix A = (ajk) 2 C3�3.Furthermore, for convenience we de�ne the operator V�:C(BR)! C(BR)by (V�U)(x) := !2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)U(y)dy ; x 2 BR :Lemma 6.9 Assume the far �eld pattern U1:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 originatesfrom the density � 2 ~C(BR) satisfying supp (1 � �) � BR1 for some 0 <R1 < R. Let �(m)l1k1l2k2, m = 1; : : : ; 4, denote the Fourier coe�cients of U1 asde�ned in (6.8). Furthermore, de�ne R3 := (R + R1)=2. Then, there is aconstant c depending on U1 such thatk�(1)l1k1l2k2k2F � c� e�sR32l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�sR32l2 + 1�2l2+3 ;k�(2)l1k1l2k2k2F � c� e�pR32l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�sR32l2 + 1�2l2+3 ;k�(3)l1k1l2k2k2F � c� e�sR32l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�pR32l2 + 1�2l2+3 ;228



k�(4)l1k1l2k2k2F � c� e�pR32l1 + 1�2l1+3� e�pR32l2 + 1�2l2+3 :Furthermore, we haveXl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�sR �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�sR �2l2+3k�(1)l1k1l2k2k2F <1 ;and analogous inequalities are true for the other Fourier coe�cients �(m)l1k1l2k2,m = 2; 3; 4.Proof: Let us examine the behavior of �(2)l1k1l2k2. The other Fourier coe�cients�(j)l1k1l2k2 can be estimated analogously.From the far �eld representation (5.28) and our considerations that leadto the splitting of the far �eld we obtainA(x̂)U1(x̂; d)(I �A(d))dj = ��2p4� ZBR e�i�px̂�y(1� �(y))x̂ �U shear(y; d; dj)dy x̂ ;for the jth column of A(x̂)U1(x̂; d)(I � A(d)) = A(x̂)U shear1 (x̂; d). Inter-changing the order of integration we obtain�(2)l1k1l2k2dj = ZS2 ZS2 A(x̂)U shear1 (x̂; d; dj)Y k1l1 (x̂)Y k2l2 (d)ds(x̂)ds(d)= ��2p4� ZBR ((1� �(y))ZS2 e�i�px̂�yY k1l1 (x̂)A(x̂)ds(x̂) ZS2 U shear(y; d; dj)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d))dy :Now, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and an analogous reasoning to the proofof Lemma 4.10 complete the proof of the lemma. 2By this lemma we know that the norm kU1;�kF de�ned bykU1;�k2F := Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�sR �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�sR �2l2+3k�(1)l1k1l2k2k2F229



+ Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�pR �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�sR �2l2+3k�(2)l1k1l2k2k2F+ Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�sR �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�pR �2l2+3k�(3)l1k1l2k2k2F+ Xl1;k1;l2;k2�2l1 + 1e�pR �2l1+3�2l2 + 1e�pR �2l2+3k�(4)l1k1l2k2k2Fis well de�ned, if � 2 ~C(BR) because supp (1� �) � BR implies that there isa radius R1 < R with supp (1� �) � BR1 .Proceeding similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.18 we can prove the con-tinuous dependence of U1;� on �.Lemma 6.10 Let �0 2 ~C(BR1), R1 < R, be given. Then, there are positiveconstants c and � such that kU1;��U1;�0kF � ck���0k1 for all � 2 ~C(BR1)satisfying k�� �0k1 < �.Now, we want to study the Green's operator for the elasticity equation,i.e., an integral operator having a matrix valued kernel �� such that forany smooth, compactly supported vector �eld F the vector �eld U(x) =R ��(x; y)F (y)dy, x 2 IR3, satis�es ��U + !2�U = �F and the radiationcondition. For � = 1 we know this operator because then we have �1(x; y) =�(x � y). Since we are merely interested in the operator S�:C0;(@BR2) !C0;(@BR2) (S�')(x) := 2 Z@BR2 ��(x; y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 ;we deduce its properties from S1 with the help of the Lippmann-Schwingerequation without ever studying the kernel ��. The properties of S1 corre-spond to the single-layer in the acoustic case. The reader can �nd the nec-essary regularity results in the appendix of this chapter (see Theorem 6.23and Lemma 6.24):S1:C0;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2) is bounded. The potentialU(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @BR2 ; (6.9)230



with density ' 2 C0;(@BR2) satis�esU jBR2 2 C1;(BR2), U jIR3nBR2 2 C1;(IR3 nBR2),U+ = U� = S1' and TU� � TU+ = 2' on @BR2 (here, T can be de�nedwith any choice of �1, �2 2 IR, �1 + �2 = �+ �).As usual the subscripts, + and �, indicate whether we approach theboundary @BR2 from the exterior and interior, respectively. Furthermore,the �eld U satis�es ��U+!2U = 0 in IR3n@BR2 and the radiation condition.Now we de�ne the operator S� with the help of the following boundaryvalue problem (BV P ):Given R2 > R, ! > 0, � > 0, � 2 IR (2� + � > 0), � 2 ~C(BR) and ' 2C0;(@BR2), �nd U 2 C2(IR3 n @BR2) satisfying the following requirements:U� = U jBR2 2 C1(BR2), U+ = U jIR3nBR2 2 C1(IR3 nBR2),��U + !2�U = 0 in IR3 n @BR2 ,U satis�es the radiation condition,U� � U+ = 0 and��� ^ r ^ [U� � U+] + (�+ 2�)(r � [U� � U+])� = 2' on @BR2 .Note that the last requirement means TU� � TU+ = 2', where the tractionoperator T is de�ned with �1 = ��, �2 = 2�+ �.Lemma 6.11 For all ' 2 C0;(@BR2) the boundary value problem (BV P )has a unique solution U . U is given byU(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)'(y)ds(y)�!2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)W (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ; (6.10)where W 2 C(BR) denotes the unique solution to the Lippmann-Schwingerequation (W + V�W )(x) = 2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :231



Proof: Assuming U is a solution to (BV P ) with ' = 0 we choose R1 > R2and compute with Betti's �rst formula (5.2) (�1 = ��, �2 = �+ 2�)=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�= =� Z@BR2 U+ � f��� ^ r ^ U+ + (�+ 2�)(r � U+)�gds�= =� Z@BR2 U� � f��� ^ r ^ U� + (�+ 2�)(r � U�)�gds�= =� ZBR2 U� ���U�dx�= 0 :Then, we can conclude from Lemma 5.8 that U vanishes in IR3 nBR2, whenceU� = 0 and���^r^U�+(�+2�)(r�U�)� = 0 on @BR2 . The representationformula from Theorem 5.3 (�1 = ��, �2 = �+2�) applied to U� implies thatU� is a solution of the homogeneous Lippmann-Schwinger equation (5.12).Thus U� must vanish, too, and we have proved uniqueness for (BV P ).In order to show that U de�ned as in (6.10) is a solution to (BV P ) wefollow the proof of the second part of Lemma 5.7 to obtain that U satis�esthe elasticity equation, due to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for W , andthe radiation condition. For the boundary conditions we observe that thevolume potential in the de�nition of U is a C2-smooth vector �eld in IR3 andthat the single-layer potential satis�es the needed regularity conditions andjump relations at the boundary. 2We are now in a position to de�neS�:C0;(@BR2)! C1;(@BR2) (S�')(x) := U+(x) ; x 2 @BR2 ; (6.11)where U is the unique solution to (BV P ). S� is well de�ned, bounded, andS�' = U� on @BR2 . Note, that the de�nition of S�' makes sense, too, ifwe suppose ' to be continuous instead of H�older continuous. We need moreproperties of S�.Lemma 6.12 The linear operators S� satisfy:232



(a) Z@BR2 (S�') �  ds = Z@BR2 ' � (S� )ds for all ',  2 C0;(@BR2).(b) The mapping � 7! S�, from ( ~C(BR); k � k1) to the space of linear andbounded operators in C(@BR2) equipped with the k � k1-operator norm,is continuous.Proof: For ',  2 C0;(@BR2) we de�ne U as in (6.10) and U 0 analogously,where we replace ' by  . Then we computeZ@BR2 f(S�') �  � ' � (S� )gds= 12 Z@BR2 fU � (TU 0� � TU 0+)� (TU� � TU+) � U 0gds= 0because the integrals containing TU� and TU 0� vanish by the second Bettiformula. Moreover, the integrals involving TU+ and TU 0+ can be seen to bezero by the radiation condition after replacing the integral over @BR2 by anintegral over @Br, r > R2, inserting the de�nition of U , and interchangingthe order of integration. This proves part (a).The proof of assertion (b) follows the proof of Lemma 2.20 (c). 2Our next goal is the computation of the operator S� from a knowledge ofthe Fourier coe�cients �(m)l1k1l2k2 of U1;�. A consequence of this computationis the continuous dependence of S� on U1;�.Lemma 6.13 Let the far �eld pattern U1;�:S2 � S2 ! C3�3 originate fromthe density � 2 ~C(BR). Let �(m)l1k1l2k2, m = 1; : : : ; 4, denote the Fourier coe�-cients as de�ned in (6.8).For x, y 2 @BR2 , x 6= y, we de�ne the matrixs�(x; y) := �(x� y)� Xl1k1l2k2 il1�l24� n�2sR22h(1)l1 (�sR2)h(1)l2 (�sR2)Y k1l1 � xjxj�Y k2l2 � yjyj��(1)l1k1l2k2+�p�sR22h(1)l1 (�sR2)h(1)l2 (�pR2)Y k1l1 � xjxj�Y k2l2 � yjyj��(3)l1k1l2k2o233



�Xl1k1 il1�l24� n�s�pR22h(1)l1 (�pR2)h(1)l2 (�sR2)Y k1l1 � xjxj�Y k2l2 � yjyj��(2)l1k1l2k2+�2pR22h(1)l1 (�pR2)h(1)l2 (�pR2)Y k1l1 � xjxj�Y k2l2 � yjyj��(4)l1k1l2k2o :(6.12)(a) For all ' 2 C(@BR2) there holds(S�')(x) = 2 Z@BR2 s�(x; y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @BR2 :(b) There is a constant c such that for all �, ~� 2 ~C(BR) the inequalitykS� � S~�k1 � ckU1;� � U1;~�kF holds true.Proof: The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the rapid decay of the Fourier coe�-cients (Lemma 6.9), and the estimate for jh(1)l (�R2)j (Lemma 2.16) imply thatthe series in (6.12) are absolutely and uniformly convergent on @BR2�@BR2 .Therefore, s� is a well de�ned continuous, matrix valued function for x 6= y.From the de�nition of S� in (6.11) we see that for ' 2 C(@BR2) thedi�erence S�'� S1' has the form(S�'� S1')(x)= �r ^r ^ ZBR (1� �(y))��s(x; y)W (y)dy+rr � ZBR (1� �(y))��p(x; y)W (y)dy ; x 2 @BR2 ; (6.13)W 2 C(BR) being the solution to(W + V�W )(x) = 2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR :It su�ces to prove that the right hand side of (6.13) and2 Z@BR2 (s�(x; y)� �(x� y))'(y)ds(y)234



coincide for all x 2 @BR2 and for all ' 2 C(@BR2) having the special form' = Y kl ( �j�j)dm. Here, d1, d2, d3 denote the usual cartesian unit vectors in IR3.First, we compute for x 2 @BR22 Z@BR2 (s�(x; y)� �(x� y))Y k2l2 ( yjyj)dmds(y)= �2Xl1k1n�2sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)h(1)l1 (�sR2) il1�l24� �(1)l1k1l2k2dm+�p�sR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)h(1)l1 (�sR2) il1�l24� �(3)l1k1l2k2dmoY k1l1 � xjxj��2Xl1k1n�s�pR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)h(1)l1 (�pR2) il1�l24� �(2)l1k1l2k2dm+�2pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)h(1)l1 (�pR2) il1�l24� �(4)l1k1l2k2dmoY k1l1 � xjxj� :(6.14)In order to compute the right hand side of (6.13) we proceed similarly tothe proof of Lemma 2.21 (a) and obtain2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)Y k2l2 � yjyj�dm ds(y)= 2i�sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)(�i)l24� ZS2 U i;shear(x; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)+2i�pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)(�i)l24� ZS2 U i;press(x; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) ; x 2 BR ;and W (x) = 2i�sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)(�i)l24� ZS2 U shear(x; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)+2i�pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)(�i)l24� ZS2 Upress(x; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)for x 2 BR. 235



Now, we compute the normal and the tangential components of the far�eld of W 0(x) := �r ^r ^ ZBR (1� �(y))��s(x; y)W (y)dy+rr � ZBR (1� �(y))��p(x; y)W (y)dy ; jxj � R ;(note that W 0j@BR2 is the right hand side of (6.13)): the tangential compo-nents originate from the vector �eld�r ^r ^ ZBR (1� �(y))��s(x; y)W (y)dy ; jxj � R ;which is a solution to the Helmholtz equation with wave number �s, and hasthe far �eld pattern(I � A(x̂))W 01(x̂)= ��2s4� ZBR (1� �(y))e�i�sx̂�yx̂ ^ (W (y) ^ x̂)dy= 2i�sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)(�i)l24� ZS2 (I � A(x̂))U shear1 (x̂; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d)+2i�pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)(�i)l24� ZS2 (I � A(x̂))Upress1 (x̂; d; dm)Y k2l2 (d)ds(d) :Thus we haveZS2 (I � A(x̂))W 01(x̂)Y k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂) = 2i�sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)(�i)l24� �(1)l1k1l2k2dm+2i�pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)(�i)l24� �(3)l1k1l2k2dm :(6.15)On the other hand according to [7, Theorems 2.14 and 2.15] we have forjxj > R a series expansion�r ^r ^ ZBR (1� �(y))��s(x; y)W (y)dy = Xl1k1 al1k1h(1)l1 (�sjxj)Y k1l1 � xjxj�236



which converges absolutely and uniformly on @BR2 . The coe�cients al1k1 arevectors in C3 and the Fourier coe�cients of the far �eld of this series aregiven by 1�s 1il1+1al1k1 :Comparing this expression with the equation for the Fourier coe�cients de-rived in (6.15) yieldsal1k1 = �2�2sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2) il1�l24� �(1)l1k1l2k2dm�2�p�sR22h(1)l2 (�pR2) il1�l24� �(3)l1k1l2k2dm :Similarly, the normal components of W 01 which originate fromrr � ZBR (1� �(y))��p(x; y)W (y)dy ; jxj � R ;a vector valued solution to the Helmholtz equation with wave number �p,have the Fourier coe�cientsZS2 A(x̂)W 01(x̂)Y k1l1 (x̂)ds(x̂) = 2i�sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)(�i)l24� �(2)l1k1l2k2dm+2i�pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)(�i)l24� �(4)l1k1l2k2dm :(6.16)A series expansion of the above vector �eld asXl1k1 bl1k1h(1)l1 (�pjxj)Y k1l1 � xjxj� ;computing the Fourier coe�cients of its far �eld, and comparing them with(6.16) then yieldsbl1k1 = �2�s�pR22h(1)l2 (�sR2) il1�l24� �(2)l1k1l2k2dm�2�2pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2) il1�l24� �(4)l1k1l2k2dm :237



Therefore, on @BR2 we have the expansionW 0(x) = �2Xl1k1n�2sR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)h(1)l1 (�sR2) il1�l24� �(1)l1k1l2k2dm+�p�sR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)h(1)l1 (�sR2) il1�l24� �(3)l1k1l2k2dmoY k1l1 � xjxj��2Xl1k1n�s�pR22h(1)l2 (�sR2)h(1)l1 (�pR2) il1�l24� �(2)l1k1l2k2dm+�2pR22h(1)l2 (�pR2)h(1)l1 (�pR2) il1�l24� �(4)l1k1l2k2dmoY k1l1 � xjxj� :Since this coincides with (6.14), we have proved assertion (a).The analogous estimates to the proof of Lemma 2.21 (b) yield part (b) ofthe lemma. 2Next, we wish to establish the estimate���ZBR (�� ~�)U � ~Udx��� � ckS� � S~�k1;@BR2kUkL2(BR00 )k ~UkL2(BR00 ) (6.17)for solutions U , ~U 2 C2(BR00)\L2(BR00) to the elasticity equation (R < R2 <R00).In the acoustic case the proof needed two ingredients. For a given solutionu to the perturbed Helmholtz equation in BR00 we constructed a radiatingsolution to the Helmholtz equation in the exterior of BR2 , whose Dirichletboundary values coincided with the values of u on @BR2 . This allowed torepresent u as a single-layer having the Green's function sn as kernel. Thesecond ingredient was the estimate kuk1;;BR2 � ckukL2(BR00 ).Since the solution to the exterior Dirichlet problem requires a thoroughanalysis of the elastic double-layer potential [23, 24, 12] (a task that we wantto avoid), we use a di�erent approach in order to represent a solution U tothe elasticity equation as a single-layer with the Green's kernel s�, namelywe solve a Robin boundary value problem in the following lemma.For the second ingredient, the a priori estimate, we use the analogousapproach to the proof of Weyl's lemma, Lemma 2.6. Finally, we establishthe desired estimate (6.17) in Lemma 6.16 .238



During the proof of the following lemma we shall use the boundary inte-gral operator K 0�:C0;(@BR2)! C0;(@BR2)(K 0�')(x) := 2 Z@BR2 Tx[�(x� y)'(y)]ds(y) ;�!2 ZBR (1� �(y))Tx[�(x� y)W (y)]dy ; x 2 @BR2 :Here, W is de�ned as the unique solution to(I + V�)W = 2 Z@BR2 �(� � y)'(y)ds(y)in BR, and Tx is the unphysical traction operator de�ned with the parameters�1 = �(�+ �)�+ 3� ; �2 = (�+ �)(�+ 2�)�+ 3� : (6.18)The choice of the constants �1 and �2 is now important because it yields acompact operator K 01 with a weakly singular kernel (see Lemma 6.25 in theappendix). Therefore, K 0� is a compact operator.Note, that in linear elasticity the traction operator Tx corresponds to thethe operator @=@�(x) in acoustic scattering. We have therefore chosen thesame name K 0 for the normal derivative of the acoustic single-layer and thetraction of the elastic single-layer.The jump relations for the single-layer with kernel � and the propertiesof the volume potential imply for the vector �eld U de�ned in (6.10): TU�+iU� = (I + K 0� + iS�)' on @BR2 . This motivates to consider the followingboundary value problem with Robin data (RBV P ):Given R2 > R, ! > 0, � > 0, � 2 IR (2� + � > 0), � 2 ~C(BR) andF 2 C0;(@BR2),�nd U 2 C2(BR2) \ C1(BR2) satisfying ��U + !2�U = 0 in BR2 andTU� + iU� = F on @BR2 . Here, the parameters �1 and �2 in the de�nitionof T are chosen according to (6.18).Lemma 6.14(a) (RBV P ) has at most one solution.239



(b) For all F 2 C0;(@BR2) the equation (I + K 0� + iS�)' = F has aunique solution ' 2 C0;(@BR2) depending continuously on F . If ' isa solution to this equation, then, the vector �eld U de�ned in (6.10) isthe unique solution to (RBV P ).Proof: For assertion (a) we compute with Betti's �rst formula, the homoge-neous boundary condition, and the elasticity equation�i Z@BR2 jU j2ds= Z@BR2 U � TUds= � ZBR2 U � (!2�U)dx+ ZBR2 n(�1 + �) 3Xk=1 j@kU j2 + �2jr � U j2 � �1jr ^ U j2odx :Hence, taking the imaginary part we have U j@BR2 = 0, and TU = 0 on@BR2 by the boundary condition. Now, the representation formula fromTheorem 5.3 applied to U implies that U is a solution to the homogeneousLippmann-Schwinger equation (5.12). Thus U must vanish and we haveproved uniqueness for (RBV P ).For part (b) we note that, if ' is a solution to the equation (I + K 0� +iS�)' = F , and if U is de�ned byU(x) := 2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)'(y)ds(y)�!2 ZBR (1� �(y))�(x� y)W (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 ;W 2 C(BR) being the unique solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation(W + V�W )(x) = 2 Z@BR2 �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 BR;240



then U is a solution to the boundary value problem (RBV P ). The di�erentialequation follows from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for W , whereas theboundary behavior of U is a consequence of the elastic single-layer.If ' is a solution for F = 0, we know from part (a) that U vanishesin BR2 . Furthermore, U is a radiating solution to ��U + !2U = 0 in theexterior of BR2 with vanishing Dirichlet boundary values and we can computefor R1 > R2 with Betti's �rst formula (5.2) (now �1 = ��, �2 = �+ 2�)=� Z@BR1 U � f��� ^ r ^ U + (�+ 2�)(r � U)�gds�= =� Z@BR2 U+ � f��� ^r ^ U+ + (�+ 2�)(r � U+)�gds�= 0 :Lemma 5.8 then implies that U vanishes in IR3 n BR2 , whence 2' = TU� �TU+ = 0 on @BR2 . Since the operators in the integral equation are compact,existence and continuous dependence of a solution follows by the Riesz theory.This completes the proof of the lemma. 2Now we prove the a priori estimate which corresponds to Weyl's lemma.Lemma 6.15 Assume 0 < R2 < R00 and c1 > 0 are constants. Then, thereis a constant c2 > 0 such that for all � 2 C(BR00) with k�k1 � c1 and forall U 2 C2(BR00) \ L2(BR00) satisfying ��U + �U = 0 in BR00 the inequalitykUk1;;BR2 � c2kUkL2(BR00 ) holds true.Proof: We �rst construct suitable test vector �elds ' 2 C10 (BR00). LetB�(x�) � BR00 , � > 0, be a ball and let � 2 C10 (IR) be a cut-o� functionsatisfying �(t) = 0, if jtj � �=2, and �(t) = 1, if jtj � �=4. For a vector �eld 2 C10 (B�=4(x�)) we de�ne'(x) := ZIR3 �(jx� yj)�(0)(x� y) (y)dy ; x 2 IR3 :As in Lemma 2.6 we have ' 2 C10 (B�(x�)).241



The matrix valued function ~k(x) := (�(jxj)� 1)�(0)(x), x 2 IR3, satis�es~k 2 C1(IR3) and we obtain with the help of Theorem 5.6 in B�(x�)(��'+ �')(x) = � (x) + ZB�=4(x�) ��x(~k(x� y) (y))dy+�(x) ZB�=4(x�) �(jx� yj)�(0)(x� y) (y)dy :We denote by ~M : IR3 ! C3�3 the C1-smooth matrix valued function sat-isfying ��x(~k(x � y) (y)) = ~M(x � y) (y). Using integration by parts andreversing the order of integration we arrive at0 = ZB�(x�) ' � (��U + �U)dx= ZB�(x�) (��'+ �') � Udx= ZB�=4(x�)  (y) � n�U(y) + ZB�(x�) ~MT (x� y)U(x)dx+ ZB�(x�) �(x)�(jx� yj)�(0)(x� y)U(x)dxodyfor any  2 C10 (B�=4(x�)). Hence, we have for all y 2 B�=4(x�)U(y) = ZB�(x�) ~MT (x� y)U(x)dx+ ZB�(x�) �(x)�(jx� yj)�(0)(x� y)U(x)dx : (6.19)The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields kUk1;B�=4(x�) � ckUkL2(BR00 ), witha constant c depending on � (via �) and k�k1;BR00 .Replacing � by �=4 and repeating the procedure, which lead to equation(6.19), with an adjusted cut-o� function � we obtainU(y) = ZB�=4(x�) ~MT (x� y)U(x)dx+ ZB�=4(x�) �(x)�(jx� yj)�(0)(x� y)U(x)dx242



for all y 2 B�=16(x�). Now, the estimates from Theorem 1.9 implykUk1;;B�=16(x�) � ckUkL2(BR00 ).Finally, we complete the proof by covering the compact set BR2 by �nitelymany balls of the form B�j=32(xj), where �j is chosen su�ciently small toensure B�j(xj) � BR00 , and by patching together the above norm estimatesfor kUk1;;B�j=16(xj). 2The desired estimate (6.17) is now a consequence of the two previouslemmas and Betti's second formula.Lemma 6.16 Assume R < R2 < R00 and !, c1 > 0 are positive constants.Then, there exists a positive constant c such that for all �, ~� 2 ~C(BR) withk�k1;;IR3 , k~�k1;;IR3 � c1, and for all solutions U 2 C2(BR00) \ L2(BR00) to��U +!2�U = 0 in BR00 and all solutions ~U 2 C2(BR00)\L2(BR00) to �� ~U +!2~� ~U = 0 in BR00 the estimate���ZBR (�� ~�)U � ~Udx��� � ckS� � S~�k1;@BR2kUkL2(BR00 )k ~UkL2(BR00 ) (6.20)holds true.Proof: Let U satisfy the assumptions of the assertion. Due to Lemma 6.14 wehave a representation of U jBR2 as in (6.10), where the density ' 2 C0;(@BR2)satis�es the integral equation(I +K 0� + iS�)' = TU� + iU� on @BR2 .Hence, we know k'k1 � k'k0; � ckUk1;;BR2 : (6.21)The above inequality used the fact that (I + K 0� + iS�)�1 is bounded inC0;(@BR2). In order to have the same inequality with a constant c, whichholds uniformly for all densities � as in the assertion, we have to prove thatthe bound can be chosen uniformly for all � 2 ~C(BR) with k�k1;;IR3 � c1.This can be seen by the following reasoning:We choose R2 > R1 > R and assume that �j 2 ~C(BR), j 2 IN, is asequence with k�jk1;;IR3 � c1 and k(I + K 0�j + iS�j )�1kC0; ! 1, j ! 1.Since the imbedding C1;(BR1) � C1;0(BR1) is compact for 0 < 0 < , we243



assume without loss of generality that k�j � �0k1;0;IR3 ! 0, j ! 1, for asuitable real valued function �0 2 C1;0(IR3) with supp(1 � �0) � BR1 . Dueto the continuous dependence of the mapping � 7! (I +K 0� + iS�)�1 fromf� 2 C1;0(IR3): supp(1� �) � BR1gto the space of bounded linear operators on @BR2 (the volume potentials inthe de�nitions of S� and K 0� depend continuously on �, see Lemma 6.12 (b))we obtain the contradictionk(I +K 0�j + iS�j )�1kC0; ! k(I +K 0�0 + iS�0)�1kC0; <1 :Of course, we can apply the analogous reasoning to ~U , whence we haverepresented U and ~U as a combination of a single-layer potential and a volumepotential. This representation is also de�ned in IR3 n BR2 . We thus have acontinuous continuation of U and ~U as radiating solutions to ��W+!2W = 0in the exterior of BR2 .Then, we use Lemma 6.12 (a), the jump relation, and (5.3) to computeZ@BR2 ' � (S~� � S�) ~'ds= 12 Z@BR2 �(TU� � TU+) � ~U � (T ~U� � T ~U+) � U�ds= 12 Z@BR2 (TU� � ~U � T ~U� � U�ds= !22 ZBR (~�� �)U � ~Udx ; (6.22)because, as in the proof of Lemma 6.12 (a), the integrals involving TU+ andT ~U+ vanish.Using Lemma 6.15, (6.22), and (6.21) we complete the proof of the lemmaand estimate���ZBR (�� ~�)U ~Udx���= ��� 2!2 Z@BR2 ' � (S~� � S�) ~'ds���� ckS� � S~�k1;@BR2kUkL2(BR00 )k ~UkL2(BR00 ) : 2244



Finally, we prove the main estimate, which implies the continuous depen-dence of � on S� or on U1;�.Theorem 6.17 Let �0 2 ~C(BR)\C2(IR3) be given. Then, there are a neigh-borhood O of �0,O := f� 2 ~C(BR) \ C2(IR3): k�� �0kC2 < �g ;and a positive constant c, such that for all �, ~� 2 O the estimatek�� ~�k1;BR � c[� ln(kS� � S~�k1;@BR2 )]�1=11holds true.Proof: We choose R < R2 < R00 < R0 < 2R2. Furthermore, we chooset0 > 0 from Theorem 6.7 su�ciently large to ensure the existence of thespecial solutions and the estimates stated for them in this theorem holdinguniformly for all k�� �0kC2 � 1 and for all j=(�s)j � t0. Then, we sett1 := t0 + 2�s + 100 :Finally, we choose 0 < �1 < 1=2 su�ciently small to have�511(4R2 + 1) ln(2�1) > t1 :Due to the continuous dependence of S� on � (Lemma 6.12 (b)) we can�nd � with 0 < � < �1 such thatkS� � S~�k1;@BR2 � 2�1for all �; ~� 2 O := f� 2 ~C(BR) \ C2(IR3): k�� �0kC2 < �g :The inequalities (2.38) and (2.39) implyk�� ~�k1 � c X�����2 j(�� ~�)̂ (�)j+ cp� (6.23)for �, ~� 2 O and any � � 2.As in the proof of Theorem 2.23 we wish to pick a suitable �, dependingon kS� � S~�k1;@BR2 , in order to estimate the right hand side of (6.23). We245



bound the Fourier coe�cients j(�� ~�)̂ (�)j, � � � � �2, with the help of thepreceding lemma and the special solutions from Theorem 6.8.To this end we set t := � 511(4R2+1) ln kS� � S~�k1 and � := t2=11. By thede�nition of �, the inequalities kS� � S~�k1 < 1 and t � t1 are satis�ed forall �, ~� 2 O, and we also have � � 2.For a vector � 2 � with � � � � �2 we choose as in Theorem 6.8�s(t) := �12� + ist2 � �2s + j�j24 d1 + td2 ;~�s(t) := �12�� ist2 � �2s + j�j24 d1 � td2 ;�(t) := 1j�j� + j�j2t d2 ;~�(t) := 1j�j�� j�j2t d2 :Then, we have j=(�s(t))j � t � �s � t=2, j�s(t)j=j=(�s(t))j � 2, andj=(�s(t))j � t��s � t0 for all � 2 O, whence by Theorem 6.7 there exist thespecial solutions U(x; �s(t); �(t)) = ei�s(t)�x[�(t) + F (x; �s(t); �(t))] satisfyingthe inequality kF (�; �s(t); �(t))kL2 � (cj�(t)j)=j=(�s(t))j uniformly in � 2 O,t � t1. The analogous assertion applies to ~U(x; ~�s(t); ~�(t)) = ei~�s(t)�x[~�(t) +~F (x; ~�s(t); ~�(t))].With the help of the preceding lemma we computej(~�� �)̂ (�)j= (2R0)�3=2���ZC (~�� �)(x)e�i��xdx���= (2R0)�3=2����ZBR (~�� �)(x)U(x; �s(t); �(t)) � ~U(x; ~�s(t); ~�(t))dx+ ZBR (~�� �)(x)e�i��xn j�j24t2 � ~�(t) � F (x; �s(t); �(t))��(t) � ~F (x; ~�s(t); ~�(t))�F (x; �s(t); �(t)) � ~F (x; ~�s(t); ~�(t))odx����� ckS� � S~�k1kU(�; �s(t); �(t))kL2(BR00 )k ~U(�; ~�s(t); ~�(t))kL2(BR00 ) + cj�j2t246



� c(j�j2e4R2(t+j�j)kS� � S~�k1 + j�j2t ) ; (6.24)where we have used the fact thatkU(�; �s(t); �(t))kL2(BR00 ) � kei�s(t)�xk1;B2R2k�(t) + F (�; �s(t); �(t))kL2(BR00 )� cj�je2R2(t+j�j)for all t � t1, � 2 O, and � 2 � because j=(�s(t))j � t + j�j.Note that contrary to the acoustic case we have a factor j�j2 from ourchoice of �(t), ~�(t), which can only be bounded by cj�j. These terms j�j2 areresponsible for the di�erent exponents occurring in the elastic and acousticstability estimates.Inequality (6.24) impliesX�����2 j(~�� �)̂ (�)j � c X�����2(j�j2e4R2(t+j�j)kS� � S~�k1 + j�j2t )� cfe4R2te4R2��5kS� � S~�k1 + �5t g� cfe(4R2+1)(t+�)kS� � S~�k1 + �5t g ;because of �5 � 5!e�.Finally, we obtain from (6.23), our last estimate, � = t2=11 � t, and thede�nition of tk�� ~�k1 � cfe(4R2+1)(t+�)kS� � S~�k1 + �5t + 1p�g� cfe(8R2+2)tkS� � S~�k1 + 2t1=11 g� cn(kS� � S~�k1)1=11 + (� ln kS� � S~�k1)�1=11o� c(� ln kS� � S~�k1)�1=11for all �, ~� 2 O because x � (� ln(x))�1 for 0 < x < 1, and we have provedthe theorem. 2Replacing kS� � S~�k by kU1;� � U1;~�kF we obtain the �nal estimate.247



Theorem 6.18 Let �0 2 ~C(BR1) \ C2(IR3) with R1 < R be given. Then,there are a neighborhoodO := f� 2 ~C(BR1) \ C2(IR3): k�� �0kC2 < �g ;and a positive constant c, such that for all �, ~� 2 O the estimatek�� ~�k1;BR � c[� ln(kU1;� � U1;~�kF)]�1=11holds true.Proof: We know from Lemma 6.10 that the mapping � 7! U1;� is continuousfrom ~C(BR1) to the far �eld patterns equipped with the norm k � kF . Wechoose � > 0 su�ciently small in the proof of Theorem 6.17 such that(1 + c)kU1;� � U1;~�kF � 2�1 and ckU1;� � U1;~�kF � kU1;� � U1;~�k1=2Fare satis�ed for all �, ~� 2 O, too (here c denotes the constant from Lem-ma 6.13 (b)). Inserting the estimatekS� � S~�k1 � ckU1;� � U1;~�kFfrom Lemma 6.13 (b) into Theorem 6.17 we complete the proof of the theo-rem. 2
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6.3 Appendix: The Elastic Single-Layer Po-tentialThis appendix contains the regularity results and the jump relations for thesingle-layer potentialU(x) = Z@D �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ;where D is a C2-smooth bounded domain in IR3, ' is a uniformly H�older con-tinuous vector �eld on @D, and �: IR3nf0g ! C3�3 denotes the fundamentalsolution to the operator (�� + !2I) from section 5.1.We closely follow the reasoning in [6, chapter 2] for the acoustic single-layer potential and we base our analysis on the next two theorems whoseproofs can be found in [6, Theorem 2.7, Remark 2.8, Lemma 2.10, Re-mark 2.11].Theorem 6.19 Let D � IR3 be a C2-smooth, bounded, open set, and supposeG is a closed domain containing @D in its interior. Assume the function Kis de�ned and continuous for all x 2 G, y 2 @D, x 6= y, and assume thereexists a positive constant M such that for all x 2 G, y 2 @D, x 6= y, we havejK(x; y)j �M jx� yj�1 : (6.25)Assume further that there exists m 2 IN such thatjK(x1; y)�K(x2; y)j �M mXj=1 jx1 � yj�1�jjx1 � x2jj (6.26)for all x1, x2 2 G, y 2 @D with 2jx1 � x2j � jx1 � yj. Then the generalizedpotential u de�ned byu(x) := Z@D K(x; y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 G ;with density ' 2 C(@D) belongs to the H�older space C0;(G) for all  2 (0; 1)and kuk0;;G � Ck'k1;@Dfor some constant C depending on .The analogous assertion holds true, if G is replaced by @D, i.e., the kernelK is only de�ned for x, y 2 @D, x 6= y, and u(x) is only de�ned for x 2 @D.249



Remark: If a function K de�ned for x 2 BR, y 2 @D, x 6= y, has�rst partial derivatives with respect to x for all y 2 @D, and if these par-tial derivatives are continuous functions in x for each �xed y and satisfyjrxK(x; y)j �M jx�yj�m for all x 6= y for some m 2 IN, then the inequality(compare (6.26))jK(x1; y)�K(x2; y)j � 2mM jx1 � yj�mjx1 � x2jis satis�ed for all x1, x2 2 BR, y 2 @D with 2jx1 � x2j � jx1� yj, y 6= x1; x2.This can be inferred fromjK(x2; y)�K(x1; y)j = ���� 1Z0 [rxK(x1 + t(x2 � x1); y)] � (x2 � x1)dt����� supt2[0;1] jrxK(x1 + t(x2 � x1); y)jjx2 � x1j� M(jx1 � yj=2)m jx2 � x1jbecause jx1+ t(x2�x1)�yj � jx1�yj�jx2�x1j � jx1�yj=2 for all t 2 [0; 1],if 2jx1 � x2j � jx1 � yj.In regard of Theorem 6.19, the above remark, and the estimates fromLemma 5.1 (b) we know that the vector �eldU(x) = Z@D (�(x� y)� �(0)(x� y))'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 ;belongs to C1;(IR3), if ' 2 C(@D) is a continuous vector �eld. Moreover,we have kUk1;;IR3 � Ck'k1 and@@xjU(x) = Z@D h @@xj (�(x� y)� �(0)(x� y))i'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 :It is therefore su�cient to carry out the analysis for the single-layer potentialhaving Kelvin's matrix �(0) as kernel.Theorem 6.19 together with the estimates from Lemma 5.1 (c) immedi-ately imply that the single-layer potentialU(x) = Z@D �(0)(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 ; (6.27)250



with a continuous density ' is uniformly H�older continuous in IR3 and thatkUk;IR3 � Ck'k1. Especially, this implies that S1:C(@D) ! C0;(@D) isbounded and S1:C0;(@D) ! C0;(@D) is compact. Here, S1 denotes theoperator de�ned by(S1')(x) = 2 Z@D �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @D ;which occurred in the previous section.Hence, it remains to study the �rst derivatives of the potential in (6.27).To this end another result [6, Lemma 2.10] is useful. In order to understandits notation we note the following facts:For a C2-smooth domain D there is number h0 > 0 such that to eachpoint x from the closed neighborhoodDh0 := fx = z + h�(z): z 2 @D ; jhj � h0 gof @D there corresponds a unique point z 2 @D such that x = z + h�(z).Moreover, there is a small constant R > 0 such that for all z1, z2 2 @D,x1 = z1 + h�(z1), x2 = z2 + h�(z2) 2 Dh0 with 0 < jx1 � x2j < R=4 theestimates12 jx1 � x2j � jz1 � z2j � 2jx1 � x2j ; jx1 � z2j2 � jz1 � z2j2 + h22 (6.28)hold true. We also assume R su�ciently small to ensure the following tworequirements: Sz;R := fy 2 @D: jy � zj < Rgis connected for each z 2 @D; �(z) � �(y) � 1=2 for all z, y 2 @D withjz � yj � R.Theorem 6.20 Let D � IR3 be a C2-smooth, bounded, open set. Assumethe function K to be de�ned and continuous for all x 2 Dh0 , y 2 @D, x 6= y,and assume that there exists a positive constant M such that for all x 2 Dh0,y 2 @D, x 6= y, we have jK(x; y)j �M jx� yj�2 : (6.29)Furthermore, assume there exists m 2 IN such thatjK(x1; y)�K(x2; y)j �M mXj=1 jx1 � yj�2�jjx1 � x2jj (6.30)251



for all x1, x2 2 Dh0, y 2 @D with 2jx1 � x2j � jx1 � yj, and that���� Z@DnSz;r K(x; y)ds(y)���� �M (6.31)for all z 2 @D and x = z + h�(z) 2 Dh0 and all 0 < r < R. Now de�neu(x) := Z@D K(x; y)['(y)� '(z)]ds(y) ; x 2 Dh0 ;with density ' 2 C0;(@D), 0 <  < 1. Then u belongs to C0;(Dh0) andkuk0;;Dh0 � Ck'k0;;@Dfor some constant C.The analogous assertion holds true, if Dh0 is replaced by @D, i.e., thekernel K is only de�ned for x, y 2 @D, x 6= y, and u(x) is only de�ned forx 2 @D.These two theorems are employed by the authors in [6, Theorems 2.12and 2.17] to analyze the potential with kernelK(x; y) = 14�jx� yj ; x 6= y :They obtain that, if ' 2 C(@D) is continuous, thenu(x) = Z@D 14�jx� yj'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 ;is uniformly H�older continuous in IR3 andkuk0;;IR3 � Ck'k1;@Dfor all 0 <  < 1 and some constant C depending on @D and . Moreover,if ' 2 C0;(@D), 0 <  < 1, is uniformly H�older continuous, then the�rst derivatives of the potential u can be uniformly extended in a H�oldercontinuous fashion from IR3 nD into IR3 nD and from D into D with limitingvaluesru�(x) = Z@D rx� 14�jx� yj�'(y)ds(y)� 12'(x)�(x) ; x 2 @D ; (6.32)252



where the integral exists as a Cauchy principal value. They also have theestimates kruk0;;IR3nD � Ck'k0;;@D ;kruk0;;D � Ck'k0;;@D (6.33)for some constant C depending on @D and .Since Kelvin's matrix �(0) has the entries�(0)jk (x) := �jk4��jxj � �+ �8��(2�+ �) @2jxj@xj@xk ; x 6= 0 ; j; k = 1; 2; 3 ;in view of the above results it remains to show the analogous results for thesecond term in the de�nition of �(0)jk (x), i.e., for the kernelsK(x; y) = @2jx� yj@xj@xk ; x 6= y ; j; k = 1; 2; 3 :We will pursue the same strategy that is used in [6] for the harmonic single-layer potential. Therefore, our �rst aim is to extend in a H�older continuousfashion the �rst derivatives of the potential with constant densityu(x) = Z@D @2jx� yj@xj@xk ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 ;from D into D and from IR3 nD into IR3 nD. To this end we splitru(x) = � Z@D Grady @2jx� yj@xj@xk ds(y)� Z@D @@�(y) @2jx� yj@xj@xk �(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ; (6.34)where Grad denotes the surface gradient on @D. We are thus lead to considerpotentials with kernelK(x; y) := @@�(y) @2jx� yj@xj@xk ; y 2 @D ; x 2 IR3 ; x 6= y ; (6.35)and with H�older continuous density.253



Lemma 6.21 Assume j, k 2 f1; 2; 3g to be �xed and de�neK(x; y), y 2 @D,x 2 IR3, x 6= y, as in (6.35). Then, the generalized potentialu(x) := Z@D K(x; y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ;with H�older continuous density ' 2 C0;(@D) (0 <  < 1) can be extendedin a H�older continuous fashion from IR3 nD into IR3 nD and from D into Dwith limiting valuesu�(x) = Z@D K(x; y)'(y)ds(y)� 4�'(x)�k(x)�j(x) ; x 2 @D ; (6.36)where the integral exists as a Cauchy principal value. Furthermore, the esti-mates kuk0;;IR3nD � Ck'k0;;@D ;kuk0;;D � Ck'k0;;@D (6.37)hold true for some constant C depending on @D and .Proof: We �rst prove the assertion for the density ' = 1, i.e., we examinew(x) := Z@D @@�(y) @2@xj@xk jx� yjds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D :For x 2 D we choose � > 0 su�ciently small to ensure B�(x) � D. Then weapply Green's second theorem (1.9) and Gauss' theorem (1.7) in D n B�(x),use �yjx� yj = 2=jx� yj, and obtainw(x) = Zjy�xj=� @@�(y) @2@xj@xk jx� yjds(y) + 2 ZDnB�(x) @2@xj@xk 1jx� yjdy= Zjy�xj=� @@�(y) @2@xj@xk jx� yjds(y) + 2 Z@D �j(y) @@yk 1jx� yjds(y)�2 Zjy�xj=� �j(y) @@yk 1jx� yjds(y) : (6.38)254



We calculate@@�(y) @2@xj@xk jx� yj= @@�(y)� �jkjx� yj � (xk � yk)(xj � yj)jx� yj3 �= @@�(y) �jkjx� yj + �k(y)(xj � yj)jx� yj3+�j(y)(xk � yk)jx� yj3 � 3(xk � yk)(xj � yj)f�(y) � (x� y)gjx� yj5 ;and note �k(y)(xj � yj)jx� yj3 + �j(y)(xk � yk)jx� yj3 = 2�j(y) @@yk 1jx� yjon @B�(x) due to �(y) = (y � x)=jx� yj. Moreover, we haveZjy�xj=� @@�(y) �jkjx� yjds(y) = � Zjy�xj=� �jk�2 ds(y) = �4��jkand �3 Zjy�xj=� (xk � yk)(xj � yj)f�(y) � (x� y)gjx� yj5 ds(y)= 3�3 Z@B�(0) yk�j(y)ds(y)= 4��jk :Hence, (6.38) readsw(x) = �2 @@xk Z@D �j(y)jx� yjds(y) ; x 2 D :For x 2 IR3 n D it is not necessary to cut out the ball B�(x) and a similarreasoning yields w(x) = �2 @@xk Z@D �j(y)jx� yjds(y) :255



Finally, for x 2 @D, we obtain in an analogous manner thatZ@DnSx;� K(x; y)ds(y)= Z@(DnB�(x)) K(x; y)ds(y) + Z@B�(x)\D K(x; y)ds(y)= �2 @@xk Z@(DnB�(x)) �j(y)jx� yjds(y) + Z@B�(x)\D K(x; y)ds(y)! �2 @@xk Z@D �j(y)jx� yjds(y) ; �! 0 ;uniformly for all x 2 @D, where the integral is to be understood as a Cauchyprincipal value. In the limit the integrals over @B�(x) \D of@@�(y) �jkjx� yj and � 3(xk � yk)(xj � yj)f�(y) � (x� y)gjx� yj5can be replaced by integrals over @B�(x) \ fy 2 IR3: (y � x) � �(x) � 0g. Bysymmetry the integrals over the half sphere can be evaluated as one half ofthe corresponding integrals over the entire sphere, whence they cancel eachother as they did in the case x 2 D.Using the jump relations for the derivatives of the harmonic single-layerpotential we have proved the assertion for ' = 1.Our computation of K(x; y) reveals that K satis�es assumption (6.29).Condition (6.30) can be veri�ed with the help of the remark after Theo-rem 6.19. In order to verify condition (6.31) we choose x = z� h�(z) 2 Dh0 ,z 2 @D, h � 0. If x = z + h�(z), we work in the domain D n B�(z), ifx = z� h�(z), we work in the domain D[B�(z). Then we proceed as abovefor the case x 2 @D. With the help of the estimatejz + h�(z)� yj2 � miny2@B�(z)\@Dfjz � yj2 + h2 + 2h�(z) � (y � z)g= miny2@B�(z)\@D jz + h�(z) � yj2� 12�2for all y 2 @B�(z) \D, where we have used (6.28) for the second inequality,256



we can bound���� Z@DnSz;� K(x; y)ds(y)����� ���� Z@(DnB�(z)) K(x; y)ds(y)����+ Z@B�(z)\D jK(x; y)jds(y)� ����2 @@xj Z@(DnB�(z)) �j(y)jx� yjds(y)����+ Z@B�(z) c�2ds(y)� M ;and similarly for x = z � h�(z).If we now have an arbitrary uniformly H�older continuous density ', wecan splitu(x) = Z@D K(x; y)'(y)ds(y)= Z@D K(x; y)('(y)� '(z))ds(y) + w(x)'(z) ; x 2 Dh0 ;where z 2 @D is the point with x = z + h�(z). Since K satis�es the con-ditions of Theorem 6.20, the integral is uniformly H�older continuous in Dh0,whereas the behavior of the second term and the jump relation follow fromour reasoning for ' = 1. This ends the proof of the lemma. 2Next, we turn to the �rst integral that appeared in (6.34).Lemma 6.22 Assume j, k 2 f1; 2; 3g to be �xed and de�ne the vector �eldU(x) := Z@D Grady @2@xj@xk jx� yjds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D :Then, U can be extended in a H�older continuous fashion into IR3 with limitingvalues U(x) = Z@D Grady @2@xj@xk jx� yjds(y) ; x 2 @D ; (6.39)where the integral exists as a Cauchy principal value.257



Proof: Integration by parts (compare [6, Theorem 2.1]) revealsU(x) = �2 Z@D @2@xj@xk jx� yjH(y)�(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ;where H(y) denotes the mean curvature of @D at the point y 2 @D. Sincethe kernel@2@xj@xk jx� yj = �jkjx� yj � (xk � yk)(xj � yj)jx� yj3 ; x; y 2 IR3 ; x 6= y ;satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 6.19, we infer that U can be extendedin a uniformly H�older continuous fashion into IR3 with limiting valuesU(x) = �2 Z@D @2@xj@xk jx� yjH(y)�(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @D ;and it remains to prove for x 2 @D thatlim�!0 Z@DnSx;� Grady @2@xj@xk jx� yjds(y) = �2 Z@D @2@xj@xk jx� yjH(y)�(y)ds(y) :This can be achieved by using integration by parts again [6, Theorem 2.1],Z@DnSx;� Grady @2jx� yj@xj@xk ds(y) = �2 Z@DnSx;� @2jx� yj@xj@xk H(y)�(y)ds(y)� Z@D\@B�(x) @2jx� yj@xj@xk �0(y)dt(y) :Here, �0(y) denotes the unit normal vector to the curve @D\@B�(x) which isorthogonal to the normal �(y) of @D and which is directed into the exteriorof B�(x), and dt is the line element. Next we computeZ@D\@B�(x) @2jx� yj@xj@xk �0(y)dt(y)= �jk� Z@D\@B�(x) �0(y)dt(y)� 1�3 Z@D\@B�(x) (xk � yk)(xj � yj)�0(y)dt(y)258



= 2�jk� ZSx;� H(y)�(y)ds(y)� 1�3 ZSx;� 2(xk � yk)(xj � yj)H(y)�(y)ds(y)� 1�3 ZSx;� Grady[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]ds(y)= O(�)� 1�3 ZSx;� Grady[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]ds(y) ;where we made use of the estimatesZSx;� jx� yjmds(y) � c�m+2for a suitable constant c depending only on @D. FromGrady[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]= (1� �(y)�(y)T )ry[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]= (1� �(x)�(x)T )ry[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)] +O(jx� yj2)we conclude that the last term behaves like1�3 ZSx;� (1� �(x)�(x)T )ry[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]ds(y) +O(�)= 1�3 ZEx;� (1� �(x)�(x)T )ry[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]ds(y) +O(�)= 1�3 ZB�(x)\E (1� �(x)�(x)T )ry[(xk � yk)(xj � yj)]ds(y) +O(�)= O(�) ; �! 0 :Here, E denotes the tangential plane at x 2 @D, and Ex;� is the orthogonalprojection of Sx;� into E. The integral over B�(x)\E vanishes by symmetrybecause linear functions like z = (z1; z2; z3) 2 IR3 7! zk are integrated over atwo-dimensional disk centered at the origin. This completes the proof of thelemma. 2We are now prepared to study the single-layer potential having Kelvin'smatrix or Kupradze's matrix as kernel.259



Theorem 6.23 Let ' = ('1; '2; '3) 2 C0;(@D) (0 <  < 1) be a uniformlyH�older continuous vector �eld. Then, the single-layer potentialU(x) := Z@D �(0)(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ;is uniformly H�older continuous in IR3. The �rst derivatives of the componentsUj can be extended in a H�older continuous fashion from D into D and fromIR3 nD into IR3 nD with limiting values@lUj�(x) = dj � Z@D (@l�(0))(x� y)'(y)ds(y)� 12�n�l(x)'j(x)� �+ �2�+ � [�(x) � '(x)]�l(x)�j(x)o (6.40)for x 2 @D, j, l = 1; 2; 3, where the integral exists as a Cauchy principalvalue. d1, d2, d3 denote the usual cartesian unit vectors. Furthermore, theestimates kUk1;;IR3nD � Ck'k0;;@D ;kUk1;;D � Ck'k0;;@D (6.41)hold true for some constant C depending on @D and . The analogousassertion is true, if �(0) is replaced by �.Proof: We already observed before Theorem 6.20 that it su�ces to carryout the analysis for Kelvin's matrix because the di�erence of Kelvin's andKupradze's matrix is su�ciently regular to apply Theorem 6.19. This theo-rem also implied the H�older continuity of U . Moreover, since the single-layerpotential for the Laplace equation and its derivatives are rigorously analyzedin [6] (see the remarks after Theorem 6.20), we con�ne ourselves to the �rstderivatives of the functionsu(x) = Z@D @2jx� yj@xj@xk  (y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ;with a uniformly H�older continuous density  and j, k �xed. To this end wesplit in Dh0@lu(x) = Z@D @3jx� yj@xj@xk@xl ( (y)�  (z))ds(y)260



+ (z) @@xl Z@D @2jx� yj@xj@xk ds(y) ; x 2 Dh0 n @D ;with x = z + h�(z).Our reasoning during the proofs of the two previous lemmas implies thatthe kernel K(x; y) = @3jx� yj@xj@xk@xlsatis�es the assumption (6.31). It also satis�es the other assumptions of The-orem 6.20, whence the �rst integral represents a uniformly H�older continuousfunction in Dh0 . Our analysis of the second term during the previous lemmasimplies the H�older continuity of this term in IR3 nD and in D. Furthermore,the H�older norms of @lujD and of @lujIR3nD depend continuously on k k0;;@D.Finally, the relations (6.36) and (6.39) from Lemmas 6.21 and 6.22 allow tocompute the values on the boundary:@lu�(x) = Z@D @3jx� yj@xj@xk@xl (y)ds(y)� 4��j(x)�k(x)�l(x) (x) ; x 2 @D ;the integral being a Cauchy principal value.Now, the regularity result and the jump relation for derivatives of theharmonic single-layer potential (6.32) together with�(0)jk (x) := �jk4��jxj � �+ �8��(2�+ �) @2jxj@xj@xk ; x 6= 0 ; j; k = 1; 2; 3 ;imply the assertion of the theorem. 2We needed the above regularity result during the derivation of the stabil-ity result for the inverse elastic scattering problem, but we did not use thevalues of @jUl of the single-layer potential U on the boundary @D in general.However, we had to know the values of a certain linear combination of thevalues @jUl on @D, namely the values of the traction of U . We remind thereader that the traction was de�ned as[T (U; �)](x) := (�1 + �)@U@� (x) + �2(r � U)(x)�(x) + �1�(x) ^ (r^ U(x))261



for x 2 @D, where the real constants �1, �2 satisfy �1+�2 = �+�. Relation(5.7) allows to rewrite the lth component of the above vector as[T (U; �)]l(x) = �@Ul@� (x) + �2(r �U)(x)�l(x) + �1 3Xm=1 �m(x)@Um@xl (x) : (6.42)This relation, together with the jump relation of the preceding theoremallows to derive the following jump relation for the traction of the elasticsingle-layer potential. By �(y; x)T we denote the matrix having as columns�(y; x)Tdj = Tx(�(x� y)dj; �(x)) ; x; y 2 @D ;i.e., the jth column of this matrix consists of the traction (with respect tox) applied to the jth column of the fundamental solution �(x � y). Thisactually is the transpose of the matrix �(x; y) de�ned in section 5.1 with itsarguments x and y interchanged.Lemma 6.24 Let ' 2 C0;(@D) (0 <  < 1) be a uniformly H�older con-tinuous vector �eld. Then, the traction from the interior and exterior of thesingle-layer potentialU(x) := Z@D �(x� y)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 IR3 n @D ;can be computed on @D as the uniformly H�older continuous vector �eldsTU�(x) = Z@D �T (y; x)'(y)ds(y)� 12'(x) ; x 2 @D ; (6.43)where the integral exists as a Cauchy principal value. The analogous assertionis true, if � is replaced by �(0).Our last result states that the integral operator appearing in (6.43) iscompact in C0;(@D) provided �1 and �2 are chosen in a special way.Lemma 6.25 For�1 := �(�+ �)�+ 3� ; �2 := (�+ �)(�+ 2�)�+ 3� (6.44)262



the operator K 01:C0;(@D)! C0;(@D)(K 01')(x) := 2 Z@D �T (y; x)'(y)ds(y) ; x 2 @D ; (6.45)has a weakly singular kernel and is a compact operator. The analogous as-sertion is true, if � is replaced by �(0).Proof: Theorem 6.19 and the estimates from Lemma 5.1 (b) imply that theoperator ' 7! 2 Z@D (�T (y; �)� [�(0)(y; �)]T )'(y)ds(y)is bounded and linear from C(@D) to C0;(@D) for each choice of �1 and �2.Hence, we have to analyze the entries of the matrix [�(0)(y; x)]T , if �1 and �2are chosen as in (6.44), i.e., we have to compute the kth entry of the vectorTx(�(0)(x� y)dj; �(x)). In regard of relation (6.42) we start with�Tx� 12��jx� yjdj; �(x)��k= ��jk2� �(x) � (x� y)jx� yj3 � �22�� xj � yjjx� yj3�k(x)� �12�� xk � ykjx� yj3�j(x) :(6.46)In order to compute the traction of r@jjx� yj we use the original de�nitionof the traction operator, the relation �xjx � yj = 2=jx � yj, and obtain forthe kth entry�Tx�rx @@xj jx� yj; �(x)��k= (�1 + �)� @@�(x) @2@xj@xk jx� yj�k � 2�2 xj � yjjx� yj3�k(x)= (�1 + �)���jk �(x) � (x� y)jx� yj3 � xj � yjjx� yj3�k(x)� xk � ykjx� yj3�j(x)+3(xk � yk)(xj � yj)[�(x) � (x� y)]jx� yj5 ��2�2 xj � yjjx� yj3�k(x) : (6.47)263



Multiplying (6.47) by �(�+�)=f4��(2�+�)g and adding the result to (6.46)�nally yields2�Tx��(0)(x� y)dj; �(x)��k= ��jk2� h1� (�1 + �)(�+ �)2�(2�+ �) i�(x) � (x� y)jx� yj3�3(�1 + �)(�+ �)4��(2�+ �) (xk � yk)(xj � yj)[�(x) � (x� y)]jx� yj5+h� �22�� + 2�2(�+ �)4��(2�+ �) + (�1 + �)(�+ �)4��(2�+ �) i xj � yjjx� yj3�k(x)+h� �12�� + (�1 + �)(�+ �)4��(2�+ �) i xk � ykjx� yj3�j(x)= �jkc1�(x) � (x� y)jx� yj3 + c2 (xk � yk)(xj � yj)[�(x) � (x� y)]jx� yj5 (6.48)with two constants c1 and c2 because the coe�cients in front of the stronglysingular terms �k(x)(xj � yj)=jx� yj3 and �j(x)(xk � yk)=jx� yj3 vanish dueto the special choice of �1 and �2.The integral operator with kernel �(x)�(x�y)=(2�jx�yj3) is studied in [6,Theorem 2.30] and is seen to be compact inC0;(@D) in view of Theorem 6.19.Let us point out that the estimates (see [6, Theorem 2.2])j�(x) � (x� y)j � cjx� yj2 ; x; y 2 @D ;j�(x)� �(y)j � cjx� yj ; x; y 2 @D ; (6.49)for a C2-smooth boundary @D are crucial in order to verify the assumptionsof Theorem 6.19. We proceed analogously for the kernelK(x; y) = (xk � yk)(xj � yj)[�(x) � (x� y)]jx� yj5 ; x; y 2 @D ; x 6= y :It is weakly singular due to (6.49). Moreover, due to (6.49) we have theinequality ����(x) � (x� y)� �(z) � (z � y)���� ���(�(x)� �(z)) � (x� y)���+ ����(z) � (x� z)���� cjx� yjjx� zj + cjx� zj2 ; x; y; z 2 @D ;264



which together with the remark after Theorem 6.19 immediately yields as-sumption (6.26) for K with m = 2. This completes the proof of the lemma.2
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Basic NotationZZ integersIN positive integersIN0 nonnegative integersIR real numbersC complex numbers, i := p�1, z = x + iy, x; y 2 IR, z := x � iycomplex conjugateIR3 threedimensional Euclidean space with points x = (x1; x2; x3), xj 2IR, jxj := (P3j=1 x2j)1=2C3 := f(z1; z2; z3): zj 2 Cg, jzj := (P3j=1 jzjj2)1=2a � b := P3j=1 ajbj for a; b 2 C3 bilinear forma^b := (a2b3�a3b2; a3b1�a1b3; a1b2�a2b1) vector product for a; b 2 C3D closure of a set D � IR3, @D boundary of D@D smooth, �(y) unit normal at y 2 @D (if D is bounded �(y) isdirected into the exterior of D), ds 2-dimensional area element in @Dp. 16D nD0 := fx 2 D: x =2 D0gBr(x�) := fx 2 IR3: jx � x�j < rg open ball with center x� 2 IR3 andradius r > 0, Br := Br(0)S2 := fx 2 IR3: jxj = 1g@ju = @u@xj = @u=@xj partial derivative of the function uru := (@1u; @2u; @3u) gradient of u�u := @21u+ @22u+ @23u Laplacian of ur�U := @1U1+@2U2+@3U3 divergence of a vector �eld U = (U1; U2; U3)273



r^U := (@2U3� @3U2; @3U1 � @1U3; @1U2 � @2U1) curl of a vector �eldU = (U1; U2; U3)��U := ��U + (� + �)rr � U elasticity operator applied to a vector�eld U = (U1; U2; U3), �, � are the Lam�e constantsFunction spacesD � IR3C(D), C(D) set of continuous functions on D, D p. 12C0;(D) set of bounded and uniformly H�older continuous functions onD with exponent 0 <  < 1 p. 25D � IR3 openCk(D) set of functions on D having all derivatives up to order k 2 INcontinuous in D p. 12C1(D) := 1Tk=1Ck(D)Ck(D) set of functions in Ck(D) all of whose derivatives up to orderk 2 IN have continuous extensions to D p. 12C1;(D) p. 25C1;(@D) p. 25supp(u) support of a function u, closure of the set fx: u(x) 6= 0gCk0 (D) set of functions in Ck(D) with compact support in D (k 2 INor k =1 ) p. 12L2(D) set of functions onD which are measurable and square-integrableon D with respect to the Lebesgue measure p. 11T 0;(@BR2) set of -H�older continuous tangential �elds on @BR2 p. 147T 0;d (@BR2) set of -H�older continuous tangential �elds on @BR2 posess-ing a -H�older continuous surface divergence p. 147Note: If E = (E1; E2; E3):D ! C3 is a vector-valued function we writeE 2 C(D) for E1; E2; E3 2 C(D), and similarly for all other function spaces274



� grid in IR3 p. 11� = (s; it; 0) 2 C3, s 2 IR, t > 0 p. 12�� , 	� fundamental solutions of the Helmholtz equation p. 17, p. 97g� fundamental solution of �+2i� �r p. 52 , G� corresponding solutionoperator p. 52
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